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SUMMARY 
PROF B.C. LATEGAN 
NEW TEST AMENT 
DOCfORINTHEOLOGY 
The study on wisdom and foolishness was done in the realization that our 
descriptions of language in terms of single decontextualized sentences could never 
hope to reveal the true essence of the structure and use of natural language. A 
sentence is not a purpose unto itself. Sentences occur in situations, they are 
embedded in discourse, they are surrounded by sentences and perhaps pictures or 
actions and gestures with which they must link. In order to understand why Paul has 
chosen to describe the cross event in seemingly mutually exclusive terms we must 
reckon with overall text strategies and with the links of the sentence with its textual, 
discoursal and situational environment. 
Once you are committed to describing language in terms of processes, a text 
becomes a communicative interaction between its producer and its consumer within 
relevant social contexts. The moment one canalizes a text as communicative 
interaction one is under an obligation to develop a proper apparatus or model which 
will take into consideration concepts such as stra;.::gies (a goal determined weighing 
of various alternatives) and tactics (the choice of words and sentence patterns). 
Hence the development of the interactional model. Working and analyzing wisdom 
and foolishness within this model I have found it to be two strategic phrases in 
Paul's strategy to achieve the double edged goal of defending his apostleship and 
provoking the Corinthian reinterpretation of their calling. Through the use of irony 
Paul attempts to implement a system of value that is itself ironic. As prospected by 1 
Cor. 1:18-2:5, the world of God's calling takes to itself and transcends the 
appearances of the realities that occur within it. In that world foolishness expresses 
the value of wisdom and wisdom foolishness. Strength expresses the value of 
weakness and weakness expresses strength. Wisdom and foolishness become two 
important terms through which Paul would enable his reader to perceive the world's 
realities and their value in terms of their opposites. 
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What Paul intends to achieve through the ironic use of wisdom and foolishness can 
best be understood by means of the different strategies he employed. 
His apologetic strategy is to concede his limitation of wisdom and strength, a 
limitation which has already engendered criticism of Paul or constitutes an 
accusation he anticipated. 
In establishing an ironic perspective in 1: 18-2:5 of the cross, Paul takes hold of the 
very categories of the controversy and gives them paradoxical values. When 
interpreted in the light of the cross Paul's apparent lack of wisdom and so called 
foolishness becomes ironic testimony on his behalf. It is these realities, he would 
claim, that demonstrate God's backing of his apostleship. Paul engages the 
Corintians not at the point of whether he lacks wisdom or whether he is foolish, but 
at their valuation of wisdom and foolishness. He engages his readers not over the 
evidence, but over the criteria, the system of values, which shapes their 
interpretation. 
Paul's epideictic strategy is to juxtapose and maximise the tension between what he 
considers to be the reality of the Corinthian calling and what he understands to be 
their perception of it. What is proven in the calling of the Corinthians is God's and 
Paul's ironic system of values, namely wisdom that is foolish and a foolishness that is 
full of wisdom. 
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OPSOMMING 
Pro motor PROF BC LATEGAN 
Departernent NUWE TESTAMENT 
Graad DOKTOR IN TEOLOGIE 
Die doe! van hierdie proefskrif en basiese voorveronderstelling ten grondslag van 
hierdie studie was om aan te toon dat teks en konteks interafhanklik is. 
Navorsing in die verlede het gepoog om die terrne wysheid en dwaasheid vanuit 'n 
sogenaarnde historiese konteks te bepaal. Die wyse waarop die historiese konteks 
van die twee begrippe dikwels gekonstrueer is, gaan egter mank aan 'n gebrekkige 
taalbeskouing. Orn die twee begrippe te verstaan moet daar rekening gehou word 
met oorhoofse teks strategiet: sowel as die interaksie tussen teks en konteks. 
Die vraag na hoe die interaksie tussen teks en konteks daaruit sien word 
beantwoord met behulp van die interaksionele model. Hierdie model het insigte 
vanuit die leser georienteerde vakdissiplines soos pragmatiek, resepsiekritiek en 
retoriek gelntegreer en die leser in staat gestel om die teks van 1 Kor 1:18-2:5 te 
lees teen die agtergrond van 'n komrnunikatiewe interaksie tussen teks ea konteks. 
Hierdie funksionele interaksionele model het die leser verder in staat gestel om die 
begrippe wysheid en dwaasheid as strategiese begrippe te verstaan. Strategies in die 
sin dat Paulus deur hullc aanwending en gebruik nie net sy apostoliese gesag 
verdedig nie, maar tegelykertyd ook sy lesers noop tot herbesinning ten opsigte van 
hulle roeping en die uitlewing daarvan. Wysheid en dwaasheid funksioneer binne 
hierdie strategiese raamwerk boonop ironies. God se wysheid veronderstel 'n 
dwaasheid en God se dwaasheid veronderstel 'n wysheid. Ironie lei hier tot 
disassosiasie. Die gevolglike disassosiasie bied aan Paulus die geleentheid om 'n 
herwaardering van waardes te maak. So verstaan is die begrippe wysheid en 
dwaasheid dus die noodwendige uitvloeisel van bepaalde teksstrategiee. 
Daar is eerstens Paulus se apologetiese strategie wat daaruit bestaan dat hy sy lesers 
gelyk gee in die opsig dat hy nie geleerd of welsprekend is nie. Tog weerspieel die 
skynbare gebrek aan geleerdheid en status in 'n ironiese sin nie net die sosiale status 
van sy lesers nie, maar dit bevestig tegelykertyd dat Paulus werklik 'n apostel van 
Jesus Christus is. Beide die gekruisigde Christus en Paulus illustreer irnmers 
tiperende kenmerke van die dwase wyse man. Gesien teen die Jig van die 
Kruisgebeure word Paulus se eie gebrek aan geleerheid en status 'n ironiese 
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bevestiging dat hy die ware evangelie verkondig. 
Paulus se epideiktiese strategie bestaan weer daaruit <lat hy deur middel van die 
begrippe wysheid/dwaasheid 'n herwaardering maak van sy Jesers se onderliggende 
waardes en hulle belewing daarvan. Wat die roeping van die lesers eventueel 
illustrP.er, is 'n wysheid wat dwaas is en 'n dwaasheid wat vol wysheid is. 
' I 
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INTRODUCTION 
We arc confronted with a paradox: the 
concomitant familiarity and obscurity of 
the New Testament, which requires the 
search not simply for more data, but for 
more adequate methods of relating anti 
interpreting the data already possessed. 
(Burres as quoted by Erickson 1980:6 7) 
Let me commence by requesting you to look carefully at the following paragraph in 
order to see just how sharp your eye is and how much you know about language, 
especially about the words and metaphors which many of us use every day. 
It really bugs me, whenever I sec a bride walking 
down the aisle, that she has a Mona Lisa smile on 
her face and her attendants who walk behind her 
two by two like the animals going into Noah"s Ark 
have the same sophoric grin. And then, of course, 
there is the groom, all bright·cycd and bushy tailed, 
like a French Poodle, beaming as if no one was 
aware of the blood, sweat and tears that go into the 
making of a modern marriage, that complex legacy 
left to us after Adam took the fatal bite of that 
apple in Eden. 
Now there may be several sentiments with which you disagree in such a paragraph, 
but I am pretty sure most of us would claim to understand every word of it. The 
plain truth, however, is that there are six major errors in that statement and at least 
one word which we all use, for which I am sure very few of us can give an accurate 
explanation. 
The word in question is "bug'', a colloquial word which means to irritate and annoy. 
What does it mean? Where does it come from? Well surely it relates to the 
troublesome buzzing of mosquitoes, flies and other bugs which can be a major 
irritant and although it is pretty slangy, it remains a colourful and descriptive word. 
Right? 
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Wrong! The word has nothing to do with insects and never has. It derives from a 
West African word "bagu" which means to annoy and the slaves who were seized in 
Africa and forced into labour in America retained the word as part of a kind of 
slang code which their masters and overseers could not understand. However, as 
black jazz music began to shift out of the ghettos into the mainstream, much of the 
getto slang - which, in its turn, derived from the slave quarters - went along with it. 
So before one could notice, "bug" had found a home in the English language where 
it buzzes in our daily idiom while we are blissfully unaware that we do not know 
what it means. 
What about the six other errors which exist in that passage? Let's take them one by 
one. 
To start with, very few brides really walk down the aisle of the church, and, if they 
were actually to do so, most people would think them daft. The central passage of 
any church is called a nave, which is hardly an archaic word. You will find it in just 
about any tourist pamphlet. The aisle is the passage that runs down either side of 
the church where, in older buildings, the special shrines and windows are. But 
somewhere in the befuddled evolution of the public mind the nave became the 
ceiling and aisle leaped over the seats to become that passage which so many brides 
are accustomed to walk with a blithe indifference to the imprecise use of language. 
Returning to the passage, we then consider the bride's Mona Lisa smile. How can 
that be a mistake? We all know who Mona Lisa was, don't we? Well if you do, then 
you are better informed than most Renaissance scholars. The famed da Vinci 
painting we cal' the Mona Lis<. is, in fact, called La Gioconda, and no one knows the 
name of the woman who sat for the portrait. Because there was no record, she was 
for a while referred to as Madonna Lisa, which became corrupted to Mona Lisa, 
which is what millions now believe her name to be. 
And what about the famous mysterious smile? Some have speculated on a subtle 
love affair and the wicked Aldous Huxley even suggested that her close-lipped smile 
was because she has rotten teeth which she was to ashamed to show. Recent x-rays, 
however, show that this head was painted over another portrait that was already on 
canvas and that in order to paint out the old image, Leonardu .vas compelled to use 
this form. 
These are only two errors. Where are the others? It will be a surprise to many 
ordinary folk to learn that the animals did not enter Noah's Ark two by two until he 
had two of everything. In fact, the Bible tells us that he took two of each "unclean" 
ii 
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animal, which means animals with single hooves, while the "clean" animals (those 
with cloven hooves) were gathered in groups of seven (Gn. 2:7). There is no 
mention of birds, reptiles or insects, so who knows how many he took? One thing is 
sure though the popular image of the dual parade is a genuine mistake. 
Then of course, it is worthwhile pointing out that a French poodle is by no means a 
French dog. The breed originated in Germany where they were used as water 
hunting dogs which were specially trained to retrieve birds that were shot and fell 
into the water. The water dogs were called "puddel" dogs in German, which the 
English mispronounced and turned into "poodle". Somewhere before the time of 
the French Revolution a couple of these water hunters were presented to the 
French Court and they became great favourites, prompting everyone to think of 
them as French dogs. 
Who can doubt the accuracy of a phrase like "blood, sweat and tears" used so 
magnificently by Winston Churchill. Well, what he actually said was" blood, sweat, 
toil and tears" and he was not the first to say it. The phrase came from John Conne 
in 1611, was cribbed by Byron in 1823, and made immortal by Churchill during the 
War and misquoted by the rest of us ever since. 
Finally, of course, there is that business of the apple which proved to be Adams 
undoing. Of course the Bible makes no mention of it being an apple: indeed it does 
not identify it at all. It speaks only of the "fruit of the tree" (Gn. 3:3). 
It seems that the language we use with such casual confidence is fraught with pitfalls 
and that, if someone were to tell us that we really do not know what we are saying, 
they would probably be right. The problem which we encountered in the passage 
above relates to the very essence of understanding. Understanding and construing a 
text is always also construing its context. 
W.S. Vorster (1984:111) has critized conventional scholarship for seeing the scope 
and function of context far too limited. The way in which context is usually 
employed in much of New Testament research seems to refer to history as a 
backdrop to the texts. 
The Twenty Sixth Annual congress of the New Testament Society of South Africa in 
1990 dealt with the topic "The Language of the New Testament". This congress had 
a decisive influence on the study of the New Testament in this country. Every 
biblical student - indeed, anyone involved in the study of literary documents -
recognises the principle of contextual interpretation. Even outside the academic 
iii 
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world people know the danger of taking a statement "out of its context". We seldom 
stop to think, however, that a writer's linguistic frame and stylistic traits are very 
much part of the context that must be taken into account. 
One of the highlights and most thought provoking papers discussed at the annual 
meeting of the New Testament Society was the paper of Prof. Cilliers Breytenbach 
who dealt with precisely these issues. In his illuminating paper he challenged New 
Testament scholars to realize that discussions nf style and tradition have value not 
only for aesthetic appreciation, but for the exegetical task as well. This study is a 
response to that challenge and l intend to do so under the title "Wisdom and 
foolishness in 1 Cor. 1:18-2:5. Towards an interactional model of interpretation". 
TIIE S1RUCTURE OF 1HIS STUDY 
In order to take up the challenge it becomes of crucial importance to focus on the 
language and style of the New Testament. 
We have come a long way since the Purist - Hebraist controversy and the Sacred-
Common controversy. Yet as late as 1963 Nigel Turner still took great pains to 
present a plea for the peculiarities of the New Testament language, which is to be 
distinguished from the Classical and Hellenistic Greek. Turner (1963:9) pleaded for 
a "Holy Gost language" and the recognition "not only is the subject matter of the 
Scriptures unique but also is the language in which they came to be written or 
translated". In his 'Christian Words' (1980:ix) Turner confessed that his view on 
language is guided by the traditional views of inspiration: "I cannot believe that the 
Scripture enshrines any ultimate or essential error, any defect, any excess anything 
except heavenly wisdom". 
Even today, we still hear many lay people or even scholars laying heavy stress on the 
peculiarity of the New Testament language. Simon Wong (1990:20) pointed out to 
two possible reasons for this situation. In the first instance there is the obvious 
misunderstanding between language as an abstracted linguistic system in the 
subconsciousness of a community (Saussure's langue} and speech as the actual 
speech performance (Saussure's parole). Secondly, it is convenient for people to 
attribute some degree of sacredness to the nature of New Testament language 
because the moment you confess to that you are no longer interested in the 
principle of interpretation. What counts, in stead, is one's spiritual insight into the 
passage. 
IV 
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It is therefore not strange that E. Giittgemans (1969:78) for instance declared that 
... the exegete who turns from theological hermeneutics to the reading 
of international linguistics and literary criticism, encounters an 
absolute puzzling and completely incomprehensible situation: 
Protestant theology since Luther's discovery of the correlation of 
promissio and [ides and above all since the rise of dialectical theology, 
has understood itself decidedly as a "theology of the Word of God"; 
but still, right up to today, it has had no adequate understanding of the 
science of language and linguistic processes, that is of general 
linguistics. 
Biblical scholarship cannot afford any longer a simple pursuing the goal of 
reconstructing and interpreting an historical situation for distinctively religious 
purposes, we must also make ourselves interested in the linguistic description of the 
text. Whatever is created by an author is not the whole being of the text. The text is 
above all a cultural linguistic product, a prototype of a human phenomenon. It is 
indeed not possible to understand a text without the pre-existing discourse which is 
rooted in social, economic, political and ideological conditions. In other words, for 
New Testament science to be a truely text centered science we need to redefine the 
relation text and context. The relation is not one of equivalence in which the one 
causes the other, but one of interaction and interrelatedness which unites them and 
makes them text and context. 
In chapter one I will indicate the limitations of the traditional approach in 
explaining wisdom and foolishness in 1 Cor. 1:18-2:5. Most of the work done on 
these topoi, fails to grasp that linguistic structures are not a purpose unto itself. To 
understand why Paul has chosen these two terms we must take into consideration 
overall text strategies and the links of single utterances with their textual, discoursal 
and situational environment. Language and communication should be understood 
in terms of processes and not only in terms of structures. This point of departure 
has specific consequences. The Kuhnian and post-Kuhnian philosophy of science 
resulted in a paradigm shift in which the focus moved from texts as such to the 
communication events of which texts are part. This means a focus on the people in 
and around and created by the texts. One does not longer study the author and then 
the text and then the audience or in any such order. The only possibility is to look at 
the audience with the help of the text. We are only dealing with a text-author and a 
text-audience relationship (P. Botha 1993:33). 
v 
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From this point of departure new developments concerning text theory will be 
discussed. My aim will be threefold: Firstly, to stress the fact that modern text 
theory has underlined the important role which common knowledge, plays in the 
process of interpretation. I will focus on the so called "script" or "frame theory" as 
well as the cognitive - psychological perspective on text understanding. It is 
important to keep in mind that cor.text presupposes a statement of the inner logic, 
the interior structure, of the thing subject to interpretation. The relation between 
context and utterance is determined by various factors and it is the interaction of all 
these factors which constitute meaning. 
Secondly, I hope to indicate that an interactional model for the analysis of letters 
has now become a necessity. It is even of greater necessity when a letter is studied 
as a form of argumentation. Let me explain. 
The statement of Louw (1976:76) that semantics is more than the meaning of words 
and more than the meaning of sentences is just as treasured by New Testament 
scholars, as the now famous words of Churchill. I for one, am most grateful for the 
way Louw has helped us. But one should analyse his words very carefully to realise 
that they have now received a new context and therefore a new meaning. 
Hieruit blyk dan nou dat betekenis 'n saak is wat sowel in die woorde, 
hulle kombinasie en hulle grammaties struktuur le en dat dit ook in 
die situasie gebed is. 
(Louw 1976:76). 
The question is no longer only what wisdom and foolishness meant or said but 
rather why these two terms are appropriate to the context of 1 Corinthians. The 
habit of analyzing languages in terms of single, decontextualized sentences could 
never hope to reveal all the essence of the structure and the use of natural language. 
Sentences occur in situations, they are embedded in discourse, they are surrounded 
by sentences and pictures or actions and gestures with which they must link. 
In other words, we must clearly distinguish between a semantic and pragmatic 
approach. Most of the research done on 1 Cor. 1:18-2:5 was done in terms of a 
semantic approach which searches for the meaning in the relationships between 
linguistic elements. What is needed is a pragmatic approach which brings the 
situation of communication into play. Pragmatist theory stands in stark contrast to 
reductionist and dualistic epistemologies. It also utilizes the concept of interaction. 
If meaning is determined by the interaction between context and text, then we need 
an interactional model. Enkvist (1985a:262-263) stresses the importance of such a 
vi 
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model, because the focus has shifted to questions like: 
... why a certain person in a certain situation chooses to express 
himself in a certain way? Why does he extract certain specific 
predications from his store of knowledge, and then textualize them. 
In his textualization, what politeness devices does he opt for, and 
why? Does he surround his text proper with metatext, modalities, 
phatic expressions and the like? How does he co-ordinate his 
behaviour with that of others in dialogue? Interactional models show 
how people behave, and perhaps to some extent why. 
An interactional model will enable us to analyse both the communicative and 
argumentative aspect of a text. 
My third objective is to show how pragmatics and rhetoric should work together in 
the application of the model. In order to analyse the communicativeness of 1 Cor. 
1:18-2:5 I will focus on conversational analyses and on speech act theory. But, I 
shall also focus on rhetoric in order to analyse the argumentative character of 1 Car. 
1:18-2:5, because rhetorics and rhetorical criticism 
... changes the long established perception of authors as active and 
readers as passive or receptive by showing the rationale for readers as 
active, creative, productive. Moreover rhetorical criticism change; the 
status of the readers to that of judges and critics to that of validators. 
Taking us beyond the diachronic reading is a synchronic reading of 
texts, rhetorical criticism makes us appreciate the practical, the 
political, the powerful, the playful and delightful aspects of religious 
texts (Wuellner 1987:461). 
Only by way of such an analysis, in which the communicative as well as 
argumentative force of an utterance is acknowledged, will we be able to discover 
that wisdom and foolishness are two strategic terms through which Paul achieves the 
twofold goal of defending his apostleship and provoking the Corinthian 
reinterpretation of their calling. 
Chapter two will be devoted to the explanr.iion and development of the 
interactional model. The implementation of the model in interpreting 1 Cor. 1:18-
2:5 will be illustrated in chapter three. Chapter four will form the conclusion of the 
study. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
LANGUAGE AND STYLE OF 1 CORINTHIANS. 
TOWARDS A NEW UNDERSTANDING. 
Until comparatively recently the 
prevailing conception of the nature of the 
language was straight forward and simple. 
It stressed communication of thought to 
the neglect of feeling and attitude, 
emphasised words rather than speech acts 
in context. 
(Max Black 1963:9) 
When Matthew pictured Jesus first teaching in public he explained that "he used 
parables to tell them many things". (Matt. 13:2). Readers of that time would surely 
have known that Matthew made his point by depicting a very distinctive rhetoric for 
Jesus. I believe the same holds true for Paul. 
When he explained to the Corinthians that he did not preach the gospel "using" the 
language of human wisdom in order to make sure that Christ's death on the cross 
was not robbed of its power (1 Cor. 1:17), he made the contrast by reference to a 
style of oratory familiar to his readers. 
It is rather surprising that the New Testament authors described the novelty of early 
Christian speech in terms of contrast to conventional rhetorics. To a few scholars it 
may even be more surprising to discover that New Testament authors made 
abundant use of rhetorical figures and patterns of argumentation customary for their 
cultures of context. At the present moment, however, discussion about Paul's use of 
rhetoric is experiencing a new upsurgel. 
The purpose of this chapter is to give a preview and therefore an overview of 1 
Corinthians 1-4 and the way in which scholars have looked for answers to the 
problems they encountered. From there I will try to indicate how the marriage of 
stylistics to modern linguistics and hence the rediscovery of rhetoric could aid our 
understanding of Paul's message to the Corinthians. 
1 
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1.1 1Cor.1-4: Preview and Overview 
Literary and rhetorical criticism thrive upon and seek to illumine the interaction of 
textual part and whole. Although this study is focussed on a very small section of 
the text (1Cor1:18-2:5) this pericope cannot be isolated from its relations to and 
functions in the broader context. Accordingly, the study of wisdom and foolishness 
in 1 Corinthians 1 must be accompanied by a consideration of the broader textual 
context and its problems. 
1.1.1 The Corinthian conflict and the nature of the cro<j>ia 
As a letter 1 Corinthians presents many problems2 to the interpreter. The difficulty 
is compounded by the interrelatedness of these problems. However, the major 
problem of the first four chapters is the nature of the cro~lo: against which Paul 
polemicizes. As it is so closely linked to the crxicrµm;o: which is the topic of 1:12-17, 
3:1-17 and 3:22-3, and other verses, it is necessary to begin with a brief discussion of 
that question. 
Obviously the crxicrµo:i:o: and the question of cro<j>io: are linked because Paul ends 
1:12-17 by saying that Christ sent him to tell the Good News not E:v cro<j>ia A.6you. 
In 1: 12 Paul speaks of four groups, associated with the names of Paul, Apollos, 
Cephas and Christ. The same hold true with regard to 3:22. The identity of the 
Christ group remains a problem. Chrysostomus already assumed that the reference 
to Paul, Cephas and Apollos was fictive. Calvin followed him in assuming that Paul 
in actual fact kept secret the real names of the persons that formed the opposing 
parties. 
In 1797 J.E.C Schmidt suggested that there were only two groups, namely the 
converts of Paul ancl Apollos on the one hand and a second group that regarded 
Peter as leader but expressed their ultimate allegiance as to Christ on the other 
hand. This hypothesis was developed and made famous by F.C. Baur3. 
According to Schmidt and Baur Paul's opponents were representatives of Jewish 
Christianity. Although Baur's hypothesis has been questioned because of the 
apparent absence of Judaizers in 1 Corinthians, variations of it are defended4. 
Although Dahl (1967:315) says of this hypothesis that there is wide negative 
agreement that Paul is not opposing Judaizers, a careful assessment of its arguments 
is necessary. 
2 
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Essentially these arguments are the following: 
a) In the crrnpia discussion from 1: 17 there is a polarization: the Pauline X6y0<; 
of the cross is contrasted with the crO<j>ia A.6you without the suggestion of some third 
gospel. This would point to only two opposing parties. 
b) In 3:10-12 where Paul uses the analogy of his mission \·1ith the building of a 
house, he mentions the opposition in the singular (UAJ..0<;, 'tt<;, UAJ..a). 
c) In 4:6 Paul transfers these things to himself and Apollos so that "none of you 
should be proud of one person and despise another". This seems to indicate 
tensions on leadership levels. 
d) According to 4:3 Paul is not concerned about being judged (avaKplvw) and in 
9:3 says: "When people criticize me, this hour I defend myself''. He then proceeds to 
defend his rights and duties as apostle. According to this hypothesis it is not easy to 
see how anyone could have distinguished between the apostolic authority of Paul 
and Apollos to the latter's advantage, while it is easy to see that such a distinction 
could have been made between Paul and Cephas. Such a reading is strengthened by 
the presence of anti-Petrine passage in Galatians 2. 
e) 4:6 is a key verse for the understanding of the letter. Paul is applying what he 
has said thus far to Apollos and himself (µEi:cxcrJ(11/J.cX'rtl;.EtV ). While the real issue 
was between (ol uµCX<;) the two of them and Cephas, Paul for pastoral reasons has 
changed it to an issue between himself and Apollos. Cephas is carefully kept 
anonymous throughout - he is "toil E:vo<;, which is in line with 3: 10 where he is 
referred to as UAAO<; and 'ti<; at 3: 12-17. 
f) Once we have alignment rather reminiscent of Galatians, crO<j>lcx refers to a 
way of life in accordance with the torah. Judaism sounded more attractive to Greek 
ears when presented as a cro$ia, a wise way of life, rather than a v6µo<;, a set of 
divine rules with severe penalties attached. 
Liitgert (1903:43) has argued that Paul's opponents are either "libertinische 
Pneumatiker" or "antinomistische Gnostiker". The chief opponents according to 
him are to be identified with the Christ party, who were enthusiasts who distorted 
Paul's doctrine of freedom. Instead they embraced sexual license and inflated the 
value of visions and revelations. 
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Schmithals (1971:286-287) sees the Christ party as the only front of opposition in 
Corinth. They were Jewish gnostics in opposition to the apostolic groups of Paul, 
Cephas and Apollos. 
One of the most intriguing proposals was made in 1911 by Perdelwitz (1911:180-
193) who claimed that the difficulty of identifying the Christ party can be resolved 
by textual emandation. Instead of reading 'Eyw OE Xptai:ou. the text should read 
'Eyw OE Kptanou - a change of two letters. The result being that the so - called 
Christ party is actually the party of Crispus. He followed that up with another minor 
emandation in changing K6aµoc; to Kpianoc; in 3:22. Although no one has accepted 
Perdelwitz's theory, it illustrates to what absurdities the investigation of the 
Corinthian parties could lead to. If the grammatical structure of 1:12 implies the 
existence of a fourth party, strange as ;: may seem, the party about which we know 
the least - and which may not even be a party - has become the major preoccupation 
of a large number of New Testament scholars. 
All the above hypotheses mentioned above reflect the traditional approach with 
regard to language, style and texts. As many stylistic features reside not within 
individual sentences, but in the way sentences are linked into texts, simple sentence 
grammar will prove inadequate for the description of certain important elements of 
style. It is important to realize "that descriptions of language in terms of single, 
decontextualized sentences could never hope to reveal all of true essence of the 
structure and use of a natural language" (Enkvist 1985a:258). The moment the 
context comes into play (eg. Vielhauer 1975: 135-137; Lampe 1990: 117-118; Von 
Lips 1990:2146-148), 1:12 becomes more than a Corinthian slogan, but a rhetorical 
formulation by Paul himself, exposing the absurdity of the party slogans as 
illustrated in 3:22. 
A completely new hypothesis was proposed by Wilckens. The focus on the party 
named for Christ, together with the emphasis on wisdom has led Wilckens to 
understand Paul's struggle with the Corinthians as an ideological battle. Wilckens 
(whose book "Weisheit and Torheit" has done more than any other book to establish 
a Gnostic interpretation of ao<j>ia) is perhaps the be:.t known critic of the rhetorical 
interpretation of 1 Corinthians. Wilckens proposed that Paul was engaged in a 
christological controversy with Jewish-Christian Gnostics who identified the risen 
Christ as God's wisdom personified and experienced through baptismal initiation. 
In his IDNT article (1979:522) on wisdom he summarizes his hypothesis as well as 
his opposition to a rhetorical interpretation as follows: 
4 
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Most exegetes in expounding the whole discussion in 1 
Corinthians 1:18-2:5 concentrate on the phrases uo<j>ia l.6you 
in 1:17, unEpoxiiv l.6you uo$iac; in 2:1 and €v Tt€L9ot[c;] 
urnj>im; l.6you; in 2:4. It thus seems that in this section the 
Christian preacher is opposing any philosophical or rhetorical 
presentation of the Gospel according to the standards of Greek 
philosophy. Against this, however, is the fact that .he section 
1: 18-2: 16 is not theological reflection but polemical discussion 
closely related to the situation in Corinth, cf. the direct and by 
no means angular transition in 1:17. uo$ia is obviously a 
catch-word of Paul's opponents. What is meant may be seen 
from 2:6-16. His opponents are thus Gnostics, not Greek 
philosophers ... To be sure, Paul is attacking a specific l.6yrn; of 
his adversaries. Yet this is not traditional Greek rhetoric, 
which without adequate foundation is often associated with 
Apollos simply because he is called <'xviVJ l.6y1.0<; in Acts 18:24 
and one of the parties in Corinth happened to be linked to his 
name (1Cor.1:12). On the contrary, what is at issue is Gnostic 
charismatic utterances, as may be seen from a comparison of 
2: 1 and 12:8 and especially from Paul's argument in 2 
Corinthians cf. 11 :6, and 10: 10... A final point in this regard is 
that the attack on uo$ia 1.6you is not so much on the form of 
speech as on the content, i.e. on the whole theological position 
of the Corinthian adversaries, whose wisdom would appear to 
have been a gnostically absolutized pneuma-Cl!ristology. On 
the other hand, Paul does not say in 1 Corinthians that it is 
impossible in principle to preach the Gospel in the language of 
Greek philosophy or that this would be a distortion of the 
Christian kerygma. In terms of his own experience he probably 
could not say this. There is no evidence in the epistles that he 
was educated in one of the Greek philosophical schooJs5. 
In some quarters the reconstruction of the Corinthian conflict became over 
doctrinaire. H.D. Wendland (1962:12) used gnostic disparaging of the body to 
explain Iibertinism and asceticism equally and simultaneously. Walter Schmithals 
made gnostic dualism the measure of the Corinthians at every point0. 
The still reigning thesis of a spiritual or wisdom-oriented movement in Corinth goes 
back to Johannes Weiss. Weiss argued that a spiritual or wisdom orientated 
movement in Corinth gave rise to this conflict in the midst of the Corinthians. 
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Weiss ( 1910:86) interpreted the parties in the light of Paul's general struggle against 
confident, spirit-filled perfect ones whose gnosis told them no physical act of eating 
idol sacrifices, or imr;wrality could threaten their >piritual union with Christ. 
According to Weiss women pulling off veils and slaves seeking emancipation were 
probabl~· ;;art of this movement. Scholars such as Conzelmann7 and Koestcr8 
remind one of Weiss's original care to work deductively from the texts to reco.1struct 
what unified the Corinthians' high spirituality, resurrection Christology, and radical 
ethics. But the important question concerning rhetoric and women's possible roles 
in thi> movement is not developed. In 1982 Gerhard Sellin wrote an article: "Das 
'Geheimnis' der Weisheit und das Ratsel der 'Christuspartei'9 (Zu 1 Kor 1-4)". He 
followed it up with monograph on the discussions about the resurrection in 1 Cor. 15 
in which Sellin pointed out according to Acts 18:24 that Apollos was an Alexandrian 
Jew. He linked this observation with a new hypothesis of his own, suggesting that 
the wisdom brought by Apollos to Corinth was of the Philonic type. This hypothesis 
was strongly substantiated by his 1986 study of the Philosophy of Philo. His view 
had important consequences. According to this there was no gnosticism in the 
Corinthian church. What Apollos introduced there had as little to do with 
gnosticism as had the philosophy of Philo. 
If, one must summarize all the above mentioned hypotheses, one could say that the 
primary trend in scholarship has been to explain Paul's focus on wisdom in 1 
Corinthians 1-4 as a reaction to alternative wisdom claims in Corinth. Scandinavian 
and English speaking research tends to limit itself to a minimal description of 
Corinthian wisdom built on Paul's explicit charges about strife, boasting and 
overconfidence. However, similar accusations in other letters on different issues 
suggest that Paul's charge>. are more polemical than descriptive. German research 
on the wisdom texts build; on the f"Xtended debate about whether Paul's Corinthian 
opponents were Judaizers or Gnostics. Other writers insist on a positive 
interpretation of Paul's wisdom claims. lhe dominating question in this regard have 
been: What is the origin of wisdom's multiform? In what way and under what 
influences does Jesus Christ become identified as God's wisdom? 
Different answers were given to .hese questions. With regard to the origin of 
wisdom few scholars would today agree with Bultmann's thesis JO of a single myth of 
wisdom created, appearing on earth, rejected and returning to heaven. Hans 
Conzelmann ( 1964:234) in an article on 'The Mother of Wisdom" shows how the 
years of research by Reitzenstein and others revealed the process of reflective 
mytht•logy as motifs from many myths were adapted to preserve and enhance 
Yahwism in different multi-cultural settings. Burton Macki! traces this process 
through the Hellenistic-Jewish wisdom hymns and Fiorenza12 shows Christians 
6 
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drawing on similar traditions, perhaps including the Isis myth and cult, in forming 
christological hymns. But how reflective is this mythology? If the borrowing 
appeared initially in hymns, it is more probable that community worship gave birth 
to this syncretism, as people who knew many traditions spoke in praise of Christ, 
provoking some among them to reflect on what can hardly be rejected in their own 
worship practice. Another research topic is the relation of Jewish wisdom traditions 
to the origins of Gnosticism. Although the seminal work was done by scholars such 
as Jacob Jervelll3 and Birger Pearsonl4 on the exegesis of Genesis texts in Jewish 
and gnostic writing, and by J.M. Robinson on the genres used in Jewish and gnostic 
writing, no adequate answers have been given to this question. 
Another particular concern with regard to the wisdom issue is the point at which 
Jesus Christ becomes identified with God's wisdom. Some, e.g. Windisch IS, and 
Knox, have argued that Paul applied to Christ, quite explicitly and deliberately, what 
was said of the divine wisdom in the Old Testament and Judaism. either directly, or 
as W.D. Davies16 has argued via the identification of wisdom with the Torah 
(especially Sir 24). Even if this is the case, the question remains as to its relevance 
for 1 Cor. 1-4. Others have started from the Corinthian perspective and have seen 
wisdom as a treasured possession understood in Hellenistic17 Jewish categories. 
Recently Earle EllisIS and Robin Scroggs19 have turned to Jewish apocalyptic and 
wisdom teaching including Qumran, for understanding the concept of wisdom. But 
most distinctive, has of course been the view to which I have already referred, 
namely that the Corinthians have adopted a mythologica1 gnosis incorporating the 
idea of a divine wisdom, with or without a specific redeemer-myth, against which 
Paul polemizes in 1 Cor 1-4. 
Then there is the interest in wisdom Christology in the Synoptics and the fact that 
Matthew uses Q as a source. The relationship between these synoptic wisdom 
traditions and in particular the thunderbolt or Jubelruf in Matt. 11 :25-26 and 1 
Corinthians 1-4 has been probed by J.M. Robinson20 B. Fjarstedt21, B.W. Hinaut22 
and P. Richardson23, without precise literary or historical results. 
1.1.1.1 Critical reflection 
In appraising the above mentioned data I would like to return to the words of Max 
Black (1963:9) cited at the start of this chapter: 
7 
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Until recently the prevailing conception of the nature of language was 
straight forward and simple. It stressed communication of thought to 
the neglect of feeling and attitude, emphasised words rather than 
speech acts in context. 
Indeed, the larger question can be raised: Should the exegesis of 1 Cor. be 
dominated by the thesis that Paul is primarily addressing opponents? The pre-
occupation with opponents has encouraged exegetes to embrace a methodology 
whereby texts are read as antithetical responses to that which hypothetical 
opponents are supposed to have said. If Paul denies something, the opponents must 
have affirmed it. If Paul affirms something, the opponents must have denied it. 
This method of mirror reading has imposed an oppressive rigidity on the 
interpretation of 1: 18-2:5. 
The one common feature in all the work done on wisdom in 1 Cor. 1-4, is that it 
emphasizes words rather than speech acts in context. More than one scholar 
reflected on this deplorable state of affairs. Erhardt Giitgemanns (1969:68) 
declared in a remarkable passage: 
... the exegete who turns from theological hermeneutics to the reading 
of international linguistics to the literary criticism encounters an 
absolutely puzzling and completely incomprehensible situation. 
Protestant theology since Luther's discovery of the correlation of pro 
mission and fides and above all the rise of dialectic theology has 
understood itself decidedly as a "theology of the Word of God" but 
still, right up to today, has had no adequate understanding of the 
science of language and linguistic processes, that is, of general 
linguistics. 
Already in 1971 W.S. Vorster argued convincingly that "Nuwe Testamentici verplig 
sal wees om aandag te skenk aan moderne opvattings oor taal en taalondersoek" 
(1971:139). This call went largely unheeded because mo~t ministers would agree 
with Malina (1983:119): 
For the busy pastor, the rise and fall of fads and fashions in biblical 
study must seem rather bothersome. The Germanic hyphenated 
criticisms (form-, redaction-, tradition-, source- etc.) the Gallic "ist" 
approaches (structuralist, materialist, grammatologist narratologist) 
and the American Bible-as-literature contrib; "'ions all must seem as 
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so many passing fancies which for all their hermeneutic power add 
nothing to the sheer delight of reading and using the Bible as it is. 
Why this deplorable state of affairs?24 According to W.S. Vorster (1971:140) it has 
to do with the fact that "die uitleg van die Nuwe Testament grootliks afhanklik is 
van die verstaan van die taal van die Nuwe Testament". The Greek of the New 
Testament has been variously explained throughout the centuries with significant 
implications for hermeneutics due to different definitions of its nature, and to 
applying different linguistic methodologies25, Another reason for this sad state of 
affairs is tha! until recently biblical scholars have been totally oblivious of the new 
approach to language introduced by de Saussure in 1916. He insisted that the 
synchronic structural approach to language should be primary and that the 
historically comparative method should be supplementary in determining the 
meaning of the text. In fact, obvious misunderstandings of certain linguistic 
concepts, especially what Saussure called langue and parole, made the situation 
worse. 
Traditional research on the concept of wisdom in 1 Cor. 1-4 reflects an a-linguistic 
view of language26. Such an a-linguistic views fails to distinguish between (a) 
thinking and speaking (concept and word) (b) thinking and naming (concept and 
word-meaning) (c) ways of thinking (world views) and the morphemic make-up of a 
language - that is to say, between what is said and how it is said, (d) word meaning 
and the thing meant, and ( e) meaning and meaningfulness. 
This is primarily due to a lack of proper methodology and a satisfactory linguistic 
theory. It is therefore of paramount importance to integrate the knowledge of 
modern linguistics into the study of biblical language. 
A reconstruction and interpretation of a historical situation for distinctively religious 
purposes is no longer sufficient. The linguistic aspect must be taken seriously, "since 
a text is above all a cultural linguistic prodw·t a prototype of a human phenomenon" 
(Sawyer 1967:137-38). 
This is the background that vompts a reconsideration of rhetoric, stylistics, text and 
discourse linguistics, conversational analysis, pragmatic and other related areas of 
language study such as socio-linguistics and psycho-linguistics27 in order to come to 
a fuller understanding of wisdom in 1Cor1-4. 
9 
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1.1.2 The form and style of 1 Cor. 1-4 
Like people in a society, arguments in a text do not function in isolation. They form 
a complex network of interrelations and inter dependencies. From Paul's first word 
- his name - followed by his greetings and prayers for the Corinthians, to the last line 
of the fourth chapter where he calls himself their only father in Christ, Paul is 
presenting himself to his readers. There are notable differences in the way he does 
this. 
On the one hand the opening is cordial and modest as Paul praises God for gifts 
given to them. On the other hand the conclusion is stern. Paul demands that they 
follow his ex&mple and he even contemplates to visit them with a whip in the hand. 
It seems as if Paul assumed that between the two he had established the authority 
needed to bring off the changes he is about to demand in Corinth. It is these 
features, common to 1 Cor 1-4, that pose two problems. In the first place it is not 
clear why Paul took so long to clarify his relationship with the Corinthians. Almost 
a fourth of the letter goes into this introduction - not the normal procedure between 
two correspondents who enjoyed the good relationship that Paul's cordial opening 
implied. Secondly, it is not clear why he launches an attack on worldly wisdom and 
then defends his own different wisdom in the middle of this discussion of Corinth's 
leaders. 
The first of these problems concerns the question as to why Paul took so long to 
clarify his relationship with the Corinthians. This is seldomly recognized by scholars 
as an issue28. A notable exception is the work of Wire29 (1990:40) and Plank30 
(1983:25). The fact that these two scholars use rhetorical criticism in their studies is 
rather indicative of things to come. Plank (1983-25) understood the introduction 
rhetorically as the point where 
... Paul's concern is to influence the basic disposition of his audience 
toward him, as speaker, promoting their goodwill and his own 
credibility. This he achieves by identifying both himself and his 
audience in terms of a "calling". The notion of "calling" ... marks a 
shared common point between Paul and his audience and provides a 
frame or reference within which his argumentation can proceed. 
With regard to the second issue it is rather surprising to see Paul'& reaction to the 
party strife. He allots only eight verses (1:10-17) to the issue and does not return to 
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speak about this disunity until 3:3. Between 1:28-3:2, we find a surprising silence 
about the previously addressed problem of factions reigns. 
What is then the point of this fundamental theological section with regard to the 
specific problem of Christian parties? Some radical solutions have been proposed. 
V.P. Branick (1982:267) sees little relation between the homily of 1:18-31, 2:6-16 
and 3:18-23 and the party strife. According to his source critical method "the homily 
was very probably written for another group" (1982:267). Branick (1982:269) also 
points out that it "was a coherent unit before its insertion into the letters to the 
Corinthians and there is only a "general relevance of the homily to the conditions at 
Corinth". 
Hans Conzelmann (1975:79) views 1 Cor. 1-3 as a circular composition. Yet even he 
is not quite clear as to why Paul inserts 1:18-2:16 into the discussion of the party 
strife and why 1:18-2:16 represents a necessary building block in the argument 
against the party disorder. ls this merely a digression of an absent-minded man? 
Conzelmann is also not interested in rhetorical techniques because he maintains 
that Paul does not knowingly employ any sort of rhetorical device. He observes that 
"despite breaks and joints (1 Cor. 9,13, 10:1-22) one can detect interconnections that 
are plainly from the hand of Paul" (1969:19). Conzelmann's argument for the unity 
of 1 Corinthians rests solely on theological considerations. In his commentary on 1 
Corinthians C.K. Barrett refers to the work of Johannes Weiss and even urges one 
to read it in its entirety, but his own work lacks the insight gained from rhetoric. 
According to Barrett (1971:49): 
The essential question that must be asked and answered is whether 1 
Corinthians makes sense in its present form, or is it so manifestly 
inconsistent with itself that its illogical movement and internal 
contradictions can be remedied only by separating the discordant 
parts into different letters. At present I record the view ... that Paul 
simply wrote the letters through, beginning with chapter i and 
finishing with chapter xvi. 
Barrett (1971:49) is also of the opinion that Paui did not use wisdom as a rhetorical 
device. However he has not clarified the many complexities in the opening sections 
of the letters nor has he adequately investigated the meaning of 'not in persuasive 
words of wisdom'. 
Wilhelm Wuellner on the other hand sees Paul consciously inserting rhetorical 
digressions in the course of his arguments, with specific argumentative goals in 
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mind. According to Wuellner (1979:186), one such a digression is 1 Cor. 1:19-3:20 
and it 
... offers an amplification in "intensive terms", of what awaits all 
believers no less than all apostles (regardless whether they are 
"fathers" or merely one of the numerous "guides" of believers), namely 
the only alternative there is to the "call"-status, or being subject to the 
power of God: either doom or salvation. 
Wue!lner understands the function of this digression as a way to highlight how 
faithful God is to those who wait for the revealing of our Lord Jesus Christ and as 
such keep or hold themselves to the end guiltless ( 1 Cor. 1 :7-8). Although the party 
strife plays too small a role in this interpretation, Wuellner nevertheless takes an 
important step by interpreting Paul's digression as a deliberate rhetorical device. 
He has proved beyond doubt that these digressions are "more than evidences of 
Paul's style. Instead we have demonstrated that the stylistic devices are functionally 
determined by the rhetorical situation" (1979:188). 
More recently, M. Bunker (1984:52) also asserted that Paul consciously employed 
rhetoric in 1 Cor. 1-4. Bunker (1984:58) characterized 1 Cor 1:18-2:16 as a 
rhetorical narratio between the exordium of 1: 10-17 and the probatio of 3: 1-17. But 
once again, the relationship between the content of 1:18-2:16 and the parties 
remains unclear. 
On the other side of the spectrum there was no shortage of opinions31 as to the 
literary genre of the opening chapters. Different answers have been given which 
range from Dahl (1977:329) who understands 1 Cor. 1-4 as an apologia whereby 
Paul re-establishes his apostolic authority as the founder and spiritual father of the 
whole church to that of Wuellner (1970:199) who sees it as Haggadic homily. No 
adequate answers have been given to the two basic issues and the interrelatedness 
of 1 Cor. 1-4. 
1.1.2.1 Critical Appraisal 
The limitations of the traditional approach to style which, with a few exceptions, is 
part and parcel of much of the work done on the style of 1 Cor. 1-4 cannot be 
denied. In the traditional approach the function of stylish elements does not get the 
attention it deserves. Consequently aspects such as narratology, reception theory, 
socio-!inguistics, semiotics and semantics are not taken into consideration nor 
understood as necessary elements of style. 
12 
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As many stylistic features do not operate on the level of individual sentences, but in 
the interrelations of sentences within the wider web of the text, sentences cannot be 
considered in isolation. 
Sentences rather occur in situations, they are embedded in discourse, they are 
surrounded by other sentences and perhaps pictures or actions and gestures with 
which they must link. To understand why Paul has chosen a specific form for a 
certain sentence we must take into consideration overall text strategies and the links 
of the sentence with its textual, discoursal and situational environment. Lundin 
(1985:27) is therefore quite correct when he says that we all inevitably read as 
people who seek, belong and act. The sociology of knowledge and the Kuhnian and 
post-Kuhnian philosophy of science have of course underlined this idea32. Enkvist 
(1985a:258) says in this respect 
... texts are governed by their overall text strategies. These strategies 
are realized by tactical means: the task of lexis and syntax is to make 
possible the conveyance of information in the order, sequence, and 
form required by the strategy. In other words, the strategy governs the 
formation of individual sentences through the tactical choice of words 
and syntactic structures. Here too, as in wars, strategy, comes before 
tactics; the text is father of the sentence, and not the other way round. 
This is indicative of a paradigm shift in describing language in terms of processes 
and not only in terms of structure. In our study of 1 Cor. 1-4, we shall expose the 
consequences of this paradigm shift which understands language as a process. This 
·cinderstanding of language requires the development of a proper apparatus for 
processual description. We therefore make use of concepts such as strategy (a goal-
determined weighing of the various alternatives one must choose from) and tactics 
(the choice of words sentence patterns). One of the benefits of implementing this 
paradigm shift is a comprehensive approach to style, for as Louw has (1986:5) 
pointed out 
... style involves a much wider range of items , for style pertains to an 
author's choice from among the various possibilities of expression 
offered by language. Style also extends beyond sentence boundaries, 
it involves the structure of the total discourse. 
If one views 1 Cor. 1-4 in such a processual frame - and that at least is the purpose 
13 
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of this study - rne might redefine style as a context-determined weighing of decision 
parameters. For example: 
When a cookery book writer fronts a locative adverbial even with the 
verb put where such fronting is otherwise very rare (as in "Into a 
champagne glass put two Jumps of sugar"), this strongly marked 
arrangement apparently owes to the importance of turning the 
sentences into an icon of events. The above sentence is short for "first 
take the champagne glass and then put into it two lumps of sugar". It 
mentions the champagne glass and the lumps of sugar in the order in 
which the cook will need them. It turns the sentence into an 
isomorph, a picture, an icon, of experience. (Enkv!st I 985a:259) 
That indeed would be the ultimate aim of this study - to understand 1 Cor 1-4 and 
especially 1 Cor 1:18-2:5 as a picture, an icon, of experience. 
1.2 Towards a New Understanding 
There are compelling reasons for assuming that a new understanding of 1 Cor. 1-4 is 
possible and that an answer can be found as to why Paul bursts into an attack on 
worldly wisdom (1 Cor. 1:18-31) and then defends his own wisdom in the center of 
his discussion on Corinth's leaders. I believe it to be possible due to the following 
reasons: 
1.2.1 A Shift in Paradigm 
It was Sally McFague (1983:7) who said 
... Scientists today are well aware that "facts" are theory dependent, 
that there are no literal facts, that all exist within interpretive 
frameworks, and that these frameworks or paradigms can have and 
have changed over centuries. 
The use of insight from contemporary literary theory and linguistics for the reading 
and interpretation of the Bible in recent years has provided New Testament 
scholarship with new opportunities and new challenges. New Testament scholars 
are increasingly utilising the concepts developed by modern literary and linguistic 
theories in dealing with the text of the New Testament. In his article on "Directions 
in Contemporary Exegesis Between Historism and Structuralisrn"33, Lategan 
(1978:18) therefore asks: 
14 
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What is happening to Biblical exegesis? In recent publications in this 
field, the most unlikely phrases keep cropping up: "semiology", 
actantical level, deep structure, narrative syntax, synchronic and 
diachronic, meaning and sense, paradigmatic and syntagmatic, 
signifies and signified, to mention just a few of these unfamiliar terms. 
For exegetes trained in the reserved understanding Anglo-Saxon 
tradition in the wake of Lightfoot, Taylor, Manson and Dodd, for the 
exegetes steeped in the existentialist theology of Bultmann and 
committed to the historical critical method for exegetes, for exegetes 
from a Reformed background, following mentors like Berkouwer and 
Ridderbos, the initial introduction to this strange exegetical jargon is 
often disagreeable, disturbing and even an unnerving experience. 
Why is it such an unnerving experience? Is it due to the strange terminology or is it 
due to the idea that the formation of theories is preceded by observation and that 
there is no such thing as pure observation without theory? 
I believe it is an unnerving experience because the limitations of the historical 
paradigm have increasingly become evident. W.S. Vorster (1984:119) points out 
that the historical critical method is limited in the sense that it is able to answer only 
questions produced by a historical critical frame of mind. This focus is not able to 
address questions with regard to communicating meaning, function of language, 
semantics and so on. The implementation of new methods in recent years provides 
a very necessary correction to the historical critical method, in the sense that New 
Testament studies so acknowledges its nature as a text-centered science, and 
opposes the distorted perception that New Testament science is primarily a 
historical science. In essence the historical critical paradigm was neither historical 
or critical •:nough. 
Excursus· 
Although the historical critical paradig,m has been the method used par exce/le11ce by 
Western interpreters (J. Eugene Botha 1993:36) its application has had the effect of 
alienating modern readers from the text because, if applied, the historical critical 
paradigm indicates the enormous dilfcrcncc between the world of the text and the. 
world of today. In the historical critical paradigm the point of departure is the text, 
the world of the text and the original meaning of the text. It is clear that the historical 
critical paradigm, with its naive sense of objectivity could be guilty of the same fallacy 
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of which they accuse exponents of Liberation Theologies, namely of manipulating the 
text. 
The inadequacies of the historical critical paradigm is notable in the numerous studies 
done on wisdom. Beckwith (1987:93-107) simply starts off by discussing the lwkmah 
of the ancient world. The wisdom of Bezalel and Oholiab (Ex. 28:3) and that of Joh 
and then continues into the New Testament. According to him the opening chapters 
of Corinthians "arc like a summary of the teaching of the Old Testament" (1987:101) ... 
and is also addressed to the "wise men nf Greece who hccome the characteristic wise 
men of the pagan world, in the place of the wise men of Egypt and Babylon, known to 
Joseph, Solomon and Daniel'" (1987:101). The mere identification of the world of the 
Old Testament with that of the New is but one indication that this study is neither 
historical nor critical. The same can be said with regard to the study of Best (198J:9-
39). According to him Paul's style in 1:10-17 is staccato, while 1:18-25 is more 
carefully composed to be a theological argument (1980:16). This traditional appwach 
to style presents us with some serious problems. The emphasis is on a very small 
aspect of grammatical style, which in any case is studied. 
Best's interpretation of foolishness (1980:17) also indicates the inadequacies of the 
historical critical paradigm. Best's conclusion, namely that "Paul is not attacking wise 
men who have become arrogant and self assertive ... but because they arc wise" is 
therefore unconvincing. 
Attempts by Wilckens and Schmithals indicate that the wisdom at Corinth is most 
adequately understood as expressions of a more or less fully developed Gnosticism. 
However, as I have indicated earlier, the study of Pearson (done in a remarkably 
historical as well as critical fashion) points out clearly, by means of a comparative 
analysis, just how far the evidence in Corinthians differs from that found in gnostic 
literature. 
Barrett's (1971:49) use of the historical critical method has resulted, amongst others, 
in his view that Paul rejects wisdom as a rhetorical device. In the process the 
questions that were answered were those put by the historical critical paradigm. 
Aspects such as style, pragmatics. strategies or rhetoric were not taken into 
CL'nsideration. 
The text can no longer be considered in isolation. The current change of paradigm has 
amongst others, indicated the enormous role of the reader in contributing meaning to 
the text. The reader brings his\her own presuppositions, abilities and context to the 
text and all of these contribute to reading and interpreting the text. 
Recently, a few commentaries and articles did reflect on these matters. Talbert 
(1987:xili) indicates that at the heart of the Corinthian correspondence are two issues: 
"What is said and how it is said". Attention is paid to studies in ancient letter writing 
as well as to rhetoric. Lampe (1990:117) analyzes the rhetorical scheme in I Cor. 1-4. 
His conclusion is that the discourse on wisdom is not so seemingly unrclalcd 10 the 
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problem of the parties. Lampe's and Talbert's approach diffr.rs remarkably from the 
historical critical approach in that it is more reader oriented. The same can be said of 
the work of Fiore (1985:88-89). 
In recent years there has been a remarkable shift from the historical approach to 
that of a mor~ pragmatic methodology. The question New Testament scholars need 
to answer is no longer "what does this sentence mean or say" but rather "why is this 
utterance appropriate to the context". Sentences occur in situations, they are 
embedded in discourse, they are surrounded by sentences and pictUies or actions 
and gestures with which they must link. 
This represents an important paradigm shift in which language is de~cribed in terms 
of processes and not only in terms of structures34. The effects of the paradigm shift 
are reflected in the pragmatic methodologies such as reception theories, and 
deconstruction in which the act of reading creates a radically new text. Closely 
coupled with these methodologies are developments in modern narratology and 
speech act theory. 
It is within this context that one has to agree with Kurz (1987:195) 
... Contemporary biblical exegesis is undergoing a paradigm shift as 
revolutionary as the shift to historical criticism has been. This 
paradigm shift is toward multi-disciplinary and more holistic 
approaches that supplement the almost exclusive reliance on 
historical critical methods in which most of us were trained_ More 
and more scholars are finding historical critical methods inadequate 
for addressing contemporary concerns like liberation or service of the 
church, accounting for religious experience, or even dealing with the 
final state of the text. 
Within the shift to a multi-disciplinary approach I opt for an interactionai model in 
which the act of literacy communication is placed within the sphern of human 
interaction. 
Excursus: 
With regard to the interactional model the following: The exact nature of this model 
will be discussed in the next chapter. I am well aware of the work done by Dormeycr 
in this regard. According to his model the individual readers, the text and the circle of 
readers are factors of a triangular relationship. None of the factors dominates as a 
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subject. l'hcrc is a constant <:hange in thl! subject-object rclat1onsh1p, a pcrinancnt 
interaction. The rn<H..lcl of v .. 1 Dijk presupposes that language users conslrurl a 
presentation not only of the tc."<l but also of the social conll.'X!, <111<l lh<·sc two 
representations interact. ·rhcrc is not much of a <liff\!rcncc bctY.'ccn tllL·sc n1odcls. 
Hov:cvcr, I pn:f..;r the 1nodcl of Van Dijk ( l'J81:<1?), hccau~c it ;tlso opcr;1tc, \\.'ithin 
the frantc\vork of a strategy. In 11thcr \\'OTd!->, hi!-> n1ndcl n.il 0:1ly al·kno\dcd.l!l'S lhl· 
.interaction hct\vccn t;.:xt and cuntc:xt, hut adds that 1hi!-> inlcral'.tion i!-> gual (1ric11rcd, 
intcntion:.i.I, conscious and contrullc<l bchaviour. 
The advantages of the interactional model, to my mind is twofold. Firstly it makes it 
µossible to view language as a process of interactio11 between the language user and 
his or her social world. Language is used within social contexts and sociai contexts 
differ. Language can therefore he used in different manners for different purposes. 
It is indeed within the process of interaction between language and the social world 
that one is able to ascertain the pmpose of argumentation. 
Enkvist (1985a:262-263) underlines the ;1dvantages of this model by means of the 
following questions 
... Why a cenain person in a certain situation chooses to express 
himself in a certain w;•.y? Why does he extract certain specific 
predictions f.-om his store of knowledge. and then textualize them" In 
his textualization, what politeness devices does he opt for, and why 
c!"es he surround his text proper with metatext, modalities, phatic 
exi;.--,ssions and the like? 
How t:c>cs he co-ordinate his behavior with that of others in dialogui;? 
Interactional models show how people behave, and perhaps to some 
ntent w1i:1. When a person has opted for a specific interactional 
strategy he can start extracting things to say from his cognitive store, 
as modelled by cognitive modds: he can textualize his predictions. 
The interactinnal model builds on the assumµtion that grammar (formal system of 
language) and pragmatics are complementary domains and that i! is indeed 
impossible to l'nderst:rnd the real nature of language as a process without studvin!! 
both these domair.:; and the interaction between them. This in turn makes it 
pos~;ihle for New Testament scholars tn understand genre and figures of speech such 
as irony and rhetorical impact in terms of conversational and contextual rules. The 
use of the interact;onal model would not confirm the result that I Cor. I: 18-~:~ i' a 
digression, but i1 certainly \vii: provide us \vi th a rea~on \\:hy this pa'.'isage i:--. a \\ ay of 
interaction hetw~en Paul and the wor!u of the Corinthians. 
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The second advantage of this model is that it leads to new understanding of the 
phenomenon text. This constitutes a second major reason why a new understanding 
of 1 Cor. 1-4 and of 1 Cor. !.: 18-2:5 is possible. 
1.2.2 Change in text and text theory 
The understanding of texts and the meaning uf lc:xl., 11'.ve undergone radical 
changes. In the first place the focus has shifted from the author of a text to the text 
as .. uto semantic unit, irrespective of author or reader and during rcce.1t years to the 
reader as the instance which attributes meaning to the text. Furthermore the status 
of the phenomenon text has changed completely. 
According to Eco ( 1990:21) a paradigm shift has Jed !o the recognition that a text is 
a place where the irreducible polysemy of symbols is in fact reduced ~ven further 
because in a text symbols are anchored to their context. Whatever series of s~·nbols 
is created by an author is not the whole being of the text. Nothing is possible 
without the pre-existing discourse which is rooted in social, economic, political and 
ideological conditions. A text is a communicative interaction between its producer 
and its consumers, within relevant social and institutional contexts. In other words, 
the idea that a text has a unique meaning, and guaranteed by some interpretive 
authority, has made way for the insight that any act of interpretation is a "dialectic 
between openness and form, initiat:··, on the part of the interpreter and contextual 
pressure" (Eco 1990:21). The shift in paradigm h<•S resulted in the recognition that a 
mere reading of texts or collecting of facts is not yet contextualising, nor 
understanding. 
Many text theories are not able to account for the fact that texts are 
paradigmatically open to infinite meanings, but syntagmatically open to only the 
indefinite interpretations allowed by the context. Accordin5 to De Beaugrandc 
(1981:114) this paradigm swi!ch gave rise to the dispute amongst scholars with 
regard to the text as an object of lingubdc inquiry. Some scholars have denied that 
texts are proper objects. According to them texts are sentences accessible via 
adequate or complete sentence grar.imars. A second group hoped that theories 
could be developed to focus on text.' rather than on sentences and a third group 
abandoned prevailing sentence theories in search of alternati\·cs 111orc dircctlv 
amenable to the special considerations of text and context. 
This third group of scholars realized that languages are cnormouslv broad 
communicative systems that arc fully interfaced with the activi~ics of human !ifc at 
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large. They realized that the long standing tendency to draw a horderline around 
linguistics and to shut out everything else, is no longer productive. i\ new text 
theory is needed in which interaction is the focal point (De Beaugrande 1981: 152). 
The initial changes were brought about by text theories influenced by ,tructuralisl 
views which also influenced New Testament studies-':\. This was followed bv the so-
called "New Criti;;isrn" anJ '''"dcrn text linguistic theories. The idea was promoted 
that the text should he Sc".'"::. ;: !"·"ccss and not only as a structure (Harty 19X5:2ff). 
In short, the phenomenon t,~.<l h~. received a totally new epistenrnlogical status. 
This cha•1ge in .:ciistemologj hat: direct consequences for the way in which 111.:aning 
in texts ic ron;:1:uted. New Testament texts were studied within the broader 
framework "f .. , "o·•·:: .. :~·1ticn and therefore emph:i'i' '"" placed on the text as a 
system of signs. ~~"::.:--::" ;...1t_Jeiopn1ents no longer accept the noliun that text~ are 
objects which can ,.·~ ~;,'.1wn, since they contain meaning. or that authors create 
meaning which can be found within the boundaries lll the te.\l (Ryan 1985:lhff). 
This explains the interest in the role of the reader in in1erpr1·1ing 1h,; texts. 
Because of the interaction between text and reader and the idea that the reader 
actualises meaning in a text, the idea that the reader has the task of discovering 
meaning in texts has been abandoned. Reading is more than decoding of encoded 
codes in a system of signs. Reading is an active procc>S of attributing meaning. I! 
also means that the text has become unstahle, thus causing a lot of frustration and 
fear in those circles where the Bible is regarded as something which has message 
and that the me;sage simply has to be discovered. Deconstruction has taken the 
shift in epistemology !O even more radical consequences, moving beyond the 
historical critical and structural approaches to that of post-structural literacy 
theory37 where the act of reading that "creates a radically new text... becomes an 
active process of attributing meaning" (J.N. Vorster 1989:59). Texts are no longer 
regarded as objects, and meaning never seems to be present in a text. Texts do not 
have meaning because of their structures, hut because of their relationship with 
other texts in a network of intertextuality (Derrida i979:84; Ryan 1\l85:16). Based 
on this ne·v perception of what texts are, the notion of intertexluality came to the 
fore which focuses on the interdependenct~ of text<,. 'The phenomenon 'text· 
becomes a network of traces, no longer a unitary object which i> knowable, or a 
completed work with a centre and an edge which i-, recoverable l1y \he ,killed 
readers" (J.N. Vorster 1989:60). 
Related to these de\·elopw.ents is speech act theory's. Speech act theory plan·.' 1!1c 
act of literary cornmunication \\"ithin thl' .;,phe1e of hu111a11 interaction h! ... trL' ...... i1~1-'. 
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conversational rules. The fact that some of the concepts of speech act theory are 
readily compatible with other critical theories such as narrati,·e and reception 
criticism, provides us with a very versatile approach which Gt. only enhance our 
reading of a text, where a number of aspects can be shown to co-exist, and co-
influence communication (E. Botha 1991:302). The basic concept of speech act 
theory is that it views human verbal and literary interaction <is rule-governed 
behaviour. This rings another change in text theory and makes it possible to view 
aspects such as genre, and figures of speech such as irony and rhetorical figures, in 
terms of breaking of or complying with certain conversational and contextual rules. 
This implies that speech act theory allows for the description of language on the 
phonetic, lexical, syntactical and pragmatic levels of language. 
The rules that govern speech acts are of course not inscribed in the text Inn are 
extra-textual. Since no conversation takes place in a vacuum, no adequate speech 
act is possible without establishing the context. Since meaning depends on social 
contexts, and social contexts vary, language can be used in different ways or for 
different purposes. The fact that, in speech act theory, the success of an utteranc·.: is 
considered to be of prime importance thus also provides a new way of looking at a 
text. 
The pragmatic function of language is thus one of the most important aspects wilich 
the reader and interpreter of the New Testament has to bear in mind. Most of the 
texts of the New Testament were not written for the purpose of giving information, 
but for the purpose of persuading readers and hearers to do something. The 
purpose of most of the texts was to persuade people to accept a particular point of 
view. We are therefore forced to account for aspects such as the appropriateness or 
success or functionality of an utterance in the text. In this regard speech act theory 
provides us with a more than useful tool. When the texts of the New Testament, 
and 1 Cor.1:18-2:5 in particular, are studied in this way, as a communication process 
in social systems of meaning, they are truly transformed from objects into 
communication between first century Christians. By implementing r.hc text theories 
referred to above, it will be possible to give a satisfactory answer to the 
appropriateness of 1 Cor. 1:18-2:5 within the broader context of 1 Cor. 1-4 as well as 
to the dynamics of 1 Cor. 1: 18-2:5 and the way in which Paul uses certain stylistic 
rules and devices. 
1.2.3 A new look at historic.al understanding 
l have thus far argued that a new under,tamling of I Car. 18-2:5 1.' indceJ l"'"ihle 
on account of a shift in paradigm which has also resulted in a change in the 
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epistemol0gical status of the texts and language. Does this imply that it 1s 
unnecessary to pay attention to the historical nature of the New Testament texts? 
Many scholars uphold the view that the only way to understand and explain the New 
Testament historically is to apply historical critical methods as used by biblical 
scholars to the New Testament texts. In some cases it is even maintained that 
historical critical interpretation is the only correct and valid interpretation and in 
any case evaluated as superior to other interpretations such as literary 
interpretations. Understanding the writing of the New Testament hi,turi.:<tlly i, 
necessitated by the very nature and origin of these doCL:ments. To this Lundin 
{1985:23) adds the important fact that there is no discourse, not even the discourse 
of sciences that can claim to be completely disinterested and untouched by the 
reality of human history. Like texts themselves and those who seek to understand 
them, our interpretations are always part of history. 
In the past the historical understanding of 1 Cor. 1: 18-2:5 was not always honoured. 
As a matter of fact, the kind of authority attributed to the text has been a major 
hindrance. Where any writer's view is taken as a divine oracle and the text is 
determined and the letter writi11g situation reconstructed to make the oracle at least 
tolerable to our ears, two sacrifices are made. The claims to legitimacy by nther 
voices in the debate are denied in advance, robbing us of a sympathetic presentation 
of their challenges. Secondly, Paul's arguments cannot be heard and weighed in 
order to determine whether they are convincing or not - the possibility of an 
unconvincing argument having been excluded in advance - so that even the best 
argument cannot resul: in persuasion. 
It is therefore of paramount importance to remember that any biblical text exhibits 
three closely related features, namely a historical, a structural and a theological 
aspect. By the historical aspect of a text is meant that the text is historical in a 
twofold sense. It is a historical phenomenon as such, with its own history which can 
be studied with historical methods; but at the same time it also refers to specific 
his10rical events in the past. By the structural aspect is meant that the text exhibits 
certain grammatical and semantic features and adheres to a ,pecific code. But then 
the individual utterances themselves stand in a specific relation to one another to 
the text as a whole or the entire strategy of an author. By the theological '!Spects is 
meant that the Bible contains statements about God and man with specific 
sociological and theological implications. To this Lategan ( 1985:6) «dds that these 
three aspects never function in isolation or in abstract, but as p:1rt of a dynamic 
process of communication. 
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The New Testament is therefore a collection of writings written by different authors, 
for different purposes, in different historical and sociological circumstances, and 
therefore for different audiences: historical interpretations are therefore no luxury. 
To interpret something historically, simply means to attempt to interpret it within its 
own time and circumstances. Lategan ( 1985:9) adds to this 
... that history is not hased on the principle of completeness (giving all 
the facts) but rather on the principle of selection - John 20:30-31 
expresses the same idea. Furti1ermore, history can never be merely 
the bruta facta, but in the narration of events a certain measure of 
interpretation is already implied. Not to acknowledge this, means to 
disturb the fabric of history. 
Interpretation thus always depends on a theory or theories and on the wntext of 
interpretation, that of the interpreter (Herzog 1983: 112). No interpreter enters the 
process of interpretation without some prejudgements, and included in these 
prejudgements through the very language we speak and write is the history of the 
effects of the traditions forming that language (Tracy 1977:357). 
Two matters have recent'.y aided our historical understanding of the New 
Testament. Firstly, there has been a renewed interest is socio-historical matters 
concerning the world of the New Testamem (Meeks 1983; Elliot 1985; Malherhe 
1983; Theissrn 1983). Special attention is paid tu the socio-historical contexts of 
early Christian communities. 
Secondly, there has also been renewed interest in sociology and anthropology as an 
aid in understanding the world of the New Testament historically. Sociological and 
anthropological models of how societies function are used to make constructions of 
possible social contexts within which New Testament writing wuld have originated. 
Since texts have meaning in social systems of meaning, hypotheses are formulated 
about the functions and working of these systems. "To interpret any piece of 
language adequately is to interpret the social system that it expresses" (Malina 
1986:3). But all the social systems are not equal. The social systems in modern 
societies can be totally different from those in first century Palestine Asia Minor. 
That is why social constructions are necessary. But let us be very clear on this point. 
Social constructions as a means of historical study of early Chrisrianity is 1wt an 
attempt to reconstruct history. They are rather attempts to construct po"ihk ""·ial 
relationsh:;is of meanings. 
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However, these attempts do not have the status of speculation or uncontrolled 
guessing. They are rather attempts to make adequate historical interpretations of 
texts within their socio-historical and social meaning system in spite of the limited 
sources at our disposal. Every bit of socio-historical information can be important 
for interpretation. 
It should be clear that this involves a new look at history :ts a science. The reality 
which is studieG in this approach is not the bruta facta or people of flesh and blood, 
but the relationships of meaning between facts, deeds and persons. Isn't that what 
language and style are all about? 
... Language arises in the life of the individual through an ongoing 
exchange of meaning with significant others. A child creates first his 
child tongue, then his mother tongue, in interaction with that little 
coterie of people who constitute his meaning group. In this sense, 
language is a product of the social process. 
(Halliday 1978:1) 
Of course not everybody wii! agree with the fact that language is a product of social 
processes. As Elliot ( 1984: 1) remarks: 
... for a time at least there may be more heat than light. Some can be 
expected to resist innovation on principle, or resign themselves to the 
kennels with the excuse that you cannot teach old dogs new tricks. 
Others may doubt the possibility or wisdom or legitimacy of the mixed 
marriages. Still others like Juvenal of old, may resent an attempt at 
disciplinary syncretism and regard the influx of new concepts and 
terminology into exegesis as a sad recurrence of Orantes' garbage 
flowing into the Tiber. 
I don't share this jaundiced view, but opt for a social scientific approach to I Cor. 
1:18-2:5. 
1.2.4 Rediscovery of Rhetoric 
Rhetoric was a common feature in the world of the New Testament. It is llardlv 
surprising that New Testament authors made abundant use of rhetorical figures :11HI 
patterns of argumentation customary for their cultures of context. From 1hc 
beginning it was taken for granted that writings produced hy early Cl,rist;,,n, 11ere 
read as rhetorical compositions. 
2.) 
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... Origen, for example, or Augustine, knew no other school for making 
sense of written compositions but the school of rhetoric. One can 
follow the rhetorical reading of the New Testament through tll<~ 
Middle Ages :ind into the early period of Reformation v. l1ere. for 
instance, Martin Bucer and Heinrich Bullinger simply as,umed that 
Paul should be read through the eye of Quintillian. 
(Mack l 990: 10) 
For long periods and due to various reasons (to which I will turn more specifically in 
the next chapter) interpreters understood rhetoric as mere ornamentation or 
embellished literary style. At present it is, however, experiencing a renewed 
interest. The new interest in rhetoric is often dated from the presidential address of 
James Muilenburg to the Society of Biblical literature in 1968. llowcver, l would 
like to believe that is was the work of Nietzsche that was largely responsible for the 
twentieth - century revival of rhetoric. FoucauJt39 ( 1973:309) claims that Nietzsche 
was a central figure in an epistemological transformation that ultim;;1ely will shift 
the attention of human sciences almost exclusively towards studying discourse and 
language. 
But if that transformation began in the last century and primarily occurred in 
Europe, its beginnings would have been easily overlooked. 1-itidegge;·. Gadamer, 
Derrida, Ricoeur, Lacan and Foucault, all of whom share an interest in ianguage. 
and all of whom were influenced profoundly by Nietzsche, have become pivotal 
figures in the study of rhetoric. Given these developments it may be fair to argue 
that Nietzsche's thought is central to a historical transformation that is still taking 
shape and which is very much evident in the paralligm s.vitch I mentioned earlier. 
Nietzsche in his "On Truth and lying in an Extra-Moral Sense" ( 1873) argued that 
full and essential knowledge of the world cannot be had. Consciousness does not 
grasp things, but impulses or imperfect copies ot things, and these impulses are 
represented only in images. The images are not the things but the manner in which 
we stand towards them. For this reason language is rhetoric, for it conveys an 
attitude or opinion, a partial view rather than an essential knowledge of the matter. 
Thus, there is no unrhetoric;d naturalness of language. Language is the result of 
audible rhetorical acts. So, for Nietzsche, the partial or partisan nature of rhetoric 
is a further, conscious refinement of the quality as it already exists in 1.:1tura1 
language. Language, the very citadel of perception anc.l experience. is inhere;nk 
partial and therefore perspectival. 
25 
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But Nietzsche went further in demonstrating the perspectival nature of language. 
He argued that all words or signs are tropes, and because of their tropic nature as 
partial, transferable, and reversible they present an imperfect knowledge. Human 
thought is therefore inherently limited by th<.> capacities and constraints of language. 
In Nietzsche's ( 1968:522) own words 
... we think only in the form of language ... we cease to think when we 
refuse to do so under the constraint of language: we barely reach the 
doubt that sees these limitations. Rational thought is interpretation 
according to a scheme that we cannot throw off. 
In es~ence, knowledge is social for Nietzsche precisely because it is shaped by the 
inherently social phenomenon of language. It is therefore not strange that he placed 
language: at the forefront of his rhetorical theory and used its position to launch a 
full scale attack on logic and rationality. Language is indeed a social fact. 
The benefit of this rhetorical view of language is that it takes us heyond viewing 
language as a reflection of reality even ultimate reality as understood in terms of 
traditional meta physical and idealist philosophy, and takes us to the social aspect of 
language which is an instrument of communication and influence on others. 
The further question then hecomes: What distinguishes all kinds of literary analysis 
(as has been done in the past on 1 Cm. 1: 18-2:5) from the rhetorical interpretation 
of this text? According to Sloan (1975:798-799) it is the fact that in rhetorical 
criticism "a text must reveal its context". Accordingly a text's context means for the 
rhetorical critic 
... the attitudinizing conventions, precepts that condition (both the 
writer's and the reader's) stance towards experience, knowledge, 
tradition, language and other people. 
(Wuellner 1987:450) 
As soon as rhetoric is defined in this way, it has to start looking at discuursc in the 
light of a specific social interactional situation. Now we all know that in logic, 
propositions, once true in their logical frame, remain true in that frame. :\ml iil 
ordinary grammar-books, the usual implication has hecn that once a 'c11tcnce j, 
explained correct. it remains correct. With discourse the situation is much 11H>r<: 
complex because 
f 
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... discourse which is effective in one ;ituati<. , 
of place in another situation. 11 l' ,f,f,/ 
r:llnpletely out 
1~.! ,,.+or .it~1dy the 
effectiveness of discourse wi thuu ~ ;·\:».:' r.~ t: \.I ;sc .11 .1 se 111 • • specific 
situation. And to view discourse ~g:.tin<; ·' ·.,;L, tion.il bad.gr JU!ld one 
must reckon with the peopk wht, .,,,'Tll•~«;~~e. the subject. the 
occasion, and the relevant cul::o"JI ,. ·, """·"·fashions, as well as 
taboos. Thus rhetoric er' ,·,., ,• ,,~-.phasize the kind of 
appropriateness that the Grc·_.·, ,, •'. d Kairos and the Romans 
decorum as well as the sit•.iation. 
(Enkvist !984a:lll) 
The subtitle of this chapter (Towards a new understanding) explains the conviction 
that this is possible due to a •;hift in paradigm that has resulted in a new look at the 
history and the phenomenor. text ai!d thanks to the rediscovery of rhetoric. 
,~ 
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NOTES: 
1) Sec tht: follo\\.'ing artidl:s: Rubert f\1 (Jrant ( l 1J(d:till-hh); \Vilhchn \\'ucllnt:r ( Jlf/1J: 177-JSX): 
Christopher Forht:s ( l 98f>: 1-30); t:!izabct h Schussh:r Fi on: nz•1 (I tJ~7:J8<>-40J): F. I-"orrL'~h:r-Church 
( 1978: 17-33); H.D. Belz ( 1986: Ui-48); \\/. Wudlncr ( 1986:4'1-77). 
2) For a more th!tailcd ovcrvic\v sec (J. Sellin (I9&i;.i:21J.t0-3044). 
3) Baur moi<lt: use of the argunH.:nt!-. from Schn1i<lt. Sec in this rL'.garJ Bilur':-. ( 1811:7c1). 
4) Variations of Baur's hypolht:scs an: dcf,.nth:d i'v ( .K. B~rrcll in (Jlh1.l.l-J2}; P \'iclh;1Ul':'" 
(1974/5:34-52); Michael Gouldcr (1991:516-534). 
5) IL is interesting to note that Wuclln1.:r (1970:203) al!'.o rcji;ctc<l the rhetorical inti:rpn:lation. 
According to him the "sofia concern at Christian Corinth w~s not inspired by pl·oph: \\•ho~c 
sophistication was qualified by sophistic rhetorical tradition". 
Wilckens, on the other hand, in his article ( 1979:501-537) reconsidered hi:-. po:-.ition \vit h rcp.ard 
to 1 Cor. 2:1-16 thanks to a lively Jis(.;ussion and friendship \vith Erich Dinkier. He roncctlt:~ tu thl" 
claim of Dinkier that it is not possible to explain the wisden1 issu<.! in Corinth with reference to a 
Gnostic myth which identified the riscn Christ as Ciod's wisdon1 personified. The paradoxical rcsuh of 
Wilckens's original argument is that in those scrtions where Paul describes the Corinthian \Visdom, one 
finds only Paul's derogatory and inaccurate judgement, while in the section where Paul \vould seem to 
be speaking of his own wisdom teaching, one can sec the real view of the Corinthians. 
Wilckcns (1979:525) in his new approach, ho\vcver, concedes to the claim that as far <ts Paul's 
understanding is concerned, the Corinthians do not hold a gnostic, revelatory sophia but one b;1~cd on 
human thinking and assertions that did not claim a revelatory hasis. Were the !hl~.hing represented in 
2:6-16 gnostic, tilcn Paul would be gnostic, nol lhc Corirthian<>. This concl11.;ion calls the gnoslic origin 
of the disturbances in Corinth into question. 
6) It was Schmithal's (1969:120) contenlion rhat the san1c ~nostics John i.:ncou11tcn:d v:a.s al \\'Ork 
in Corinth. They confessed a heavenly Christ but dcnicd the fact that He \Vas \'ere hon10. In an 
attempt to describe this sofia Schmithals (1969:134) came to the conclusion that i1 in cs~cncc r•-~L'CIL·d 
the cross. 
7) Sec in this regard <:onzclmann's comn1cn1ary (I lJ75). 
8) ()f particular imporu:1nrc is Kui.:stcr's blhlk in collabl1r~llion v•ilh J.i\1. R:)hin:-.1H1 (I 1J7 \) a~ \\ell 
as his rcvic\v uf U. V.'ilckcns's bnnk on "\Vcishcit und i·orhcit" ( JCJ(il:590-5). In [Jiis rt·v1cv.' arlit·k 
Kocstcr dcsctibcs (:hrisl functioning for the ('orinthians. nol <.t-" a rc\·c;,.ikr iJ1.:ntifil'd with divine 
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wisdon1, but as an inspired mystagoguc \l.1ho n1cdiates (jud's spiril and wisdom to the initiated, n1uc:h as 
Moses functions for Philo. In reaction againsl !his instrumental vie\\' of (J1rist, Paul presents l'hrist as 
(jud's wisdom in order lo !-ihow Jesus' historical dcalh as the point of dclivcrancc for all \\'ho r··ar. 
9) Sec in this regard Scllin's anicll.° in ZNW (1982:(J<J-9(1). It \Vas followed hy his imponanl book' 
Der Streit um die Aufcrstehung dcr To1<..:11. Einc rcltgionsgcschichtlichc und cxcgcsfischc 
Unlcrsuchung van 1 Korinthcr 15' ( 198(i). 
10) Sec !he following lwo publicalions of Bultmann's on this mailer: (1971:21-Jl) and (1951:21· 
31). 
11) Cf Mack 1973. 
12) Of particular i1nportancc here is Fiorcnza\ article (1975:17-41). 
13) Cf Jervcll 1960. 
14) Cf Pearson 1973. 
15) Cf Windisch (1914:220-234). 
16) Cf Davies (1955:147-176). 
17) An exponent of this view is J. Munck (1954: 127-161). 
18) Cf Ellis (1974:127-161) and (1974:82-98). 
19) This view was advocated by Scruggs (1967:33-55). 
20) See the !hough! provoking work by Robinson (1971). 
21) Cf Fjars1edt 1974. 
22) Sec in this rl·gard Hinaut (1987:282-300). In this aniclc Hinaut agrees \Vilh rhc hyporhcsis of 
Richardson that !he text of Matt. 11:25-26 and the source (CJ) was the subject of controversy in Corinth 
and th' t Paul is actually alluding lo ii in his dcbalc wilh Apollos. 
23) Richardson wrote a vcry thought provoking articlc ( J<)X4:91-1 l l). His hypotncsi~ and 1hcory 
amou.its lt' the fact if 0 j5 dared on 50 A(:. Paul and Apollo<\ wcrc V.'l'll awar-· of(). J-\s a n1a1tcr or 
fact, P. d lhcn made certain modificalions on () 5uch as lo cmphasize the ,·ross which is the 
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quintessence of the (Jospcl. Apollos on the other han<l, adheres to O. The difference is I hen of c:oursc 
related to the divisions \vithin the: l\,rinthian con1n1uni1y. 
24) For an analysis of tht: current stalt: of <Jffairs st:c thc CXl'cllcnt anidc b~ \Von~ in Sl·riptura 
(ICJ<Xl:l-27). Cf also Louw(l9'JO:J59-172). 
25) It is not the purpo.se of this chapter to reOcct on the historical development of the New 
Testament Greek. The 3rticle by Wong traces these developments quite adequately. 
26) See in this regard B. Sicrtscma (196i:l818-1826). ()f course; this a-linguistic vic\V on language 
was not limited to the work of theologians, but also included philosophers. Sec also in this regard the 
criticisms of M. Heidegger's view on language by A.C. Thiselton (1977:303-333). 
27) Louw's article (1990:159-172) mentions that despite recent developments l\vo areas of 
linguistic namely discourse analysis and style/rhetoric, have had no treatment in any gra'llmar. In this 
regard we must take notice of the work by J.N. Vorster who has wriucn an excellent article (1990:107-
130). 
28) The fact that this i.;sue is hardly discussed or scldon1 recognized as an issue proves the point 
that Paul's coherent strategy in 1 (~or. 1-4 is not yet fully understood. The majority of commentaries on 
1 Corinthians reflect on the introduction (1 Cor. 1:1-0 ) and the divisions (I Cor. 1:10-17) as two 
separate issues. 
29) See the excellent work by Wire (1990a:40). 
30) In this regard see Plank (1983:25). 
31) See Vincent Branick (1982:251-269); Ellis (1978) and Bailey (1975:265-296). 
32) To my mind, every New Testament scholar should lake note of the imporlanl work by Thoma• 
S. Kuhn: "The Structures of Scientific Revolutions'. Second ed. Chicago (1970) Sec also W.S. Vorster 
(1988:31-48) as well as Combrink (1986:9-17). Both these articles arc in line with the way in which 
Kuhn pictures developments and changes in science. Normal science (where there is a generally 
accepted paradigm) according to Kuhn is preceded by a pre-paradigmatic period in which different 
explanations are offered for one and the same problem. Keep in mind that normal science is usually 
characterized by agreement among scholars, but normal science can also run into trouhh:. It usually 
happens when a number of anomalies cannot be explained within the accepted paradigm. Such a crisis 
can only be solved by a revolution in that particular place. Such a revolution can result in <t new 
paradigm in which normal science can again take place. Although lhc article hy (_'omhrink 
presupposes a change (par::.idigm shift) 1he publication 'A South r. :ican Perspective on the Nev• 
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Testament' to which he contributed this article, still operates in a social vacuu111 an<l it aclually fails lo 
take cognisance of the shift in paradigm. Sec in this regard also the excellent article by P.C;.R, de 
Villiers (1989:119-124) in \Vhich he struggles with the social vacuum in New Testament scholarship in 
South Africa. For an introduction to the problems surrounding NL'\\' Tcstan1cnt exegesis and 
interpretation, sec the articles by Latcgan (1978:18-30) and (1984:1-17). In two recent article's by J.E. 
Botha (1991:177-203) New Testament cxcgcsis is placed within the development of nHJdern litcrary and 
linguistic theories. 
34) Evidence of this paradign1 shift is found in thi: n1orc ILXt-01icntcd nH:thn<lologics llJ which I 
will turn in more detail in chapter l\-.·o. 
35) For an assessment on Structural Analysis sec (jreenwood 1985. 
37) Sec in this regard the article by Fowler (1989:3-2..1)). Fowler refrains from a <lclinilc explication 
of the term "'postmodern", but he nevertheless refers (1989:3 note 2) to lhab HaS<an who rnntrasts in 
two parallel columns the modern with the postmodern. A few contrasts need to be nlcntionc<l: 
Mode1nism 
Form 
Purpose 
Art/Object/Finished Work 
Genre/Boundary 
Semantics 
Distance 
Post modernism 
Anti forn1 
Play 
Process/Performance/Happening 
Tcxt/lntertext 
Rhetoric 
Participation. 
In this regard one could say that the intcractional model indicates that New Testament science 
is on its way to postmodernism. This would, of course, mean that I have shifted the focus of my 
historical inquiries dramatically - rather than continuing to seek out what one might call the history 
lying behind the biblical text, I am more concerned with examining that which lies in front of the text. 
Edgar Mcknight (1985:xvii) also states this goal when he says "our goal is no longer a meaning behind 
the text which creates distance but rather a meaning in front of the text which demands involvement". 
This has, of course, a major influence on meaning. Postmodcrnism and the interactional model 
indicates a shift from meaning as content to meaning as event or interaction. 
According to Fowler (1989:13) this shift can be explained by the fact that "most nwdcrn biblical 
criticism, has been chiefly concerned with the referential axis for language. Postmodern liter<iry 
criticism ... swing the focus over to the rhetorical axis". This, I believe, confirms yet again lhc necessity 
of the interactional model. 
38) Although Speech Act theory has been introduced sporadically into research over the past two 
decades, it has not yet received its due credit. Several reasons can be given for this sad stale 1J ttffairs. 
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1-fowcvt:r, in two recent articles by J.E. Botha (1991:277-303) the ab~olutc necessity of lhi~ theory is 
stressed. I have to agree with the suggestion that speech act theory prcscnls us \\'ilh the challenge of a 
nc\V hcrmcncutical paradigm and that it indeed opens the v.·ay to a new exegesis. 
39) See in this regard Foucault (1973:303-343). 
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CHAPTER TWO 
TOWARDS AN INTERACrIONAL MODEL FOR THE ANALYSIS OF LETfERSI. 
Anyone farn:liar with the frustration of 
trying to solve the Rubie's cube will affirm 
that the puzzle cannot be solved without 
the blocks being moved in a specific order 
on each of the levels. The multifaceted 
nature and dynamic of the cube is a good 
illustration of the multidimensional 
nature of reality. It is obvious that this 
observation has important consequences 
for the theology in general. The 
acceptance of the multidimensional 
nature of biblical text~ (as part of reality) 
challenges one not to overexpose one 
dimension of the text at the expense of 
other valuable dimensions. 
Roosseau ( 1988:409) 
The following passage from William Kurz (1987:195) has become an echo of a 
similar viewpoint as Rousseau's 
... contempory biblical exegesis is undergoing a paradigm shift as 
revolutionary as the shift to historical criticism had been. This 
paradigm shift is towards multi-disciplinary and more holistic 
approaches that supplement the most exclusive reliance on the 
historical-critical methods in which most of us were trained. More 
and more scholars are finding historical-critical methods inadequate 
for addressing concerns like liberation or service to the Church 
accounting for religious experience, or even dealing with the final 
state of the text . 
"Views on language and approaches to languages have always played a major role in 
the scientific interpretation of the New Testament" (J.N. Vorster 1990:108). The 
theological dimension of the Bible was so overemphasised, especially in the Middle 
Ages, but also more recently in orthodox and fundamentalist circles, that it was seen 
as a timeless, heaven-produced truth which failed to take the classical metaphorical 
nature of the Bible into account2. "As a consequence. New Testament studies were 
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inclined to search for the meaning of a linguistic entity in its history or development. 
As a direct result linguists were so concerned with problems below and within the 
sentence that their findings were of limited use" (J.N. Vorster J<Jl)O: 108). As such, 
the relationship hetween linguistic clements within the text became the source of 
information . 
... What the text says was the objective to be achieved. Therefore, 
corresponding to views on language, analysis of the New Testament 
was inclined to be informational. To put it differently: analysis of the 
New Testament was inclined to be referential, either in an extra-
linguistic or in an automatic sense. 
J.N. Vorster (1990:108) 
Obviously, such a view on the text and language of the New Testament worked with 
the presupposition that language can be isolated and studied in isolation. Rousseau 
(1988:460) concludes that in the history of Bible interpretation 
... the past does reveal the futility of our attempts to solve the "cube" of 
textual communication by turning only one of the squares. 
In these circumstances it might be necessary to reconsider our whole approach to 
the methodological issue. Lategan (1988:68) points out the fact, that despite the 
plethora of methods and paradigms offered in the market 
we 'iave lost sight of the real purpose of our exegetical trade. There is 
an urgent need to change the order of our questions. Instead of 
asking: "What is the best method to use?", the first question ought to 
be: What is the 'object' to be interpreted?" This may sound like a 
small difference, but unless we regain a clear understanding of the 
nature of the phenomenon we are trying to interpret, we will not be 
able to choose or develop tools which are adequate for the task. 
So what is the object to be interpreted? A biblical text of course. But what is a te.xt 
and how do texts mean? 
2.1 What is a text? How do texts mean? 
It is a well-known fact that the historical-critical approach considered texts as 
fragments and not as entireties. That explains why the phenomenon text has always 
been related to growth. Furthermore, one has to bear :n mind that within that view 
34 
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the meaning of such a text was directly re:ate<l to its original author an<l his 
intentions. According to critical scholarship it is the task of the interpreters w <lo 
everything possible to determine what the original author ha<l to say to his original 
readers. It was furthermore helieve<l that this could he <lone after the original form 
ha<l been <letermine<l in the original life setting an<l historical context. To prevent 
arbitrary interpretations, a number of steps were invented to obtain objective results 
in determining the intention of the author. Meaning lies in the intention of the 
author. 
I have drawn attention to the fact that the concept of texts has undergone radical 
changes among text theorists3. As Ricoeur (1976a:92) puts it unmistakably: 
Not the intention of the author, which is supposed to he hi<l<len 
behind the text, not the historical situation common to the author antl 
his original readers; not the expectations or feelings of these original 
readers, not even their understanding of themselves as historical or 
cultural phenomena. What has to be appropriated is the meaning of 
the text itself conceived in a dynamic way as the direction of thought 
opened up by the text. 
The changes concerning literary theories (contempory theories of text and context) 
follow from epistemology rather than form theory. Literary studies are not exempt 
from the quicksand that underline all objectivist epistemologies. Hugo Ver<laas<lonk 
(1981:91) for one, questions objective knowledge in literary studies in a no-nonsense 
manner: 
Research in the philosophy of science, and in cognitive psychology has 
shown that perceptions are anything but "direct" and infallible. In 
order to judge the claim that a particular textual property has "really" 
been perceived in the course of the reading process, we at least must 
know the way in which a specific conceptual framework has been 
applied to a text. 
In the light of some of the theorists an<l critics who point out that epistemological 
frames4, their socio-cultural origins and their laws, are as fully operative in literary 
studies as in the rest of the humanities, the social sciences an<l the sciences, it is of 
paramount importance to examine literary theoretical epistemology. 
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2.1.1 New Criticism and the meaning of text 
In the first half of the twentieth century, Anglo American literary studies were 
dominated by a persuasive formalism. This formalism was especially evident in New 
Criticism. The central epistemological premise common to all formalist studies is 
that of textual autonomy, whereby the text is independent of both its author and its 
reader. This, of course, implies textual determinacy, or the conviction that a text has 
a centre and an edge which are recoverable, whole and unblemished, by the skilled 
reader. Susan Suleiman ( 1980:40) discusses this phenomenon as follows: 
Perhaps no single idea had as tenacious and influential a hold over 
the critical imagination in our century as that of textual unity or 
wholeness. Amidst the diversity of metaphors which critics have used 
to describe the literary text-as an organic whole, as a verbal icon, as a 
complex system of interlocking and hierarchically related "strata" - the 
one constant has been a belief in the text's existence as an 
autonomous identifiable, and unique entity: the text itself. 
Beardslee (1979 :37) states unequivocally that "text is the determiner of its meaning. 
It has the will, not at least a way of its own". As a consequence, interpretation was 
forced to accept a second class status, and became an implicit expression, of worship 
at the shrine of the text itself . 
... The autonomous work became the standard against which all inter-
pretations were measured: It was the raw data, provided the facts of 
the case, the object that existed prior to and independent of any 
interpretation. 
Chabot ( 1980:642) 
It is not my concern to trace the origin and growth of New Criticism but merely to 
disclose how successful this development was. As Cain (1982: 1100) rightfully 
observed: 
It it simply that New Criticisms has become institutionalized itself, but 
that is has gained as the institution itself. It has in a word, been 
transformed into criticism, the essence of what we do as teachers and 
critics, the ground or given upon which everything else is based. 
The effect on literary and text studies was disastrous as 
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... metacritical speculation shut down: theorists were replaced by 
technicians whose job it was to keep the machine running. The episte-
mological coup enabled critics to perform spectacular textual biopsy. 
quite unconcerned by the tenuousness underpinning their studie' 
(Chabot 1980:642). 
2.1.2 Text and Reading Theory 
The locus from which anti-objectivist text theorists derived their impetus stemmed 
from an examination of how readers read, which in turn has implications for the 
epistemological status of what they read. Clearly many of them draw weapons from 
the Derridean armoury: the assault on logocentrism involves an assault on 
determinate textuality. However, the primary focus among the theorists is not 
Derridean. Rather, common to all of these studies, is the attempt to slrn\1 that the 
communication process is not simply a channel of information, but it is also 
constitutive of meaning. With the introduction of the role of the reader in the 
process of interpretation and the idea of, as well as, interaction between reader and 
text, the reader's contribution to the meaning of the text, the situation has changed. 
As Kuenzli (quoted by Ryan 1985:20) maintains: 
Paying attention to the reader is therefore often regarded as a 
subversive activity which re-opens Pandora's box and undermines our 
hard-earned "certainties" concerning literary texts. Indeed, a reader 
oriented theory exposes our "objective" analysis as sophisticated 
"subjective" readings. 
Perhaps it is therefore appropriate to begin with Wolfgang Iser and reception 
theory. Iser encountered the shift away from objectivist epistomologies in the works 
of Heidegger and Gadamer. For both, reading is not a passive absorption, or simply 
a recovery or codified meaning. In his "Being and Time" Heidegger insists that an 
interpretation is never a presuppositionless apprehending of something presented to 
us. Gadamer in "Truth and Method" suggests that prejudice (any interplay of 
psychological and sociological forces) does not simply hinder a clear apprehension 
of a text's meaning, but conditions and makes possible an understanding of the text: 
What is necessary is a fundamental rehabilitation of the concept of 
prejudice and a recognition of the fact that there are legitimate 
prejudices if we want to justify to man's infinite, historical mode of 
being. 
Gadamer ( 1975:246) 
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Excursus: 
l'hcrc is of course a close connection between 1"1cidcggcr, Bultmann an<l (iadan1cr. 
In the first instance l.!;;1ch of thc.:sc thinkers stands <.is a lo\vcring figure in his O\\'ll right, 
who has had an enormous inllucnt:c on twentieth century thought Second, and even 
more important, all of thcn1 arc concerned \vilh philosophy as philosophic;_il 
description. Keep in mind that Hcidcl?,gCr dedicated "Being and Time" to Hossler, the 
founder of 111udc.:rn plu.!nonH.:nolugy. Within 1hc circles of pht:nomcnology, the 
inquirer refrains from projecting a prior understanding onto f:1cts, hut lets things 
appear as they an:. According to Heidegger thc. ain1 is to kt th•ll which sho\Ys itself 
be seen from itself in the very way in which it sho\VS itself from itsdf. In other worJs, 
he recognizt:s that man can only interpret lht: \vorld as he sccs it from \Vithin his givcn 
situation in life. Man can invcstigaic Being (Sein) only if he begins \Vith Dasein, thc 
concrete, human "I". The implication being that Dasei11 docs not have a vic\vpoint 
outside history. Heidegger therefore insists that an interpretation 1s ncvcr a 
prcsuppositionless apprehending of something presented to us. 
Bultmann followed Heidegger in asserting Lhal our relationship lo history is wholly 
different from our relationship to nature. tv1an, if hi.: rightly understands hin1sclf, 
differentiates him~clf front nature, because when he observes nature, he perceives 
there something objective, which is not himself. Ho\vcvcr1 when he turns his <Jtlcntiun 
to history, he must admit himself to be part of history. In other \Vords, he is 
considering a living complex of events in which he is essentially involved. Bultmann, 
in his exposition of the concept Vorverstiindnis, realizes that man cannot observe 
history objectively, because in every word which he says about history he is saying at 
the same time something about himself. 
Gadamer also departed fron1 Dcscari.e's theory of knowledge, in which man as active 
subject looks om on the world as passive object. Gadamer focuses on the fact that the 
actual situation in which human understanding takes place is always an understanding 
through language within a tradition. llndcrstanding for CJadamer1 is not so much the 
action of one's subjectivity, but the placing of oneself within a process of tradition in 
which past and present are constantly fused. According to Gadamcr1 the inrerpretcr 
must seek to be aware of his ore-judgements and control his own pre-understanding 
thereby avoiding naive objcctivism. The consequence of this in Gadamcr's (1975:261) 
own words is "that every age has to understand a transn1ittcd text in its own v.·ay, for 
the text is part of the whole tradition in which the age ... seeks to understand itself'. 
We cannot leave the present to go back into the past and to view the text solely on its 
own terms. The very meaning \vhich the text has for us is partly shaped by our own 
place in a tradition which reaches the present. 
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These three schola" led the way from the Cartesian perspective according to which 
man, as active subject, ~crutinizcs the things around him as passive objects. 
In "The Implied Reader" Iser ( l 974:xii) departed with these epistemological models 
at his disposal and made it clear that the term implied reader 
.. .incorporates both the prestructuring of the potential meaning by the 
text, and the reader's actualization of this potential through the 
reading process5. 
The implied reader relies on the prior concept of indeterminacy, for the concept 
allows Iser to cause a breach in the edge of the text, a bleeding off that does not 
destroy the text in favour of its readers, but allows for a degree of contamination by 
the reader. Iser ( 1971:42) also proclaims that "the repairs of indeterminacy gives 
rise to the generation of meaning". 
The introduction of reception theories into New Testament studies also gave a new 
impetus to the analysis of texts and brought to fore the concept of the reader, and 
his creative contribution tc the communication of text. Although one may have the 
impression of complete relativism due to the creative role attributed to the reader, it 
must be remembered that the author is actually a textual strategy and the model 
reader is in reality a set of felicity conditions (Eco 1979:11). 
Although the role of the reader is to be textually defined, the extratextual context of 
a text is just as important. In the tradition of de Saussure we see the meaning of an 
autonomous text as the relation between the sign and reality (the so called 
pragmatics). Pragmatics, in the case of biblical texts, recognizes the texts were 
written with a view to a specific community in which faith played an important role, 
a community living in a specific time and setting, determined by specific religious 
and social sub-codes6. 
This is exactly the point Stanley Fish tries to make in the reader power theory. 
According to Fish (1980:276-277) one can never be fret: of apriori assumptions?, 
which in turn entail the impossibility of objective knowledge: 
Because we are never not in a situation, we are never not in the act of 
interpreting. Because we are never not in the act of interpreting, 
there is no possibility of reaching a level of meaning beyond or below 
interpretation. But in every situation some or other meaning will 
appear to us to be uninterpreted because it is isomorphic with the 
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interpretive structure the situation (and therefore our perception) 
already has. 
Fish ( 1980:365) also turns the 11otion of truth around by suggesting that if truth is 
always dependent on its context, then that truth must he true in that context. The 
fact that a standard of truth is never available independently of a set of beliefs does 
not mean that we can never know for certain what is true because we are always in 
the grip of some belief or other. 
By de-objectifying the word, Fish is not implying that there is no truth and that all 
ideas are equal. As a matter of fact, he restores truth to a position of ultinwte 
authority without giving it hack its objecthood, by means of the concept of the 
interpretive community . 
... if the self is conceived of not as an independent entity but as a social 
construct whose operations are delimited by the systems of 
intelligibility that inform it, then the meanings it confers on texts arc 
not its own but have their source in the interpretive community (or 
communities) of which it is a function. 
(Fish 1480:335) 
A..<:.<:.ol:d\.n.'& t.o F\.<s.h (\.9&<l·.1.4.\ a'\'.\. \.'\'.\.\.C~l;;e\.\.'le '-(}"\."t\.'ffi.X\'t\.\.\.':f \.-:,, '\'.\.G\. '\)\::>)e"\.\.'le 'ue<;:.UU.'S.e ·~~ "3.. 
but1.dle Qt i.t1.tete'i.l'i., Qt \latti.cu\at \lllt\l<:'l'i.e at1.li ~<:'la\<;.,\\<;, \let'i.\lec\\'le \<;, \t1.\e,e<;,\eli 
rather than neutral: but by ct1e very same rea:saafog, C{Ie meaafogs an<( Cei;:cs 
produced by an interpretive community are not subjective because they do not 
'Proceed from an isolated individual but hom a '\)ub\ic and conventional point ol 
view. 
In summary, Fish objects to objectivism, as being a naive oversimplification. 
Intei·pretations can never be intrinsically valid, but they can be valid within an 
interpretive community, that is within a set of assumptions. An accepted 
interpretation is a valid interpretation, and acceptance entails ensuring that the 
interpretation and the assumptions of the interpretive community are congruent. 
Investigative study of h'>w specific communities are constituted and how they 
operate, might have the effect of making critics aware of what they are doing when 
they interpret. 
2.1.3 Deconstruction and the meaning of a text 
The shift from a historical approach to that of more text-oriented methodologies is 
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also evident in deconstruction. When we are dealing with deconstruction and 
reception theory and other related theories, we are moving beyond the historical-
critical and structural approaches to that of the post-structural literary theory, where 
the act of reading that "creates a radically new text. .. becomes an active process of 
attributing meaning" (W.S. Vorster 1989:59). 
Deconstruction started in the l 960's when a stir was caused in Anglu-Arntorican 
philosophy, the social sciences and humanities by a number of French thinkers. 
Their writings gave rise to the phenomenon of post-structuralism. Deconstruction 
represents a further and radical development of post-structuralism. Clearly 
Ferdinand de Saussure had been co-opted as a kind of forerunner because of his 
insistence on the arhitrariness of the linguistic sign8. Any examination of 
deconstruction must, however, begin with Jacques Derrida. In "Writing and 
Difference" (1978:292), Derrida confronts the notion of interpretation: 
There are thus two interpretations of structure, of sign of play. The 
one seeks to decipher, dreams of deciphering a truth or an origin 
which escapes play and the order of sign, and which lives the necessity 
of interpretation as an exile. The other, which is no longer turned 
towards the origin, affirms play and tries to pass beyond man and 
humanism, the name of man being the name of that being who, 
throughout the history of metaphysics or of onto theology - in other 
words throughout his entire history - has dreamed of full presence the 
reassuring foundation, the origin and end of play. 
Language cannot be seen as a subservient, secondary scheme for the useful 
arrangement of reality. Instead, the text should be seen as self reflexive and self 
contained invoking only itself. Language is no longer a convenient window, opening 
onto a suitable mranged reality, or any reality at all, other than the "truth" that these 
marks on paper actually are. 
In Derrida's strategy the term "presence" is of paramount importance. Structuralism 
erroneously elevates the word as a source of recoverable meaning. This causes the 
inflation of the sign itself (Derrida 1976:6), or the elevation of the sign to a state of 
absolute presence. According to Derrida this structuralist urge can be traced to a 
more basic urge, central to the entire Western tradition, to posit a central presence9. 
According to Derrida meaning cannot be enclosed within the sign. There is a 
breech in every such enclosurt, since the enclosed per definition requires reference 
to that which is not enclosed. The centre thw; relies on the non-central. Perhaps 
Vincent Leech (1983:38) provides the hest account of what Derrida represents: 
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As prophet, Derrida presents to us deconstructive man - who accepts 
in joy, and affirmation the play of the world and the innocence of 
becoming, who affirms the world of signs and the activi•.y of inter-
pretation, who neither pesters the world for truth nor indulges the 
dream of origins, traces around the centre the free play of signifiers 
and the tendential productions of structure who writes off man and 
humanism, who denounces the old logocentric wizardry and passes 
joyously beyond. 
The implications of text theory and literary studies are the following: the concept of 
the author-father in command of his progeny disappears. The author does not 
create meaning because a meaning is never present, and has to be sought beyond 
the text. The absence of the father-author, a controlled polysemy, or a means of 
suggesting that one text is separable from another, renders the text at least fluid: 
There is no present text in general and there is not even a past present 
text, a text which is past as having been present. The text is not 
thinkable in an ordinary or modified form of the presence 
(Derrida 1978:210) 
This is not to say that the reader creates the text, (otherwise what functions do these 
marks on the page have?), but that he realizes it, or, rather that he realizes a 
multiplicity of texts as difference and starts its inevitable progress through the 
textual web. Reading is an interactive process: while the reader exercises his 
freedom, the text imposes its constraints. It follows that the text is incorrigibly 
plural, not unitary: "architectonic" to borrow a word from Barthes. The only manner 
in which literary study may have Derridean validity is via the study of intertextuality. 
Clear text and reader of text divisions become nonsensical, since if we are to 
approach a text, it must have an edge, which is impossible. According to Derrida 
{1979:83) a text is 
... no longer a finished corpus of writing son1e concept enclosed in a 
book or its margins, but a differential network, a fabric of u aces 
referring endlessly to something other than itself, to other traces. 
Thus the text overruns all the limits assigned to it so far (not 
submerging or drowning them in an undifferentiated homogeneity, 
but rather making them more complex, dividing and multiplying 
strokes and lines) - all the limits, everything that was to be set up in 
opposition to writing (speech, life, the world, the real, history and 
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what not, every field of reference - to body or mind conscious or 
unconscious, politics, economics and so forth). 
Leitch (1983: 118) also addresses the problems of how one should regard the text. 
According to him 
... texts are strings of differential traces. Sequences of floating 
signifiers. Sets of infiltrated signs dragging along ultimately 
indecipherable intertextual elements. What about the truth of the 
text? The random flights of signifiers across the textual surface, the 
disseminations of meanings, offer truth under one condition: that the 
chaotic processes of textuality be willfully regulated, controlled or 
stopped ... truth is not an entity or property of the text. No text utters 
its truth: the truth lies elsewhere - in a reading. Constitutionaly, 
reading is misreading. Deconstruction works to deregulate controlled 
dissemination and celebrate misreading. 
Since texts are texts about texts within a total network, the idea of che origin and the 
centre of texts, which are so important in predeconstructionalist thought, is totally 
undermined. Texts do not have meaning because they are structured, but because 
they are related to other texts and their meanings in a network of intertextuality. 
The meaning v~ a text is the result of similarities and differences between other 
texts. The source of the meaning of text is therefore not the mind of the author, the 
reality outside the text: texts are their own source of meaning. Deconstruction 
represents a new paradigm and a new epistemology of the phenomenon "text". All 
these considerations eventually lead to the notion of intertext. Derrida's notorious 
statement "there is nothing outside the text" (1976:158) does not imply that nothing 
exists except the text, but that everything is relevant to reading, to textual analysis, 
including the context, is contained within the intertext (or as he calls it "le texte 
generale"). The text is thus no longer regarded as an object, but as a process: it 
exists in the activity of production. 
These considerations lead to another development concerning text theory: the so-
called script or frame theory. 
2.2 Frames of understanding 
In recent yearE two developments in text theory have opened up the possibility of 
bridging the gap between synchronic semantics and what is usually called 
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'Traditions-Geschichte' (Breytenbach 1991: 1). But what is the so-calleu script or 
frame theory? 
According to Eco, Violi and Santambrogio ( 1988: 12) frame theory originated on 
philosophical and psychological grounds and embody a vi~w of how people 
unuerstand and recognize word meanings and natural categories. The philosophy, 
according to Schank and Kass (1988:182), that has guiued the investigation into 
frames or scripts can be summed up in the following propositions: 
i) The function of language is to communicate concepts between people, 
ii) therefore, in order to understand language one must be prepareu to unuerstand 
the underlying concepts represented by that language. 
It is often also regarded as an extension of one of Gestalt theory's most fundamental 
insights, namely that perceptual recognition is the result of an interaction between 
environmental inputs and active principles in the mind that impose structure on 
them. 
What is this so-called script or frame theory? 
2.2.1 The role of scripts in understanding 
It is a well-known fact that people generally regards simple reading skills as 
commonplace and therefore unimpressive. It is much easier to be impressed by a 
skillfully played chess game since few people have a facility for chess. Researchers 
in natural language processing, however, have considerable respect for human 
cognition involved in language skills. 
W.G. Lehnert (1980:79) has already stated: 
At the present time there are no computer programs that can simulate 
the language abilities of a three-year-old. Furthermore, there is an 
excellent chance that we see a computerized conversationalist with 
the competence of a three-year-old!O. The answer is simple: the 
cognition involved in language skills is inexorably bounu up with the 
organisation of information in human memory and with human 
thought processes. The pervasiveness of the connection is by no 
means obvious or undisputed. A majority of linguists persist in 
denying any such connection for fear their discipline will fall into the 
clutches of cognitive psychology. 
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There is no way we can deny this connection between human memory and human 
thought. People use memory in order to make sense of each new sentence. In the 
following three sentences, for instance, we have three different senses of the word 
"seal 11 
1. John goes to the zoo because he is fond of the seal. 
2. John oprned his bottle of prunes soaked in port, but he notice<l that the seal was 
broken. 
3. The king sent for his seal at the en<l of the proclamatioil bill. 
People are able to arrive effortlessly at the proper sense of words which are 
spontaneously ambiguous. The cognitive process which enables us to interpret this 
word in three different ways, in three <lifferent situations, is dependent on the 
previous context in each case. Finding the right word sense of "seal" in "the king 
sent for his seal at the end of the proclamaticn bill" relies on the knowledge about 
royal documents. Lehnert ( 1980:83) therefore draws the following logical 
conclusion: 
... the key issue behind all these problems is one of epistemology. 
What kinds of knowledge do people have? How is this knowledge 
organized in memory? What are the memory process that access and 
manipulate this knowledge? 
The answer to how the organization of human memory takes place, leads us directly 
to the notion of scripts. 
The notion of a script was first introduced by Roger Schank and Roger Abelson at 
the Fourth International Conference on Artificial Intelligence in 197.:i. At the same 
time Marvin Minsky delivered a paper on 'A framework for representing 
knowledge' in which he explains how a system of frames can be used to encode 
necessary knowledge about the world of problems in artificial intelligencell. It is 
clear from this paper that Minsky is advocating a strategy for expectation - driven 
information processing in which particular situations are interpreted in terms of 
1?;eneralized expectation. On this level we can safely say that scripts are one type of 
f'ame: they are frames designed for specific task of natural language processing. 
But what is a script? 
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2.2.2 What is a script? 
In each culture there are a number of stereotyped situations in which human 
behaviour is highly predictable and narrowly defined. 
Behaviour in these situations is often described in terms of cultural conventions. 
These conventions are learned in childhood, adhered to throughout one's life and 
rarely questioned or analyzed. "Scripts describe those conventional situations that 
are defined by a highly stereotypic sequence of events" (Lehnert 1980:85). 
South Africans, for instance, have a very simple script for a barbecue: 
1) Stack your wood and paper meticiously. 
2) Light the fire, and wait until there are only coals left. 
3) Barbecue your meat. 
Most people have never questioned this script or considered whether there might be 
a better way. In Argentina, people learn a slightly different script for preparing a 
barbecue: 
I) Dig a hole in the ground and start a fire in it. 
2) Remove all the coals from the hole and bury your meat which is covered by cloth. 
3) Barbecue your meat. 
People are usually unconscious of their conventions until they are confronted by 
different ones. Given these two different conventions, we car. look for reasons why 
one is either superior or inferior to the other. But when we acquire a cultural script 
we rarely question it: it is merely the way the world works. Lehnert ( 1980:86) is 
quite correct in pointing out that 
... most scripts are required in childhood either through direct 
experience or by vicarious observation. Many people have scripts for 
gunfights, bank robberies, and airplane hijackings, in spite of the fact 
that they have never been directly involved in such episodes. Movies, 
books and television have contributed significantly to vicarious script 
acquisition. These scripts are general in the sense that a large 
population share stereotypic knowledge of such situations. 
The scripts that are important for natural language processing are those shaped by a 
large population as a cultural norm. When such a script is shared by many people, 
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that script can be referenced very efficiently. Lehnert (1980:86) illustrates this with 
the following example: If a friend mentions that he went out to a restaurant, you will 
not interpret this to mean that he simply moved himself into the proximity of a 
restaurant. His statement is normally interpreted to mean that the entire restaurant 
script was executed. That is, he went into a restaurant, decided what he wanted to 
eat, made his choice known to an appropriate employee, the order was conveyed to 
a cook, who prepared the meal, the meal was served, eaten, a check was received, 
paid, and he left the restaurant. This entire inference chain is conveyed by saying "I 
went to a restaurant." 
Most important is that scripts are used by people both behaviourally and cognitively. 
The behavioural aspect of script application occur when people are actually in a 
scriptural situation and they behave in a manner appropriate to that script. The 
cognitive aspect of script application occurs when people are processing language, 
and must generate inferences about what is being said on the basis of their scriptural 
knowledge. 
By this time it is clear that the text base is interpreted against the background of 
scripts. These scripts are stored in the longterm memory and are activated during 
the process of reading by the expressions in the text. Breytenbach ( 1990:257) points 
out that this is important for exegesis: 
The way in which we frame the numerous details historical research 
has accumulated influences us when we read early Christian 
documents. How predominant such frames can be, is illustrated by 
the change in the way in which scholars tend to interpret 
soteriological texts since Colpe (1961) demolished the myth about the 
gnostic saviour myth or since Neusner ( 1971) and Saldarini (1988) 
destroyed the identification of pre-70 Pharisaism with later rabbinic 
Judaism. 
The importance this has for exegesis is further illustrated by Breytenbi:ch ( 1990:257) 
when he explains terminology as a window on tradition: 
Theoretically I mean that the words, the expressions forming the 
explicit textbase are the window through which we have to look to 
recognize parts of those frames which suit the text. However, whe" 
we look further and discover the whole "frame", wher. we have an 
equivalent of that frame that the writer had in mind, only then can we 
hope to interpret the text adequately. But how are we to discover the 
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frame when only part of it is expressed in the text? Frames are not 
explicated in the text itself. They are presupposed. They were part of 
the common knowledge of ancient society. We store out knowledge 
about events like "going shopping" or "using the library", about places 
like "airports" and "lecture rooms" as structured "frames" or "scripts" in 
our LTM. 
What we have in mind influences our process of understanding when 
reading about these events or situations. Writers normally 
presuppose this type of knowledge it forms part of the implicit text. 
In summary, "script theory provides a classical illustration of how 
understanding can be achieved by accessing previously established 
knowledge. Text interpretation is a process in which the exegete 
reads the text in the light of what he or she has in mind. I am, 
however, not infering that the explicit textbase could not control this 
process. But when reading texts which originated within first century 
hellenistic Judaism, the exegete must be familiar with the frames that 
were presupposed by the writer. If we want to read out texts 
synchronically, we must take up the task of historical research in order 
to find the right frame" (Breytenbach 1990:257-258). 
Breytenbach (1990:258) is therefore quite correct when stating that text-imminent 
semantic approaches which interpret the text only in terms of the discour:,e world 
reconstructed on the basis of the explicit textbase may be a starting point. They are, 
however, inadequate in the sense that they are not synchronic but achronic. 
2.3 Towards an lnteractional Model 
I have looked at a few developments concerning text theory. By way of summary 
one might characterize them as follows. 
The first text linguists tried to describe the cohesive ties that cement sentences into 
texts, often by extending traditional grammatical methods. Enkvist (1985a:23) 
refers to this text theory as the sentence-based theory, because it could not 
manipulate or alter the sentence division of the text. Sentence-based text theorists 
thus accepted a text as it is, without tampering with its clauses and sentences, and 
then tried to reveal the features that linked clauses and sentences to each other. 
Those with an inquisitive mind soon asked where sentences come from and •vhy they 
are formed as they are, and not in some other way. They will not be satisFed with a 
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sentence-based text theory which fails to accommodate such questions. They will go 
on to build text models which start from some kind of text atoms, the basic text units 
which are then combined into texts according to definite, explicit strategies. Enkvist. 
(1985a:23) refers to these theories as predication text theory. 
The question, where do predications, and thus also texts and sentences come from 
could not, however, be answered with sentence-based or predication-based text 
models. For this, a third kind of theory, a cognitive one, was indicated by Minsky 
and Lehnert. They model information storage in the form of frames or scripts. 
There is yet another question: Why does a certain person in a certain situation 
choose to extract certain definite predications for textualization? Why does a certain 
person in a certain situation choose to express himself or herself, in a certain way? 
In this textualization, what politeness devices does he or she opt for and why? 
Enkvist (1985b:263) pointed out that 
... to answer questions of this type, the sentence-based, predication-
based and cognitive models will not suffice. We shall need a fourth 
type of text model that we might call interactional. lnteractional 
models show how people behave, and perhaps to some extent why. 
When a person has opted for a specific interactional strategy he can 
start extracting things to say from his cognitive ;tore, as modelled by 
cognitive models; he can textualize his predications, as shown by the 
predication-based models; and he link his clauses and sentences to 
each other in ways suggested by sentence-based text models. 
In the interactional model we are thus looking for a model that has to account for 
the historical, structural and theological or contextual aspects of the text. At the 
core of this model lies the presupposition that the understanding of a biblical text is 
essentially part of human communication in its widest sense. The interactional 
model, in which communication is said to occur whenever we create meaning from 
our interaction with the world draws all human activity into the sphere of human 
communication. 
Within this proposed model the meaning of a sentence does not reside only in the 
relationships of linguistic elements to one another, but rather in the interaction of 
speech situation and linguistic elementsl2. The question on which this study is 
focused is not what a sentence means or says, but why a p<irticular utterance is 
appropriate to the context and not any other, or what this utterance does within 1he 
context. 
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2.3.1 Basic Assumptions 
If our focus is on why a particular utterance is appropriate to the context, or what 
this utterance does within the context, we clearly need a model that corresponds 
with this shift from viewing language as informational to viewing language as 
interactional. We also need a model that is conscious of the fact that the interaction 
between context and situation is influenced by various factors. An utterance is 
always uttered by a speaker and always addressed to someone, even if that be the 
'self. But the moment we introduce people as constituents of meaning, social values 
and psychological attitudes contribute to the creation of meaning. The model must 
therefore also be interdisciplinary and strategical. 
2.3.1.1 What is a model? 
The concept of the model is an important instrument for procuring and processing 
research data in the social sciences. There are, however, different definitions of 
what is understood by a model. According to Carney (1975:9) the key characteristic 
of a model 
.. .is that it is, before all else, a speculative instrnment. It may take the 
form of a descriptive outline, or it may be an inductive - even 
deductive generalisation. 
But whatever it is, it is first and foremost a framework of reference, 
consciously used as such, to enable us to cope with the complex data 
... Each model presents an alternative view of reality. Indeed, the 
whole purpose of employing a model may be to check whether the 
novel view of reality which it provides adds to our understanding of 
that reality. 
Malina (1983:231) has offered the following definition: "It is an abstract, simplified 
representation of some real world object, event, or interaction constructed for the 
purpose of understanding, control, or prediction". According to Gilbert (1981:3) a 
model is "a theory or set of hypotheses which attempts to explain the connections 
and interrelationships between social phenomena. Models are made up of concepts 
and relationships between concepts". Models are part of our everyday existence 
... models themselves come in different sorts and sizes and dot the 
scenery of everyday life, from the maps in our glove compartment and 
glob';!S in our studies, to the mannequins and toy trains in our 
department stores, to the scale model of art and architecture, to the 
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experimental aud analystical models employed in the various fields of 
science. 
Thus models can range in size, complexity, and degree of abstraction 
from concrete scale models to highly abstract conceptual or 
theoretical models. 
(Elliot 1986:3-4) 
For the purpose of this :,tudy, it is important to differentiate between models on the 
one hand, as well as theories and paradigms. A theory is based on axiomatic laws 
and general principals. According to Carney (1975:8) a theory 
... is a basic proposition through which a variety of observations of 
statements become explicable. A model, by way of contrast, acts as a 
link between theories and observations. 
A model will employ one or more theories to provide a simplified (or 
an experimental or a generalized or an explanatory) framework which 
can be brought to bear on some pertinent data. Models are thus 
stepping stones upon which theories are built. 
According to Thomas Kuhn ( 1970: Yll 1) paradigms "are universally recognised 
achievements that for a time provide model problems and solutions to a community 
of practitioners". It is clear that paradigms refer to the presuppositions and methods 
and models underlining a discipline as a whole. 
According to Elliot (1986:6) all human beings, on the basis of their personal 
experience and diverse sources of knowledge, have certain perceptions of and 
general theories concerning the nature, structure and meaning of social reality. The 
purpose of models in the social sciences is to explicitly express these theories and 
test their validity. Basic to all that has been said about models is thus the 
conception of a model as a tool or speculative instrument 
... models are consciously structured and systematically arranged in 
order to serve as a speculative instrument for the purpose of 
organizing, profiling, and interpreting a complex welter of detail. 
(Elliot 1986:5) 
It should further be borne in mind that models are highly selectivP., obscuring the 
idiosyncratic peculiarities of the phenomenon under consideration and thereby 
highlighting its fundamental characteristics (Carney 1975:8-9). Because of this need 
to be selective, a model can be an approximation of reality, and needs lll he 
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constantly modified by the very insight it generates. Gilbert (I 'J81 :4) explicitly 
warns against jumping to the conclusion that a model is a correct representation of 
the 'real world' on the basis of the discovery of structural correspondence between 
the relationship posited in the model and relationship discovered in the data. 
Gilbert is further convinced that a model can only provide a partial explanation of 
any data since every model is a simplified representation of the real world. 
Furthermore, Gilhert ( 1981 :4) argues that once the researcher has constructed a 
suitable model it can be said that he locates it in an imaginary world. This world is 
identical in all respects to the general world except that the imaginary world 
includes the relationships specified in the model. Thus, the imaginary world is the 
world which would exist if the model were true. When the imaginary world is 
compared to the real world and the two are indistinguishable, there is more than 
enough reason for concluding that the model is correct ar:d, if the two differ it 
proves that the model is incorrect (Gilbert 1981:5). 
In itself that will be the test of the model whether it is indistinguishable from the 
real world. 
2.3.1.2 Why an interactional model? 
In this whole methodological issue and subsequently also in the shift from viewing 
language as informational to language as interactional, it is of great importance to 
stress again the frequently quoted words of de Saussure "Language is a social fact". 
It is also a well known fact that in the development of the child as a social being, 
language has the central role. Language is the main channel through which the 
patterns of living are transmitted to him, through which he learns to act as a 
member of a societyl3. This happens indirectly through the accumulated experience 
of numerous small events in which his behaviour is guided and controlled. All this 
takes place through the medium of language. It might seem that one could hardly 
begin to consider language at all without taking account of humans as social heings, 
since language is the means whereby people interact. 
The renewed interest in language as a social fact and socio-linguistics go hand in 
hand with the shift that was indicated from viewing language in terms of processes 
and not only in terms of structure, but also from the shift from viewing language as 
informational to viewing language as interactional. il these shifts restore the 
performative and functional side of language. In putting l~nguage into the context 
of language and social man one is taking up all the options that are open for relating 
language Ill other fields of enquiry. One should r"'cognize the fact that language and 
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society is a unified conception that needs to be understood and investigated as a 
whole14. 
Neither of these exists without the other: there can be no social man 
without language, and no language without the social man. 
('-lalliday 1978: 12) 
This functional view of language further endorses the need for an interactional 
model. Onct: you are interested in what language can do or rather in what the 
speaker can do with it, in other words, you try to explain the nature of language and 
its internal organization the interactional model is of the essence. Biblical 
interpretatiun as interaction is indeed a mode of operation in which text and reader 
are in correlation and interact. 
What are the implications for the underlying methodological question'! The 
intention thus far in our study has been to motivate a switch from viewing language 
exclusively in terms of structure to viewing language as a process. 1 have also 
indicated the need for a similar switch from language as informational to viewing 
language as FUNCTIONAL, PERFORMATIVE AND INTERACTIONAL. In 
essence, I claim that grammar (formal system of language) and pragmatics are 
complementary domain within linguistics. We cannot understand the nature of 
language without studying both these domains, and the interaction between them. 
J.N. Vorster (1990:111) makes it clear that it is 
... exactly at tl1is point where txegetes of New Testament letters sin by 
analysing the letter of the New Testament only as sources of 
information. The letters of the New Testament are studied as sources 
which could provide us with information either concerning the 
historical reality from which it originated or with information 
concerning the 'theology' of an author. Either way a referential 
analysis dominates. When this happens the· communicative force 
(illocutionary force) of the letter is ovei inoked. 
Having sketched why we need an interactional model, we shall now present an 
outline of its basic assumptions. 
2.3.2 Major Assumptions 
When looking back at the reasons why an interactional model is needed it is clear 
that more cla•::y is needed concerning the distinction between semantics and 
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pragmatic-. The old problem of distinguishing language (langue) and language 
usage (parole) has centered on a bound<>ry dispute between semantics and 
pragmatics. 
Although both fields are concerned with meaning, the difference between them can 
be traced to different uses of the verb to mean, namely (a) What does A mean'? and 
(b) What <lid you mean by A? When foll<>wing the llistinction of traditionalists, 
semantics deals with meaning as in (a) and pragmati<:s deals with meaning a' in (b). 
The consequence of such a distinction is obvious: 
Thus meaning in pragmatics is defined relative to a speaker or user of 
the language, whereas meaning in semantics is defined purely as a 
property of expressions in a given language, in abstraction from 
particular situations, speakers or hearers. 
(Leech 1983:6) 
This view that semantics and pragmatics are distinct leads in practice to views where 
one notices a preference of a semantic type to a pragmatic one, or vice versa. There 
are numerous examples. In the philosophy of language, for example, there are 
philosophers such as Wittgenstein, Austin and Searle, who have been sceptical of 
traditional approaches, and who have in some way or other assimilated semantics to 
pragmaticsl5. On the other hand, there has been an effort in generative pragmatics 
to assimilate pragmatics to semantics. In this way the pragmatic force of an 
utterance is sublimated by its semantic structure. There is, of course, a way out of 
the:.e two extremities, namely inter:;ction and complementarism between pragmatics 
and semi>ntics. Any account of meaning in language must be faithful to the fact as 
we observe them, and must be as simple as possible. If we approach meaning either 
from an exclusive pragmatic or semantic point of view, these requirements are not 
met. These requirements are, however, met in a model that was developed by Van 
Dijk and Kintsch (1983) in "Strategies of Discourse Comprehension". Within this 
model the complementarism between semantics and pragmatics is achieved by 
recognizing that the social dimensions of discourse interact with the cognitive 
dimensions. 
In the chosen model there are two majer assumptions. 
2.3.2.1 Cognitive Assumptions 
( 1) Suppose someone witnesses a murder. Such a person will construct a mental 
representation of the murder. Let's suppose that another person hears a story about 
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the murder. "We might then presume that understanding such a story also involves 
the construction of a mental representation. Of course these representations will 
not be identical" (Van Dijk and Kintsch 1983:5). However, the common 
characteristic in both cognitive processes is that both these persons constructed a 
representation in memory on the basis of the visual and linguistic data. This 
constitutes the constructive assumption of the model. 
(2) Our next assumption is that both these persons do not merely represent the 
visual and verbal data but an interpretation of the events. The events are 
interpreted as a murder, and a story about a murder. This constitutes the 
interpretive assumption of the model (Van Dijk and Kintsch 1983:5). 
(3) we can also assume that persons who are able to construct a mental 
representation can do so only if they have more general knowledge about such 
events. 
In order to interpret such an event as a murder, they must know something about 
murders and the events that surrounded them. In addition to this knowledge., the 
witness and the listener may have other cognitive information, such as heliefs, 
opinions or attitudes regarding such events. "One can therefore assume chat 
understanding involves not only the processing and interpretation of data, but also 
the activation and use of internal, cognitive, information" (Van Dijk and Kintsch 
1983:6). It is this internal, cognitive information that correspond with the notion of 
scripts that was introduced earlier. We will call this the presuppositional 
assumption of the model. 
(4) Murders and stories cannot be observed and understood in a vacuum, but form 
part of a more complex situation and context. Understanding them also means that 
the person uses and constructs information about relationships between events and 
their situation. In other words, the understander now has three kinds of data, 
namely information from the events, information of the situation or context and 
information from the cognitive presuppositions. This information is then combined 
in an effective way to present a mental representation of the event as soon as 
possible and as well as possible. We will call this the strategic assumption of the 
model (Van Dijk and Kintsch 1983:6). 
2.3.2.2 Contextual Assumptions 
Since grammar and pragmatics are two complementary domains within linguistics, 
the first contextual assumption, which we will call the functional assumption, is thar 
the social dimensions of discourse interact with the cognitive ones. In other won.b, 
the cognitive model should also provide for the fact that discourse, and hence the 
process of understanding a discourse, is functional in the social conte~t. Ac-cor<ling 
to Van Dijk and Kintsch ( 1983:7) the cognitive implication of this assumption i> chat 
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language users construct a presentation not only of the text but also of the social 
context, and these two represematiuns interact. 
Secondly, we can also assume that intentions are involved in discoun,e. In discourse 
we deal not only with linguistic objects, but also with the result of some form of 
social action. When, for instance, a speaker is telling a story he or she will engage in 
a speech act. The form and imerpretation of the story may be a function of the 
intended speech act. We will call this the pragmatic assumption of the model. The 
cognitive implication of this assumption is that a person who imerprcts a ,;to1-y will 
also construct a representation of the pu~sible speech act involved. by assigning a 
specific function or action category to the discourse utterance, and hence to the 
speakers (Van Dijk and Kints.:h 1983:7). 
Our third assumption is that the interpretation of a discourse as a specific speech act 
is embedded within an interpretation of the whole mteraction process taking place 
between the speech participants. We will call this the interactional assumption of 
our model. In other words we assume that language users construct a cognitive 
representation of the verbal and nonverbal interaction taking place in the situation. 
According to Dormeyer( 1990:57) the individual readers, the discourse or text and 
the circle of readers are factors of a triangular relationship. None of the factors 
dominates as a subject. There is a constant change in the subject-object 
relationship, a permanent interaction. In other words either the text in its structure 
and intention rules the interpretation, or the individual reader and circle of readers 
function as subjects and find their experiences and intention back in the text. 
Finally, it must be borne in mind that the interaction in which the processing of 
discourse is embedded is itself part of a social situation (Yan Dijk and Kintsch 
1983:7). The speech participants may have certain functions or roles; there may be 
differences in location or setting; there may be specific rules, conventions, rhetorical 
strategies governing possible interaction in such a situation. One cannot just say 
anything in a given situation. Possible action; and discourses are constrained hy the 
various dimensions of the situation. The accident story may be told at a braai, or 
perhaps to a friend, but would not be a permissible speech during an exam. In other 
words, the function of the story will be determined by the situation. Hence we haw 
a situational assumption. 
In conclusion: These assumptions have proved beyond doubt that our model ;, 
capable of complying with the switch from language as informational to viewing 
language as functional, performative and interactional. Understanding is no longer 
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a mere passive construction of a representation of a verbal object, but part of an 
interactive process in which a listener interprets, actively the actions of a speaker. 
2.4 An Overview of the Model 
2.4.1 Introduction 
Let it be said from the start that models of language and language use usually 
account for linguistic objects in terms of the levels of morphology syntax, semantics 
and pragmatics. The major assumption of this model is that the information of 
these different levels interacts in an intricate way. Our model 
... is not level oriented but complexity oriented: We go from the 
understanding of words, to the understanding of clauses in which 
these words have various functions, and then to complex sentences, 
sequences of sentences and overall textual structures. This means that 
instead of a conventional structural model of processing, we operate 
with a strategic model. 
(Yan Dijk and Kintsch 1983: 10) 
Excursus: 
Let me for a moment reflect on the phrase "our model". Of course the reference is 
made with regard to the model of Van Dijk and Kintsch ( 1983: 10). 
First of all our model is an intcractiooal model. It was chosen as a model because of 
what Van Dijk and Kintsch called a complementarism and interaction between on the 
one hand semantics and pragmatics and on the other hand between the social and 
cognitive dimensions of discourse. The choice of an intcractional were also made as a 
direct result of a paradigm shift that · ·•ken place (cf pl4). The shift in paradigm 
and my choice for an intcractional n •Lo 1 were in a sense the result of quantum 
thcoi·y, because quJ.nlum theory has shown that subatomic particles arc not isolated 
grains of matter hut ;ire probability patterns, interconnections in an inseparable 
cosmic web. In modern physics the image of the universe as a machine has been 
transcended by a view of it as one indivisible dynamic whole whose parts arc 
interrelated. 1'his has given further impetus to the search for an inrcracrional modc!. 
Keep in mind, secondly, that this is a intcracrional model and that a mPJcl is a 
heuristic instrument which may even rake the forn1 of a descriptive outline. Tht: 
ultimate aim of this model is to guide us in getting a grasp on texl and context. (Jf 
course one must realize that cvcry modcl needs to be constantly moditil.:<l by thc 
insight it generates. 
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This constant modific<1tion of the model also applies to the n1odcl of Yiln Dijk and 
Kinlsch. Le! ii he sdd again 1ha1 !he major assumption of the model of Van Dijk and 
Kin!sch (1983:10) is !hat the information in wrms of !he levels of morphology, syntax. 
semantics anJ pragn1atics interacts in an intricate way. Now the original 1110Jcl wcrt: 
modified and hroadencd - even enriched with regard lo the way in which the different 
levels intcrat.:t. The interaction between syntax and sc1nantic:-. and C!-.pccially 1hc 
sentence slratcgics \\.'err.: modified through thr.: use of !;pcech acts and sentcncc 
pragmatics (cf. 2.4.2 .tn<l 3.1). Why'! l:h:causc these l\vo theories have opened the 
possibility of a more functional approach to sentences which in !he end could enhance 
the communicative force of an argument. 
Another adaption and broadening took place with n:gard to the interaction bel\'-'Ct:n 
semantics an<l pragmatics on discourse level. The intrirale int1.:raction bct\\'ccn 
semantics and pragmatics (cf. 2.4.3 and 3.2) \Vas cnrichcJ by n1cans of thc in~igfu:-. 
from classical rhetoric and the Nc\v Rhetoric. \Vhy'! Both thc!<lc thcorir.:s h<i,·r.: 
succeeded in underlining the argumentative force of an utterance or argun1cnt \-.·hkh 
in the end could enhance lhc playful and powerful aspects of discourse. 
These adaplions arc reconcilable with !he model of Van Dijk and Kinlsch and will 
eventually illustrate the profound truth of the quantun1 \Vorld namely, a togcthcrncs!-1 
and inseparability which provides a powerful image of holistic solidarity het\vcr.:n text 
and context. 
This notion of strategy within the interactional model will need our attention. 
Although the term has been borrowed from military science where it is used to 
denote the organization of military actions to reach a particular military goal, its 
concern is not merely with reaching a goal, but with reaching it in some optimal way, 
e.g. quickly, effective!y, in the most cost effective way. According to Van Dijk 
(1983:62) strategy involves human action, that is goal-oriented, intentional, 
conscious and controlled behaviour. In terms of our study we could assume that 
Paul's strategy with regard to the Corinthians, is that there should be no divisions 
amongst them and that they should have only one thought and purpose. In a more 
detailed manner, it should be noted that: 
!) Strategies have consequences 
Strategies bring about results. The aim of the strategy is to bring about ""n•: 
desired goal: a state or event that is a consequence of the strategy. The 
consequences of Paul's intended strategy are worked out with regard to the factions 
in the church, their so-called wisdom, sexual morality and family life, the relation 
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between christians ar,,J pagans, order within the church and community of believers, 
with regard to the women prophets as well as the offering for the christians in Judea. 
2) Strategies are complex 
In other words we do something, or a number of things in order to achieve a certain 
result. The complex nature of Paul's strategy in I Cor. is clearly reflected in 
research (See Chapter 1 in this regard). 
3) There is a difference between a plan and a strategy 
A plan is merely a global representation of an action, for example, travelling by car 
to Cape Town. "A strategy, however, is a global mental representation of a style. In 
other words it is a way of executing this global action in the most cost effective way" 
(Van Dijk and Kintsch 1983:65). If the plan consists of travelling by car to Cape 
Town, it could be part of an action for the most effective strategy of accomplishing 
the global action. A strategy is merely a global instruction for each necessary choice 
to be made along the path of action i.e. whatever happens, always choose th.: most 
effective and fastest option. If we assume that Paul's strategy is that the Corinthians 
should be one of thought and purpose, then 1Cor.1:18-2:5 (considering the wisdom 
of God) could indeed be one action or plan within the global instruction or strategy. 
4) Strategies are necessary 
As soon as the end goals become extremely important, or the means very costly or 
risky, a definite strategy is necessary. Of course, the same rules apply to Paul's 
letters to the Corinthians. Paul visited the congregation on three occasions. There 
is further evidence that Paul sent four letters to the Corinthians. From this one 
could assume that the congregation failed to grasp tr.e purpose of Paul's first letter 
(See 1 Cor. 5:9-11). In a way Paul's own apostolic ministry as well as the 
transforming power of the Kingdom of God is now at stake. Obviously a strategy is 
necessary. 
5) Strategies are related to the notion of movement 
Actions usually consist of different moves: a move, may be an action that 1s 
functional with a view to the final goal. Taking a bath may have as moves fetching 
your towel, sponge and soap and Jetting the water run into the bath. In other worLh, 
a move is any action that is accomplished with the intention of bringing about a '>late 
of affairs that directly or indirectly will lead to the desired global goal (Van Dijk and 
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Kintsch 1983:66). A move is thus not divorced from a strategy, but part of a global 
action that is dominated by a strategy. 
A part of the global action in considering the wisdom of God (I Cor. I: 18-~:5) could 
be the functional move to irony. 
6) Strate1'ies are related to the notion of tactics 
"Frequently tactics are considered to be a synonym for strategy. However, within 
this model tactics will refer to an organized system of strategies". (Van Dijk and 
Kintsch 1983:66). Studying theology, for instance, may involve a tactic that includes 
a strategy for studying hard as well as a strategy to make friends as well as a strategy 
to learn your Greek vocabulary. A tactic is not just any set of strategies, hut a set 
that has organization. In other words, a number of organized 'tr:Hegies forrm a 
tactic. With regard to I Corinthians 1:18-2:5 one could assume that Paul's tac:ics 
are to supply the Corinthians' with the righi kind of information that could lead to a 
new self understanding and unity. In accordance with this tactic the macro strategy 
of 1 Cor. 1:18-2:5 reflects the use of epideictic discourse in order to evoke assent to 
certain values. The micro strategies of I Cor. 1:18-2:5 reflect the use of the 
strategies of non naming, comparison, rhetorical questions. iro·.1y. antithesis. and 
repetition. 
7) Stratei:ies are also related to rules 
According to Van Dijk and Kintsch ( 1983:67), rules are more or less general 
convictions of a social community regulating behaviour in a s!andard way, whereas 
strategies are particular and often personal ways of using the rules to reach one's 
goals. Rules are norms for possible or correct actions. There are, for instance, 
definite rules for chess, tennis, football, etc. Rules defin-: the possible move,. The 
execution of these moves tai. • :; place via strategies. 
The rules that are executed via the micro and macro strategies of I Cor. l: 18-2:5 
comply with the rules of quantity (making your contribution as informative as 
possible), quality (try to make your contribution one that is true), relation (he 
relevant), and manner (avoid ambiguity, be brief, be orderly). 
In conclusion: The overall strategy of the interactional model, which consists of a 
series of more specific strategies, has as its goal the construction and understanding 
of the text base as we find it in l Cor. 1: 18-2:5. The following diagram gives a 
schematic representation of the model: 
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2.4.2 Senten<'.e/Language Strategies 
In this section of the model the focus is on the COMMUNICATIVE FORCE OF 
THE LETTER. "In other words our focus is on strategies that are applied by 
language users in the production and comprehension of verbal utterances or speech 
acts. We speak of strategies although the strategies in most cases will not be 
preprogrammed, intended, conscious, or articulated by the ianguage user. Rather, 
we should say, they are strategies of the cognitive system, usually heyond the 
conscious control of the language user" (Yan Dijk and Kintsch 1983:70-71 ). 
One of these strategies which needs further discussion is the theory of speech acts. 
Literary critics have been attracted to this theory for two primary reasons. Firstly 
this theory has opened the possibility of a functional approach to literature which is 
less encumbered with metaphysical presuppositions than previous strategies or 
theories17. In other words, speech act theory offers a theoretically effective 
framework for the functional analysis of language. This correlates with the switch I 
have indicated earlier from viewing language as informational to viewing language 
as performative and interactional, which is one of the basic presuppositions in the 
model. Wolfgang Iser (1978:6) says in support of a speech act approach to 
literature: "the time has surely come to cut the thread altogether an~ replace 
ontological arguments with functional arguments, for what is important to readers, 
critics, and authors alike, is what literature does, and not what it means". 
Secondly, this theory makes it possible to shift the focus in literary ;;nd language 
studies away from various formalisms which detach the text from iLi historical and 
social matrix, to its concrete context without engulfing it once "!>;:in in the 
psychological, social and historical conditions of its production 18. This concern to 
relate the literary speech act with its context, and reintegrating it into the broader 
scheme of our verb&! and social activities again supports the idea vnd basic 
presupposition of this interactional model. 
What is a speech act? According to Pratt ( 1980:22) a speech act 
... is an utterance produced hy a speaker within the context and 
addressed to a hearer with an intended effect. 
In other words, whereas sentences are the object of traditional semantics, speech act 
theory deals with utterances. This immediately accentuates the notion of strategies. 
because speech acts are not viewed divorced from the pragmatics of language. It is 
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therefore not strange that the concept of performatives is also crucial in speech act 
theory (J. Eugene Botha 1990:280). 
Austin (1975:60) states that the "issuing of the utterance is the performing of an 
action, it is not normally thought of as just saying something". 
This concept was introduced by Austin because not all utterances in language can be 
viewed in terms of what is true or false. Utterances are not mere statements or 
constatives. Performatives, however, are the real speech acts and are judged in 
terms of their function such as happy/unhappy, appropriate/inappropriate, 
effective/ineffective, successfu I/ unsuccessful. 
Speech Act Theory can be very !-Ielpful in the analysis uf New Testament letters. 
According to J.N. Vorster (1990:113) it emphasizes the communi~ativeness of 
utterances 
... Instead of merely searching for meaning in the relationships 
between linguistic entities, Speech Act Theory compels to search for 
the illocutionary force or point of an 11tterance. Searching for the 
illocutionary force of an utterance means that utterance cannot 
merely be taken at face-value. Instead, we shall have to look at that 
which underlies an utterance, namely its appropriate conditions. 
Secondly, because the communicativeness of u!terances is taken 
seriously, the "utterers" and receivers of utterances are given a 
prominent position in the establishment of meaning. Because 
speakers and hearers cooperate in defining the meaning of an 
utterance, their respective circumstances are given an opportunity to 
play a role. This implies that aspects such as speaker and hearer's 
perceptions, speaker's point of view, social values and social relations 
of speaker and hearer determine meaning. 
Speech Act Theory, nevertheless also poses a few prohlemst9, such as the fact that 
argumentation has up to this point not been analysed as a speech act20, nor has it 
been established whether argumentation is actually like those speech acts for which 
analyses are already available. 
What sort of speech is performed when argumentation is put forward'' 
A main feature of our approach to argurnentation is lhe stres~ v.:e placL' on 
argumentation as a purposive activity with a social character. Since argumentation 
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is a rational, verbal form of making statements, it follows that one should regard 
argumentation as a language use which is purposeful. 
In other words it is a process which has run its proper course only if certain 
conditions have been met in the performance of the speech act of argumentation. 
What are those conditions? 
According to Perelman ( 1982:21) it amounts essentially to the fact that the "speaker 
can choose as his points of departure only the theses accepted by those he 
addresseo". In other words, if an argument runs counter to the convictions of the 
audience, the audience will probably reject it. The objective of argumentation, 
namely to intensify an adherence to premises or to persuade makes it a specific 
form of a speech act. 
But argumentation also has a social character. Unfortunately many studies of 
argumentation have an abstract from the language users involved in the 
argumentation and hence from their communicative and interactional roles. 
Argumentation is then treated not as an attempt at convincing others of a particular 
standpoint, but as an autonomous and abstract pattern of depersonalized 
propositions. The various communicative and interactional roles that are 
presupposed in argumentation are thus ignored . 
In this way argumentation is stripped of its social character which is not the case in 
studies on argumentation from a rhetorical perspective (for example the work or 
Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1971). 
The distinctive feature of argumentation is that it is a response to a situation in 
which one or other form of need exists. My hypothesis therefore corresponds to that 
of Van Eemeren and Grootendorst (1982:29) in the sense that argumentation is a 
specific form of speech act 
because in the communicative sense argumentation is a form of 
language use corresponding to the forms of language use 
characterized in the speech act theory as illocutionary acts and that '" 
regards its interactional aspects argumentation is linked wit'1 the 
perlocutionary act of convincing. 
In other words argumentation can be treated as a complex form of illocutionary 
utterance. 
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This constellation of illocutions constitutes the illocutionary act of argumentation. 
The illocutionary act of argumentation therefore does not stand in a one to one 
relation to individual sentences, but consists of a combination of sentences forming 
a sequence. 
In conclusion: Speech Act Theory does not present a comprehensive view of 
communication21. However, it compels us to search for the illocutionary force of an 
utterance. Consequently Clark and Clark (1977:72) distinguished between two very 
basic principles, characterizing two kinds of strategies. One is called the reality 
principle or strategy and the other the cooperative pr: ·dple or strategy. 
The reality principle/strategy is concerned with the close relationship that exists 
between utterances, meaning, reference and our possible knowledge about affairs in 
the world. In this regard speech act theory provides us with a more than useful tool. 
However, the reality principle needs to interact with :he cooperative principle - as 
adopted by Grice - which assumes that speakers in general try to make sense, want 
to be cooperative, and do this by being truthful, being clear, saying no more nor less 
:han what is meant, and trying to be relevant. Grice22 ( 1975-45) explains this 
cooperative principle as follows: 
The following may provide a first approximation to a g.:neral 
principle. Our talk exchanges do not normally consist of a succession 
of disconnected remarks, and would not be rational if they did. They 
are characteristically, to some degree at least, cooperative efforts; and 
each participant recognizes in them, to some extent, a common 
purpose or set of purposes, or at least a mutually accepted direction. 
We might then formulate a rough general principle which participants 
will be expected to observe, namely: make your conversational 
contribation such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the 
accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are 
engaged. One might label this the COOPERATIVE PRINCIPLE. 
The co-operative principle is motivated in terms of conversational goals and the 
focus is on the APPROPRIATENESS of an utterance and the formulation of 
principles underlying verbal interaction which m11st be satisfied for an utterance to 
be successful. 
bS 
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With this view of corr:munication we have entered the area of pragmatics, because 
pragmatics (according lo Van Dijk and Kintsch 1983:84) .:an be loosely defined as 
the social action that is performed hy a speaker when producing an utterance in 
some specific context23. ln other words, whereas grammar provides an explanation 
why the object-utterance is ac•_·eptahle, one of the tasks of pragmatics is to provide 
successful conditions for the uttt'.rance ;irt, and explain in what respect such an act 
may he a component in the course nf interaction in which it is either accepted or 
rejected. 
Beside Speech Act Theory the appropriateness of an utterance as well as its 
communicativeness is enhar.ced hy means uf the politeness principle and questions 
as a form of >peech act. 
2.4.2.l Politeness Principle 
The politeness principle is a strategic orientation towards the 'face' of participant> in 
the communication process. According to Goody ( 1978:66) 'face' is: 
... i) the public self-image that every member wants to claim for 
himself, consisting in two-related aspects; 
a) negative face: the basic aim to territories, personal preserves, rights 
to non-distraction - i.e. freedom from imposition. 
b) positive face: the positive consistent self-image or 'personality' 
(crucially including the desire that thb self-image be appreciated and 
approved of) claimed by interactants. 
ii) certain rational capacities in particular consistent mode:. of 
rGasoning from ends to me~1ns that will achieve those e;1ds. 
Thus face. is something that is emotionally invested, and that can be lost, maintained 
or enhanced, and must be cor.stantly attended to in interaction. In general. people 
co-operate in maintaining face in interaction, such cooperation being has~c.i on the 
mutual vulnerability o~ face. In other words, evervone's face depends tJn everyone 
else's king main1ained, and since people can be expected to defend their faces if 
threatened, and in defending their own to threaten other's face'. it i, gener;d 111 
every participant's best interest to n • .,intain each other's face. 
Positive politeness is orie:lted towar.J the positive face of ti«: addressee (called 11 
henceforth) the positive self-imag<' ihat he/she claims f.ir him licrself. l'D,itivc 
politeness is approach-based: it anoints the face of tile addresst.·c. :\'t:g;:!li\"c 
roliteness, on the other hand, is wicntetl mainly toward partially satisfying 11", face. 
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his basic want to maintain claims of territory and self-determination. Hence 
negative politeness is characterized hy s·clf-effacement, fon,iality and restraint, with 
attention to very restricted aspect> nf H's self-image, centering on his want to he 
unimpeded. 
All of these are merely an attempt a1. di::-rribing, in a very limited area, the 
principles that lie behind the construction of sncial beha\'iour. There can he no 
doubt that one reason that social theory has never come to ground level is the 
notable lack of a satisfactory theory uf action that could adequately address the 
appropriateness ,if an utterance. The major social theorie5 of Durkheim, Parsons 
and Weber have made only crud:! attempts at the analysis of the single act. More 
serious :~ttention to strategies is needed. Wha'. Goody has claimed so far, and I 
agree with her, is that any rational person wi!I tend to utilize the F.T . .-\. (t'ac·e 
threatening act) strategies according to a rational assess111ent llt' the fal'l' ri'k Ill 
participants. One would thus behave by virtue of practical reasoning, the inferenrl' 
of the best means to satisfy stated ends24. 
What does this mean? Goody (1978:96) explains: 
We now claim that what links these strategies to their verbal 
expressions is exactly the sa111c kind of means-end reasoning. 
In other words, we ask how a normal rational pers<111 v.ith L'ertain \\ants whil'h 
characterize face, would act in respect to such wants. Goody ( 1978: !Oil) 
distinguishes three super strategies namely positive politeness, negative politene:-s 
and off-record. We will briefly comtdcr these three strategies. 
Positive Politeness Strategy 
According to Goody (1978:106) positive politeness 
... is redress directell to the H's positive face, his perennial desire !hat 
his wants (or 1he actions/acquisitions/values resulting from them) 
should be thought of as desirable. Redress consists in partially 
satisfying that desire by co111municating that one's own wants (or some 
of them) are in some respects simil<:r to the H's wants. 
This strategy involves three broad mechanisn,, namely l) claim L'<lllllll<lll gmund ~) 
convey that Sand II art! • ..'uop~ratur:-; and J) fulfill Ii'..., \\ant. l:~1L·h ti! tli1..·...,c 
rnechan!sms is relatcJ to a nun1hcr of :-.tratcgie~. In the procl'':-. uf cl~1in1ing l(J111111011 
(l/ 
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ground you will use strategie» such as to notice and attend to H's interc''' and 
needs, cxa;:,;;erate, use group identity markers (such as mate, buddy, pal, honey) 
seek agreerv•;t, avPid disagreement and asses common ground hy making a joke. 
In claimin:! l'::tt S and 1-1 are cooperators you will use strategic» of cooperation, 
;-iromises, o;c<mism. In these strategies you will make frequent use of the ir.clusive 
\',~and you wi!i assume reciprocity. 
:~v,:_:t\.; F~'itencss Strategy 
According to Goody (1978: 134) this second super strategy consists of 
... the H's want to have his freedolll of '1L'tion unhindered and his 
attention unimpeded. It is the heart of respect hehaviour, just as 
positive politeness is the kernel of "familiar" aml "joking" behaviour ... 
Where positive politeoes' is free-Tanging. negative politene" is 
specific and focused; it perforllls the function of minimizing the 
particular imposition that f.T.A. u ria1 oidahly effeos. 
In other words one could conclude that this is the stuff that fills our etiquette hooks. 
Negative Politeness is used whenever a speaker wants to put a social brake on the 
course of this interaction. Negative politeness involve:, five broad mechanisms 
namely 1) be direct 2) don't presume/assume 3) don't coerce H., meaning that y<Ju 
either give H. the option not to perform an act, or you (S) minimize the F.T.A. 4) 
communicate S's wants to not impinge on Hand 5) redress other wants of H's wanb 
derivative from negative face. These five mechanisms are linked to ten stntegies. 
including for example be conventionally indirect, question, he pessimistic, give 
deference, apologize, impersonalize both S. and H. and stating the F.T.A as a rule. 
"Off record" i> the third super strategy that is part of the politeness principle. 
According the Goody ( 1978:216) 
... a communicative act is done off record if it is done in 'uch a wa~ 
that it is not possible to attribute only one clear communicati1·e 
intention to the act. In other words, the actor leaves himscll an 'out· 
by providing himself with a number of defensible intcrpretati(Jrh; he 
cannot he held to have committed himself 10 just one partirnlar 
interpretation of his act. 
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Off record strategies are a violation of Grice's maxims. To this one must add 
(Goody 1978:217) that many of the classic off-record strategies such as metaphor, 
irony, rhetorical questions are very often actually on record in actual language 
usage, because the clues to their interpretation add up to only one reallv viahle 
interpretation in the context. Off record involves two mechanisms namt:ly 1) inviw 
conversational implicaturc and 2) be vague. These are linked to strategics of hints. 
clues, prcsu pposit ions, understatements, m·c rs tate me nts, tau tologie,, contradiction,, 
irony, metaphors, rhetorical questions. 
The politeness principle, in summary, has enhanced the view that communicative 
intentJuns or acts have built-in social implications, often of a threatening nature. 
The interesting point is how such acts become constrained. The wav in which 
messages are hedged, hinted and embedded in discourse structure' then hect>1ne 
crucial areas of study. 
2.4.2.2 Questions as Speech Acts 
Two important features of speech acts are that they are rule governed and that they 
are produced with certain intentions in mind. In performing a speech act a person 
intends not only to communicate a referential meaning but also to influence actively 
the bearer in some way. 
If one accepts that there is more than une kind of meaning conveyed by a speech act 
and that meaning is determined by some kind of rule system, but that verbal forms 
alone are not sufficient as a hasis for determining meaning, it follows that the 
interpretation of meaning must depend in part on rules governing 'ocial 
relationships. 
What does this have to do with questions? Recent work in social psychology has 
focussed on questioning as a technique affecting the efficiency with which 
information is secured and organized. This is also true with regard w 
developmental psychology. One of Piaget's great contriburions is his insistence that 
-;hildren are constructive in their approach to life. Children do not receive 
information j.Jassively, but interact with their social and physical environment. With 
the experience and information gained a perception of reality is created. In this 
acquir'ng of information, questions play an important role. Viewed in this wa), 
questioning has inde·~d to do with information rather than with relationship,. B) 
considering questions as speech acts the focus will he turned to the rel:itional '"l'"l"I 
of questions. 
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Accordir.;: to Searle ( 1969:31) there are two different types of questions. One type 
consists of questions which are answered simply with a .1·es' or 'no·. Tl1e others are 
called open questions. Open questions arc incomplete uropositions, for which the 
answer provides the missing clause. For example, 'I low many people attended the 
service?' 
Goody ( 1978:23) considers the consf'quences of the incomplete nature of questions 
for interrogative speech acts a'i follows: 
An interesting problem in sociolinguistics is 'sequencing' - ho\\ 
conversation is managed so that people take turns, >peaking in an 
orderly way. Schegloff and Sacks have isola1ed one class of utterance 
sequence which they call the adjacency pair. These consist of t110 
utterances, spoken by two different people, one following directly on 
the others .... adjacency pairs art highly significant for understanding 
linguistic behaviour in particular because they provide a way ir which 
one person can compel another to speak to him and of a topic of his 
own choosing. The most general thing we can say of a question is that 
it compels, requires, may even demand, a response. 
In other words, questioning binds two people in immediate reciprocity. Ciondy 
(1978:26-27) identified four main pcrformative modes of questioning in the sense of 
a speech act, namely information, control, deference and rhetorical questions. 
Each of these different these different modes of questioning will now be consider :d 
in more detail. 
The rhetorical mode 
Although the standard definition of a rhetorical question is one which does not 
require an answer, Goody (1978:28) uses the term in a wider sense to "co,er 
questions for whose answers the information channel is effectively empty - i.e. it 
carries 'noise' in the sense of non-significant information". The ~ummand channel 
of the rhetorical question,on the other hand, is employed IO achie'c a balanced 
relationship between the questioner and the respondent. According to ( ;omh thi' 
can occur in several ways of which the most striking example is tile jukint' chalknt'c 
in the following examples for instance: 
i) Where is my food then" Senior men don't cat in the cowtyard. 
'II 
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ii) Have you preparell yc11r trousseau yet? How can I'? You haven't given 
me anything towarlls it. 
Goolly(l978:29),having experiencell these joking - challenge qucstiol!s in Gonja, 
founll that" this was a very llepenllable way of establishing ca>y - going. po,iti\e 
relations with people I barely knew". It also provides a framework for bargaining 
where none of the bargaining parties gets alienatd. If one man tee!s he is wnrstell 
both of them can joke about it. and in their next encounter they can bargain afresh 
without prejullice. In conclusion Goudy ( 1978:30) maintains 
... the joking-challenge question is about relationships, not 
information. In this it is the exact opposite of the pure information 
question where the commanll function is zero ... Ail the rhetorical 
question forms minimize the emphasis on the informational channel 
(report function) anll stless insteall the social rel:.itionships involved in 
the exchange ( commanll function). In this way they arc opposite to the 
pure information questions which minimize the command function 
and stress the securing of information. I h:tvc assignell to rhe:orical 
questions as a class an effective zero valence because they use the 
question-response form to achieve some kind of halance: neither party 
is systematically either '0;1c up' or 'one down' as result of the 
exchange. 
In other words the rhetorical questions that Paul is using 111 1 Cor I :20 are 
performatives in the sense that they minimize information but stress the "JCial 
relationships involved in the exchange. Through the use of these questions Paul 
wanted to achieve some kinll of balance between himself and the different parties. 
The rhetorical question could indeed, in this way, function as a winllow on the social 
relations within the Corinthian community. 
The control mollc 
The control molle presupposes that the perso!l who asks the lJUL'>lion is 111 a 
llominant position, while being askell a control question puts a person al a 
disallvantage. Goolly ( 1978:31) thus gives this mode a positive vale nee. he cause 
... where control questions are strongly institutionalized. as in Cll!lri 
hearings anll the orlleal, there is a pattern of questioning by scqierior" 
In these contexts there i~ a corresponding inhihirion nf. t1r l'\L'll 
prohibition of. qt1t:!'\ti~>n~ in tht: ft.'\L'f"L. dircc1iun. fr()/lJ .... 1~1tt1" 
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subordinates to superiors. In these contexts, a question implies the 
authority to require an answer, based on the authority to hold the 
subordinate responsible for his actions. 
The deference mode 
In many societies to possess knowledge is to have power. A question (asking for 
information) implies ignorance on the side of the questioner. If knowledge is power 
"then to admit to ignorance, by asking is to disclaim power" (Goody J 'r~::i2). Goody 
( 1978:33) further pointed out that she was first introduced to this deference question 
when her assistant would suddenly in the midst of an entirely unrelated activity ask 
"Are you going to greet so-and-so today?" When she reacted by saving 'no', he would 
repeat the question in a few moments. She then, realized that this was his way of 
telling her that she should greet the person concerned. In this so-called intention 
deference the subordinate is actually protected from the annoyance of his superior, 
since neither need acknowledge that the subordinate is actually taking the initiative. 
Another interesting example of the deference question is what Goody ( 1978:34) 
calls a 'masking question'. 
It is often used by parents to give the child a chance td make a 
decision when in fact the adult rnuld easily simply give a command. In 
a sense they are really commands. Thus a mother often says 
something like "shall we put on your clothes so we can go to the 
market? Then why use the questinn mark? I think by deferring w the 
child's answer the parent does two things: first she masks her own 
power to control the child, possibly thereby avoiding a confrontation. 
Secondly, she engages the chiid in the enterprise: she makes the child 
responsible for the consequences of her reply, and thus makes her a 
partner rather th<..rt a passive member in the enterprise. 
Of course this could have important implications for the interpretation of I 
Corinthians, especially if one considers the fact that Paul's relation !ll the 
Corinthians resembles that of a father towards his children (I Cor. 1: i.J-1.'i ). 
The masking question is of course based on the fact tha1 in aJp,.,st e1·en c·•1111111u11it\' 
the hierarchy of status plays an important and ,.,,111c li".ies dee:,.;, e rnk. The 
hierarchy may he based on age. sex, wealth. poli~i·c"I rani<. literacy. etc'. Bui t1 pi,·all1 
every adult men1ber kno\\'S thos~ \\'h() rnust d~-fi:r to hi1n or her. and thu..,e \\'hu ;ire 
senior to hin1 or her, anJ to \vhorn he or ~i1e 111u~t in t11rn defer. 111 ~e<..·kint!- tu e\tr~11.:t 
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rules for the use of the diff<:rent modes of questions the relative 'tatus is of 
paramount importance. 
In terms of the relative status Goody ( 1978:36) has remarked 
... that information is obtained from high-status persons by low-status 
persons only indirectly by the use of deference techniques, unless the 
high-status person 1s also a relative. Conversely, information is most 
readily obtained from persons in an equivalent status to oneself ... 
people ask information most readily of those in similar status. Equals 
also are more likely to make use of forms which deny questions and 
the deference mode in its weaker forms as a way of masking any 
possible claims to superior status ... Subordinates use m<iinly 1 he 
deference mode. 
To sum up: Questions are speech acts whicl1 place people in direct, immediate 
interaction25. In doing so they carry messag~s about relationships and about relative 
status as well as the appropriateness of an utterance26 /· •. ;a result of the imcraction 
between these strategies the communicative force of the letter and sentences is 
analysed and an adequate language and sentence strategy is found. 
2.4.3 Discourse Strategies 
A further important aspect of the proposed interactional model is the 
ARGUMENTATIVE FORCE OF THE LETfER. In order to persuade people, 
language users manipulate <11rface structures, word, phrase, and clause meanings, 
pragmatic inform'ltion from the context as well other interactional, social and 
cultural data. 
One Gf the essential features of an effective discourse strategy is therefore the 
careful investigation of the situation in which an action or communicative c1·em is 
performed. Keep in mind that 'meaning' is not a private, subjective matter. hut that 
it is created by the use of expressions in social interaction: only an analysis of the 
discourse or context of human action can give insight into both its <.ktcrn1111anh and 
its meaning. 
Discourse as such represents a fusion of the relevant segm<:nts of the rca<.kr's and 
the text's respective horizons, that is to say, a fusion of a,, much of the rc;1der's 
intersubjective life world with as much of the text's intcrtcxtual context. This q;u1cc· 
is not v..:ithout consequence~. In order to argue a ca~c and con\·iiH ... ·~· PL'uplL'. Till' fucu ... 
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should shift to the communication of which the discourse is part. This means that 
there is a focus en the people in, around, behind and created by the text. 
It also implies the utilization of the concept interaction. To understand di,course 
strategically in terms of effective argumentation is to acknowledge it a.' a continual 
social interaction in which the hearer makes as,umptions about the intentions. 
purposes, wishes, references, beliefs opinions, attitudes, ideclogy, emotions and 
personality of tbe speaker in order to persuade him/her. In other words, the reader 
or hearer of a discourse is not merely an observer of the social and cultural contexts 
but also a direct participa!!t in the communicative relationship. 
To conclude: to understand discourse as an effective way of argumentation we need 
a social strategy27 in which "the hearer derives effective: cxpectatiom from the global 
or local social context with respect to the interactive intentions, goah and 
motivations of the speaker as they relate tu cog;1itive or act•,rnal changes of the 
hearer" (Van Dijk and Kintsch 1983:83). 
That is, we must assume in understanding the argumentative force of di~.rnursc t 1at 
it is produced and used within a larger social context. 
2.4.3.: Social Strategies 
We have come to the realization that argumentation is tu a large extent th~ 
selection, arrangement and representation of social values in various hierarchical 
structures. In order to understand and implement argumentation properly w~ need a 
social strategy. 
In contrast to the social description for historical relevance28 that resulted from 
earlier studies with a social interest in the biblical world, the purpose of "'cial 
strategies would he to understand the discourse of the biblical text better. To take 
the large social context into consideration we must apply different strategics when 
understanding a discourse produced by a government, a judge in the courtroom, a 
student in class, a friend in the bar and a minister on a pulpit. From a government 
one does not expect stories but laws and reports - discourse types one in turn une 
does not expect from the minister or a student in normal everyday con\'ersation. 
''These examples show that a language understander has a stratcg> to limit the 
options in interpreting the many aspects of discourse:. The stratq.!} i, l10"cd "" 
assumptions made about the intended social function of thc disrnur,e. :d1out 
possible speech acts, discourse types and so on" (V,m Dijk and Kintsch l'IK_\:K2). 
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These in turn may depe 1d c·1 :1., · "'s about the member categories ill these 
social contexts. Thai ·' .. ::.... ..,·P· .1u.i;C'.ating with a man or a woman, a 
child or an adult, a frie Y~ «; :1 s:. .f.~r .... rirh or ,, poor person, with people having 
more or kss powcr r st:, ·~· ,nd ... 'J·1. Differ•:.>\ scholars have opkd for different 
approaches and .•,trntcl: :11 ·1·: l'.;d, lo 11r.covcr nC\V information on the social 
background of th~ ':~ .. " .. :<a•;::nt. The strategics forming part oi our model 
function not on the k· _ · ,,\ :::ere description of the social background. hut on the 
EXPLANATION u1 1: :c '• : ,,d background. Best ( J 983: 1 '!5) is correct in 'aving: 
... For a truly sociological approach however. one must nwve to the 
second level, that of explanation. Here the tools and techniques of 
modern sociological study are used, not merely to describe hut also to 
probe the inn·~r dynamics of the early Christian movement. regarded 
not as a unique event but as an example of patterns of behaviour 
which may be widely observed and objectively studied. 
This means that the question facing the interpreter changes from "\\!hat did the 
author mean?" to "Was there anything in the contemporary societal structure that 
could be a reflection of these utterances?" In other words, our social strategics are 
not aimed at merely accumulating data that may be relevant for the historical 
understanding of the background of the New Testament te.ds. Instead our social 
strategies abstract data29 in the sense of unearthing, making explicit what is buried 
and implicit in the discourse. Methodologically speaking, the only direct and explicit 
information we have for the contextual history of the text is the literary work it,elf. 
constituting a social fact in itself. Translating such literary social data into social 
data fit for use withir. a historical reconstruction, is a complex procedure. Firstly, a 
thorough literary analysis of the text is needed, according to its type. On the macro-
social level we have to look at the relationship between ideas and social reality. On 
the micro-social level of the relation between author and reader the text can be 
analysed in terms of communication theory. Finally, the results from both the 
literary and the macro analyses are used to interpret and explain not the historical 
world, but the narru 1ve or referential world of the text. At this point the interprete1 
is stm moving within the text. Only now can the narrative world, created by the text. 
be compared with the everyday historical world to which the text bc:lon~s. On 1hi, 
basis we begin to make inferences about the social setting for which the int i, 
intendec. 
Different scholars use different methods in !he process of dc1cr111i11i11g lite "''·1ai 
situation in which argumentation l'r a communicative even! took plac·c. r >I 
particular importance to the social st"atcgy underlinin~ thi' '1ucl\ arc the 
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approaches of the following scholars: 
2.4.3.la Gerd Theissen 
Thcissen concentrates on the accumulation of "'ciologicall:. relc-"1111 111a1erial hy 
means of an analysis of the tcxl i,1 1hc form-critical 1radition, 1ryi11g i11 the proce" !O 
uncover the Si12 i111 Leben by a con,tructive. analytic or comparative approach 
(Theissen 1982: 177). For him the importance of the text 1s no! >o much!<: be found 
in its literary structure as in its creative composition. In the text itself sociological 
statements and references, poetic, eccle,ioligical and mythical statements are 
present (Theissen 1982:176). Underlying this view is an understanding of literature 
in which the creation of the discourse, its form, substance and message may all be 
regarded as social facb (Theissen 1982: 183) or contradictio11' (Thcisse11 1982: 181-
182) or as symbols (Theissen 1982:187-188). His interest remains focu,cd on lhL 
referential history as opposed to the contextual history of the text. 
2.4.3.lh Wayne A. Meeks 
Meeks in his useful contribution on 'The first urban Christians: The social worill of 
the apostle Paul' (1983) focuses on the social history of the early Christian 
communities. His aim is tu ascertain "what it was like to become and he an ordinary 
Christian in the first century" (Meeks 1983:2). His work is more than a mere 
description, because he is quite aware of the problems surrounding the 
i..terpretation of histcrical texts. 
In writing social history, then, we cannot afford to ignore the theories 
that guide social scientists. But which of the competing schools of 
sociology or anthropology or social psychology shall we heed? ... There 
is no comprehensive theory of social movement so commanding that 
we would be prudent lo commit our method to its care. Even if there 
were, we should be suspicious of it. Christianity, even at the earlic't 
moment we can ge1 any clear picture of it, was already a complex 
movement taking from within several complex societies. What social 
theory is adequate to grasp the whole? 
(Meeks 198:1:5) 
Meeks defines his own appr.1ach as interpretiv,; description. I l<>\\c\·cr. his 
application of the ,ocial sciences and his use of theory is ccle«tic (\1t:ek> l'IK.':h). 
rle refers to :1is O\VO position as that of a "n1odcratc functionaJi~I" jq the "<..'fl"C •hat 
"society is viev.1ed as a process. in v.-hich persunal idt!ntity anJ soci<..l furin..., arL' 
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mutually and continuously created by interactions that occur by means of symbob 
( 1983:6)30. 
2.4.3.Jc Bruce J. Malina 
In 1981 Malina published his first major work entitled "The New Testament world: 
Insights from cultural anthropology". According to Malina ( 1'!81:\·) "the purpose for 
using anthropological models in the New Te,tamcnt rn1dy is precisely w get to hear 
the meaning of the texts in terms of the rnltural contexts in whid1 the! were 
originally proclaimed". 
Malina (1983:120) also distinguishes between reading the Bible "as<! text rnntainii;g 
communication from an author" and reading "it as a <...locun1entary "ource containing 
historical information". Malina then approaches the reading of the Bil;k not from a 
literary perspective but from a communications theory pcrspectiYc in which the 
communicative possibilities of a text are linked to the considerateness of an author. 
"Should a writer depict scenarios that can in no way be rooted in his/her audience\ 
social system, he or she can be fairly labelled an inconsiderate writer" (Malina 
1983:122). This is so, because meaning can only be effectively communicated if both 
reader and writer share a common social system. Therefore, models of the social 
sciences, must be combined with models of history and models of linguistics to 
interpret biblical texts from the past (Malina 1982:233). 
According to Malina there are three main models that might be used to understand 
social interaction, namely the structural functionalist model. the conflict model allll 
the symbolic model. )he structural functionalist model views society "as a relatively 
persistent, stable, •:1e!I ;ntegrnted structure of ele111ents" (Malina 1982:234). In other 
words, all the elements in society function towards the maintenance of society as an 
integral system . 
Adaptive change may occur over time, but non-adaptive change is re~:1rded as a 
deviance (Malina 1982:234). From a cultural anth. :>pological perspective \1alina 
operates within this structural functionalist model. According to him (I 989a:ti) "our 
first century person would perceive himself as a Liistinctivc 1d1olc set in relation to 
other such wholes and set within a given social and natural background. every 
individual is perceived as embedded in some other". The main feature'> of religion in 
the world are constituteLI by a) the structure of the group. b) the preva;ling -.ocial 
system and c) the way values anu norms are controlled ( 1986:97). 
With regard to the -.tructure of the group :vlalina ( !98!i:'17) dainh 
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... that religious groups were dependent on prior kinds of soc·ial 
relations. One did not adopt and live out a set of religious values and 
atti~udes beca~1se of some individualistic conviction of the truth ... 
Rather one's adherence to some "religion" was based on norms having 
!'l do with politics (and power) or leaderships and/or ethnicity (and 
solidarity), or some other more specific social institution other than 
religion (e.g. army. philosophical "school:). Thus people became 
Christians for reasons other th.in and/or along with religious ones e.g. 
to be healed, t'' share ir. power, to find patrons or clients, to have a 
proper funeral, to take part in weekly meals and the like. 
The prevailing social system was one in which persons functioned in terms of a) 
certain archetypal sexual roles b) in terms of the group to whom they belonged and 
c) in terms of their constant desire to achieve honour (Malina 1989 b:l27). The 
paternal system wa~ still the most important group. 
With regard to values and norms, Malina (1986:98) points out that the "first century 
Mediterranean world was based on community, i.e. shared values and norms. 
Community is a set of values shared by people who are set apart or set off from 
others on the basis oi some shared quality resulting in a sense of oneness of 
brotherhood or of "fictive kinship". According to Malina (1981:25-50) two key norms 
and values within the first century world were honour and shame3I. 
Honour was related to social acceptance and worth whereas shame (a positive norm 
and value) was related to a person's sensitivity with regard to his or her social 
reputation. A person could receive honour by means of a) birth (birth for instance in 
an aristocratic or priei;tly family), b) by means of social interaction with others. 
According to Malina all forms of interpersonal contact were characterized by 
competition in order to achieve fame, and at the same time inflict shame on others. 
A second model is that of conflict-theory, also known as coercion, power or intcrest-
model (Malina 1982:234). This type of model presuppo;es that society and the 
elements of society are constantly changing, unless some force intervenes to prohibit 
the change. Gager's "Kingdom and community" (1975) i~; cited as an example of the 
application of the conflict-model (Malina 1982:235). 
A third model focuses on the symbolic character of human interaction. According to 
this approach a social system is regarded as a "system of symbols that i:; meanings, 
values and feelings about the meanings and values that are attached and embmlied 
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by persons, things and events" (Malina 1982:235). Malina himself uses the first and 
third model and he is essentially committed to working from the perspective of 
cultural anthropology. 
Deserving special mention is Malina's distinction of four basic social institutions or 
structures in any society namely, kinship, economics, politics and religion (Malina 
1986b:l52-!53). As a rule, one of these institutions maintains priority over the 
others in societal arrangements: 
In Christendom in the past, and in Islamic republics in the present. 
kinship, economics, and politics are embedded in religion, i.e. the 
norms of kinship, economics, and politics are determined by the 
religious institution: representatives of the religious institution rule 
their societies in one way or another. 
2.4.3.ld Jerome H. Neyrey 
In an article on "Body language in I Corinthians: The Use of Anthropological 
Models of Understanding Paul and his Opponents" Neyrey ( 1986: 129) used the 
macro intra cultural model of the British anthropologist Mary Douglas in order to 
determine the social strategy in the use of Paul's body language in 1 Corinthians. 
Douglas offers a model for correlating attitudes to the physical body and 
corresponding structures in the social body. Douglas states that the body is a 
medium of expression - the social body constrains the way the physical body is 
perceived. In other words bodily technique is learned social behaviour; the social 
system determines how the body is used as a medium of expressions, norms and 
values. Strong pressure from the social group will be replicated in a strong control of 
the physical body. According to Douglas (1966:115) the body is a microcosm of the 
social body, a symbol of society in the sense that the ordering and structuring of the 
physical body is an exact replica of social structure and the control of the physical 
body is an expression of social control. According to Douglas ( 1973: 99) 
... Bodily control is an expression of social control. Abandonment of 
bodily control in ritual responds to the requirements of social 
experience which is being expressed. 
According to Neyrey (1986:132) Paul's observations on bodily control replicate his 
opinions on social control. Paul's body language is therefore a window on his 
cultural view of the way Christian groups should be structured. Neyrey then uses 
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Mary Douglas's model for assessing the degree of control or non-control over social 
body. Douglas identified two groups. A strong group indicates a high degree of 
pressure to conform to group norms as well as a pressure for order and control. 
Order and discipline are valued and group values are predominate (Ncyrey 
1986:132). 
The weak group, on the other hand, indicates a low degree of pressure for order and 
control. Norms and discipline are not valued and personality is very individualistic. 
Douglas then investigates six's aspects of cosmology, because social groups such as 
the strong and weak have different world views or cosmologies. 
A cosmology of a controlled body (strong group) would then have the following 
features: 
Purity 
There is a strong concern for purity of the social and physical body. Purity refers to 
the ordering and structuring of the social world. Purity means an avoidance of all 
that violates the sense of order. In terms of the physical body it means a distancing 
of oneself from dirt which socially means concern over persons and events that do 
not fit the group's ideals and sense of order. 
2 Ritual 
There are fixed rituals for determining where the boundaries of the ordered system 
lie and who is properly within the body and who is not. Authority, status and roles 
are clear and clearly expressed. 
3 Personal Identity 
Identity is non-individualistic and group oriented. Your rok and place in the group 
is assigned and learned. 
4 ~y 
Bodies, both social and physical are tightly controlled. Purity and protection of the 
body from pollutions are of great importance. 
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5 Sin 
Not a mere violation of rules hut a pollution which inva<lcs the hudy and threatens 
it. Moral norms are well <lefine<l an<l arc socio-centric, that is. learned from the 
group and measured in those terms. 
Neyrey (1986: 137) applies these social strategies of Douglas's to the situ:ition in 1 
Corinthians and conclu<les that there are two different views of phy,ical an<l social 
body at Corinth. Paul's viewpoint is that the physical body is a highly controlled 
body which is pure and holy. Its concern for order and clarity nwke' it fear 
unconsciousness or loss of control - therefore it takes a negative view of spirit 
possession. The body is a harmonious bo<ly in which parts are clearly differentiated 
and coordinated for the goo<l of the whole body. Indivi<lualism is subor<linated for 
the good of the whole body. This view, according to Neyrey ( 1986: 137) "replicates a 
view of the social body marked by strong "group" pressure, formality, smoothness 
and ritualism". 
Paul's opponents see the body as an uncontrolled organism. Control is weak an<l 
there is a freedom of movement and spontaneity. Trances and spiritual possession 
are looked upon favourably. 
According to Neyrey (1986:138) this view of the physical body "replicates the 
perception of the social body as marked by weak "group" pressures, informality, 
unstructured features: here effervescence flourishes". Neyrey ( 1986: 138) also uses 
the contrasting attitudes to offer a clearer window onto the issues and arguments 
which divided Paul and his adversaries. 
The essential feature of all these approaches is the careful investigation of the social 
situation in which argumentation took place. These approaches could indeed 
enhance our understanding of the argumentative force of Paul's discourse and make 
it possible to move beyond a mere description to explaining the way in which Paul 
argues. 
2.4.3.2 Rhetoric 
The second type of discourse strategy is rhetorical in nature. As Wuellner ( 1989: I) 
points out rhetorics is the practice of the art of communication as interaction. This 
art of communication as interaction emphasizes effectiveness. 
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The main concern in developing a rhetorical strategy is no longer exclusively on the 
social situation in which argumentation took place. The emphasis has shifted 
towards the effectiveness of an argument within a specific social context. 
This effectiveness has several implications of which the most important 1s 
persuasion. A speaker, for instance, in parliament or in court, tries to convince the 
public or judge that he has' good case so that they will judge positively, believe 
him, and finally accept his arguments. This ultimate goal is to be achieved by 
specified good ways of speaking for which rhetorics has formulated rules and 
strategies (Lausberg 1960:14). Most of these apply to the local organization of 
discourse, for example, at the syntactic and semantic levels. It is here where such 
features as rhyme, alliteration, repetition, and figures of speech based on contrast, 
metaphor, or irony have been formulated. 
These features have made rhetoric a concept in bad odour because: 
... it has been equated with needless embellishment, empty verbiage, 
or, even worse, the kind of discourse produced by politicians from 
parties other than one's own. To others more innocently, it recalls 
mere elaboration of discourse. 
(Enkvist J985h: 15) 
Rhetoric became in disfavour according to Wuellner ( 1989:2-3) because of a split 
the rhetor's, or writer's intention (dianoia/voluntas) and the expressed polysemous 
meaning (hyponoia/suspicio). This led to a split between hermeneutics and rhetorics 
which in turn was highlighted by two further developments32 
... on the one hand, the increasing prominence of stylistic matters and, 
on the other hand the changing trend ill the stylistic strategies most 1n 
fashion .... To ask for the motives of such fashions (e.g. fear of political 
reprisals in times of ideological conflict) leads us towards rhetorics as 
exercise in 'truth and power', to ask for the cognitive or aesthetic 
benefits of such exercises leads us toward hermeneutics as interpretive 
science, as exercise in 'truth and method'. 
Although the early reformers33 still diqinguished between rhetoric' and 
hermeneutics matters worsened to such an extent that 
... with Schleiermacher we have indeed reached the point where 
hermeneutics no longer wants to remember its roots in rhetoric and 
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moves solely on the path which transcendental philosophy has pointed 
out to it. ... in the final analysis Schleiermacher considers the text 
independently of its truth claim, as a pure phenomenon of expression! 
(viz: reducing the text to its signified theme). 
(Wuellner 1989: 19) 
This split led to a preoccupation with Truth and Method to such an extent that 
Truth and Power nearly disappeared. However, the attempt of a few scholars to 
include the social and ideological aspects of hermeneutics gave impetus to the 
rediscovering of rhetorics: 
... With rhetorics recognized as the oldest form of 'literary criticism' in 
the world, it is rhetoric again which helps reconstitute literary theory 
as the theory of discursive practices in society as a whole (with special 
attention to) such practices as forms of power and performance. 
(Wuellner 1989:23) 
In other words rhetorical strategies will take us beyond viewing language as a 
reflection of reality, even ultimate reality as understood in terms of traditional 
metaphysical and idealist philosophy, to the social aspect of language which is an 
instrument of communication and influence on others34. That is, we not only have 
the capacity to understand the content of, or propositions of human signs and 
symbols (hermeneutics); we also have the capacity to respond and interact with 
them (rhetorics) (Wuellner 1989:38). 
As soon as rhetoric is defined in this way, discourse is viewed in the light of a 
specific social interactional situation. In logic, propositions, which are true in their 
logical frame, remain true in that frame. Consequently grammar books usually 
assume that once a sentence is declared correct, it remains correct. With discourse 
the situation is much more complex, because 
... discourse which is effective in one situation, may be completely out 
of place in another situation. One cannot therefore study the 
effectiveness of discourse without placing that discourse in a specific 
situation. And to view discourse against a situational background one 
must reckon with the people who communicate, the subject, the 
occasion, and tbe relevant cultural traditions, fashions as well as 
taboos. Thus rhetoric comes to emphasize the kind of appropriateness 
that the Greeks called kairos and the Romans decorum as well as the 
situation. ( Enkvist l 985b: 16) 
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2.4.3.2a Theories of Rhetorical Criticism 
Wuellner (1987:453) is of the opinion that rhetorical criticism has hrought us at a 
crossroad where one must choose between two versions of rhetorical criticism: On 
the one hand a more restrained form of rhetoric, on the other hand a form of 
rhetorical criticism which is identical with practical criticism. The latter strives for a 
re-invention of rhetoric, in which texts are read and reread, interpreted and re-
interpreted, as forms of activity inseparable from the wider social relations hetween 
writers and readers. 
This study will he based on the second form of rhetorical criticism. Discourse is 
performative and interactional and therefore: we need rhetorical criticism of a 
pragmatic nature. As far as methodology is concerned I will make use of Kennedy's 
model because it includes the concerns of Muilenburg and the concerns of the socio-
rhetorical method proposed by scholars such as V. Robbins and N.R. Peterson35. I 
will further attempt to bring some modifications to the model of Kennedy's by 
means of the views of Perelman. 
In any discourse situation there are three factors involved: a speaker (or writer), an 
audience and a speech or a text. According to classical rhetoric three modes of 
persuasion enter the actual discourse, namely the authority of the speaker, the 
emotion of the audience and the argument of the speech (E~9n<;;, na9n<;;, A.6y0l). In 
order to persuade a person, the quality and character of the speaker, the strength of 
his emotional appeal to the hearer, and the stringent logic of the discourse are all of 
the utmost importance. The rhetors thought of each of these three factors in the 
communication situation from the point of view of persuasion. The speakers had to 
be perceived as trustworthy just to get a hearing. Even if he was not well-known to 
an audience most rhetors believed that the mode of the address could establish an 
acceptable ethos. Ethos had to be established in the very first part of the speech. 
Pathos, on the other hand, was especially important toward the conclusion of the 
speech where an appeal to emotion and motivation were considered appropriate. 
Throughout the speech ethos and pathos had to he kept in mind. It was the content 
of the speech itself (logos) that received the greatest attention in the handbooks. 
Life circumstances and distinctive audiences also have a marked influence on 
human speech. According to Kennedy ( 1984: I 9-20 and 36-37), classical rhetoric 
distinguished three genres36, namely judicial (which seeks tll bring about a 
judgement about events past), deliberative (which aims at effecting a decision about 
future action) and epideictic (which celebrates or condemns someone or 
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something). Given the prominence of honour and shame in the Greco-Roman 
culture, the epideictic genre was of great importance. Its objective was to marshal 
examples from the life of an individual or the history of an institution that could 
demonstrate the person's virtues and establish the basis for honour or shame. 
The Greco-Roman youth was also taught the way in which to hold or deliver such a 
speech . This process comprised five steps: the invention, the arrangement, the style, 
the memory, and the delivery. During the first stage or inventio one had to assemble 
the necessary malt!rial, darn, evidence or propose the thesis one wished for. 
Standard techniques, basic types of argument, conventional figures of speech, stack 
images were types of material that the rhetors organized for discussion by creating 
various kinds of lists. The items in these lists were called topoi. Invention was thus 
imagined as a search for the right topoi or place from which to take a topic for a 
particular rhetorical purpose. The arrangement or dispositio was the second stage 
which referred to the ordering of this matt:rial in an outline, paying attention to such 
things as the best sequence to use, or whether one should expand upon this or that 
point, or how best to develop a sub theme. Arrangement was as important and 
creative as invention. E/ocutio or style referred to the way in which one handled 
the material in the process of composition. Basic issues of grammar, syntax, and the 
selection of words with just the right denotation were treated as important matters. 
During the fourth stage (memoria) the structure, or even the text itself, had to be 
committed to memory. The final stage of delivery or pronwztiato referred to the use 
of the voice, pauses and gestures appropriate to a particular speech occasion. 
This is just a brief presentation of the most essential features of rhetorical criticism. 
Kennedy (1984:341) proposes the following four stages of rhetorical criticism: 
The definition of the Rhetorical Unit 
The rhetorical unit must have some magnitude and impact. It has to have within 
itself a discernible beginning and an ending which are connected by some action or 
argument. That is, a rhetorical unit is either a convincing or persuasive unit. 
The Identification of the Rhetorical Situation 
The second stage is the most crucial in the sense that it forms the initial step of 
invention. The rhetorical situation differs from both the historical situation of a 
given author and reader and from the generic situation or conventions of the Sitz im 
Leben. The rhetorical situation, according to Kennedy ( 1983:38) is that situation 
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which invites utterance. In the rhetorical situation, the rhetorical critic looks 
foremost for the premises of a text as appeal or argument. Traditional rh~torics 
usually defines a text's rhetorical situation in three distinct ways: 1) in the notion of 
the text status; 2) in the notion of the text\ underlying topoi; 3) in the notion of the 
text's rhetorical genre. 
The Status of the Rhetorical Situation 
The classical doctrine of status has been the cornerstone of the classical rhetorical 
theory of argumentation37. Sadly Kennedy ( 1984:36) fails to ~rasp the importance 
of the doctrine of status and merely dismisses it with a reference io i•s complexity. 
J.N. Vorster (1990:119) claims that 
... very little attention has been paid by New Testament scholars to this 
aspect (status) of rhetoric. This is even more strange when one 
considers the fact that the status of the rhetorical situation also 
determines the rhetorical genre and the r!ietorical genre has played a 
dominant role in New Testament research in recent times. 
It is therefore imperative that we take a closer look at the concept of status. 
According to Braet ( 1988:83) and Vorster ( 1990: 119) four types of status situations 
can be defined38. 
The first type of status is called status coniectura. 
This type of question concerns a factual question in which the judiciary has to decide 
whether the deed was in fact committed or if the issue concerns the future and 
whether the deed has still to be decided. 
The second status is called status dejlnitionis. The basic presupposition behind this 
second type of status question is to emphasize the deed and to appropriate the 
linguistic qualification of that deed (J.N. Vorster 1990: 119). 
The third type of status arises when it has been established that the subject has done 
the deed but doubt exists whether that deed was not justified or the need exists to 
indicate that it will be correct to follow a certain line of action. In this situation the 
quality of the deed is in focus and it is called the status qualitatis (J.N. Vorster 
1990:119). 
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By this time it must be obvious that the status of the rhetorical situation of the New 
Testament is of great importance 
... because this is the problem or question to which the letter is a 
response and without establishing the status of the rhetorical 
situation, coherency would be out of the question. It is in relation to 
the status of the rhetorical situation that the coherency between the 
various elements in the letter can be established. 
(J.N. Vorster 1990:1 J'I) 
The important conclusion is that a theory of argumentation in which the concept of 
status is central is the best suited to explain both the effectiveness and rationality of 
an argument. Without the focus on status, rhetorical strategies will only be 
interested in the effectiveness of an argument. On this point Kennedy's model needs 
adaptation. 
How do we go about determining the status of the rhetorical situation in the New 
Testament, or as in this study, 1 Corinthians? The status of the rhetorical situation is 
not explicitly given in the text. What would be needed, therefore, is a comprehensive 
conversational analysis of the text, as will be demonstrated below. 
The Identification of the Rhetorical Disposition or Arrangement 
According to Kennedy (1984:37), disposition refers to "what subdivision (a text) falls 
into, what the persuasive effect of these parts seems to be, and how they work 
together - or fail to do so - to some unified purpose in meeting the rhetorical 
situation"39. 
A critical assessment of Kennedy's model will prepare the ground for certain 
modifications tn Kennedy's model which I would like to propose. 
Kennedy deviates very little from his model of rhetorical criticism derived from 
Roman antiquity and apparently does not take the contribution of the "New 
Rhetoric" into account. The "New Rhetoric" has introduced two important concepts, 
namely the argumentative and persuasive quality of language and the concept of the 
audience as an active participant in the argumentation process40. These concepts 
should form part of the rhetorical strategy to be followed for reasons which will be 
discussed below. 
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2.4.3.2b Perelman's use of the term "Audience" 
Perelman ( 1969:29) defines audience as "the ensemble of those whom the speaker 
wishes to influence"41. The audience's major function is to receive the argument of 
the speaker as present and react to it. Perelman therefore sees the audience as the 
place where the argument is formed and developed. It is the role of the speakers to 
formulate and direct his argument to the selected audic'nce, but it is solely the 
function of the audience to receive, evaluate, and make final value judgement as to 
the acceptability of the argument. In this way Perelman sees the audience as more 
than an object to which an orator can address arguments. The audience becomes an 
active participant in the argumentation process. As part of his philosophic 
construction, Perelman sees tht: audience as selected by or through the speaker. It 
is the speaker who will determine during the course of his or her preparation what 
type of audience, particular or universal, he or she will address. It is the decision 
which will eventually determine the speaker's selection of materials and appeals. 
Thus Perelman develops the idea of the two major types of audiences: the universal 
and the particular which are dependent upon the type of appeal intended by the 
speaker. 
The Particular Audience 
The particular audience is composed of those people whom the speaker addresses 
directly on an experiential appeal basis. This audience has a value system which is 
strongly influenced by their experience and group affiliation. Speakers, as they select 
new material for presentation, will have their appeals upon the beliefs and value 
systems of that particular audience membership. Perelman uses the term particular 
audience in order to refer to those directly appealed to upon thF; basis of their value 
system. Perelman would define this act as persuasion because of the limited value 
system which is used in appealing to any particular audience. 
The Universal Audience 
The universal audience is, according to Perelman, a theoretical collection of 
thinking, rational people. It is not grounded in group affiliations as is the particular 
audience, but has a value system based upon rational thinking. This is the audience 
of the philosopher. It is based upon universal logical topoi rather than ethos or 
pathos. As such, the universal audience will take all of mankind's experiences into 
account and establish a universal system of values based upon rational thought and 
deliberation. Appeals to this audience will be philosophic in nature and will ri; · 
above the persuasive appeals of the particular audience (Perelman 1%7:110). 
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The distinction between the particular and the universal audience is made by the 
speaker in his selection of appeals. Perelman, therefore, defines persuasion as 
appeals directed to the particular audience and conviction as appeals directed at the 
universal audience. In summary one could thus say: 
i) The audience is determined by the speaker and functions as the place 
were arguments are formulated. 
ii) The particular audience is the group selected by the speakers which is 
addressed in accordance with its experiential and group affiliation basis. 
iii) The univt:rsal audience is a theoretical construct which includes all 
rational people. It is appealed to through the use of universal rationality. 
iv) Persuasion is the appeal directed towards the particular audience. 
v) Conviction is the appeal directed towards the universal audience based 
upon reason and rational thought. 
In what way does the concept of audience enhance Kennedy's model and attribute 
to a better rhetorical strategy? What is the significance of this concept for the 
present study? 
Paul felt the need to interpret his audience so that the a 11dience becomes "a 
construction of the speaker" (Perelman 1969:24). To see the audience as a 
construction of the speaker is to recognize in the case of 1 Corinthians, that one 
cannot conceive knowledge of the audience independently of the knowledge of how 
to influence it. The problem of the nature of the audience is indeed intimately 
connected with that of its conditioning. According to Perelman ( 1969:23 ): 
Various conditioning agents are available to increase one's influence 
on an audience: music, lighting, crowd effects, scenery and various 
devices of stage management. Besides conditioning of this kind ... 
there is the conditioning by the speech itseli, which results in the 
audience no longer being exactly the same at the end of the speech as 
it was at the beginning. This form of conditioning can be brought 
about only if there is a continuous adaptation of the speaker to his 
audience. 
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In the case of 1 Corinthians, thi~ conditioning and construction of the audience both 
precedes Paul's writing and it is achieved in the discourse by Paul's continuous 
adaptation to his audience. According to J.N. Vorster ( 1990:122) the rediscovery 
and refinement of the notion of audience also demand that we take the following 
matters into account in the forming of an ade4uate rhetorical strategy for the 
analysis of the New Testament letters: 
Firstly, the intimate relationship between argumentation and the 
audience ... means that the all(tience !.<is tc• be constructed in order to 
understand the argumentation. Or to put it differently: to establish 
the audience within the rhetorical situation and its role in relation to 
the other roles means to gain access to the reason why an author has 
argued in the way he did. Secondly, audience has become a functional 
entity - it has become important to establish the role of the specific 
audience in a rhetorical situation. Thirdly, it has been empha5ized 
that the audience/readers are constructs of the speaker/author. If 
this is true in the case of a face to face confrontation, then even more 
where a letter has been written. Fourthly, audience/readers as a 
construct of the speaker /author can be correlated to the notion of the 
implied readers: the implied reader is the image of the intended 
readers summoaed by the sum total of all the textual indicators ... 
fifthly, the audience as foremost constituent of argumentation has 
been sociologically and psychologically embedded. Argumentation 
has therefore been humanized. This again correlates with the notion 
of the implied readers which is always part and parcel of the socio-
cultural code of the text. 
2.4.3.2c The Argumentative and Persuasive Quality of Language 
The second concept of Perelman's work that is important for our approach, is the 
focus on the persuasive and argumentative quality of language. The rediscovery of 
rhetoric as persuasion and of rhetorical criticism as the theory of argumentation 
represents a real break trough. In the Western tradition for many years rhetoric has 
been identified with verbalism and an empty, unnatural mode of exp;ession42. 
The "New Rhetoric" is a theory of argumentation, and according to Perelman 
(1979: 10) argumentation . 
... is always addressed by a person called the orator - whether by 
speech or in writing - to an audience of listeners or readers. It aims at 
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obtaining or reinforcing the adherence of the audience to some thesis, 
assent to which is hoped for. The new rhetoric, like the old, seeks to 
persuade or convince, to obtain an adherence which may be 
theoretical to start with, although it may eventually be manifested 
through a disposition to act, or practical, as provoking either 
immediate action, the making of a decision, or commitment to act. 
The aim of argumentation is not, like demonstration, to prove the truth of the 
conclusion from premises, but to transfer to the conclusion the adherence accorded 
to the premises. 
From these specifications it is apparent that the "New Rhetoric" does not operate 
within the more or less conventional, and even arbitrary limitations traditionally 
imposed upon ancient rhetoric. 
That brings us to the important matter of the relation between argumentation and 
commitment as well as the object of agreement. 
2.4.3.2d Argumentation and Commitment 
With regard to the relation between argumentation and commitment Peret.nan 
(1969:49) claims: 
The effectiveness of an exposition designed .u secure a proper degree 
of adherence of an audience to the arguments presented to it can be 
assessed only in terms of the actual aim the speaker has set himself. 
The intensity of the adherence sought is not limited to obtaining 
purely intellectual results, to a declaration that a certain thesis seems 
more probable than another, but will very often be reinforced until 
the desired action is actually performed. 
In other words the person who gives his adherence to conclusions of an 
argumentation does so by an act that commits him and for which he is responsible. 
What forms the basis of the adherence and commitment, or, agrcen.ent"? Accarding 
to Perelman (1979: 15) "the objects of agreement are various. 0;1 tile one hand, 
there are facts, truths and presumptions; on the other. values, hierarchies. and loci 
of the preferable". Facts and trilths, according lo Perelman, are objects that are 
already agreed to by the universal audience. l 'suallv there is rH> need ro increase 
the intensity of adherence to thenl. Prc:-iu111ptiun.., ~trc opinion.., \vhicn n~el! to he 
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proved. Of particular concern are values, because they are frequently appealed to 
in order to influence one's choice of action. According to Perelman ( 1979: 15): 
They supply reasons for preferring one type of behaviour to another, 
although not all would necessarily accept them as good reasons. 
Indeed, most values are particular in that they are accepted only by 
one particular group. For argumentation it is useful to distinguish 
concrete values, such as one's country from the abstract values, such 
as justice and truth. It is characteristic of values that they can become 
the center of conflict without thereby ceasing to be values. For this 
reason, the effect to reinforce adherence to values is never 
superfluous. Such an effort is undertaken in epideictic discourse, and 
in general, all education also endeavours to make certain values 
preferred to others. 
In the case of 1 Corinthians, it would seem that Paul uses rhetorical questions in 
particular for evoking assent to certain values. One must, however, bear in mind the 
important distinction Perelman (1982:27-28) makes between abstract and concrete 
values. According to him concrete values belong to a specific being, object, group or 
institution, which is unique. On the other hand, abstract or universal values are 
valid for everyone and for all occasions, such as justice, truthfulness, love of 
humanity. Clearly then argumentation cannot do without either of these values but 
in a given situation a speaker will subordinate one to the other43. 
The significance of the "New Rhetoric" for our purposes can be summarized as 
follows: It represents a rediscovery of rhetoric as persuasion and of rhetorical 
criticism as the theory of argumentation. Language is not merely information but is 
provocative, persuasive and apologetic - it is meant to be an instrument of 
influencing others. The "New Rhetoric" investigates why a specific instance of 
language usage is effective; it recognizes the argumentative situation; it studies style 
and composition as a means of creating effects on the audience. 
With that all said, it is also clear that an effective rhetorical strategy would surely 
have to account for the different techniques of argumentation. 
2.4.3.2e The Techniques of Argumentation 
In establishing the structure of an argument, one must interpret the words of the 
speaker, apply the missing link, which is alway:; a risky venture. Since 
argumentation is inter a!ia concPrned with convictions to which different audiences 
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adhere with variable intensity, the status of elements which enter into 
argumentation cannot be fixed as it would be in a formal system: this status depends 
on the real or presumed adherence of the audience. The audience will subscribe to 
one or the other competing conviction, depending upon their appraisal of the 
arguments which are given pro and contra the value of the solution they offer to the 
problem under discussion. 
When a speaker wants to establish a certain value he or she may, according to 
Perelman (1969:83) "resort to premises of a very general nature which we shall term 
loci. These are the topoi of Greek writers, from which come the topics, treatise, 
devoted to dialectical reasoning". In other worJs topoi are abstract and general 
categories which function during the creation of arguments44. Perelman (1969:83) 
calls these topoi a "storehouse for argumentation". According to J.N. Vorster 
( 1990: 124) topoi could therefore have three definite functions: 
Firstly, they function in order to create arguments. Secondly, but 
related to the first function, is selective function of topoi. A topos has 
a selective function, because it specifies which premises can be used. 
This implies that a topos suggests which premises are appropriate to 
the rhetorical situation. Consequently there is a very close 
relationship between topoi used in the rhetorical situation. Thirdly, 
topoi also have a function to guarantee. They guarantee the 
"transition from the other premises to the conclusion." This function 
is made possible by the fundamental and general character of topoi. 
Another benefit that flows from the identification of topoi is that one is now brought 
into the region of tactics as the author employs them. This, of course, mean> that 
one is not so much interested in as to what the author says but rather why he says 
that and why that statement is relevant and appropriate to the context. For the 
identification and analysis of the topoi of New Testament letters one should bear in 
mind that Perelman (2979:16) only focuses o;i that 
... which we shall call loci of the preferable. They are very general 
propositions, which can serve, a need to justify values or hierarchies, 
but which also have as a special characteristic the ability to evaluate 
complementary aspects of reality. To loci of quantity, such as 'that 
which is more lasting is worth more than that which is less so' or 'a 
thing useful for a large number of persons is worth more than that one 
useful for a smaller number', we can oppose loci of quality, which set 
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value upon the unique, the irremediable, the opportune, the rare -
that is - to what is exceptional instead of what is normal. 
It is my supposition that Paul uses the topoi of the preferahle to refer to a concrete 
value, but that he uses that in order to establish an abstract or universal value which 
of course corresponds with topoi of quality in the sense that it stresses the unique, 
the opportune, the rare. I will also argue that the status of che rhetorical situation in 
1 Corinthians, which of course stands in close proximity to the topoi, seems best to 
be understood as a quality status, which in turn is characteristic of epideictic 
discourse and rhetoric. 
Which technique of argumentation could best achieve this goal? To catalogue Paul's 
textual rhetoric in 1 Corinthians, I follow Perelman and Olbrechts - Tyteca's 
distinction of four kinds of arguments. Their classification rejects the traditional 
view that all arguments are either inductive or deductive. In place of deduction they 
speak of two kinds of argument, namely quasi-logical arguments and arguments 
based on the structure of reality. By quasi-logical they mean having the logic of 
common sense. The second, more general kind of deduction they call an argument 
from the structure of reality. These arguments appeal to relations of cause and 
effect and relations people have to their acts. 
The third class of argument that seeks to establish the structure of reality does not 
deduce from common sense or from assumptions about how reality is structured but 
works to establish this structure. Here the argument moves from the particular to 
the general: examples as well as illustrations seek to prove a rule, and analogy and 
metaphor speak through particular images. The fourth and equally important type 
of argument is that of dissociation where structures of reality are broken apart to 
provoke a new understanding as when reality is dissociated from appearance, the 
concrete from the abstract, or the divine from the human. Perelman ( 1982:52) 
makes a rather interesting comment with regard to this type of argument. 
The argumentative technique which has recourse to dissociation 
hardly attracted the attention of the theoreticians of ancient rhetoric. 
However, it is fundamental for every reflection which, seeking to 
resolve a difficulty raised by a common thought, is required to 
dissociate the elements of reality from each other and bring about a 
new organization of data. 
Perelman (1969:412) recognizes that at the core of this technique lies the idea that 
dissociation brings about a more or less profound change in the co:1ceptual data that 
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are used as the basis of an argument. One can therefore appreciate that this 
contribution on dissociation is very important for the analysis of religious material 
because 
... religions usually propose an alternative reality because of 
incompatibilities experienced with the existent reality, but in order to 
do so we use traditional material. To put it differently: traditional 
material is modified, prompted by incompatibilities. Where this 
happens, dissociation has occurred. 
(J.N. Vorster 1990: 125) 
This technique of dissociation, as well as the other three types of arguments form 
part of the rhetorical strategy of 1 Corinthians as will be shown in due course. 
In conclusion: In an article "On Distinctions between Classical and Modern 
Rhetoric" (1984:37-49), Andrea Lunsford and Lisa Ede refer to Daniel Fogarty's 
important study on "Roots for a New Rhetoric" (1959) in which he argues that the 
New Rhetoric will need to broaden its aims until it is no longer confined to teaching 
the art of formal persuasion but includes formation in every kind of symbol using. It 
will also need to adjust itself to communication. That is, of course, what Chaim 
Perelman set out to do. The "New Rhetoric" underlined the importance of the 
context with regard to the speaker-listener situation. 
Beyond the speaker (ethos), beyond the discourse (logos) and beyond 
the audience (pathos) there is always a milieu, a context. It is the 
context (social, cultural, rhetorical) which shapes the speakers, which 
determines the arrangement of the material and the use of rhetorical 
figures and which explains the reaction of the audience. Context is 
thus the common denominator: ethos, logos and pathos are 
determined by their contextual function. 
(Snyman 1988:24) 
In other words, the "New Rhetoric" and the way in which it has sharpened our 
rhetorical strategy provides us with yet another reason why an interactional model is 
essential for the interpretation of New Testament letters. In this regard one could 
say that the "New Rhetoric" confirms what Stowers ( 1986: 15) writes concerning 
Greco-Roman letter-writing: 
From the modern perspective, it is natural to think about letters in 
terms of the information they communicate. The interpreter however, 
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should resist the temptation to overlook the great multiplicity of 
functions that letters performed and to speak only of the 
communication of information. It is more helpful to think of letters in 
terms of the actions that people performed by means of them. 
The goal of this study is to demonstrate that the nature of letters demands a 
communicative and interactional approach. Language usage involves a complex 
system which can only be considered holistically. My basic argument in the 
preceding chapters is that a holistic approach to language has been lo~t. Therefore 
the need of a new model - a model which concerns itself with the analysis of 
argumentation and which takes cognizance of the sentence strategies and discourse 
strategies and the way they interact. Rhetorics provides the basis for such an 
interactional model on the interpretation of New Testament letters. 
In our analysis of linguistic structures, the focus will be on the strategies, processes 
and interaction which takes place in the text of 1 Corinthians in order to move the 
readers to specific insights and actions. 
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NOTES: 
I) The article by J.N. Vorsier in Neotestamcntica (1990:107-130) is off fundamcnlal 
importance for any serious attcn1pt to understand the lcllcrs of the New Tcstamc:nl. Abo refer to his 
dissertation "The Rhetorical Situation of the Letter to the Romans · An lntcractional Approach -
(Pretoria: 1991). 
2) Sec J.N. Vorster's article (1985:155-175) in '"Paradigms and progres. in theology'". 
He concludes that the "use of fundamcntalisn1 agn;cs \Vith a mechanistic paradigm. The 
Bible is seen as a reservoir of facts, inerrant, written by reliable and inspired witnesses and in 
agreement with the common sense of man; as such an objective and true rcllcction of wh<tl really 
happened. The grammatical - historical method is empirical in intention. Prcsuppositional exegesis is 
vigorously denounced and inductive analysis wholeheartedly embraced. Induction is seen as neutral 
and critical of reasoning. The words and phrases of the Bible and their meanings form the point of 
departure. It is exactly these words and meaning which also provide the interpreter with the historical 
situation. The analysis could, therefore, also be seen as atomistic. Words and phrases arc extrapolated 
from their literary and intcractional context and as such analy-1.ed" (1988:172). 
3) Sec in this regard the \Vork of Paul Ricocur. He rejects the assumption that to undcrstand 
a text is to understand the intention of the author, or alternatively, to grasp the text's meaning ~sit \\'a~ 
first grasped by the first readers or hearers who shared the author's cultural tradition. This view, 
advocated in the nineteenth century by such writers as Schleiermacher and Dilthey, Ricocur ( 1976a:92) 
calls "Romanticist hermeneutics". Ricoeur's criticism of this approach is based on its failure to 
distinguish between acts of consciousness and written texts. 
4) See the useful contribution by Minsky on "A Frarnework for Representing Knowledge" in 
'The Psychology of Computer Vision' (1975:211-280). It is to this frame theory that I will return when 
attempting to bridge the gap between synchronic semantics and"Traditionsgeschichte". I am 
particularly grateful to Cilliers Breytenbach for a paper delivered at the 1990 congress of the South 
African New Testament Society in which he paid attention to frames of understanding. Sec in this 
regard his article (1991:257-272). 
5) It was John Paul Riquelme (1980:75-86) that spelled out the implications of Jscr's 
fundamental concept: "The "implied readers", then is a term that names the act of reading itself, thal is, 
a process at once both textual and effective, linguistic and mental" (1980:78). Unfortunately, many !cxt 
theorists were put off by lser's ambiguous epistemology. 
6) Van Woldc wrote an excellent article (1984:138-167) in which he argues that pragmatics 
deals not only with the specific denotations of the text, but also wilh the numerous possible 
connotations of a text to be realized according to the competence of the actual readers presupposed by 
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the author. 
7) According to Fish (1980:360) it is impossible lo have objective knowledge -'This infinite 
regress could only be halted if one couid stand free uf any ground whatsoever, if the mind could divest 
itself of all prejudices and pre-suppositions and start, in the carlcsian manner, from scratch; but then, 
of course, you would have nothing to start with and anything \vith which you do start (even "I think, 
therefore I am") would be either prejudice or a pre-supposition". 
8) De Saussure maintained that the linguistic sign relates a signifier and a signified (a concept 
or meaning). Three features of this relationship are, to my mind, crucial to the shift from semantic 
monism to semantic pluralism. Firstly, the relationship between word and concept is arbitrary and 
conventional and not casual and necessary. In other words there is a cleavage or bar between the 
signifier and signified. Secondly, the sign relates a word to a concept, not to external reality. 
Presumably the so-called real world of object and event stands in some kind of genetic relationship to 
the semantic system, but the linguistic sign docs not incorporate this relationship. Thirdly, both the 
signifiers and the significds are identifiable only through differences, not as metaphysical essences or 
presence. As de Saussure (1960:120) puts it "a linguistic system is a series of differences of sound 
combined with a series of differences of ideas". 
9) Presence assumes that in the encounter between the text and the reader, meaning is fully 
intelligible without any recourse to the text or idea and without reference to any ulher signs than those 
presented. The metaphysics of presence assumes that the object examined contains, or consists of a 
presumed unity, which implies either a center, or an enclosed circumference. For, De-rrida, this is 
hopelessly incorrect. 
10) I am particular indebted tu Lehnert (1980:79-93) for his valuahlc contribution un the role 
of scripts in understanding. His views merit greater attention by text theorists. 
11) See the thought-provoking article by Minsky (1975:211-277). On the subject of expectation 
driven information, Minsky holds the opinion that as people read a text, they generate expectations 
about what is going to happen next and what they are likely to hear about next. The process of 
understanding is thus largely a process of generating such expectations and recognizing when an 
expectation has been substantiated or violated. 
12) This fact was pointed out by Lauw (1976:76). According to him it is clear that .. betckenis 'n 
saak is wat sowel in die woordc, hulle kombinasie en hullc gi ammaticse struktun: IC en dal dit Ol\k in 
die situasie gcbed is". 
13) For a particular useful contribution on Language: Understanding and Lls1ng sec the study 
in "Developmental Psychology Today" (1975:223-241). Cf also 1hc work of Piaget, a psyi.::hologi:-.1 \\'ho 
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has studied children's cognitive growth and abiliti<:s. He vic\VS persons as acLive and adaptive. By 
adaptive Piaget means that eai.:h individual constantly seeks 10 understand the cnvironn1cnl so 1ha1 
hc\she can live effectively within it. Consequently language is of great irnponancc. Piaget and other 
structuralists have also pointed out that changes in a child's cognitive structures (inner mental muscle, 
if you will) cannot on their own account for mental growth. The shift to sociuccnlrism requires in 
additir.u relationships with ridults and other children.These relationships will forn.: the child to develop 
n:.:w mental abilities and aujust reasoning and communication in order to functio11 cffcctivcly in a social 
environment. Once again the language skill is of paramount importance according lo Piaget. Scc also 
Klausmeier and Allen (1978:16-24) and Piaget (1976). 
14) This holistic conception of language and society is of great importance for theology. ()nee 
we are committed to viewing humankind as a unity (by that I nlean that we reflect it in our studies) 
theology will be restored to its rightful place in the scientific community. Although \VC like to refer lo 
the old distinction of Plato that man consists of body and soul as if it were past tense, this distinction, 
although buried by the scientific community, is still alive and well within the circles of theology. With 
the shift in paradigm it is remarkable how often theology, and in this age Nc\v 'i"'cstamcnt studies. 
impinge on other disciplines and thereby admitting that soul cannot be studied without body. 
15) Wittgenstein, Austin and Searle all argue for an approach which vic\vs the theory of 
meaning and the whole of language as a sub-part of a theory of action; thus meaning is defined in terms 
of what speech acts speakers perform relative to hearers. In one of his most important similes 
Wittgenstein (1%9:17) writes: "Think of tools in a toolbox; there arc a hammer, pliers, a saw, a screw -
driver, a ruler, a glue pot, nails and screws. The function of words arc as diverse as the functions of 
these objects. The error is to look for something in common to the entities which we commonly 
subsume under a general term". 
Wittgenstein introdu1.. .... J his language-game term to call attention to the fact that languagc-
uses are grounded in the particular surroundings of situations in human life. Thus, comparing 
language with a game he writes "instead of producing something common to all that we call language, I 
am saying these phenomena have no one thing in common \Vhich makes us use the same ·word for all -
but they are related to one another in many different ways". He admits that there are similarities, but 
he believes that these are best described as Family resemblances. Thiselton (1980:274-275) draws 
attention to the fact that there is a second main point behind Wittgenstein's notion of language-games. 
According to Thiselton "it calls attention to the close connection between language and life: to speaking 
as an activity or a form of life. The key point is therefore, that when language-games change, there is a 
change in concepts, and with the concepts the meanings of words change. Indeed what speaking is, <tnd 
what meaning is, depend on the surroundings in which language is being spoken". 
16) Strategic-; not only depend on textual characteristics, but also on characteristics of the 
language user, such as his or her goals or world knowledge. This may mean that a reader of a tcxl "W·ill 
try to reconstruct not only the intended meaning of the text as signaled by tht.: writer in various \\'ay~ in 
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the text or context - but also as a mcaning that is most rclcvant to his or hcr o\\'n interests and goals. 
17) This has been the challenge lo historical biblical criticism, because in a \\'ay the audicncc-
oricntcd theories and strategics, such as speech act theory, amount to a much delayed replay within 
biblical studies of Kant's epochal deflection of critical allcnlion from the object of knowledge to the 
partly constitutive activity of the kno\vcr to give that object its appl!arance. Tu inc it signifies the 
awakening of biblical scholarship fron1 its "<logrriatic slumber" (as Kant tcrn1cd his O\\'n a\vakc.:ning ). 
18) In this respect one should take note of White's article in Semeia 41 (1988:1-23). Recently 
J.E. Botha also published two articles on speech act theory (19'JJ:275-293). 
19) Another problem in this regard can be traced to the theory of Scarle's. Although he 
identifies five basic functions of language (1971:47), he deals exclusively \Vilh the communicative 
aspects of language. I believe that it is necessary to analyse speech act argumentation both as to its 
communicative and to its interactional aspects. It is therefore not strange that Searle paid no attention 
to perlocution. 
20) Language users that argue, as Van Eemeren and Grootendorst (1982:31) pointed out, ··will 
not as a rule introduce their argumentation with the phrases 'I argue', but one cannot deduce that 
arguing is not an illocutionary act from the circumstances that 'I argue' is not a practical performativc 
formula". 
21) In an excellent article Dorothea Franck (1981:225-236) underlines the following sin of the 
speech act theory: "even if we concede that speech act theory gives a rational reconstruction of some 
crucial types of verbal act, this does not entitle us to consider it as an adequate theory of interaction. 
Human communication is interactional in a more fundamental way than is represented in the view that 
two or more speakers mutually address some speech acts to each other, speech acts which are defined 
entirely in terms of speakers' intentions. The analysis of 'real life-communication' shows - even if cases 
of misunderstanding are excluded - that the interactional meaning of contributions to the conversation 
is to some extent subject to mutual negotiation. A con,iderahle degree of indetermination and 
vagueness leaves room for subsequent precision and also for co-existing interpretations. This 
indetermination is not just an imperfection of natural communication but more often than not an 
essential prerequisite for smooth interaction. It is necessary for tact and politcncs!'>, for all 1hc face 
work done in communication - which, in facl, is not n1arginal bul overall and crucial a~pi:ct of 
practically all natural conversations". This article needs the attention of all scholars \\'ho arc concerned 
with the study of speech act an<l conversational analysis. 
22) In addition, Grice (1975:45) has proposed four maxims, namely: Quantity (informatiun 
should be economical), Quality (be sincere), Rclarion (be reh.:vant), Manner (be.: pcrspicuuu~). 
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23) See in this regard the remark by Van Dijk (1977:167): "by speaking we DO something, that 
is, something more than merely speaking, is a simple but important insight from the philosophy of 
language. It should be added that the use of language is not only some specific act, but an integral par! 
of social INTERACTION. Language systems arc CONVENTIONAL systems. Not only do they 
regulate interaction, but their categories and rules have developed under the influence of the structure 
of interaction in society. This functional view of language, both as a system and historical product, in 
which the predominant SOCIAL ROLE of language in interaction is strc~.!.cd, is a ncccssary corrective 
lo a 'psychological' view of language and language use, where our competence in speaking is essential 
an object for the philosophy of mind". 
24) One notable exception is the cognitive psychologists and workers in artificial intelligence 
(Schank and Colby as well as Minsky). They have looked at actions in the context of hierarchical plans 
which may specify sequences of actions. 
25) Thal this is not a new perspective is evident from the role assigned to questioning in the 
Socratic dialogues. Especially in 'Euthyphro' and 'ApolOb'Y' Socrates used the method of engaging the 
hearer in a dialogue based on the question and answer form, the explicit purpose of which was to 
demonstrate to his pupils his ignorance in order to be able to start afresh in seeking the real truth. 
Although Socrates, throughout the dialogues, maintains that he doesn't know the answer that is being 
sought, it is quite clear from the way in which the dialogues unfold that this is not the case. This type of 
questioning is, of course, pure information questioning which is control seeking, and Socrates himself 
admitted that this was partly responsible for his eventual trial and sentence lo death. 
This method of Socrates's can be illustrated by means of' Apology'. In his apology Socrates 
is defending himself against Meletus, who is implying that Socrates corrupts the youth. Socrates 
responds by asking him point blank in what respect he is corrupting the youth. 
Meletus answers that he (Socrates) is a complete atheist. From that point onwards 
Socrates demonstrates by means of question and answer the ignorance of Meletus, which in turn 
carries a message about the relationship and status between them. The debate as lo whcrhcr Socrates 
is a complete atheist unfolds as follows: 
(S) "Whal an extraordinary statement! Why do you think so, Meletus? Do you mean that I 
do not believe in the god, head of the sun or moon, like the rest of mankind? 
(M) I assure you, judges, that he does not: for he says that the : .·n is stone, and the moon 
earth. 
(S) Friend. Melctus, do you think that you arc accus:ng Anaxagoras'! Havc you such a lov.· 
opinion of the judges, that you fancy them so illiterate as not to knov.· that these doctrines arc found :;: 
the books of Anaxagoras the C.lazomcnian, which arc full of them? And so, forsooth, the youth <trc said 
to be thought them by Socrates, when they can be bought in the book market for one drachma at nlost; 
and they might pay their money, and laugh al Socrates if ht: pretends to father these cxtr<tordinury 
views. And so, Melerus, you really rhink that I do not believe in any god? 
(!vi) I swear by Zeus that you verily believe in none at all. 
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(S) Nobody \\'ill Lclicvc you, Mclctus, and I am pretty sure that you du not bclic\'c yourself. 
I cannot help think, n1cn of Athi.:ns, that Mclctus i~: reckless and in1pudcnl, and thi.tl he ha:-. brought this 
indictn1cnt in a spirit llf\vantunncss and youthful bravadli, }-las he not l'On1poundcd ;1 riddk, lhinking 
to try nH;'! He said to hi1nself: I :-.hall s.cc \'•hethcr the wi:-.c ~ocrah.::-. \\'ill di:-.l·~i\cr 111~ facetious :-.ell 
cunlradiclion or whcthl·r I :-.hall he able lo dcl'l'i\l' hi111 ;ind thi.: fl':-.t uf lht.::n. F~1r hl· t·crt.1inl~ dtll'!'<i. not 
appear to n1e tc \.·ontra<lict hin1::.l·lf in the indit.·t1nent as n1uch ;i:-. if Ill· s.;1id that Sol'r;.1tes i!'<i. ~uih! of not 
hclicving in the god!'!, ;1n<l yet of belie\'ing in thl·nt · hut thi:-. i:-. not like ;.1 pcrs.nn in c.trnc:-.t" {r\llcr. 
t 'IM:84). 
Sec in this n;gard also Bultn1ann { 1910) as \\'ell as Belz ( 1971 ). 
2h) ·rhe fact that questions t.·.irry nH:ssages ;ibout rt·lationships and rcl;itivc :-.l;itus ;1~ \\.'Cll a:-. 
;.1ppropriatcnl'!-.S rnl·ans !hat I here is a shift i.l\\'a~ fro111 lhl· infor111.1ti1in lu111.·1i,1n ,11 lJUc:-.l1uns tu thi.: 
cnn1n1and function of lfUCstillll!-.. (iuud~· ( 11178:40) h;:1:-. l"1•nYi11t·ingly argul."J th.ti th1.· ...... :l·uring of 
information bcco1nes sct.:ondary tu con!-.idcr.1tiuns uf !-talus relatinns \\1hclhcr the 4ul·stioning i .... being 
used to defer to a supcrhlr to challenge an equal. nr lll fix responsibility on a subordinalc. i·he pure 
information question hasn't got a chance". 
27) Although I have mentioned both cultural and social strategics they could, of course, be 
considcrcJ part of the whole social-scientific study of the Ne\\' Tcslamcnl. This srudy prc:;upposes a 
rclalionship between the text and the !-.ncio-histllricai cnvirun1ncnt fron1 \vhich it originated. 
28) It is a well kno\vn facl that the so-called forn1-critical school had an inquiry into the socio-
historical~cuhural background of a text as early as the beginning c:f the century. Although Hermann 
Gunkel is acknowledged as the father of the form-critical method, the New Testament strand llf form-
criticism originated from Martin Dibelius. Dibelius (in Hahn: 1985·23-24) formulated the task of form 
criticism as follows: "Die Formgcschichtc hat cs bckannlich nicht n1it den abgcschlosscn litcrarischcn 
Wcrken zu tun, sondcrn mil den kleincn Einhciten, die in miindlichcr oder schriftlichcr Ubcrlicfcrung 
wcitcrgcgeben wcrden, dercn Kenntniss wir abcr frcilich aus Biichcrn schOpfcn, in dit.: sit: Aufnahmc 
gcfundcn haben ... Die Formgcschichtc stcllt sich viclmchr die grOsscrc und sch\vicrigcrc Aufgabc, 
Entstchung und Geschichte dicscr Einzclstilckc zu rekonstruicrcn, sontit die Gcschichtc dcr 
vorllterarischen Dbcrlicfcrung aufzuhcllen, un<l im dcr Synoptikcr ~ cine art Pal3ontologic der 
Evangclien zu schaffco". In other •.•/ords the bask assumption is that a segment oi traditional material 
can be identified first of all by its form. This form is associated \Vith a specific situation, as a result of 
its rep !atcd use in that situation. By analyLing both forn1 and content of such traditional material one 
could reconstruct the situation that gave birth to it. 
The question that needs to be ,lnswered is in what \\'ay the social scitnlifH.: ~tudy of rhc Nt:\\' 
Tcstamcnl is related or indebted lo the Sit:! im Leben approach. Is Schul;.- { 198~; 10) corrccl \\'hcn he 
says tharthc sociological intercsl latent in form criticis1n makes it apparent that l'.urn:nt attention tu 
social questions is but continuuus \Vith thi: rcc..:nt p;.ist of biblical scholarship·.1• \\'hat is after all tht" 
benefit of lhis mvdc? Couldn't the present study be do111'. in tcrn1s anJ \Vith 1hc strategics of the Forn1 
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Criticism and wouldn't the result be the same? 
These arc probing questions. Thcisscn's ( 1982: 186) approach, \\•hich \\'111 forrn pan and 
parcel of the social ~tratcgy, secs in the sociological approach '1 continuance of the flirrn i.:ritii..·al Sit1 i111 
Leben investigations. The Sitz in1 Leben, however, \\'as concerned \vith collt:cting explicit evidence as 
to the social and historical context and uscd the data for ~t social description of the presumed 
reconstructed socio historical background of the texts (Elliot 11J81:3). 
To my mind the interest \Ya; primarily historical and nothing can be found in these 
pL•hlications that can really be considered to be on social-scicntilic theory. As a n1allcr uf f;.1ct, this 
earlier approach was a naive description of the social setting, \vhcrcby social infurn1ation \\'as u.;,ed to 
undcrgird and supplement historical suppllSition. Then.: exists a 1.:nntinui1y and a dbcontinuit~ between 
the currcnl social-scientific approach ;;111d earlier socio-histuric;;tl investigations (Sci.: Schu11 1982:3). 
The continuity goes so far as it both values the knowledge of thi: social st.:lling of the lexl a:-i \\ell <t!'> thc 
frame of reference within \vhich to undcrsLand the text. 
The current approach represents a discontinuity in that it is not pri1narily interested in 
reconstructing history or even theology, but it is eminently interested in interpreting rhc content of texts 
that relate sociology, anthropoloJ;,ry or psycholo!,ry. It is in the last resort also a discontinuity in so fo.1r as 
it is an intcractional approach and therefore endeavours not to be reductionistic - a charge that some of 
the earlier approaches could not escape. 
29) Sec in this regard the useful contribution by Van Stadcn ( 1991:26-35). According lo him 
there is a definite difference bct\veen a social and sociological approach. t1c prefers the term sucial-
scientific analysis to sociological approach because such an approach is not intent on accumulating 
data. That corresponds with the strategy of our model. 
30) The fact that Meeks avoids reductionism resulted in an unwillingness to explicate his 
theoretical presuppositions. Elliot (1985:332) an1ungsl others criticized him ~cvcrcly bccau.se he "'is 
relurtant lo explicate his sociological theory and models and to spell out more adequately the 
implications of his moderate functionalist perspective on the Pauline social world. Conscqct.:ntly, ir is 
often unclear how his "piecemeal theory" informs and shapes his conclusions". However Harris 
(1984:110) commends Meeks' approach as a "balanced use of historical-critical and sociological-
anthropological methods and theories". Even Elliot ( 1985:333) recommends it as the "best single 
volume on the Pauline social world" (1983:7). 
31) In the Greco-Roman world the group was more important than 1hc individutil. The 
individual received status from the group. l"hcrefore, recognition and approval fro1n 01hers \\'t'rt' 
important. Interaction was characterized by t::c competition for rccogni~lon and the ... cfcnM: of oni.:'s 
own status and honour. To refuse a person's clain1 for honour was to pul the person to ~han11.:. Tht: 
basic notion behind all studies of honour and sha1nc is that they represent the valui: of a person in his 
or her own eyes but also in the eye.;; of hi~ tlr her socic1y. 
Pitt-Rivers (1968:503-504) gives an excellent sun1mary of rhc multifacclc'J conccpt of 
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honour: "It is a s!.!ntin1ent, a manifestation of this scntin1cnt in conducl, and the cvalualion of !his 
conduct by others, that is lo say, reputation. It slitnds as a mediator between individual aspiration and 
the judgement of society. It can, therefore, be seen to reflect the values of a group \vith \\'hich a person 
identifies himself. But honor as a fact, rather than a sentiment, refers not merely lo th<: judgentcnt of 
others but to their behavior. The facets of honor may be viewed as related in the fnllc\\'ing \Vay: Honor 
felt becomes honor claimed, and honor claimed becomes honor paid. The san1e principles that govern 
the transactions of honor arc present in those of dishonor though in reverse: the \\'ithdr<nval of rc.<.pcct 
dishonors, since it implii.:s a reji.:i.:tion of 1he daint to honor .uiJ thi:-i implies the sentin1ent llf sha1nc. 
To be put to shan1e is to be dt•nied honor, and it follo\VS that this c;tn only be dune to thu:-.c \\'ho havc 
some pretension to it. l{onur and dishonor, therefore provi<lc the curn:1u.:~ in \\hich peopk ":~1n1pctc 
for a reputation and the means \\'hereby their appraisal of thc1nselvcs can he validr1tc<l and intl'g_ratLd 
into the social systen1". 
Sec in this regard the useful contributions by Halvor Moxncs (198..~ai Hnd (19&ib: 207-218). 
In the South African context, the work of Joubert has 10 be noted. Sec in this regard the 
following articles ( 1990:335-349), ( 1991 :39-54) and ( 1992:55-65). 
32) This article by Wuellner (1989) is of fun<la1ncntal importance to all "'orking in 1hi:.. licld. It 
lies beyond the scope of this study to <lwt:ll on the separate \\'ays hern1encutic ... •ind rhclorics wcnt in 
the Twelfth Century, but surely one must learn from the fault and inadequacies of our p<.tsl. 
33) Concerning the Reformers, Wucllncr ( 1989:6) pointed out that their basic presupposition, 
namely that scripture interprets itself, is political and not hermeneutic. According to hin1 "the failure of 
admitting that all biblical scholarship is political is due not so much to the inability to sec these realities 
as to explore their implications and face up their consequences. This docs not mean that scholarship 
on biblical hermeneutics and rhetoric is either reducible to politics, or that it is 'only pulitic<.11' but it 
docs mean that questions of power arc (still, as they have been) an inextricable elen1ent in 1he story of 
biblical interpretation". We can thus safely conclu<lt: that without rhetorical stratcgic:-i tht: theology of 
the Reformation cannot be understood. 
34) I believe that once the importance of rhetoric is fully acknowledged, we will move away 
from the idealistic nature of New Testament scholarship. In a recent publication of Bauckham's 
(1989:14) he writes: "It's (a biblical text's) meaning for us depends, then, on its wider litcrarv contexts 
in the canon (so far as we take thc.,c: :nto account), on traditional context (such as it:-. interpretation in a 
particular theological tradition or its traditional place in the liturgy) "•hich may influcnc.:l.' our 
understanding of it, and on the contemporary context within \vhich we read. \\'hat this cnnlcn1por~try 
context amounts to depends, of course, on the intcrprt:tcr's particular relationship to the \vnrlJ in which 
he lives". 
35) The most successful exponents of the so1.:io-rhctorical niethod <.tn.· V Robbins ( JIJX-t) and 
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N.R. Pclersen (1985). 
36) Sec also Hughcs's arliclc (1989:30-32) in which he cn1phasizcs lhal in Aristotle's rhclorical 
system the genres arc "linked and differentiated by the phenomenon of tin1c". Arbto1h.: nutcs I hat 
although the proper time f,,r the cpidcictic gcnrc is the present, 1hc cpid1.:ic1ic speakers n1ay alsD recall 
the past and anticipale the future. 
37) That the concept of status forn1s the corncrstonc of the classic:1l rhclnric.al theory is n1ainly 
due to the work of Hcrmagoras. According to Bract (1987:79) it i!-. to him that \\'C U\\'C the 
development of the doctrine of status as a closed procedure of invention. In Ht:rn1agoras the concept 
of stasis was linked with the so-called Krinomcnon :icht:n1a, of which tht: purpose \Vas tu steer the 
invcntio of the prosecutor and the defendant in legal proceedings. In a later development in Quintilian 
we find the 1nost logical interpretation of the status in the sense that it "j5 the genus quacstionis, the 
sort of questioning to \vhich a particular concn.:tc quaestio frun1 the scheni.1 belongs'' (Bract 1987:82). 
38) J.N. Vorster ( 1990:119) claims that "although tht.: idt.:ntilication and explanation llf thc~c 
status situations occur within a judicial situation or courtroon1 these questions with slight alternations, 
could apply to any rhetorical situation". 
39) In this regard there is some contention as to whether cpistolography as \VCll as ethos and 
pathos are part of the literary structure or Yw'hcthcr they arc part of the rhetorical structure. \\.'ith 
regard to the issue, both Kennedy (1984:31), Walson (1988:104) and Bouman (1980:272) argued 1ha1 
rhetorical theory and epistolary theory were not integrated and matters which concerned lcuer writing 
were not discussed systemJtically by rhclors. The mere fac1, according 10 Bouman (1980:272) "dal men 
het schrijven van ecn brief op elk willekcurigc nlomcnt kan ondcrbrckcn maakt hct vcrschil lU!->Scn ccn 
brief en ccn rcdevocring levcnsgroot". 
I, however, disagree with these findings. Recently Hughes (1989:19-30) wrote an article in which he 
convincingly argued that ancient letters did in fact cmplcy rhetorical style. This view is substantiated by 
two earlier articles by AJ. Malhcrbe (1977:3-77) and White (1982: 1730-1756). See in this regard also 
Wuellner (1979:177) and the warning by Black (1988\9: 257) when he said "lhe inlerconneclions among 
oratory, dialectic, drama and the cpistolography arc genuine, albeit hazy. The adcr. ,, ~·v of ~trictly 
rhetorical canons for intC'. ,rcting all texts of all genres with pcrsua~ivc intcnl is a Jcl , · 
which rhetorical critics need to think through". 
premise, 
40) In this regard there is the cxccllenl "La Nouvelle Rhetonque. The New Rhetoric. Essays 
en hommagc a Chaim Perelman" (1979) in \vhich various articles cmphasizcd the contributinn:-> nladt.: 
by Perelman. Sec also Anderson's (1979:39-50) as well as Perelman's (1967:110) and ( 197'J: 1-42). 
41) It is imporlanl to note the diffcrt•nce bcl\Vct·n the ol<l and the nt.:\'.' rhcturir. The old 
rhetoric can be regarded as the theory of literary pro~c. or a theory uf expression. Pcreln1an':-- ·'.\!r.:,.,.· 
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Rhetoric' constitutes a break with the concept of reason and reasoning due to Descartes's famous 
words "Cogito ergo sum", which of course, had an enormous influence on Western thought over the 
last three centuries. Although it would hardly occur to anyone to deny (I think, therefore I am) that 
the power of deliberation and argumentation is a distinctive sign of reasonable being, the study of the 
methods of proof used to secure adherence has been completely neglected by logici~tns and 
cpistemologists for the last three centuries. 
Percln1;:1n's rediscovery of rhetoric cvolvcd fron1 his ClHH:crn ,)\'Cr the finding he rcacht:d about \·aluc:-. 
in his first essay on justice, n;un~lj, th.ti tl1l'.11..: w.1:. 1H1 h11:.i~ ol lo~ic.:al necessity or L'Xp1..·ru:nt1al 
universality for judge1ncnts of values. r\c.:cording to Pcrl·hnan ( PJ71J:S) thi:-. :.tudy on \'alue led inevi1ably 
.. tn thc conclusion that if justice consists in the systen1atit: in1ple1nent;ition of cl!rtain value judg1.:n1ent:-. 
it docs not rest on any n.1tional foundation. As for the value, that is the fuundation of the normative 
system, we cannot subject it to any rational criterion: it is utterly arbitrary and logically indetcrn1inatc. 
The idea of value is, in effect inromparablc both \vith formed necessity and cxpcricntal universality. 
There is no value which is not logically arbitrary". 
Fron1 the above mentioned point Perelman's inquiry wcnl lo the ron~truction of the nc\v rhcluri(.· ;1:. tht: 
modern theory of argumentation. It is PL·rcln1.:111's <:ontL'lltion that it is not vi.:1hk· tu treat 
argumentation as a loose approximation of strict logi1.: in the \vay Aristotle centers his rhc1oric on the:: 
cnthymcmc and example as loose deduction and induction. Evcniually Perelman and ~1adan1 
()lbrecht-Tytcca rediscovered a part of Aristotelian logic that had long been forgotten or at any rate, 
ignored and despised. It was the part dealing with dialectical reasoning which was rediscovered. 
Perelman, however, prefers the tertn rhetoric to dialectic although the term dialectic served for 
centuries to designate logic itself. 1-lo\vevcr, since the lime of Hegel, it has acquired a n1eaning \l.:hich is 
very remote from its original one. It is clear that the "New Rhetoric" will go beyond I he bounds of 
ancient rhetoric. 
The ancient rhetoric \Va::> primarily the art of public speaking in a persuasive \vay: it "·as therefore 
concerned with the use of the spoken word, with discourse lo a cro\vd gathered in a public square, with 
a view to securing its adherence lo the thesis presented . The "New Rhetoric" is concerned with the 
structure of argumentation; it is a theory of argumentation. Perelman makes argumentation the 
complement of a formal logic. The special mark of rhetoric contributes to its value and the process of 
justifying and judging amounts to stating one's position - a behavioural matter. The role of the 1ninJ 
thus moves from the subjective-objective distinction, to a role rhat is cvident in argumentation 
processes of criticizing and justifying, namely persuading, convincing and so on. Perhaps ii is ln.:sl 10 
compare the new rhetoric wilh the thought of Satre, Dc\\'ey and th:.: later \Vittgcnstein, \\'hich in this 
respect is closest to Perelman. For Satre one discovers one's o\vn standards after one has choscn and 
acted. Perelman believes that the prior argumentation enables us 10 underscore dcci~ions. Dc\vcy. like 
Perelman, docs not make his logic prior to action (1938:26). For Dewey action is an empirical 
verification of the inquiry. For Perelman, on the other hand, the rcasoning has an integrity of its o\vn 
and its durability is tested by action. For Wittgenstein language use has a logic of its O\\'TI, hu1 l·ach u:-.e 
is so particularized in meaning as to have its 0\\1n unique logic. Pcn.:hnan abo .'>lrc:-..'\1.:s the 
specializations of logic but this dues nut eliminate general Jogit:. For \Villgenstcin ~Kt ion and the u~c l,f 
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language result in a purgation of fundamental philosophy. Pcreln1an seeks lo rcslnre language and 
action which would eventually lead to the liberating or philosnphy inst cad of thc purging of philosophy. 
42) Thi!-1 vh.:w of rhetoric a., declamation is nut a ne\"-' one. Perelman (llJ71J:5) indic<.1lcd lhal 
the same view was taken or the RomL?.n Empire and" oncc serious matters. hoth pl1litical and judiciary, 
had been withdrawn from ils influence, rhetoric became perforce limilcd to school cx.erciscs, lo Sl"l 
speeches treating either a theme or the past or an imaginary situation, hut, in any c<isc, one \\'ithout any 
real bearing. Serious people ... made fun of ii. Thus Epictetus declares: 'But this faculty of speaking 
and of our naming \Vcrds, if 1hcrc is indeed any such p.;culii..lr f<.iculty, wh<it else docs it do, whL·n there 
happens lo be discourse about a thing, than lo or11an1cnl till· \"-'Ords and arran~c thern a!'! hairdn.·sscrs 
do the hair". 
43) According to Patte (1983:340) Paul reveals an ambivalent attitude to\vard:-. v<iluc!'!. ·ro inc it 
would rather seem that the apostle frequently refers to ;.i concrete value as a nH::.ins to :-.tabilizc a 
universal value or abstract value \vhich according to Perelman (1982:25) serves as "a basis for critiqucs 
or society, and can be tied to a justification for change to a revolutionary spirit". 
44) See in this regard Corbcll's ( 1965:96) formulation of topoi when he said: "PcrhaJ" the 
student will gain a clearer notion of thc function of ~he topics as 'suggesters', a!'! 'prompter~·. as 
'inisiaters' as a checklist of ideas on son1e subject. Being general heads or categories, the topics 'prime 
the pump', as it wcr!!, t>y suggesting general strategics development". Sec also the articlc hy \Vucllncr 
(1978:463:483) in which he argues on topos as a rhetorical rather than literary issue. Wuellner 
(1978:466) argues that Toposforschung gehort zur Rhetorik als Tei! dcr Literaturwisscnschaft. Als 
Forschung wird sie aber auch von andcrcn Wisscnschaftszwcigcn bctricbcn". According to him 
(1978:467) "hat der Topos einc zwcifache Funktion: cine argumentative~enthymcmatischc und cine 
amplifaktorisch-darstellcrischc Funktion. Der doppel Funktion des Topos in dcr Antikc cntsprict die 
Doppelbedeutung des lateinische argumentum: ein Argument ist sowohl 'rhctorischcr Bcw·eisgrund' als 
auch 'Erziihlung, Stoff, lnhalt, Gehalt". 
Another article that needs mentioning is that by Brunt (1985:495-500) in \\ihich he indicates that topoi 
do not give general advice but arc rather referring to a spt·cific situation. This is also a fitting response 
to Perelman's idea. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
AN INTERACTIONAL MODEL FOR THE INTERPRETATION OF I 
CORINTHIANS 
What ever we know is mediated by a 
language in which we know it. And if 
language is the sine qua non instrument 
of knowing, the knowledge seeker had 
better be in control of the instrument. 
Bad language generates bad thinking: and 
bad thinking is bad for whatever the 
knowledge-seeker does next. 
(Sartorini 1984: 15) 
The struggle for a clearer 
conceptualization of the constant 
interaction of the static and dynamic 
elements in the communication process is 
but one aspect of the quest for an 
adequate paradigm for the interpretation 
of biblical texts. 
(Latcgan 1988:72) 
The purpose of this study is to develop an interactional model for the analysis of 
New Testament letters and so as to shed light on the issue of wisdom and 
foolishness. I believe that the discussions up to this point have succeeded in 
substantiating the crnim of Umberto Eco ( 1979:38) that as far as the problem of 
textual levels is concerned there are more things in a text than one dreamt of in 
one's text theories. 
I believe that this study has confirmed that texts are multidimensional phenomena. 
Therefore the uncovering of the deficiencies of our one dimensional approaches to 
the Bible in the past has been inevitable. It is in this regard that an interactional 
model is proposed to address these deficiencies by taking · .; : cor.·.munication 
process in its totality into account. But, let me immediately add .'.lat I admit to the 
provisional and imperfect nature of this model. 
Nonetheless, as the following chapters will hopefully illustrate, this model has an 
important contribution to make t. 
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In the previous chapter I indicated that the proposed model consists of a series of 
strategies, because language communication is not level oriented but holistic in its 
orientation. In the following sections these different strategies will be applied to 1 
Corinthians 1: 18-2:5. 
3.1 SENTENCE STRATEGY 
The sentence strategy refers to the way in which Paul produced and formulated the 
verbal utterances of this pericope. In most cases these strategies will not be 
preprogrammed, intended or conscious. Rather, we should say, they are strategies 
of the cognitive system, usually beyond the conscious control of the language user. 
3.1. l Sentence structure 
On the level of sentence structure, the text of I Corinthians I: 18 and further reveals 
the following strategies: 
PERICOPE I: THE WISDOM OF THE WORLD\FOOLISHNESS OF THE 
CROSS (1:18-25) 
Verse 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Colon 
rf 1.1 p 6 ·ro\J cri:aupou rnic; 
2 2.1 rn'ic; OE crc;i~oµ£vmc; iiµ.'iv ouvaµtc; 8rn\J Eanv. 
[
L•l.2 µ€v c'xnoiU.uµ£vou:; µwpia Ecri:iv, 
3 r 3.1 yEypani:at yap, 
Lr 3.2 'Ano;\w i:fiv ao<j>iav i:wv ao<j>Wv, 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
L 3.3 Kal i:nv a\JvE:atv i:wv auvnwv 6:0ni\crw. 
4.1 nou cro<j>Cx; (Ecri:tv); 
5.1 TIOU ypaµµai:Elx;: (EITTLV}; 
7.1 ouxl EµwpavE:V 6 8E6<;; i:nv ao<j>iav l:OU KOcrµou; 
r 8.1 ETIEtOii yc'xp EV i:u cro<j>U;x l:OU 8rnu 
I ouK €yvw 6 Kocrµoc; otci: i:Tjc; cro<j>iac; i:ov 8E:6v, 
L[8.2 EUOOKflCTEV 6 8€6<;; awaat rnUc; ntITTEUoVl:ac;. 
8.3 otci: i:Tjc; µwpiac; i:oD Kripuyµai:oc; 
9 r9.1 ETIEtOii Kal 'Iou6a'iot 0"11)J.€La alrnvatv 
10 10.1 Kal "EiU.rivEc; ao<j>iav ~fll:OUCTlV, 
11 r~ I.I iiµE:ic; OE KripuaaoµEV Xptcri:ov EITTaupwµ£vov. 
I~ 1.2 'Iou6aiot.c; µ€v aK6:vMov 
l 11.3 €8vEatv OE µwpiav, 
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24 
25 13 
14 
[[ 
12.1 ai'.rrolc; 5€ rnlc; KAflTOlc;, )(plcrtov 
12.2 'Iou&xiotc; ·CE Kai "EMriatv, 
[ 
12.3 emu ouvaµo 
12.4 Kai emu acxj>iav· 
13. l on TO µwpov mu emu aO<j>WTE"pov TWV avepwnwv 
14.1 Kai TO aaeE"VE<; TOU eE"oU iaxup6Ttpov TWV 
avepwnwv. 
Cola I and 2 are expanded in much the same way. Colon I.I indicates in whose eyt:s 
6 A6yoc; 6 -rou a·murcou is µwpia. Colon 2.1 refers to those in whose eyes it is 
ouvaµtc; 9t0ou. The two datives in 1.1 and 2.1 are hoth dmil'i commodi. 
Colon 3 might also be divided into three colons (y€yparcmt...yap arcoAw .. ao<j>Wv, 
Kai..ueE"Tiiaw). Hmvever, in terms of the entire statement the quoted statement 
functions as the direct object of content of the verb yE-yparcmt and consequently 3, 
13.2 and 3.3 serve as expansions of the matrix 3.1. One should also take note of the 
chiastic structure of colon three: 
'ArcoAw -ri)v aCJ4>iav -rwv aCJ4>Wv, 
-->< Kai -ri)v OUVE:OlV TWV auvnwv aentiaw 
Cola 4-7 and 9, 10, 12, 13 are simple statements without expansion, while colons 8 
and 11 are more complex. 
In colon 8 the main noun is 6 ee:Oc; while the main verb is e:uooKriae:v. Colon 8.1 
serves as the protasis of a causal statement in which the matrix serves as apodosis. 
Colon 8.2 complement e:uooKTjam and it is expanded by colon 8.3, which in turn 
identifies the instrument of E:UOoKTjam. 
In colon 11, cola 11.2-11.3 modify the direct object XptaT6v €ai:aupwµ€vov. The 
accusatives aK6:vMov, µwpiav are in apposition to the XptaTov of I I. I. 
Our next step will be to indicate the relationship of each colon to the other. Jn 
order to achieve that, our strategy will focus on the syntactic and paradigmatic 
connections as well as the semantic relations between the different cola. 
Paradigmatic connections will refer to significant terms and concepts while semantic 
relations2 will refer to additive relations, dyadic relations, qualificational relations 
and logical relations. 
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Colon 1 and 2 are connected hy the combination of µE-v .. oE-, while the semantic 
relationship between the two colons is dyadic constrative (for some the message is 
nonsense, for others it is God's power). 
In the second cluster of cola 3-8 the only syntactic connector is yap in colon 8. Cola 
4-7 are asyndetic, while the paradigmatic connection centers around the recurrence 
of the aO<j>ia\µwpia motif. Semantically the rhetorical questions specify the generic 
expression in colon 3 and serve as the ground of the implication in colon 7. Colon 8 
is related to colon 7 as the means for which it constitutes the result. 
In the third cluster cola 9-10 are connected by Ka[ to form a additive-different 
(parallel) semantic relation (the Jews want miracles for proof and the Greeks look 
for wisdom). Colon 11 is connected to 9-10 by 0€ and forms a dyadic-constrastive 
relation, (as for us we proclaim the crucified Christ, a message that is offensive to 
the Jews and nonsense to the Gentiles). Colon 12 and 13 are connected to each 
other to form an additive-different (parallel) semantic relation (God's foolishness is 
wiser than human wisdom, and God's weakness is stronger than human strength). 
Within this third cluster there are three paradigmatic connections: power /weakness, 
wisdom/foolishness, Jew/Gentile. 
In order to discern the semantic relationship between the clusters we could reduce 
them to three single sentences, namely: 
a. The message of the cross is weak and foolish to those who arc perishing, but it is <iod's po\vcr to us 
that arc saved. 
b. God has fooled the wisdom of the world by saving believers through the foolishness of the kcrygma. 
c. God is wiser and stronger than humans. Therefore we preach Christ. 
These three sentences constitute three themes that in turn form a cuncentric 
pattern: 
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A wise versus foolish (I: 18-20) 
B preaching saves believers ( 1 :21 ), 
C Jews demand signs and Greeks wisdom - we preach Christ 
crucified ( 1 :22-23) 
C Tu Jews a stumbling block, to Greeks fully 1:23) 
B Christ is power\ wisdom to those called ( l :24) 
A wise\ weak versus the foolish \strong (I :25) 
The material following continues to develop the same motifs, but, since it introduces 
the topic of the Corinthians' own experiences, it should be treated as a separate 
paragraph. 
Exegetical Excursus: 
Verse 18 starts with the yap which links verse' 17 to 18. 
According to Weiss (1910:55) the yap introduce the whole paragraph rather than v.18 alone. There is 
also a number of verbal links between v.18 and the preceding material (<naup6<;, Mya<;, µwpia which 
is identical to the ao~ia A6you in verse 17. The message that belongs to the Cross, as distinct from the 
message that belongs to wisdom or the message that is skillfully expressed, produces a division among 
men. 
·a Myoc; wO al:aupoO puts the cross in the center (Weiss 1910:55). The omission of Christ is 
deliberative - all the weight is laid on the Cross. The Corinthians would be happy tu speak of the 
message of Christ, but they would interpret it as a message expressed through wisdom. In other word 
Mya<; ,;oG al:aupoG expands the EUay')'EAi~rn8m from verse 17. It is difficult to distinguish adequately 
here between objective and subjective genitive, because it is both a message which is about the Cross 
and one which in a way is given by the Cross. Il is imporlant to stress thal A6yoc; is the subject of both 
verbs (E:crLlv-E:cr"ClV) in verse 18. It is not simply the Cross \Vhich is a folly, bu1 the A6yoc; -coG rr'taupoG. 
When this Cross is preached men react in different ways and arc judged differently by (jod. The 
present tense of the two participles 6noUuµ€vou:; and crqi<;,oµEvotc;; mu.st he given its full signilicanct:. 
They arc cschatological terms which is already manifest in the present. 
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Mc"ptcx comes in as a natural correlate to aCJ$i.a AoyoO (verse 17) but it is in1portan( t(J recognize lhat ii 
must be defined in terms of the rchitionship that it has to !hose \vho 'arc being destroyed'. Jn the 
Clttssical (ireck \Vith n:fercnce to n1cn the use is predominantly psychological. It irnplic" a WL'<tknc~s 
that may he due to a specific failure in judgement or decision. 
Louw and Nida (19H8:380) relates µwpia to the domain of un<lcrs1a111ling and in parlicu!;:r to the 
subdomain of a lack of ctt1 u.:ity of understanding. In other words !hose that an: Josi or dcslroycd lack 
understanding. 
What ultimately saves is not ao$ia but the OUvaµl<;;. The addition of 0€oG with 6Uvaµ1<;; is necessary. 
even though it weakens the contrast with folly. The Cross i,:; not some vague po\\'Cr as human po\'-'Cr, as 
folly was human folly, but the power of God. 
Verse 19 is proof of what is statt:d in verse 18. yEypar.tal r~fcrs to the ()Jd 'restan1cnt Scriptures and 
in particular lo Isa. 29:14. Paul uses Isa. 29:14 (LXX) with the alteration of Kpu<j>w into a8eu\aw. 
Paul's variation, according lo Weiss (1910:57) and Barrell (1968:52) may be due lo Psalm 32:10 (LXX). 
In any case, he has made the quotation more suitable to the context in whic1' he uses it. It is evident 
that the wisdom spoken of here is a wisdom of this world (verse. 20), a v.1sdom that leaves c;od oul of 
the account and is man-centered. The sense of the word wisdom has already changed from 1:17, for it 
is no longer a way of speaking but a way of thinking. Nonetheless, not only is the wisdom of this world 
mentioned in the Old Testament, the Old Testament predicts its overthrow. 
Verse 20 is characterized by three difficult terms crocp6<;;, ypaµµai:€Uc;, cru~11tT\t'i\c;. According to Weiss 
(1910:57) their use has been occasioned by Paul's use of aflori/egium. Birgcr Pearson (1975:45) has 
revived and exti.!nded a previous suggestion that Paul is indebted to sermons based on Bar 3.9·4.4 \vhich 
he had heard in the synagogue on the 9th Ab. On that occasion the Haptorah text for the d~y \\'as Jcr. 
8:13-9:24. If so, Paul uses his knowledge of Jewish Wisdom teaching in order lo correct the wisdom of 
the Corinthians. According to Weiss (1910:57) the form of the question reminds one of Bar 3.16. Of 
the terms the most striking is ypaµµarEUc;. How arc we to understand the tree terms? 
1. Perhaps the Corinthians had ascribed the terms to the so calkd three party hcrot:~. Paul 
could certainly be lhc scribe, Apollos could either be the scribe or the \vise 1nan, but one l.'.annot allach 
any of the descriptions easily to Peter. 
2. They may be a categorization of learned men as understood by the cultur1.: gt.:ncrally. Thl' 
firs! would then be the Greek philosopher, lhc second 1hc Jewish scribe and 1hc 1hird migh1 be the 
sophist. Alternatively the first term might be generic, the second refer to the Jc\1•ish \Vi~c man and tht.: 
third lo the wise man of the Gentile world. (Sec Wilckcns 1957:27). 
3. It is also probabk: 1ha1 Wt.' ha\"t.: a rt.:pt.:liliun nf lt.:nn:-- dbuut !earned n1en in 1in.Jt.:r to .... huv. 
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that ;.111 forms of hu1nan lcarning arc indudcd \l,·hc;n (ioJ i:-. :-.aiJ 
(Schrage 1991:171>, Best 1980:21, Gro;hci<le 1957:60). 
4. Until \'.22 very little is !->aid about the Jews. In .all probability vcr~<.: 2{) ~ht.:d:-. ltght 1H1 tht.: 
spiritual n1ilicu of tht.: Phari~aic school \vhich Paul hirn:-.clf t.:xpcricnccd. In ... \l."t~ :::2: '· Lul\t.: inJic.ill.:!-1 .1 
sccond stage uf cducalilHl, that rnusl hc ch.:arly di~tinguisht:d fru111 childlllhld. l"hi!-i !'ltagt: bt:gan .it the 
agc of fiftccn al thc ft.:cl nf c;a1nalicl. In olht:r worJ thc~t: ll'r1n!'I ar...: dc~ignation~ frun1 tht: I'harisi;u.: 
bet niit!rush. ·rhc c:orinthian!'I und1.:rstoo<l tht·sc.: othc.:n .. ·i~c.: u11n1111prchl'n.-,ib!c.: 1c-rn1!'!, ht'l'itll!-11..' during hi~ 
1.:igh1cc:.th-munth .;tay thcrc.: Paul \\'iii havc :o!J thcn1 of hi!'! ftJnncr :-.tudy of thl· la-.\. In ~11h.:r \\onb, 
verse 20 has an autobiographical background. What \Vas forn1t.:rly tht.: aiin of hi:-. o\vn profc~~ion ht.:rt.: 
bccon1cs the cn1bodimcnt of the wisdom of this world, hccausc Paul nncc hi111.-;l'.lf tonk offcn'>l' at thl.' 
cross as his cont~mporary representatives did a11d still do. 
Louw and Nida {1988:328) classifii:s 1hi: first pf tht:~t: ll.'rn1~, undt:r tht.: d1Hnain of ll'.arn. ypaµµo:ttUc; 
rt.:fcrs to the acquisition of inforn1ation - in uthcr \Vnrds a pi:r~un who ha~ ~1r1.1uirl.'d ;1 high IL'\"rl uf 
o..~!"cation. ao<f>6c; on thi.: othl.'r hand belong~ tu tiil' :-.cn1antir lh1rnain 1)f unJLr:-.:;1ndi11g :ind !-ipc...-i1ir:dl) 
the subllu1, ··in nf capacity for undc.:rslantling. 
Louw .ahd Nid:.i \~<>88:.~SO) ncvcrtht.:less un<l ... rlines the fact that both thcsc domains an: O\'Crlcipping 
<.tnd involve either thl ·1 cquisitinn of inforn1atil)n .1s in ypo:µµai:tUi;, t~r 1ht: prlh:es:-. by \\·hich 
information is used in lHde, to :irrivl.' al a rorrt.:ct cv<.1luation or cun1preht:nsion a~ in oo$6c;. 
auC_;rrrnti\c; again irnplit.:s :-.tning "1'l, 1!1-1nal in\\)lve111cnl nvcr inforrna•io11 which could cause dillcn:ru:e~ 
of opinion. This noun l"l'lnain:-. u;:" 1 :•.-.t~:J cbcwl•t.:re in Ci reek. ThL vt:rb au(T)TEit: can 1ne<tJ1 'tu 
examine together' especially in regard 1~· i·~iiosophic:li spt.:culalion, or, n1ort.: fon.:cfully 'to :-.iri,l·'. Abu 
keep in mind thal i:oG o:iWvoc; ToUi:ou is llill :1•1 ,•bjectivt: gcnitiVl' after ou~fl'CT\Ti)c;. Thi.' ~~'.niti\c inUct.:J 
qu<.tlifics all three tern1s: all thrcc catcgorit:~ 11,·:•Jng lu the ":~Jr!d (Wl'i~.s l'JI0:57, Li~hlfool 1895:159). 
This is confirmed by the rcsr of the argu1n..::nl \~ht:1cin only a two pl.irt distinctinn i~ n1aJc, bt.:lwt:cn 
Greek and Jew (1:22-24). Thus the anon1alous tcrn1 n1ay b<..: sc<..:n as annthc1 rcf..::rcn<.:L' to lhc bt:h.1\·i11u1 
of the iactionalists within the co1nmunity. 
ToD K6aµou is her<..: eL;uivali:nt tn toG niWvcc; toUi:ou. In Dthcr word!->. th .. : !hr..:c pcr~on;il rcf1.."rc111.:c-. 
ar<..: con1bined and cxplai111:d in the phras<..: Tfl cro~in Toli K6crµou. Thl' gcniti·;..: b a !-iUhjc...-ti\c gcnilnL· 
The wisdon1 of the \\'Orh.I - n1caning the \'a;ues uf t:1L Wt~rld (the contl.'nl r:t!h·.·r th;in 1liL· lt>rn, 1:! 
\visdon1 is hen: :ll st;.ikc) i:-; destroyed and cornplctcd. Noi.t: thi; diffc.:rencc h~·l\\l'l'll the futlHt' lcll:-.•· in 
,·ersc 11). anU :l-ie prat·scns in cola 4.1-6.1 and tl1'.: :H,ri~t in colon 7.1. 
To conclud•:: P;1ul refers to a \\·i~don1 in a gcneric :-.cn:-.c. l"ul nnly du thl.' lhll'l' !crnh (,/ \l·r-.c ::'.11 
rellt:cl :hi:-. generic use - \'er:-.c 22 also refr..:rs to Jt.:\\'•, ;ind (jrl.'l'ks ;1..., rcpre:-.l.'nl:1ti>l'" (1J 1hc \\111ld .ind ii-. 
\~·isJonL ·rhc generic scn~.L in \vhich tht: wisdl11n uf th1· w11rlJ i:-. dr~:rl1~.:d j_.., .1i-.1 1 l'\idc111 111 lhl· lt-.L' .it 
tht.: genitivt: ofattrihult: in the phra"t: Lo1Jo.l1Dvo~ tnUtnu (Scilr;1!!..'. ]'J'IJ i"7-J 
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The yelp of verse 21 indicates Lhal this v. 21 pr:··. ides lhL~ ba!-lis fur the lallL:r hall of \"LTSL' ~O. E-nelBi\ 
yelp has a causal nlcaning (Blass-Dehrunner 1961:455). In other \\'on.ls this \"Cf!'-C introdurl'!'i as !he 
main thought (ioJ's n.:futation of Lhe \vnrld's \vist..10111 by nlcans of \vhat the wurld holds 10 be full~·. 
'f'he phrase ELI ·r~ ao$i~ i:oU OenD is !'i11n1c\vh;Jt Cll1ttrln·cr!'ii;1l. Excgclcs in Bri1;1in, fnu .. l.i!_..'.hlfliul [ll 
Barrell (19<18:53), ha\·c tended to arguc th~H in thc first phr;t!'.C aoq,lo rcfcr!'i iu ;1 !'.ChL'llll'. llf plan. 
prepared and cnactcU hy tioU fur the salvation llf 1nankind and that in the !'.L'l'l1nd phra .... 1.: it r1..·f,:r!'i 111 lhL' 
af1$lCt LOG KoaµoD of the prci.:eding v...:rse. \Vci!'i!>i ( J1JJO:<itl) prnlc!'il!'i th;1l till: n1t·aning tlf f-no= 10f! .in..! 
eU861o;.qae:L1 is thus \\'cakened: \vi:nn :...chun jl'ilL'!'i Nidn1..·rkennt·n cin1..· gulllid1c Fugung i:...t. :...11 i,1 ni<:ht 
einzuschen, wic.: (Joll <lu<lurch ·u cinem IH.:ut.:n Entschluss VL'ranlas:-.l \\cHlcn kunnll.:'. In olhl'r \\\•rd:..., 
to use the langua~I.! of lalcr Lheology, Paul is ht.:rc conct.:rnt.:d not \1,·i1h thl'. antl'cl'.dt'.nl hut wi1h tht'. 
c>.>nscqucnt will of (lod, not \\'ith a prclapsarian but with a postlapsarian <.kcrcc. ( iod\ \1.:isd.1111 is. so tu 
speak, there fron1 the beginning - fron1 the.: creation. Ev 111ust thcrt:furc nul hl.' undt:r .tood in •t 
temporal sense but rather in a local sl.:nsc. There is then ;;1t least an indirt·ct rrfcr1..·n1.:L" ht·rl· l!l tht· 
\visdom of (jod in creation porlraycd in diffcring W<1ys in Job 2."{; Pro\·. S; Sir I, 2-l; B;trud1 .1.-..t. But 
\visdom is often being hyposlutizcd here. The question of hypllstatizalion i!>i in ;1ny .:;1:...t.: ;1 dilficult .int· 
and it has to bc affirmed that Paul docs nol 111akl'. !ht: sharp Jistinctinn hetWtTll (jud\ purpu!'ic in 
creation and his purpose in history which mosl cxegclcs no\va<lays make. ·rhus if thl'. \\·isdo1n of (iod in 
1:21 can indeed he said lo refer to C.Jod's purpose or plan in or for history that <ln1:s not rule \llll a 
reference to the wisdom \vhich was with him in Lhc beginning, hi!! it rc.:n1ains true 1hat the rcfl'.rt.:ncc 
here is to the consc.:qucnt \Vill of c;u<l in the first instance. Frorn v.-ithin thi; foulishnc!'i." of the ker)~lll~I. 
and only from there, can we Sc;:! \Vhal (joJ's \Visdon1 in creation is really like. 
To summarize.:: Pt1ul's imn1cdiatc target is the f3Jsi: \·ie\v of \visdun1 hclJ hy the (.'urinthi;111:...~ hut hi .... 
proclamation of the po\\'Cr of the gosp\!I in its foolishncs!-i goes n1uch further than th:..11. ( iod':... \vi ... d11111 
is that he has shut up all wisdom. Everything scc111s lo be o\·crlhro\vn here, ini.:lu<ling that wi:...do111 
which was associated \Vith the.: ·rurah and, bv :r.:. 11Iication if not c.:xplii.:itly, the \\'hole "t1Tn1t·ndnu!'i 
scheme of the world history and saving hi ,tory \vhich was bound up with that Jc\1,·i~h thl·otog~ of 
wisdom' (Von Rad 1962:445). That also .!xplains the rc.:lation hctv...'ccn Ev and Cntr. CioJ is wisdon1 
the wi.!-idon1 is his alone. u1v 8e6v is theref(,'"" cn1phatic by posit it'll (Schrage 19·) I: J 7tJ }. 
€'\J06Kfjat:LI connccls directly \Vith y<ip and in<licutl.'.S (iod's ;_:ra<.:ious act <'f initi11ti\c. The prt·li"c 
reference of the aorist is not clear: 1hL1t of crWaal is 1hc cross. ThL phr~1sc ih;11 follu\\!'i .:~1111H1t lil' 
divided µwpia ToD KflpUyµa-ro<;. The subji.:ct of thi.: verb is now c;ud. (iud ha:... ~;i\t·d n1L"11 h~ Iii... J.1!1'. 
As in v. 18, P:!ul n1ight have.: .... aid tha: C:iod \Vas pleased to SLl\'L through lhe \i.·nrd qi tht· ('ru ... :--, l1ut hi.., 
choice of µwpia, \vhich conlinucs the thc1nc of vcrsL 20, brings out th1..: anlithi.: ... i!'i IP thl' fHO -rl)<; an<ttoc: 
of the earlier parl of Vl'rsc 21. 'fhe aorisl EU06Kfja€L/ j.., a punc!u<il t1\lri ... 1 v;hi1.:h dt·nt1IL''> tht· acliun. n11! 
ln 1Jroccss, but con1plcteU, or vic\ved as a \vholc. In other \VorJ..,, ii dot.:'> nnt r•_·k·r lll th_. thin~ th.ti j.., 
preached bul lo the proclamatiu11 itself. The result uf th1..· pru1.·l;un;itiun 11! f1Hili:-.hnc:...-.. 1.., 11111 !11l· 
con1n- ... nicatiun of kno\1,·kdge ahuut (iud. hu1 the ;tCl (l! sah·ation. ntCTT1-vov-::o:c;; 1 ... :1 prl;:...cnl p.1r!11.111k 
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that refers lo those \vho arc in the slate of bclicving. 
Verse 22-24 2vv.22-2-1 furni~IH:s the ground ior v. ~I. EnElOi\, \\'hilt: cau:-.~il ILt" .irrPrdin~ ti• Bia-.-.· 
Dchrunncr ( 19(il:-15<> .. 1) unly ;i loo:>L" l'nnnccting affci..:t. 
0 K0aµo<; is nn\v cxpt1incd a:-. consi:-.ting of Jew:-i and C ;TL·~-':, 'i'hu.-.. the ..-1isn1li-.. i-.. nut thl· tl1t;tlil~ lil 
n1ankind but the totality which <locs not go (iod's \\·ay. P;nd - ;i• .i·.it,li uf t:u:-.1nlls into Jc,,·_.., and ( irccks 
is therefore an att..:n1p1 h.i crco1tc ~ulHjll 1 ;hc11:-.i,·i.:11c:-.:-.. l11..:1i.:;, ,::, ~·,i .iuy uf liu111.111ity. \\.'ci:-i:-. (1:)iii:6:?:) 
suggests that the Jews arc introducl'.d be.:ausc tP.c p<.irly ;if :\1Jo!los <ln;.\' on 1he Je\\·ish \\'i~dorn 
tr<.idition, in particular by supplying clt~an1 s,_, i; !lira! proofs fl1r th:.: necessity of thc C.. 'rn~s and he tilke:-i 
signs \Vith the sense it has in the FoU!"1i1 (J •. :!1< I. t'k:1rly lhc sil!·:·. '"hid1 arc given ;ind cxpbincd in 1h:11 
(Jospcl arc not those for which lhc Jcv,' .. a~-~. ....11 it .ltl·-· · .1p;·-.·~cs that thr.: C'orinthi;ni... l''11,, r 111>11 111 
wisdom is derived from hcllcnistic Judai:-.111, 1h~-. •:,q :~~ ., i.ol c.xpl;1in thr.: n.:ft:rvnl·l· !11 -,Jl!.lh .11 i/11-, 
point. Many comn1cntatG;-:: have also a1tcn1p1cd Ill iind i;~ thc l\\"O dausc . .., 11!' '· 22 -..unic u111f~i11~~ 11k.1 
which could be set against the approach nf \·crsc ~3. Sinct: Jc'.V!-i and (irL·cks n1akt: up !hl' tul:tl11: 1.t 
mankind Conzclmann speaks of the <lt.:n1and f<1r a prolJf llf till: divine truth as Glfnr.Hin 111 l1111h l1,•1l1 
expect God to submit hin1sclf to their critt.:ria and prove hin1sclf. Barrett (1968:5-1) think!' 111 till [\\,, 
clauses as giving us the two expressions, religious and unrcligious of the n1an in thi.: \\1Hld \\h11 I'> 
alienated from God and manifesting his rebellion in anthropocentric existence. Tu 111~ mind. \\L" -..hPuld 
not think of these attitudes as provoked by the preaching of the (jospcl which \\'otdd 1n,1kc \ ~; till· 
basis fur v. 22. The OT)µEla and cro<j>ia arc .;:haractcri~tic of the \\:ay these pcuph.: li\-c .ind, h.u .1 .. 1~·11,1h 
of their approacl1 lo CJo<l. 
Verse 23 stands in antithetical paralleli.:;m tn v. 22. Jc\v an<l (jreek nlay he Jiffcrcnl in their appruarhc.., 
to God, but they form a unit when con1parcd \Vith Paul's approach - \Ve pre<tch (_'Jui:-.t crucitil:d. fiµe:lc; 
is emphatic. Christ is used here as a nan1e and not as a title so lhi.ii the cmphasi:-. lies not un it but on 
Eal:ro.JpwµEvov - WC preach a \.'.rUcificd man. Schrage (1988:309) takes Ea-raupwµE:voc; as a r•1rticipiun1 
pcrfcctum ··mil r~sullativcr Funktion i.st un<l also das Cickrcuzigtscin nil·h1 in die VL·rg.ang,L"nht.:il 
abschicbt". 
Louw and Nida (1988:309) dassifie.s ,:K6.v0a>..ov under the :-.t:ntantic: <lon1ai11 llf al\ilud:.:-.. .uni L0 n1o!iPth 
and specifically under the suh domain of uffcnd be offended. It i.s appropr;alc th;1t Paul should u:-.c thi:-. 
v.•ord for the Jew and not for the (;reek. The Jc\V secs rcdc1npli\'c V<1luc in rnany thing:-.: the l.n,, 
circumcision, the prophets, his <lc.sccnl fron1 Abraham. To accept rc<lcn1ptivt: \;due in a crtH.:ifit..:d 111:111 
v.·ould mc<.in for him hi.s rejection ._;f lhc redemptive valuc uf !hcsl'. olhl'.r pri\·ilL·g..:'.-1. ThL" (;rr..:k. 
howc\'cr, seeks wisdom, and for h;m the Cross i.s fL)lly. In olhi.:r \\·orJ.s, v.·hi.:n P;nil -..pi..::1h:-. lil rhc 
crui.:ificd Christ as .i srun1hling hlock to the Jc\vs, he is Jc.scribing not only his prc~t.:lll c\pt.:1i::nrl .ii 
1ni.ssion hul the personal ~11Tencc which he haJ takt:n to tht.: 1nt.::-.:-.agc u1 tht.: LTUt.:1h::d ~tL"-,-..1.ih .1-.. .i 
Pharis;1ic scribe on lhr.: h~isis nf his und1'.r:-.l.in<ling llf the Tur.th. \\hen he -..tiil k1H·\~ ('hri-.! :1•1l·1 lllL· 
tlesh'. P<1ul's intcrprclatinn uf (j;d. 3:13 ean best hL" l'Ar1· :nt.:d ;1g.1in-..t thi.-.. !1.1L-k~rPund 
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In vv. 22. and 23 lhl: antithc.sh. is dra\'-'n bct\vccn Lhe attitude llf thc JL'W anJ 1hc.: (irL'L'!.. in lhl·ir .1ppru.1di 
to (iod and (iod's o\vn approach tu 111an through Christ. In \·crsL' 2-t thL· an1ithL·"'~ j.., r111\\ rcdr.1\\ll 
hel\\'cen Jc\v and (!reek on thc one h~111d. ;111J 1he called on lht: otht:r hand. Thl .1ntilhr ... i ... rL·rn.1ins 
\\'hclhcr \VC taki: x.plaLOv as the dirt.:cl ohji:rl ri.:pcatc<l fron1 vcrsc 2.J or, prcfcrabl~ .. 1~ lhl" liq.!:nning of 
an in<lepcndenl claust.: - 'hut lo the called, Jc\\'.s and (jn.;ck!-., <.Jui.st i~ the power·. Thl' u ... c 11f the d;1tivc 
rellt:ct.s the unity hel\'-'Ccn \\'hat is said and, thi.: ri.:llccted rt:ality (.St.:L' v.Jtl). 
'fhc question thal remains is why (:hrist is called the powi.:r and \\'i..,Jorn of Ciu<l· 1 If thi.: v.·i!'.Ju1n i!'I a 
n;fcrenct: to thl! (Jreck.s, then :-.urcly dyna1ni!'I should n1akL· way fur crfjµE:lov ht:L'dll!'IL' it i!'I a 111urt: 
appropriu.tc referral to the Jc\VS. No \lnl.! can doubt the fa<:! that \\·isCorn was indl·!.!d a \Try JlllpuLtr 
\V'Jrd \Vithin the co111n1unity, \Vhcrcas in anolhLT situation lhL.'. guspel i!'I called th!.! <lynarlli!'l uf (jl1d (Roni 
I:l6). Also keep in mind that the connection between the:-.e l\\'U \vords gol'.s back;: long w<iy -
l:Spt:cially to the wisdom traditions (Bar. 3:14; Josas 13,14). Even in the prophclic utl!.!ranel.!.s 
concerning the son of Man reference is 1nu.dc to power and \visdom (ls.11:2). ()f special in1portanl:t: is 
the connection between wisdom and po\vcr in Prov. 8: 14 where iaxUc; is a personal attrihutc uf \i.•isdon1. 
It is therefore mort: than a mere lY.'O \vords to describe Cio<l's way of acting. lnstt.:a<l it is a 
comprehensive way of focusing on the salvation that is givcn in Christ <JS \Vl:ll as lhc prodan1a1ion 
thcrl~of. The attributes of Christ, namely his OUvaµLc; and ao~io: stand in clo!IC proxin1ity to the genili\'t.: 
8EoG. Actually it is a gcnit~ve of origin. 
Verse 25 gives a reason for \Vhat has prccedeJ, hut il is not clear \Vhctht:r P:1ul docs so by "ctting forth 
a general rule for the way God behavcs, of y,·hich thc Cross is a particular cxan1ple, or by reinforcing 
\\·hat he has already said by means of an additional reason. In the l\VO clauses Paul use!'. ncu1cr 
adjectives instead of substu.ntivcs. Since the ahstract nouns arc available (as in v. 18,21,23) and havl' 
not been used Wl: may suspect that wren he uses the neuter adjcctivl.!s he is thinking of 1lu.: p<trlil'ular 
action of (Jod in the Cross (Weiss 1910:34, Schrage 1991:189). In favour of :-.t:t:ing '· 25 a!'. a gl'1Jl'r~1I 
rule is the easy transition it provi<lcs to v. 26 \Vhere it is again exen1plificd in the kind of people \\hu1n 
(~od has chosen l.:> con1posc the Corinthian church. 
The paradoxical nature of this verse is further illustru.ted by the phrase ..:al t:O 0CT0Ev€c; t:oO OtoU 
taxup6LEpov LWv Qv9pWnwv. Of particular importance is the diction of Oa8€vEto.. Nol only wnulJ it 
include various physical afnictions along with constraints of judgenu:nl an<l insig.I.! bur in ~1 ligur;1li\e 
sense it signifies features of insignificance and ignobility. \\/ithin this rangc uf 111eanin!! P,1ul .. ~,n1n1nnl~ 
associates O:cr9evElo: and pln\•t:1lessness (Keep in 111ind th!.! di!-tlinction hctwel·n L111!!U.J!-!L' (ito01::·t1t·lo.J 
and metalanguage (po\l.'crlcssnc~s). Nolc the frequ!.!111 nun1bcr llf tinll'" thi.-. ""then \\urd !!'uup 1 ... 
interpreted through the laaguagc of pnwL'r ( 1:25-27, ~:_t 1:\-tJ. 2 ('ur. ~: 1 J-IU. I.':-'·~) 111 thi-. '.L'r"c /'.nil 
proceeds accordingly. !-le usscrts th.11 t,. those wlH1 an· calkJ. Chri~t nl.1nifc ... 1:-. the p11\~e1 .ind \\hd1nn 
of Ciod and then c:ualifics thal c:laim i11 chiastic fashuH: h) point in~ tll lhe paral!ux upon \\ hid1 it rl' ... h. 
Christ can be pcrceivcd as lhc pO\\'t:f of (iod onl) ·hrou~h 1he par<tdu~ir~il lcn!'I which rl.!fraL·t.., it~ 
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definition at some distance from the hun1an formulation of po\vcr. Shaped by thL" paradox in \\'hich it 
occurs, "CO O:a9EVf<; moves to its corn:lation v.rith the pu\\'Cr of C:iod hy first si:~nifying 1hc po"'Crli:ssncss 
\vhich opposes human po\vcr. 
PERICOPE 2: THE WUDOM OF THE WORLD THE CALLING OF THE 
CONGREGATION (1:26-31) 
Verse 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
Colon, 
1 1.1 ~B:\E:nETE yap 1:T]V KATjatV uµWv, clOEACpo~ 
2 
3 
4 
1.2 on OU noA.Aol aD<Pol Kma aapKa, 
1.3 OU noA.Aot ouvmol, 
1.4 ou noA.Aol EUYEVE'ic;· 
2.1 
2.2 [
ilia -ra µwpa -roD K6a1wu E:~EA.f-Emo 6 8E6c; 
[ 
'(va KmataXUV(l rnuc; aocjiouc;, 
3.1 [.~al -rix ixa8E:'11 •o? ~6aµ~u E:EEA.E:Emo o 8Eoc; 
3.2 tva Ka-rmaxuvn -ra taxupa, 
4.1 ~al -ra ayEvTj mu Koaµou 
4.2 al -ra E:~ou8Etrr1.1J.E:va 
4.3~ E:~EAE:~arn 6 8E6c;, 
4.4 -ra µii ov-ra, 
4.5 '(va 1:U ov-ra Ka-rapyii011. 
4.6 onwc; µi] rnuxiiOTJ-rat naaa aapE E:vwmov -ro'J 8c:o\J. 
5 5.1 E:~ afrro\J oE: uµE'ic; Ea1:€ E:v Xpta-ri\) 'lncrou, 
Oc; E:yEvfi8n iiµ'iv 
6 
5.2 
5. 
5. 
aocpla ano 8rnu, 
OtKatOCTUVfl 
5.5 1:€ Ka\ ayuxaµ6c; 
5.6 Ka\ UnOAU1:pWatc;, 
6. lLJiva Ka8wc; yE:ypam:ai, 
6.2 '0 KC<UXWµEvoc; EV KUp~ KClVXaa8w. 
In verse 26, colon 1.2, 1.4 and 1.5 are syntactical parallel, and stand in appo,it1on :o 
the direct object, n:tmely -ri]v KA.ija·iv uµwv. Colon I.~ is exp:.111ded h' U whch 
represents a qualifica1ion of aocjila. 
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Cola 2 and 3 are parallel. In each case the expanding rcpre,ents 1 l1e purpose 
clauses which in turn modify the main verb which in both cases is E~E"AEl;cno. Colon 
4 follows in much the same pattern. Again the verb is the same. Colon 5.1 
identifies the one who is responsible for the reality of being in Christ Jesus. Colon 
5.2 introduces the second expansion in the sense that it functions as a relative clause 
which modifies XptcrrQ lrpou. The predicative nominative of the relative clause, 
oo¢la is expanded by 5.4 - 5.6 (which serve as predicate nominatives). Colon 6.2 
indicates the: content of what is written in colon 6.1. 
The theme of pericope two could be stated as foilows: "Your own experience 
illustra\es that being in Christ is due not to human wisdom but to di' inc wisdom". 
As was noted pericope two started with the introduction of the readers' own 
experience. Their own experience is linked to that of pericope one. namely that the 
chris!ian message does not concern human power and wisdom but God's power and 
wisuom. The material that follows in 1 Corinthians 2 introduces another new 
theme, namely the experience and behaviour of the author in this regard. 
Exegetical Excursus: 
This whole section can be called an C.Xt'111plttn1. At:c.lr<ling to Ouirilian Inst. ()rat. :\l J,(J an t~r,·111plun1 
is a conunenioratio or commemoration of son1cthing that has chan~ed the course of history. Fllf P.iul 
ir functions in much the .same manner as a proof (Laushcrg ttJ60:227-23U; Schr.tg~· 11J1J1:20-lJ. It is <.il~o 
a quite artistic sc..:tion full 'Jf rhetorical features such as the anamorphism in ver!-.c 2tib, the parullclisn1 
in verse v. 27a, b 28 and the climax in 28b. Blass-Debrunncr ( J9(il:-t90) refers Ill it ~1..., a ';\1uslt:rhcispicl 
cincs P1rallclismus'. 
Another significant fcatun; is the use of the '{va (four ti111es), and the conjuncli\"c 111ol1d and f'rr:u.ic; tP 
illustrate that God's \\'ay of acting surpasses everything. 
Verse 26 is part and parcel of the diatribe style. The verb is in1pcrativc and not indicali\"c anJ it 
governs the "CT\!.! KAficrlV directly (Schrage 1991:207). Critics have disagreed O\"l'r the meaning of 
"calling". Some have argued extensively that the calling refers only to Cio<l'!-. c~dl to .... ah·atillll. Sl1n1i.: 
otl.crs iike Barrett ( 1968:57) and Thi.:issen ( 1974:232) reason that it rt: fer.'. to th:.: cir1:l:nhL1nl·c.., in 
which one is called and it then.Jore ri.:llccls notion:·, of s1~11u .... in lift:. ('un11.:lin;u1n ( 1•1:.::;.!.:'~1 ,1,_.,,·pt.., 
lhc possibility of hoth nlcanings, hut ;1pplie.., th1.: funner to 1:2(1 and 1hi: l;Htcr ll1 "7::.'!I. LL\iL·:dl~ !h;.: 
standard lcx1ca of Liddcll·Scoll-Joncs. L<11npc .inLI \·1uulttin '>Uppnrl' till· llt•li1l/l ,ii q1nl!lll•ll~ ••r 
:nvilalion. Ne\·:;rtht:lcs~ th-: rcaJing of 1::t1 '>hPtild inclu(k th1.: Lirturn~1;1nli:tl rL·.1din_!.!. l1L·~.1lhL. ,1.., 
·rhc1sscn (Jl)74::232 1 puinll.:d lllll thL triadic qualilic.1ti1m ul ~AT'\otc:. L''P'·ci.dl~ in tl·rn1-. ,11 tu.,·1 .·-r .. 111d 
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its correlated oppositcs (i:O. CcyEvfl toU KOcrµoU an<l i:O. €(ou0e-VflµEvo), has .1 cl1:;ir :-ui:io · L'r11non1ic 
tune an<l tics the notion of calling to a sense of L·ircu111:..tanccs or situation. 
ll is not at all clear that lhe two readings should bL: takL:n in sul'h a way <JS to cxclu<lc cach other. 
Rather, in his use of thi.: word, Paul SL:cn1:.. intent on bringing togcthcr prcdscly Ciu<l's call tn salvation 
and thL: life circun1stanccs of the one called. ()n the one hand lhe (:orin1hians' calling is nut a lifi.: 
circumstance as such, bul a spherc of life clain1c<l by Clod to nppo::.c 1hc hun1an boasting (I :21>) and 
thereby effect the salvation which is to be in (.'hrist {1:10). ()n the ollH·r IHtnd !h~ ca!!ing and th( 
indicative passes to impcrati\'t:: l'hose \Vho cannnl of 1heir O\Vn IHI\\ er bll<.1:-.l IJeforL' (ind <trl' forbidden 
to do so (1:29); those who live in Christ n1ust boast in the Lord { 1:.\1 ). 
cro<floi, Ouvai:oi and eUyEvEl<; arc sol'.iological term!'> and categories and stand in closL' proxi111ity ll) 
crQp(. crQp( is according to Louw and Nida (1988:322) nol lll'Ccssarilv a reference to a pt:rson's lo\'•cr 
nature. It is rather a reference 10 hun1;.1n thought an<l reasoning as opposc<l 10 spiritual life. In other 
\VOrds it refers lo one's psychological categories, which is the !'lemantic domain to \vl1ich cr&p~ belongs. 
The social slat us of the C'orinthian's anJ thl: in1plic<1tions of thcir calling \Viii ht: discussed undcr thL· 
section of discourse strategics (3.2). 
Verse rJ-19 continues with the thn;c sol'.iological terms and catL'gnrics of\'. 2ti in the fL)llov.-ing n1anner: 
oU noUoi crD<floi --- i:Cx µwpCt ... toUc; croipoUc;: 
OuvaToi --- tel Cccr8evf1 ... i:O. lcrxup6: 
eUye:vel<; ........ --- LO. &yevfi 
The terms TO: €(ou8EVT\JlfVa, tel µft OvTa, TO Ov1:a (neuter) has the L:ffcct pf broadening the ~Cllpe 
(Blass, Dcbrunncr 1961:138). 
The neuter LO: µwpO. is significant. It is distinguished fro111 the 1nasculinc toUc; ao<f>oU<; ll!'>Cd hnth here 
and in the preceding verse. l'his neuter serves to en1phasize thi: quality of thosL' \\'horn Ciod chooses. 
Once again Paul relates i:Cx Cccr8evfl to power (1:26) and strength (1:27). The correi<1tion of weakness 
with the relative absence of power an1ong the CorinLhians and the di\·int: clain1 upon it to oppose tC. 
icrxup6. attest its meaning as po\vcrlcssncss. Y. 28 continues along the saint: line - (jod chose Kai i:Q 
O:yevfl. God chose those per· 1ining to being obscure or insignificanl in thL' i.:yc:.. llf the w\lrld. 
'E{ou9EVT\Jl€:va is a passive pt :cl participle, used not only to denote quality, but al!-io. tu indicati.: th;1l 
which once is despised will continue to be despised. The 'lva and ~ubjuncli\-L' phr;1!'.L' cxpl;1in~ the 
purpose of (.iod's choice namely Kai:apyi\m;l · to i.lbolish, to cause not In r~1nc!ion. ( 'karl~ it i!'I ;1 
reference to i:Cx Ovta, and in this context the contrast bel\\-'Ct:n it ;:ind tO µi\ Ovta rnav he hl.'.:--1 i.:xprL·..,..,l·d 
as those things that arc not regarded as in1portant in ordr.:r tu aholi:'.h !ho~c 1h.11 art· rL'g_<trtk·d a:-
importanl. This word belongs to the scm;:1ntic don1ain of J)O\\'L'r and fL1rct:. 
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Al this stage a certain pattern with regard lll the issue of powc.:r becomes clc.:ar. Keep in mind th.it 
Paul's defense of his apostleship is an in1perativc nlaltcr. Also bear in mind that authority presupposes 
po\\'Cr and is indeed a consequence and cxpression of powL'.r. \\'hat is the suurcc of power for P<.1111 <.ind 
\\'hat could enhance his l)\\.'n authority'! The sourct: of his (Hl\\cr rclalcs to\'. 18: 0 A6yrx; toG oraupoG, 
bcGIUSC it is the j)O\\'t:f or Ciod. 1\s thi: sourn: uf Paul's JIO\\l'f", thL'. dynan1is nf (iud, i.-. .I pcrloru1a;;\'e 
\vord: it Ji;stroys lhe sage's \\'isd1Jnl and lln.,·arb the dc\·crnc-. ... 1lf the dL"\'er \\hid1 in the end i.:nhanCL'!> 
Paul's aulhorily. 
Tiu: sa1111.: pallc111 L"<:tll ln.~ t1an;J in""· 27·29. Tlu: suUfLC uf r'<1ul':-. puv.e1, iu tliis sediou, 1clo1ii.:s lu 
<iod's choice ~nd as the 5ource of po\vcr it is perforn1ative: those Lhings that arc n.:garded as in1ponant 
arc abolished. In other words thc \\'ord of the Cross, (Jod's choice, the Cnrinthians' calling and also 
Paul's speech rcllccts a funda1ncntal h<u:king in the pn\vcr llf Ciod an<l in dning so attests tu P.1ul\ ll\,·n 
uuthorily. 
The phrase€( 00.rroG OE: Uµel<;; E:crLf in verse 30 is a di:~criptiun of the l'llrin1hians' callinµ. In other 
words, it also elucidates \Vhat was said in the preceding verse. €( aUroD is not a rl.'ferenrc lo lhl' 
creation history - 'gcmcint ist vicln1chr: ihm vcrdankr ihr cucr (~hristscin. cucr Sein in Jesus L'hrislus' 
(Schrage 1991:213). 
Also keep in mind that when Paul speaks of Christ Jesus he establishes the fact that only this Jesus is 
the redeemer promised. According lo Hengel (1'>83:72) it is precisely as proper nan1e thal 
expresses the uniqueness of Jesus as c~chatllll1gu:;:I :Jringcr of salvatinn. 
The four terms (cro<f>la, BlKaloMivn, O:ylaaµOc;, CrnoAirrpwat<;;) <lo not stanc.l in apposition to t6. µwplo, 
i:ix aa9Evij, i:a ayEllf1 und i:ix µi] i\vw of vv. 27·2'~ (\VciS5 I 91 IJ:4 l; Schrugc 1991 :215). 
OtKatoaUVT'l LE: Kai ... CmoAULpwatc;; arc linked into one group by the conjunctions and arc in a1.11osition 
to ao$ia. and define it. ao<f>io stands in close relation lo f\µlv CmO 9eoD. +iµ·i'v is a datil'llS co11111uJdi. 
Christ is not the means nor the mediator of the v.:i~do111 - He personifies wisdon1 (Oc;;). \Visdorn which 
we have already encountered in rnorc senses :han one (17,19,21,24) appears nu\v v .. ·iih a new n1eani11g. 
Christ crucified becomes the personal figure of \\·isdon1 hul :.:spccially Ciod's rneans of rL·sturinµ rnL·n to 
him;clf. 
The three !erms &tKaloaUvri, 6:yto:aµ6r;, CmoAULpr..tJatc;; arc not co-ordinate. The.->c three terms also 
stand in close approximation to fu.J.lv 6:n0 8eoG. Paul concludes by quoting \Vhal we n1ay piv,sibly 
regard as the text preached on Ah.9 on the Haptorah for the day (Jcr. 9:23). Since.: (Jud is the lo~ical 
subject, of\'\. 26-30, Kup~ is a n.:fercncc lll Ciod hin1sclf (Weis!'. 1910:43). 
In conclusion - At this stage and by v•ay of condusinn S(1n1c rl'1n;\fk!-i \\'ith regard !ti lhl' \\':1~ wi~duin j, 
used. There is a definite reference to wisdom of the \vorld and thl' wisdom of(io<l. 
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Paul frequcnlly refers to the wi'idom of the world. (cro~io. tc1G KOOJ.ioO, ao~io. toG o:iWvot; toUtou, 
aoc.Iii.a 6:v8pWnwv). In 1:2() the \Visdom of the \vorld is explained by nii.:ans of thrL'I..' pt.:r!'tllfl~al h.:rnt!'>. 11 
not only refers to the wisdon1 of the \Vorld in a generic, !'tt.:O',c hut fucu:-.1..':-. atlL'lltion Pn thL· 
accomplishments of v.'isdt1111. 
In 1:17 another aspect of thi.: v.·isdon1 of the world is focused upun, nc.1n11..:ly lht.: !'>pokcn Wllnl · thi: 
language of human wisdom and the con1n1unicability uf \vis<lon: (Von Lips llJIJO: '.'21 ). 
There arc, however, also three references 10 the wisdom of(iod. In l:~I the ,i,.·isdon1 of (il1<l rcli.:rs :o 
Christ. In 1:24 and in delimitation of the wisdnn1 of the world Chris! is called the Oe:oG cro<fiia. For 
those that believe and for those \vho arc called Christ is the cro<fiia (me) Oe:oG in ' .. 10. Thi..'. t"nnt1.:nls 
thereof is explicated by nH:ans of the 8LKOLOa0l/Tl, Oy10.aµc'1i;, 6:nnAUtpwatc;;. 
PERICO PE 3: PAUL'S MESSAGE ABOUT THE CRUCIFIED CHRIST: 
(1 COR. 2:1-S) 
Verse 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Colon 
l 
2 
3 
4 
1.1[ Kixyw l1A6ov KcxrayyEA.Awv uµiv 
1.2 €A.6wv np~ uµfo;;, aoEA.<j>m, 
1.3 [rou Ka6' U11Epoxnv A.6you T\ ao<j>iac; 
1.4 li:o µuai:iip Lov i:ou 6rnu. 
2.1 ~OU yap EKp lV6: 
2.2 1:l EiliEVal EV uµ'lv 
2.3 E:l µTi · Iricrouv Xplcri:ov 
2.4 Ka\ i:oui:ov Eai:aupwµEvov. 
3.1 [ Kixyw EyEv6µriv npoc; · riµac; 
3.2 tEV 6:a6EVEtC,X 
3.3 Ka\ EV cj>6j3c;i 
3.4 Ka\ EV i:p6)L(\l no!..Ac;i 
4.1 [Ka\ o A.6ye><;; µou Ka\ i:o Kiipuyµ6: µou (riaav) 
4.2 ouK EV nn6olc;; ao<j>iac; (A.6you;;) 
4.4[ ill' EV 6:noOEi~El TIVEUµm:e><;; Kat ouv6:µEwc;. 
4.5 ['iva Ti nicri:u;; uµwv µfi TI EV cro<j>ic;x 6:v9pwnwv 
4.6 ill' EV ouv6:µn 6rnu. 
Colons I and 2 are connected syntactically hy yap to form a i<>gi<:al 'c111antic 
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relation . 
Colon 2.2 indicates the sphere in which the action of d0· .. -.. , •.. 
indicates an exception to the object of doE-vaL. 
In colon 3 E-yEv6µ11v is modified in terms of manr:cr 
( Oi011 :2.) 
In colon 4 tbe two nominal elements form a hl'ndi;1•_!· /, .. !, 11 _. 'crbc.I clement,; 
relate to the single referent of the nominal elc1h'ft1 .. , ·,Iv ..\.'.\ functions as a 
purpose clause, while cola 4.6 provides an aJ>:ci'· ··.-e p:1ral!el to E-v ao~ia 
6:v8pwnwv. 
Cola one and two form a logical semantic relation whik cola three and four form an 
additive different (parallel) relation. The paradigmatic connections border around 
the motifs of wisdom\foolishness and power\ weakness. The author states that his 
proclamation was not characterized by wisdom bi1t by weakness, fear and trembling. 
Both the ideas reoccur in colon four and are followed by a purpose clause. 
Since the material that follows addresses a different theme, colon four marks the 
end of the paragraph. 
Exegetical Excursus: 
The cn1phatic KO:yW of verse 2:1 reaches back not only to Paul's ins/ruction in 1:26 (i}AE:netE ti\LJ 
KADOlV uµwv o0€Aij>oi) but to I: 17-25 as well. OIJ Ka0. U11EpoxJw A6you il croij>in<; (2: I) rnrre,pond, 
with 1:17b whilst Karnyye:l.:1.wv (2:1) stands in close approxinwtio1. to Myo~ or 1:18 and 
ecri:aupwµevov (2:2) corresponds with 1:18 and 1:23 Paul's own wcaknc<S (2:3) corre,ponds lo iht 
weakness of Ciod (1:25) and traces cf lhc A6yoc; .. Ki)puyµa (2:4) can he fnund in 1:24. This wholL' 
section resembles a rhctoric:tl strategy through \vhich P<iul <1llcrnpts to dis<1rn1 his audit'IH'C (Dio ()r. 
212.15 ;42.2[ ). 
Not only docs the word of the Cros'". (l:18J, and the (:orinthia.1s' calling (1:2!1) ant.I (io<l's choi<:c (1:2(1· 
27) reveal God's pov.1cr · Paul's O\vn preaching and teaching arc a llcsh and blund t.:X<in1plc of CJud\ 
power amidst his own weakness.. (Jod's po\vt:r enhances Paul's o\vn aulhority in th~ scn~c that hi~ 0\1,·n 
life and conduct correspond to th;...l nf the.: \Vord. 
The aorist participle eA.8Wv precedes the aorist indicativt: f)AOov anJ :-cfcr:-. t11 thc tinH: 11! l'<1ul':-. ;irri\,tl 
at Corinth. In any case Paul's arrival did not rc\L'al hi:-. high .... 11urH.ling \\t1nb 11! wi~duni. 0nEpo.\nv 
belongs lo the semantic dcunain of Sl<tlUS and cspcciall~ 1hc :-.uhlh11nain >f hi~h :-.latu:-. 1ir r.1nl-.. '.dir.1~..: 
(1991:225) and Lin1 (1987:14~) considl'r UnEpox.flv and the uppu:-.iliiln ~1!,:ain:-t 11 ;1.., .1111c.1n .... 1iJ ~·url•in~ 
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the practice of the Corinthian preachers to cn1ploy hu1nan v.'isJ01n nf \\'l)rJs in prc.:1ching. In \'crsc 2;--t 
this issue \viii again Jen1and our attention. 
()n a text critical note: µaptUplOV is the reading of rnany in1portant, l\ISS, hut olhl·rs h<tvc µuaTT')pLov. 
It is not easy to decide \Vhich Paul \Vrole ·I prefer lestin1ony because it is nunc suitable Ill tht: initial 
prot:lan1;1tion of the (Jospcl \vhcrcas rnyslery suggests thi.: "'isJ01n P;.1ul was ahk lt1 :-.peak ;1n1ong 
n1<1turc.: christians (2:<>-H). -roO 8Eo0 is an ohjcctivc gcnitivc to µa.p-rUpto 1ncaning 111~ ll·:-.1in1uny ;ihoul 
CJod. 
2:2 gives the positive reason of what Paul \\'rote in v. I. There is a diffc:n:ncc uf opinilHl as to , ... hl..!lht:r oU 
belongs to €Kptva., or to the infinitive EifiEvo.t. l'hc h1tlcr scents lo he the ca:-.e: 'for I n1adi.: up 111y n1inJ 
to kno\v nothing whilc J \Vas \Vith you'. 
el µJi may be followed by something which is included in the prcceding negation ur by so111cthing nor 
previously referred to. Tiu.: context argues in favour of lhi.: first possibility. Kci -roiJtov ~atcxupuJµEvov 
describe in an exegetical way 'lnooGv Xpto-r6v. 
Paul is further disarming his audicnc~ and restoring his own authority by indicating in 2:3-5 that hi~ 
own weakness is similar to TD µwp6v TOD 8co0 and TD 6:o8evE-c; TOO 9eo0 of v.25. 
Again, Paul interprets his own in1agc through the language of po\vcr: his O'.vn \Veakncss doe.., not 
demonstrate wisdom, but the power of the Spirit in order that the Corinthians' fc.ith n1ight be routeJ in 
the power of God. The critical force of Paul's use of wcaknes!" suggests that were hi: to fulfill the 
Corinthian expectation, he would imperil faith in the power of (iod and threaten it \Vith tht: 
selfboasting that disrlaces God's claim of the foolish and weak and despised to bring lik in Christ ks us 
(1:26-31). In other \\'Ords, the disanning of his audience takes place in the scnsc that PauJ'3 dain1 tu 
authority has nL backing and collapses with the admission of his own weakness. Yr:t this concession is 
double edged: if it places the perception of Paul's authority in some danger, it sin1ultaneously c<tlls in11.• 
question the very formulation of power that would warrant the indiclrr1en1 against hi1n. 
The text in 2:4 needs clarification - in particular the phrase EV !nEt8ol!~J cro~ia~ 1'-iiyo:~J. All in all 
thcre arc eleven variants, of this phrase \vhich cannot easily be explained. 1\c1.:ording lo f\·h:t1~er 
( 1971:546) the variants occurring with 6:v8pwn1vric; hcfnrc nr after ao$io.<; ari.: 1110 ... 1 likely ll1 ht: 
copyists' additions, explaining more clearly the nuance of oo<f>la. AOyoic; should proh<.1hly hl' incluJLd 
as part of the original reading, although there arc a nun1her 1,)f rnanuscrip1s (p.4b. {j])•) \vhich t1rni1 
this word. nEL9ol]c;J, '1 hapax legon1envn ii' all of (Jreck literature \V;;tS proh.1hly coincd by Paul. a 
dative case of an adjective derived from the noun nE18W (Arndt ~1..:: (iingri<.'h JlJ7lJ;(1.~'IJ. 
flEt9W, is a term which refers to the studied arl of pcrst:.1sivc ~pcech a .... \\"as pr.ictil:i.:J by thL' 11r;1tur.-. .111d 
rhetoricians of the (Jreco-Ronu1n v.:or!J and al 1,:~1=-I Mlllle uf tht: l'i1nnlhi~1n prc.:··hcr ... (Li in J1JS7: 1-lli). 
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According to Bi.inki.:r (in Yl>n Lips 1990:3:14) TIE"LBW r;;fcrs to 'die (jcwinnun~ di.'.~ Publik fUr die 
Entschcidung Uber cine in Fragc slchc1ulc Sache im Sinnc des Re<lncrs'. In other words, it ?1..'ft:rs to 
persuasion through '<lr.::i Aspektcn <les <loccrc (intellcktuclle pcrsuasio), des dclcctarc 
(Syrnpathicgewinnung) un<l des n1overe (l'athoscrrcgung zur PartcinahnH: fi.ir dii: \·01n Redner 
vcrtrctene Sache) '(Von Lips 1990:33.l.). What is ev~·n more signiF~ant according to V lll Lips, 
( 1990:334) is the fat.:l 1hat netOW i11 carlier tin1cs was honnurcd as a "Liebesguttir un<l <l<lnn als 
Personifikation dcr allrn5chtigcn und viclseitigcn Ciewalt dt.:r Rt.:dc". 
Paul's argument is further supported by O:noOEi~tc; which is abo a hapa.xgon1c11un 10.c Ni.:,~· 
Testament (Lim 1987:147 noted its occurrence in 3 Mace. 4:20 and 4 Mucc. 3:19). It, hov.'cvcr, L1ccurs 
frequently as a technical lerm in rhetoric where it refers to a dcn1onstration or cognent proof of 
argument from commonly agreeu prcn1iscs (Von Lips 1990:334, Schragr.: 1991:232). 
Paul, however, usr.:s this word in a different way and counter to the rhetorical meaning of tht.: term. He 
asserts that this word and his preaching arc based upon« dc1nonstration, no! of thc rhetorical kind, but 
ol the Spirir and of po\vcr. 
The gcnctives TIVEUµaw<;; an<l ouvaµEW<; arc not mere add::ions lO Cxn00€t(€l (contra Bunker 1984:39) 
but either subjective de1nonstration proceeding fron1 and b. ought about by the power and Spirit of 
God) or qualifying demonstration consisting in the Spirit and power of God. 
The lva clause of 2:5 expresses thc purpose of (Jod in so ordering Paul's pr!· aching. niO'tl<;; is :1 
substantive for TilO't€U€tV (Wilcken!:I 1979:506). The genitive Qv8pWnwv points a linger at thi.: different 
parties in Cnrinth (sec 3:3) tndicating that faith is not the result of human wisdom but ultimately nf 
God's power. In this Paul's authority is attested. The association of Paul's speech and weakness \Vith 
the <lynan1is of God allows him lo <issert that what is true in the pneumatic experience - the pn:scncc of 
divine activity and the backing of God's dynamis - is no less true in his frail words and subjection to 
affliction. 
At this stage we must consciously remind ourselves of two facts namely: 
i That in this section of the model we focus on strategies that are applied by 
language users in the production and com:.·r~hension of verbal l!tterances or speech 
acts. 
ii That our model is not oriented towards the different levels of the text, hut follow, 
a holistic approach in which all the facets of the text is integrated. 
It is therefore necessary, as part of our sentence strategy, to move to Iht 
participants, relations, situations and rults. for conversation in I Corinthians I. 
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3.1.2 The participants, relations, situations and rules for conversation in I 
Corinthians 1. 
If we agree that a speech act is a response to a social situation it follows that a 
speaker does not perform an act of communication but rather participates in the 
communication. In other words the speaker and the hearer is part of that 
communication. It is therefore of great importance to establish the nature of the 
speech acts in terms of the pr.rticipants, their relationships within the text and 
context in which the whole of the communication takes place, because all of these 
relations will eventually contribute to establishing the rules <Jf the communication. 
There are two levels to be analyzed in 1 Corinthians 1 namely the conversation 
between the characters in the discourse and the conversation between the implied 
author and the implied reader. 
3.1.2.1 The character level 
The characters in the discourse and letter, although they represent real world 
characters, are still creations of the author. What we know of these characters and 
their personalities is deduced purely from the text. 
The first character that needs our attention is Christ exalted Lord. According to the 
letter 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
He is to be worshipped as Lord and Christ (1:2) 
He has apostles-of which another character Paul is one ( 1: 1) 
He has got holy people which belong to him and which forms a church (I :2) 
He is able to give grace and peace to those that belong to him (1:3) 
He is the origin of all riches-including speech and knowledge (1:6) 
He is the one that will keep his followers firm to the end ( 1:8) 
He is to be trusted (1:9) 
His death on a cross are nonsense to those who are lost, but to those who are 
saved it is God's power (1:18) 
His death is offensive to the Jews and nonsense to the Gentiles, but for those 
whom God has called it is the power and wisdom of God ( 1 :22-23) 
God has made Him to be our wisdom (1:30) 
Through Him the relationship with God is rectified (1:30), and we become 
God's holy people and are set free (1:30). 
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It is clear that Jesus with his life, ministry and message stands at the core of this 
passage. He is trustworthy and his message proves the power and wisdom nf God. 
Another character is PA UL. He is an apostle of Christ and stands in a special 
relation to the Corinthians. According to the discourse 
• 
* 
• 
• 
• 
• 
* 
* 
• 
* 
• 
Paul is an apostle of Christ throu~h the will of God ( 1: 1) 
He appeals to his readers as brothers to agree on what is said and to he united 
with one thought and purpose (1:10) 
He has followers (1:12) 
He baptized Crispus and Gaius and Stephanas and his extended family ( 1: 13) 
He was not sent to baptize people, but to preach the Cross ( 1: 17) 
He preached the message of Christ without words of human wisdom in order 
to make sure that Christ's death on the cross is not robbed of its power (I: 17) 
He visited the congregation (2: 1) 
In his preaching he did not use big words and great learning (2: 1) 
While he was with them he made up his mind to forget everything except Jesus 
Christ the crucifit:d (2:2) 
When he visited the people of Corinth he was weak and trembled all aver with 
fear (2:3) 
His teaching and message were not delivered with skillful words of human 
wisdom but in the power of God's spirit (2:4 ). 
It is clear that there is a special relationship between Jesus and Paul. Paul is an 
apostle and as such he has a certain authority. On the basis of this relationship and 
authority Paul made certain appeals to his readers. He also explains his own way of 
preaching and relates that to what he believes is the quintessence of Christ's 
message. 
There is, however, another corporate character that needs our attention namely the 
church in Corinth. According to these pericopes, 
• 
• 
* 
* 
Paul and the members of the church meet as no strangers. On occasion Paul 
has met and visited them and he is indeed founder of the church 
Paul is kept well informed on matters in the congregation ( 1: 11) 
Certain shared knowledge existed between them (1:6-7) 
There are definite followers of Paul in the church, but also followers of other 
leaders and between them there are divisions (1:12) 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
There are also wise scholars and skillful debaters amongst the members of the 
congregation (1:20) 
The members of the church were Jews as well as Greeks ( 1 :22) 
The occurrence of concepts such as wisdom, foolishness, power, weakness, and 
boasting indicates that these were central issues in the debate between Paul 
and the congregation in Corinth (1:21-25) 
There is a definite social stratification within the congregation. Some of the 
members were of high social standing and others not (1:26) 
Values such as honour and shame we~e of importance in the congregation 
(1:27). 
The following appropriateness conditions must be kept in mind if we were to 
analyze the language strategy of this passage, dealing with a meeting of minds 
between people that know, each other. Accordingly the Cooperation Principle is 
observed and the maxims of quantity, quality, relation and manner are well at work 
within the passage. These appropriate conditions must be analysed so that the 
illocutionary acts can be differentiated. 
Before we proceed to the differentiating of the illocutionary acts, we must, however, 
consider the second level of conversation, between the implied author and the 
reader. 
3.1.2.2 Conversation on the level of the implied author and reader 
It must be kept in mind that the discourse took place with a specific strategy or 
purpose in mind. In order to follow the strategy employed in I Corinthians 1: 18- 2:5 
the relationship between the implied author and the reader must be examined in 
order to illustrate the mies of the conversation. 
In the past certain features of the author's writing have suggested to some scholars a 
lack of careful construction and weak connections between the subsections of the 
different pericopes. Some even claim that there is evidence of hasty composition 
and that the author dictated without bothering to correct (Gooch 1987: 165). 
Conzelmann (1975:30) even thinks that in the passage of 1:20-4:21 there is neither 
unity in style nor substantive content. 
Our analysis indicates that the reverse is true. The author is intrusive and very 
aware that he is dealing with an audience - a very specific audience in the sense that 
he is their father. He takes the audience and his obligations to his audience 
seriously. 
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The role of the reader in a literary situation is very much like that of an audience 
(Pratt 1977:114). The readers expect from the author to reward them with a 
worthwhile presentation, and the author is aware of this. It is clear that hoth reader 
and author are aware that there are specific commitments which they have towards 
each other. The reader in this case heing the irrplied reader which, 
... represents the response the author is aiming at or assuming on the 
part of the audience. In this sense it functions as a heuristic device to 
uncover the meaning of the text. The implied reader is on the 
receiving end of all the various indicators of the text. He experiences 
the full impact of all the strategies employed by the author, integrates 
the various elements, and projects the ideal response to the text. 
(Lategan 1985:70) 
It inevitably follows that the knowledge the readers and authors have of each other 
as well as their commitments shape the way in which they communicate. An 
interesting point in this regard is the way in which the introduction was described in 
the past. Most scholars focus on the theological terms and structure of the 
introduction. Very seldomly the introduction is considered as an act of 
communication or human interaction. 
When considering the introduction of Corinthians and especially I: 10-16 from a 
communicative perspective, the abrupt start and strong appeal for unity have often 
been noticed. In verses 14-16 Paul stumbles over his words a little, but in the 
following section which is the focal area of this present study he proceeds to a 
general questioning of all human wisdom. In v. 26 he becomes specific, applying 
what he has said to the Corinthians without urgency or anger. He continues to 
speak in specific terms about his own relationship to them in 2:1-5. 
All this indicates that we are dealing with a letter of admonition (cf. also 4: 14). 
Paul's strategy is one of vov9Eaio: or admonition. Contra the opinion of scholars 
that he wanted to shame the congregation (see 1:17) Paul emphasizes his role an<l 
relationship as that of a father (4:15) in which admonition coupled with instruction 
were an established paternal function. Paul's discussion in I Cur. 1:10-4:21 
therefore begins and ends with a reference to his establishment of the church in 
Corinth. It is this image of father or parent that reoccurs in the discussion of 3:1-4 
where he mentions the fact-albeit in maternal imagery- that he served the 
Corinthians with milk in stead of solid food. A mimber of important observations 
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can be made concerning the language strategy of this section, namely: 
• 
• 
• 
foremost is the simple but important observation that public speaking was at 
the core of Paul's ministry3. The implication in terms of language strategy is 
that we are dealing here with a goal-oriented speech situation. It further 
means that the author had time to plan his writing and that the finished 
product was the best possible in the given situation. The author knew that the 
rea<lers placed a premium on the presentation and content of the 
communication - and in particular was this the case in the current letter. 
Secondly it must be realized that the author wants his strategy to succeed, and 
in order to succeed he must cooperate with his readers. 
He consequently adheres to the Cooperation Principle. For instance, the very 
brief introduction of the issue regarding the divisions in the congregation can 
be explained by means of the maxim of quantity which states that one does not 
make one's contribution more informative that is re4uired for the current 
purpose of exchange. Added to this is the whole question of implicature which 
comes into play for instance in the rhetorical questions of 1 :20. 
Thirdly one can observe that because of his indebtedness to the readers, the 
author tries to establish trust, attention, sympathy and goodwill. In other 
words, the author is constantly intent on persuading the ;-eaders, which is of 
course, part and parcel of a perlocutionary act. We have already seen that the 
perlocutionary act is closely aligned to traditional rhetoric. This causes the 
question whether or not the classical rhetorical features such as attemio, 
docilitas and benevolentio were used by the implied author. 
I, certainly seems that the author had the feature of docilitas in mind when he 
declared in the introduction (1:5) that those unified with Christ have become 
rich in all things, including all speech and knowledge. The effect is attelllio 
because in the section that follows (1:18-2:5) the essence of considering the 
power and wisdom of God is made clear. The readers' faith does not rest on 
human belief but on God's power. The effect of benevo/entio is also achieved. 
Keep in mind that benevolence can be established in different ways. The 
author can make it clear that he is on the side of the readers opposing the 
enemy, or the author can try to gain sympathy for him\her<elf. Otherwise he 
can try to create antipathy against the opposition or try to influence the 
readers by stressing the important aspects of their choices. The widespread 
view that the introduction is merely an apology is therefore unconvincing 
(Dahl 1977:61 n.50, Bjerke Jund 1967: 142)3. The benevolenrio is part an<l 
parcel of the parakalo in the sense that l: 10 and 4: 16 form an inc/usiu which 
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makes the entire intervening section a parakalo section in which the author 
presents himself as a model worthy of imitation, as a good father who would 
rear his children to follow him as he follows his Lord. 
The introduction of this letter is therefore of extreme importance in establishing the 
speech situation and the relationship between the author and his reade~s. The 
introduction also poses two problems. Why does Paul take so long to clarify his 
relationship with the readers? The introduction comprises almost a fourth of the 
letter. This is considerably more than one would expect of twc correspondents who 
enjoy the good relationship that Paul's cordial opening implies. Secondly, it is not 
clear why he launches an attack on worldly wisdom and then defends his own 
different wisdom in the middle of his discussions of Corinth's leaders. Digressions 
such as this, have an important rhetorical function. This issue will be discussed in 
due course. 
To return to the first issue: Why did Paul took so long to clarify his relationship with 
his readers? 
The kind of information the introduction provides about the Corinthians is both 
restricted and expanded. It is restricted in the sense that Paul is not doing a 
comprehensive descriptive, comparison of their views with his own. It is expanded 
by means of the indirect way in which he tries to persuade his readers. 
The way in which Paul tries to persuade his readers becomes clearer in the following 
two sections of the introduction. 1 Cor. 1: 1-9 refers to Paul the witness to God's 
gifts and the Corinthians' speech and knowledge. Before mentioning the divisions, 
Paul makes his position towards them clear. He presents himself as a praising 
witness to God's work in them and in response he expects them to be open to him. 
The perlocutionary intent of this section is that the readers identify with the author 
as a reliable witness. The author tries to establish some kind of bond between 
himself and the readers. 
The second section (1:10-13) refers to Paul the champion of unity amidst the 
Corinthian factions. Interestingly enough, the author alludes to information he 
received from Chloe's people - a group associated with a woman's name. Obviously 
she was known to his readers. More importantly this woman takes the iniative in 
voicing concern about the divisions in Corinth. It is important that the author 
chooses to name Chloe. 
The author's initial strategy is non naming (5: 1, 11: 18, 15: I). The naming of Chloe 
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is an exception. The only reasonable conclusion is that the author did so to add to 
the credibility of the facts they already know and to enhance his own credibility. 
Her name may also be an indication that someone of significance shares the 
author's response to the divisions. In adding the name of Chloe the author presents 
himself as the champion of unity. 
In this way he lifts himself ahove the conflict and associates him/herself with the 
higher authority of Christ and God, and finally claims their obedience as their father 
in Christ. This shows that the intended readers share a common commitment to 
Christ to which the author appeals. The readers, however, do not understand loyalty 
to Christ in an exclusive way - that is, a loyalty that excludes loyalty to separate 
leaders. As a matter of fact, the author's unmediated subordination to a single 
divine hierarchy suggests that the readers experience Christ as God's power and 
wisdom fully mediated and present in human beings (Wire 1990:43). The author 
clearly assumes that because he is their father he can expect obedience. God is to 
be trusted and if so, the author as spiritual father as well. The perlocutionary aim 
would therefore be to induce trust in the reader for the author who is their spiritual 
father. Once this is achieved, the author leads them to a new self understanding 
through admonition. 
To conclude: The introduction is of extreme importance because it establishes the 
speech situation and the relationship between the author and his readers. The 
expectations which govern the speech situation can be summarized as follow: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
The author identifies with the readers . 
The author appears as an authoritative person who is an apostle of Christ 
Jesus and spiritual father of the readers. 
The author is to be trusted . 
The author obeys the rules of a normal speech situation and the readers can 
therefore expect the cooperation principle to be observed. 
The author is intent on persuading his readers . 
The author also shares some knowledge about religious writings with the 
readers since a number of Old Testament images are introduced in the text. 
The author is a witness to God's gifts and the readers' speech and knowledge . 
The author considers himself a champion of unity . 
The author is intent on preaching Christ crucified . 
In utilizing the text to consider the implied reader it seems that: 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
The readers know the author . 
The readers comprise both Jews and Greeks . 
The readers are recipients of various blessings from Christ, including speech 
and knowledge. 
The readers are divided on certain issues with the result that there are 
quarrels amongst them. 
The readers are expected to interpret the language of the letter correctly . 
This presupposed relationship between implied author and reader is crucial because 
it determines the nature of the communication process and establishes the 
conditions in which this communication can function successfully. 
3.1.3 Conversation on Script level 
In chapter two we discussed the notion of scripts and how they function in depth. 
Most important is that they are used by people both behaviourally and cognitively. 
The behavioral aspect of script application occurs when people are actually i:i ~ 
scriptural situation and they behave in a manner appropriate to that script. The 
cognitive aspect occurs when people are processing language, and must generate 
inference about what is being said on the basis of their scriptural knowledge. In the 
process of analyzing natural language and by determining a sentence strategy we 
have to consider that a process is going on in the mind of the reader. Conversation 
on script level will assist us in determining how the information the reader has in 
mind influences his her understanding of the words he \she reads in the text. 
3.1.3.l Christ the Power and Wisdom of God (1Cor.1:18-2:5) 
3.1.3. la The problem 
Let us once more consider the structure of this passage in a rather different way. 
Suppose we ask, not about the tone or level of Paul's language, but instead about its 
vocabulary, in order to discover the key concepts with which he works. It seems that 
a cluster of concepts are closely related in this passage. Let us assume that F 
represents foolishness, and W wisdom (sophia, logos, gignoskein, eidenai, phro11i111os). 
Let us also assume that 0 represents weakness but also lack of ability or status 
(asthenai, ta me onta, katargestai, ou dunami mataios) and B represents boasting and 
being puffed up (kauclzaomai plzusaomai). Power or strength will be represented 
with P. 
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Excursus: 
Keep in mind that this is not a full blown exercise in semantic analysis. What this exercise an1ply 
illustrates is the pervasiveness of the themes and their interrelatedness to each other. Because of the 
interrelatedness between these five concepts one might presuppose tt frame that \\'ere parl of the 
common knowledge of the Hellenistic world. 
When linking these cuncepts to the text of 1 Cor. 1:18-2:5 the following picture 
emerges: 
1:17 w 
18 WFP 
19 w 
20 WF 
21 WF 
22 w 
23 F 
24 WP 
25 WFPO 
26 WP 
27 WFPO 
28 0 
29 B 
30 w 
31 B 
2:1 w 
2 w 
3 0 
4 WP 
5 WP 
This diagram demonstrates the pervasiveness of the themes and their inter-
relatedness to each other. The inter-relatedness is also among five concepts rather 
than the two themes of wisdom and division. The diagram thus renects the more 
restricted perceptions of the passage. 
These restricted perceptions of the passage bring us to the core problem of this 
passage. If one focuses on wisdom without taking its associated concepts into 
account, one could conclude that Paul was subordinating reason to revelation, and 
in general, denigrating the value of human reasoning and rationality. Calvin, just to 
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mention one influential commentator, used 1 Corinthians 1-2 to depict humans as 
beings with severe damage to their capacities for knowledge due to the Fall. On the 
other hand, Ulrich Wilckens proposed that Paul was in a christological c:ontroversy 
with Jewish-Christian Gnosticism who identified the risen Christ as G(Jd's wisdom 
personified and experienced through baptismal initiation as a spiritual identity with 
Christ. According to Wilckens (1959:68) Sophia must have been a christological 
title of the exalted Christ. Schmithals, on the other hand, proposed the presence of 
a Jewish-Christian Gnosticism which combined the myth of the Iranian primal man 
with the Messiah figure. According to him "some in Corinth were putting in the 
place of the cross a doctrine of wisdom; they were not preaching the crucified Christ 
merely with special Sophia" ( 1971: 138). According to Schmithals these gnostics4 
regarded Christ in a dualistic way. 
Much of Pauline scholarship on 1 Corinthians seems to disregard Paul's own 
concern in this passage. The focus remains on the question of wisdom or the 
divisions, trying to establish the identities of factions or the lack of factions, and 
their possible relationship to Paul's possible opposition in Corinth. These are 
historically interesting, if not difficult issuesS. If capable of solution, they could help 
in the understanding of the text; but the history of research shows that they detract 
from more :entral concerns. It is therefore not strange that there is no clear 
consensus among the modern commentators about what Paul is trying to achieve in 
1 Corinthians 1-4. 
This is largely due to the common approach, by taking as starting point highly 
speculative questions about who the opponents were or what the theology was of the 
different parties, and then proceed to construct a reading based on a reversal of this 
image. Such mirror reading6 not only begs all kinds of questions but also achieves 
little. 
I believe it is possible to find a script which could account for and adequately 
explain the inter-relatedness of these themes in 1 Cor. 1: 18-2:5. Recently John T. 
Fitzgerald has shown that the theme of foolishness and wisdom in 1 Cor. 1-4 reflects 
the influence of Hellenistic philosophy at various points. Of particular importance 
is the use of the well known figure of the sage. 
3.1.3.1 b The use of the sage or wise man as script 
In describing this script special emphasis must be placed on the vitality of Stoichm 
during the first century C.E. and the great influence it exerted on Hellenistic culture 
in general. Since the study of Sevenster (1961) on 'Paul and Seneca', it is commonly 
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accepted that certain similarities between their thought and forms of expression 
exist. Not only were they contemporaries, but the sage and his suffering are central 
themes in Seneca's philosophy as a whole. 
Philosophy played a crucial role in equipping and enabling the wise man. According 
to Fitzgerald (1988:103) "the Stoic assumption is that the soul has in it the power of 
living the noblest of lives but as long as the correct judgment about good and evil is 
not formed it is impossible to act correctly". It therefore remains the task of 
philosophy? to inform the mind about the true nature of things and once that is done 
a person is enabled to do his duty in all circumstances of life. 
The philosophically informed mind, says Marcus Aurelius "is a very 
citadel, for a man has no fortress more impregnable wherein to find 
refuge and be taken for ever" (Med 8.48, cf. also Sen Const 6.8; Ep. 
74.19; Ps-Plut, Mor. SE). Again nothing can "thwart the inner 
purposes of the mind. For it no fire can touch, nor steel, nor tyrant, 
nor obloquy, nor anything whatsoever". Since he has no Achilles heel 
where he is vulnerable (Sen. Const. 8.3) "the wise man is fortified 
against all inroads; he will not retreat before the attack of poverty, or 
of sorrow, or of disgrace, or of pain. He will walk undaunted both 
against them and among them (Sen. Ep. 59.8)". 
(Fitzgerald 1988:54) 
In other words the person who availed himself of philosophy's precepts and 
protective power became known as the sage or wise man. On this point there was, 
however, some difference of opinion between the Cynics and the Stoics. The Cynics 
believed that the ideal of a wise man could be realized as it had been by the 
ancients. The Stoics, on the other hand, defined the ideal in such a way that it was a 
mere abstract possibility. According to Seneca, the rare individual who achieves this 
status does so by winning the battle between reason and the passions. To the extent 
that reason triumphs over passions a person is making progress towards being a sage 
and if once the reason in him triumphs over the passions and their vices the victory 
is total and permanent. 
The sage is also serene and steadfast in the sense that he not only endures adversity 
in a commendable way but he is also relatively unaffected by it (Fitzgerald 1988:59). 
According to Fitzgerald (1988:63) the Senecan sage is not harmed by poverty or by 
pain or by any of life's storms, nor by any injury or insult. 
Although injuries and insults are offered, the <age does not receive them as such. 
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But - and it must be stressed - Seneca's sage is still a man. He is still able to shed 
tears and he is not insensible to adversity but rather overcomes it. In his own words 
the sage has "the weakness of a man and the serenity of a God" (Fitzgerald 1988:69). 
The opposite is also true, namely that the fool is constantly caught off guard by the 
adversities. Because he is unprepared, the novelty of his hardship adds to its 
crushing weight. But there is also another catalogue, namely the righteous sufferer 
as the foolish wise man. 
In this catalogue one has to distinguish carefully between two traditions-namely that 
of Glaucon in Plato's 'Republic' book two and that of Socrates towards the end of 
book ten of the same 'Republic'. According to Glaucon the foolish wise man is just, 
but to all concern he seems unjust. As a consequence he suffers all the penalties 
that the unjust man deserves, yet he enjoys none of the blessings that are reserved 
for the just man. According to Glaucon the foolish wise man, 
Since he is so disposed, the just man will be scourged, 
he will be racked, 
he will be bound in chains, 
he will have both eyes burned out, 
and finally, after suffering every kind of evil, 
he will be crucified, 
and he will know that one ought to wish, not to be just, but only seem 
so (361E -362A). 
(Glaucon in Fitzgerald 1988:101) 
Socrates'(Plato) on the other hand, believed that the wise man whether he is 
overcome by poverty or disease or any other supposed evil, for him all these things 
will finally prove good, both in life and in death. Despite these differences 
Fitzgerald concludes that the tradition of Glaucon's foolish wise man became 
extremely popular in the Greco-Roman period. It was this tradition that gave rise to 
Cicero's 'De Republica' in which the righteous sufferer is dealt with extensively. In 
the third book of 'De Republica' Philus demonstrates that justice is equivalent to 
folly in the following manner 
I put the question to you: Let us suppose that there are two men, one 
of whom is thoroughly upright and honorable, a man of consummate 
justice and unique integrity, while the other is a man of extraordinary 
depravity and shamelessness. And let us assume that the state in 
which they live is so misguided as to believe the good man a monster 
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of unspeakable criminality, while on the other hand, it considers the 
scoundrel to be a model of uprightness aod good faith. Let us 
suppose further that, in conformity, with this err:;r on the part of all 
citizens, the good man is persecuted, harassed, has his hands cut off 
and his eyes gouged out, is condemned, cast into chains, tortured by 
fire, exiled and reduced to destitution. Finally, let us assume that he 
is universally regarded as justly meriting his wretched condition. On 
the other hand, let us suppose that the evil man is praised, honored, 
and esteemed by all; that all sorts of offices, civil and military, and 
every form of influence and wealth are conferred upon him; and that 
he is universally held to be an excellent man, fully deserving the best 
gifts fortune can bestow. I ask you then; Who under these 
circumstances will be so mad as to doubt which of the two lots he 
would prefer? 
(Fitzgerald 1988:102-103) 
Obviously how the just man appears to the world is one of the hardships that he 
suffers and from this perspective the righteous sufferer is a fool and not a sage. 
This catalogue of the wise man and the foolish wise man provides a frame for the 
interpretation of 1 Cur. 1:18-2:5. The folly and madness of the crucifixion can be 
illustrated from the earliest pagan judgement on Christians. Hengel (1977:95-96) 
documented several cases in which christians are blamed for a ~ick delusion and a 
senseless and crazy superstition, which leads to an old womanly superstition and the 
destruction of all true religion. Not least among the monstrosities of their faith is 
the fact that they worship one who has been crucified. Interestingly enough Hengel 
(1977:97) whilst admitting that the 'word of the cross' ran counter not only to 
Roman political thinking, but to the whole ethos of religion in ancient times, 
nevertheless also acknowledges that "the Hellenistic world was familiar with the 
death and apotheosis of some heroes of primeval times". Hengel then proceeds to 
mention the death of Heracles, the son of Zeus, as an example of this kind of death 
... See now my father calls me and opens the skies; Father, I come ... He 
displays his maiestas in dying without any sign of pain (1745f) ... The 
whole crowd stands in speechless wonder, scarcely able to believe the 
flames, so calm the brow, so majestic the hero ... The heavenly voice of 
the exalted Heracles speaks to Alcemene (1966ff): Whatever in me 
was mortal and of you has felt the flames and been vanquished: my 
father's part has been given to heaven, yours to the flames. 
(Seneca on Hercules Oetaeus in Hengel 1977:97-98 footnote 6) 
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Hengel admit~ that there may be parallels between this portrayal of the son of Zeus 
and the passion in the gospel of John and even refers to a comment of a colleague 
that from its beginnings down to Roman times the theme of the suffering of heroes 
were very popular (Hengel 1977:98 note 6). However, he does not expand on any 
relation it might have with the well known catalogue of the wise man and 
specifically the foolish wise man. To me this presents a perfect frame that was 
presupposed8 and that was part of the common knowledge of ancient society. 
The reason for this view is as follows: first and foremost - five times in the 
Corinthian correspondence Paul compiles a catalogue of his suffering. One such 
catalogue is found in 1 Car. 4:9-13 which together with 1 r.or. 1:18-2:5 forms part of 
the section 1 Cor 1-4. Given the inter-relatedness of 1 Cor. 1-4 as well as the 
hortatory character of both 1 Car. 1:18-2:5 and the whole of 1 Car. 1-4 it blends in 
well with the general functions of exemplification and admonition that were found in 
the hardship catalogues. Keep in mind that the Hellenistic moralists made constant 
use of the figure of the foolish wise man as a pedagogical and paraenetic device for 
depicting the ideal and to exhort and admonish9 their hearers. Paul's use of this 
catalogue of the foolish wise man conforms to this admonitory function - 'for the 
message about Christ's death on the cross is foolish to those who are being lost: for 
us who are being saved it is God's power' (verse 18); 'God has shown the world's 
wisdom is foolishness' (verse 20); 'for what seems to be God's foolishness is wiser 
than human wisdom, and what seems to be God's weakness is stronger than human 
strength' (verse 25); 'God purposely chose what the world considers foolishness in 
order to shame the wise, and he chose what the world considers weak in order to 
shame the powerful' (verse 27). 
Another feature of this catalogue is the way in which both Christ and Paul reveal 
God and in a way then function as models. According to Fitzgerald (1988: 145), the 
use of the catalogue of hardships to depict the way in which God uses someone as a 
model can also be found in Epictetus, who depicts God as revealing the sage in and 
through his hardships and contends that the service which the sage renders to God is 
intimately connected with the hardshi; . that he suffers. It is through poverty, death, 
hardships, foolishness that God exhiGits the sage's virtue in a more brilliant way 
than he could otherwise, so that the sage becomes a spectacle. 
That is exactly what happened on the Cross. The Cross and Jesus on the Cross 
becam~ a spectac!elO - demonstrating that this crucified Jew, Jesus Christ, could 
truly be a divine being sent to earth, God's Son. To any educated man this must 
have been utter madness and foolishness. Yet through this foolishness God reveals 
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the foolish wise man as His wisdom-as His sage! God has made this Christ to be our 
wisdom. 
It is rather remarkable to see how in 1 Cor. 1:18-31 the reference is solely to God's 
exhibition of wisdom through the foolishness of Christ crucified (see God's power, 
God has shown, for God in his wisdom, God's foolishness, God's weakness, God 
chose, God has made). 
In much the same manner Paul in I Cor. 2: 1-5 identifies himself as the preacher of 
God's secret truth, as one who made up his mind to forget everything except Jesus 
Christ and his death on the cross. He continues with this thought throughout the 
entire 1 and 2 Corinthians, making it clear that he is a servant tmT\phn<;; of God 
(4:1); being made a spectacle for the whole world of angels and mankind (4:9); 
being made a fool for Christ's sake ( 4: 10); being despised, hungry, beaten, cursed, 
persecuted, insulted, being the scum of the earth (4:10-13). Even in 2 Corinthians 
2:14-16a, as Breytenbach (1990:269) pointed out, the triumphal procession is a 
metaphor for Paul's apostolic activity 
the focus thus is not on Paul as participant in the triumphal 
procession, but on the fact that Paul the apostle spreads the 
knowledge of Christ whilst God is celebrating his preceding victory 
over Paul... Through Paul's proclamation of Christ, God, the 
victorious general, always celebrates his victory over Paul. He 
conquered Paul and now Paul spreads his fame. 
(Breytenbach 1990:269) 
In much the same way as the ideal Cynic, Paul became a spectacle - a foolish wise 
man who speaks without arrogance of his hardships in life and the service that he 
renders in so doing. He is not recognized by the words that he speaks(! Cor 2:1-5), 
but by his actions which are in conformity to the witness of the foolish wise man. 
It is thus the figure of the foolish wise man that provides the ideal frame for the 
exhibition of God's wisdom in the spectacle on the cross as well as being the scum of 
the earth. Of course Paul's use of this catalogue is clearly fraught with irony, which 
is in keeping with the depiction of the Corinthians as crO<j>OL as well as the claim of 1 
Cor 1 :5 that the Corinthians have an abundance of every form of knowledge and 
eloquence. Such a claim became morally and religiously offensive I I since a "broad 
cultural consensus should be assumed to have existed by the time of Paul, saying 
that only philosophical and religious frauds could in their vanity claim to know 
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everything" (Betz 1986:27-28 note 57). As a matter of fact Paul uses irony in a 
similar manner to Lucian who 
... uses irony to depict the Stoic novice who thinks that if he learns his 
tenants rroperly "there will be nothing to stop me being the only rich 
man, the only king, and the rest slaves and scum compared to me" 
(Henna/ .81). 
(Fitzgerald 1988:148) 
According to Fitzgerald (1988:104) "the only difference between these two uses of 
irony is that Paul as a foolish wise man moves beyond Lucian in assuming to be the 
scum and treating the Corinthians as sophia in order to admonish them and rid 
them of their pretensions". 
It is, however, not only the function of the catalogue which is identical but also the 
situation in which it was used. According to Fitzgerald (1988:147), Epictetus used 
this catalogue in much the same way when he was dealing with those who foolishly 
thought that they were already wise. Whether derided as a fool or acknowledged as 
a sage the wise man reveals his sagacity in the way that he responds to his 
adversaries. Injury and insult provide the perfect situation for the demonstration of 
the foolish wise man "for the power of wisdom is better shown by a display of 
calmness in the midst of provocation" (Seneca Const 4.3 in Fitzgerald 1988:103). 
Best of all Seneca advises that if some one strikes you, you step back; for by striking 
back you will give him both the opportunity and the excuse to repeat his blow. 
Besides vengeance is foolish. How much better it is to heal than to avenge an injury 
(Fitzgerald 1988:104). 
This could perhaps explain why Paul despite the strife and internal divisions and 
rifts in the Corinth congregation only allots eight verses (1:10-17) to this party strife 
and does not return to speak about the unrest until 3:3 when he openly scolded 
them for their party strife. Yes, a wise man will at times respond more actively to 
insult and injury to the benefit of those who maltreat him: 
And so the wise man not improperly considers insult from such men 
as a·farce, and sometimes, just as if they were children, he will 
admonish them and inflict suffering and punishment, not because he 
has received injury, but because they have committed one, and in 
order that they may desist from so doing ... For he is not avenging 
himself, but correcting them. 
(Seneca m Fitzgerald 1988: I 04) 
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To conclude - the Corinthians' self-esteem was related to the Stoic-Cynic ideal of 
the wise man. Unfortunately many scholars have not fully appreciated the extent to 
which this ideal permeated Corinthian thought. Contrary to what has heen widely 
accepted, Murphy-O'Connor ( 1991 :5) points out that the dominant mythical figure 
at Corinth was not Aphrodite but Sisyphus. Described hy Homer as the craftiest of 
men, he was one of the legendary kings of Corinth. On his return to Hades, after 
having tricked the lord of the underworld into letting him return to earth, he was 
condemned for ever to roll a rock to the top of a hill. As he neared the summit it 
would slip from his hands and he would have to begin all over again. For the 
Corinthians his task symbolized the futility of existence. The most that could he 
hoped for was the temporary success of the trickster or flatterer. In order to escape 
the futility of existence the Corinthians started to model their life on the ideal of the 
wise man and they became critical of the trickster and the flatterer. 
The reason for this is that almost every virtue was ascribed to the wise man, who 
alone led his life in accordance with reason. He was not deceived; he did all things 
well; be was happy, rich handsome, free, the only true king. Certain Corinthian 
christians believed they belonged to the select group of wise men, and since they 
were wise they were rich (4:9); they were wise; they were perfect (2:6); powerful 
(1:26); well-born (1:26); prudent (4:10); and held in honor (4:10). They have also 
regarded themselves as proficient in rhetoric because of their wisdom ( 1:20). The 
wise man will also live in accordance with nature and therefore it is not strange that 
certain Corinthians argued that since "meat is for the belly, and the belly for meats" 
any sexual relationship which seemed natural was permissible (6: 13). These 
Corinthians could say, "Everything is permissible for me'', just as a Stoic wise man 
could say it. 
In modelling their life on this ideal of the wise man the Corinthians became critical 
of the trickster or flatterer which reminded them of the futility of existence12. The 
Corinthians saw in Paul's multiple changes of character and the deliberate surrender 
of his freedom to all kinds of people (1 Cor. 9:19-23) and in the message he 
proclaimed (Christ crucified) the futility of existence and the temporary success of 
the trickster and flatterer - the exact opposite of that on which they sought to model 
their life and conduct. 
In other words, we are dealing with two definite contrasting scripts. On the one 
hand, there is the script of the wise man which symbolizes the highest good and 
which attributed to the self esteem of the Corinthians. According to them this was a 
script for life through which an individual could escape from the futility of existence. 
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This ideal of the wise man permeated their thought to such an extent that Paul, his 
conduct and message were labeled as foolish, as that of a trickster, a flatterer. 
On the other hand Paul used the script of the foolish wise man. It is this script that 
corresponds with the life and gospel of Jesus and which attributed to his self 
awareness and self esteem and functions as a paradigm for his own behaviour. In 
stead of being a foolish message it is the power, and wisdom of God. 
3.1.4 1 Cor. 1:18-2:5 as a Speech Act 
We now analyse this pericope as a speech act. 
3.1.4.1 Units of Analysis 
I have already indicated that this text could be divided in three paragraphs: namely 
1:18-25; 1:26-31and2:1-5. 
These units consist of the various colons and semantic reiations that were discussed 
in 3.1 and which together with the script reading and speech act reading form the 
sentence strategy . 
In analysing this pericope as a speech act the classification of such acts becomes an 
important concern. Since the original classification of Austin (1975:151) and Searle 
(1975:218), there have been a number of subsequent attempts. 
The one that will be implemented here is that of Bach and Harnish (1979:41-42) 
who distinguishes four main kinds of illocutionary acts, namely, constatives, 
directives, commissives, acknowledgements. 
• 
• 
• 
Constatives express the speaker's intention and belief or desire. These 
constatives can either be assertive, predicative, descriptive, ascriptive, 
informative, conformative, concessive, retractive, assentive, dissentive, 
disputative, responsive, suggestive or supposive. 
Directives are the speaker's attitude toward some prospective action by the 
hearer. 
Commissives express the speaker's intention and belief that his utterance 
obligates him to do something. 
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* Acknowledgements express feelings regarding the hearer or, in cases where 
the utterance is clearly perfunctionary or formal, the speaker's intention that 
this utterance satisfies a social expectation to express certain feelings and hi' 
belief that it does. Acknowledgements can either be apologizing, condoling, 
congratulating, greeting, thanking, bidding, accepting or rejecting. 
3.1.4.2 An analysis 1 Cor. 1:18-2:5 
Before we begin the analysis it should be noted that wht:never there is reference to 
the author or reader the implied author and reader are meant. 
Our text opens in 1:18 with a statement regarding the message, about Christ. The 
type of illocution is a constative which confirms the author's claim that Christ did 
not send him to baptize but to preach the Gospel. This gospel message brings with 
itself a division amongst people - "to those who are being lost it is nonsense, but for 
us who are being saved it is God's power". It is obvious that the author uses the 
technique of no naming and in a very subtle way identifies himself with those who 
are saved. This in turn may lead to co-operation and affection between author and 
reader which could result in the author motivating the reader. Through the use of 
the inclusive we (1\u1v), which suggests empathy and solidarity and interaction with 
the readers, the author could indeed motivate his readers to change their behaviour. 
P1 >nouns can be employed very effectively to demarcate textual space and to enable 
the author to manoeuvre within the space created. According to Latcgan (1987:51), 
textual distance can also become associated with specific values - or rather, certain 
positions are marked as being preferable to others. Preference is usually expressed in 
terms of proximity. An increase in distance between the author and readers serves as 
a negative sign, while a decrease (as with the use of the inclusive "us") 1narks a 
preferred position - culminating in solidurity or idenlification bclwccn author and 
reader. 
Keep in mind that the social world of the author reader can be characterized as a 
honour oriented society. In other words a person's worth is measured in tcnns of the 
honour bestowed upon him by the group. Moxncs (J988b:63-64) also indicated that 
the honour\shame oriented value systcn1 is often expressed in the use of \\.'ords such 
as OUvaµL<;. In using µwpia in association \Vith both 5Uvaµl<;; and 8e:oD, thi.: author 
indicates to the implied readers to what extent he is willing to confirm the gouC new~. 
The honour which the author assigns to the good news is exceptionally high. 
Why does the author claim such a status and so high a degree of honour fur the 
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message about the cross? The answer to this question lies in the word cr(\l<;,oµf:vou;;. 
Not simply God's power, but God's power that saves, conveys status on t!1: A.6yrn;; 
that is told and rightly justifies the author's appraisal. This verse can therefore be 
seen as a pragmatic argument. According to Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca 
(1969:267-270) a pragmatic argument is a manifestation of sequential 
argumentation, in which an event or fact is favourable or discoverable appraised in 
terms of its consequences. 
In this case the message about Christ's death on the cross is favourably appraised in 
terms of its consequences, namely that it is God's power for those that are saved. 
What becomes clear in such a pragmatic argument is that the values associated with 
the 'end', in other words, the consequences, are normally transposed onto the 
'means'. The value of the means is relative to the value of the end. In this speech 
act the 'means' or message about Christ's death on the cross is positively rated in 
terms of the end. Albeit it a message that is foolish (means), the end is to the 
advantage of the readers because they are saved and God's power is proved. 
The intended perlocution would be to create a certain amount of suspense amongst 
the readers and getting them involved. Note in this regard the breaking of the 
clarity principle (Leech 1983:66). The utterance is not so clear as one would expect 
which means the readers must use implicature and assume that the author is 
observing the co-operation principle and still wants to communicate. 
V 19: This verse provides an excellent example of how relevant the cooperation 
principle, especially the manner maxim, really is. According to this maxim on how 
what is said is to be said one must: 
1. avoid obscurity of expression; 
2. avoid ambiguity; 
3. be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity); 
4. be orderly. 
After the breaking of the clarity principle, the author uses the co-operation principle 
to motivate certain statements he made. He anticipates certain questions on behalf 
of his readers. The readers, as I have previously indicated, have extensive 
knowledge of the Old Testament and Jewish religious traditions. In quoting Isa. 
xxix.14, the author claims common ground between himself and the readers and in 
the process motivates his previous statement. The importance of motivation for the 
author is evident from the frequent use of the casual conjunction y6:p which occurs 
three times in 1:18-31 and twenty four times in the section I Cor. 1-4. 
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The quotation from Isa. xxix:l4 has an authoritative13 function, with regard to the 
implied readers, but it is subordinate to the preceding utterance as its motivation. 
This quotation is in fact a comment on the preceding verse. According Ill Ferrara 
(1985:147) a comment is an utterance in which the speaker expresses his\her 
attitude, feeling or opinion concerning another speech act. In referring the implied 
readers to the scriptures the impression is thus created that the comment is not that 
of the implied author, but of scripture itself. The scriptures thus function as a 
mutual symbol of authority and indicate the author's orientation to the value system 
of the Jews. It also indicates that the author's preceding redefining of power and 
wisdom can be authoritatively validated in terms of the Jewish value system. But 
even here we find a gap in the text! In the previous statement it was rather 
surprising to find that the counterpart of foolishness is not true wisdom or God's 
wisdom, but God's power. In motivating that sentence the author now chooses a 
tradition that focuses on God's power to overturn the wisdom of the wise. The 
reader is thus left with the unanswered question why the author moved from power 
to the wisdom of the wise. What is the function of such a gap? Iser ( 1980: 111) 
describes the function of the gap in literary communication as a 
process set in motion and regulated, not hy a given code, but by a 
mutually restrictive and magnifying interaction between the explicit 
ar.d the implicit, between revelation and concealment. What is 
concealed spurs the reader into action, but this action is also 
controlled by what is revealed; the explicit in its turn is transformed 
when the implicit has been brought to light. Whenever the reader 
bridges the gaps, communication begins. The gaps function as a kind 
of pivot on which the whole text-reader relationship revolves. 
The reader is thus forced to calcula•e what meaning can be construed from the text. 
However, in t~e conversational structure, the language use of the author have some 
perlocutionary effect on the readers. Up to this point oo~ia was only mentioned 
once, but here we have the beginning of a definite contrast between the wisdl'm of 
the world and the wisdom of God. The illocutionary force of this utterance is to 
assert that there is tension between the wisdom of God and the wisdom of the 
world. The perlocutionary effect is a deepening feeling of suspense and suspicion 
against the wisdom of the world. 
V. 20: The speech act appears in the form of a question. In the case of such 
question statements "neem die spreker aan dat die hoorder sal aanvaar <lat hy binne 
die siluasie van uiting nie inligting verlang nie, rnaar eerder inligting wil oordra 
(Van Jaarsveld 1982:280). According to Snyman ( 1983:324) this type of question is 
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found in verse 20. An important aspect of this type of question is that it produces a 
softenic1g. Goody (1978:34) calls it a "masking question": 
It is often used by parents to give the child a chance to make a 
decision when in fact the adult could easily simply give a commarn.l ... 
In a sense they are really commands. Thus a mother nften says 
something like "Shall we put on your clothes so we can go to the 
m:irket?" Then why use the question form? I think that by deferring to 
the child's answer the parent does two things: First, she masks her 
own power to control the child, possibly thereby avoiding a 
confrontation. Secondly, she engages the chilc in the enterprise; she 
makes the child responsible for the consequences of her reply, aml 
thus makes her a partner rather than a passive member in the 
enterprise. 
This is exactly what the author does. On the one hand he ;~in the position which 
Goody describes; although not a mother, the author nevertheless claims to be the 
spiritual father of the readers. He could have given a command, but instead he 
masks his power and engages the readers and thereby makes them responsible for 
the consequences of their reply. In this way - gentle as a nurse to coin a phrase of 
Abraham Malherbe's - the author seeks to hring about a modification and 
correction in the thoughts and minds of the readers. This type of illocution is 
constative and specifically assertive, for in the process the author also answers the 
questions raised by declaring that God made foolish the wisdom of the world. The 
perlocutionary effect is to declare the superiority of God's wisdom over the wisdom 
of the world. 
Although the exact nature of God's wisdom is still not known, the author 
nevertheless wants his readers to understand the previous statement and its 
implications. The result is positive feelings towards God's wisdom and negative 
feelings towards the wisdom of the world. 
V. 21: This verse constitutes the result of verse 20. The author, wants to promote a 
positive feeling towards God's wisdom. He uses the word wisdom to refer to a 
scheme or plan, prepared and enacted by God for the salvation of mankind. It is a 
plan no human being could ever have thought out, because it operates through the 
so called foolish message of the Cross. The type of illocution is constati,·e and 
specifically confirmative in the sense that it confirms the positive feelings towards 
God's wisdom and s11bstantiates the negative feelings towards the wisdom of the 
world. The speech act makes it clear that it is impossible for people to know God by 
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means of their own wisdom (2 la) and God instead chooses to save those that 
believe the foolish message (21 b ). 
Of particular importance is the phrase E:v i:n a0<pla i:oiJ 9rniJ. According to 
Wedderburn (1973:132-134) this phrase could be explained in one of the following 
five ways, 
I. kausales E:v: "durch die Weisheit Gones "(Schlatter) hzw. "aufgrund der 
weisen Fugung Gones" (Lightfoot); 
2. E:v als Einflihrung des Erkenntismittels: Gott an der in der Welt 
priisenten Weisheit Gottes erkennen (Kummel); 
3. temporales E:v: in ( der Periode der Offenbarung ) dcr Weisheit Gott es 
(Leitzmann; Conzelmann; enthistorisiert); 
4. riiumliches E:v: in mitten der Weisheit Gottes (Bornkamm; iihnlich 
Wilckens) 
5. adverbial (oder modales?) E:v zur Bezeichnung der Begeleiturnstande, 
mit iihnlichem Sinn wie E:uooKTjaEV 6 8E6<;; in 2lh (Barrett und 
Robertson -Plummer). 
Both Von Lips (1990:331) and Schrage (1991:180) choose the second option, namely 
that God's wisdom is reflected in his creation and by means of his creation He is 
known. In this sense E:v i:u aO<f>ia i:oiJ 8rniJ and EUOOKTjaEv 6 8E6<;; both point to the 
sovereign wisdom of God which so orders things that tre wisdom of the world is 
reduced to ultimate futility. 
The perlocutionary effect of this speech act is to once again declare the superiority 
of God's wisdom. This constative not only confirms but also motivates. The author 
purposely avoids ambiguity by motivating his statements. This corresponds with the 
quality maxim of Grice's co-operative principle (Grice 1975:45). The motivation of 
statements is evident from the frequent use of the casual ~cnjunction yap which 
occurs three. times in I Cor. 1:18-31. The author not only trie> w convince the 
readers, but enhances his credibility in the process by supplying his readers with 
information and statements for which ample evidence is given. 
At this point, communication between the author and readers has now started in all 
seriousness. I have previously referred to the 'gap' in the communication when the 
author moved from the power to the wisdom of the wise. We have also seen that 
whenever the reader bridges those gaps communication starts. The reader is forced 
to construe meaning from the text - and at tiiis point what was said implicitly has 
now become explicit, namely 
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1. God's wisdom = foolishness = preach > > > >saved 
2. World's wisdom = foolishness >>>>>>>>destroyed 
God's power that was implicit is now explicit in statement 1. 
One must also note the frequent use of the word µwpia. Of particular importance is 
the way in which the author uses it as a transvaluation of current values in the 
society. 
The author invites conversational implicature through the use of contradictions, 
which is a violation of the Gricean maxim of quality. This corresponds with what 
Goody (1978:216) calls the "off record strategy" that is part of the politeness 
principle. Off record utterances are essentially indirect use of language; one says 
something that is either more general or actually different from what one means. 
This is how the author refers here to the foolish message that is preached. The 
message is all but 'foolish' - rather it saves. It stands diametrically opposed to the 
foolishness of the world's wisdom. By calling the message that is preached foolish, 
the author invites conversational implicature and softens the face threatening act on 
the readers. 
V. 22-24: These verses are interconnected to form an additive-different (parallel) 
semantic relation (God's foolishness is wiser than human wisdom and God's 
weakness is stronger than human strength). Within this cluster there are three 
paradigmatic connections: 
power \ weakness 
wisdom \ foolishness 
Jew\ Gentile. 
The illoctionary act in verse 22 is a constative which confirms the 'foolish message'. 
bteiBTi indicates the purpose of the statement, which is to confirm the foolish 
message because the Jews want rnir:tcles and the Greeks wisdom. Once again what 
was implicit now becomes explicit. The foolishness of the message is explicit in 
terms of the expectations of Jews and Greeks alike. 
By referring to the Jews and Greeks the author does two things. Firstly he creates 
textual distance. By the formal a1-d general distinction, the author distances himself 
from the Jews and Greeks. Closely coupled with that is the technique of non 
naming. By using this technique the author keeps the attention of his readers 
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because they are not implicated. Instead of overtly naming the opponent who is in 
search of miracles or wisdom which could jeopardize his status and dignity and 
which would have been understood as a declaration of an open feud, the author 
refers in general to Jews and Greeks as a group. In so doing the author employs 
another off record strategy which is a violation of the Gricean maxim of manner. 
The perlocutionary effect of this speech act is to affirm the foolishness of the 
kerygma when compared with the wisdom of the world. 
Another constative follows immediately: "as for us we proclaim the crucified Christ". 
The constative is confirmative of what the author originally said in v. 18. The 
intended perlocutionary effect of the speech act is co-operation between author and 
reader. The co-operation is achieved by means of positive politeness, which 
.. .is redress directed to the H's positive face, his perennial desire (or 
the actions acquisitions values resulting from them ) should be 
thought of as desirable. Redress consists in partially satisfying that 
desire by communicating that one's own wants (or some of them) are 
in some respects similar to the H's wants. 
(Goody 1978: 106) 
This positive politeness strategy involves three broad mechanisms, namely: 1) claim 
common ground 2) convey that Sand Hare cooperators and 3) fulfill H's wants. 
What needs our attention at this particular verse is the common ground that the 
author claims between himself and the readers. In this speech act the use of the 
inclusive 'we' is to be noted. It differs sharply from the way in which textual distance 
was created by referring to 'Jews' and 'Greeks'. 'HµElt;; BE: K~ucrcroµEv illustrates 
the way pronouns functi'ln in a speech act. By using them to diminish the textual 
Jistance, pronouns perfor.n the function of motivation by suggesting empathy and 
solidarity and interaction with the readers- 'as for us we proclaim the crucified 
Christ'. 
Over against the 'us' and the inclusive 'we' stand the Jews, for whom this message is 
a aKav&xAov and the Gentiles for whom it is a µwpicx. Once again textual distance 
is created by the author with the perlocutionary effect of affirming the foolishness of 
the kerygma when measured against the wisdom of the world. Through the effective 
use of pronouns and the co-operation principle the readers are included in the 'us' 
and 'we' over against the 'those'. 
V. 24 is another confirmative constative concerning the message of Christ. The 
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message of Christ is not only offensive and nonsense - it is also a message that saves 
and calls both Jews and Gentiles. In 1:18-31 there are indications that this message 
runs counter to the notion expressed by the following verbs O:noA.Auvcxi ( 1: 18, 19), 
6:6e:i:e:1v ( 1: 19), µwpaivnv ( 1:20), Km:cxiaxuve:LV (I :27), Km:cxpye:1v (I :28), but also 
that it saves and calls €UOOK€LV ( 1: 18,21 ), (I :21 ), KUAE:LV ( 1 :26 ), €KA.E-ye:a6m 
(1:27,28). The message which the author confirms is the power of God and the 
wisdom of God. 
V. 2S is a constative that affirms and strengthens the message, about Christ's death 
on the cross. We have seen that this message is the focal point of this passage. 
Only now, after arriving at what is in total opposition to the expectation~ of the 
readers, are the Greeks granted what they originally expected: wisdom, but a 
wisdom totally different from what they have imagined. The statement is rather 
paradoxically and could be regarded as an argument of incompatibility (Perelman 
1982:54). In other words a choice must be made between two incompatible 
phenomena namely God's foolishness or human wisdom and God's weakness or 
human strength. 
Furthermore: Argumentation will initially always be concerned with one or other 
form of incompatibility because such an argument concerns the conflicting values of 
a society. The conflicting values, in this case, are between reality and apparent 
reality. What is apparent real to the afri:o1c;; are their wisdom and strength. What is 
real, however, is their foolishness in terms of Christ's death on the cross - God's 
foolishness14. 
V. 26 marks a transition in the sense that the reader's own experience of God's 
foolishness is now discussed. The author applies this new principle of God's action 
in the world to the social relations of the readers. So far the power of the author in 
guiding his readers has been very prominent. However, the auti1or does not wield 
all the power and his arguments are also influenced by the presuppositions of the 
readers. 
Recent studies have underlined the fact that an argument requires a hasis of shared 
presuppositions or values (Kennedy 1984:17). Perelman ( 1982: 17) puts it hluntly 
that a speaker can choose as his points of departure only the theses accepted by 
those he addresses. 
In this letter the author shares a set of beliefs and values which he labels as the 
message of Christ's death on the Cross. The author also shares, in the widest sense. 
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with his readers the world views and values that were typical of the first-century 
Greek-Roman culture. The drastic measures (to which I will turn in due course) 
that the author has to embark on to save the face of his audience shows what force 
the presuppositions of his audience have on the shaping of the argument. 
The speech act is an informative constative that informs the readers about their 
status when they were called. The textual distance between author and reader is 
now diminished through the use of an in-group identity marker namely CxOEA$ol. 
This is part of the positive politenes; strategy in which common ground is claimed 
between author and reader. The object of the speech act is to move the readers 
from a position of exclusion (allied with his opponents) to one of inclusion (allied 
with the author). The author does this by subtly diminishing the textual distance. 
By combining the possessive pronoun with the personal pronoun, the gravitatorial 
force of the own group is increased. The reader is also engaged through the clever 
use of litotes IS. 
According to Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca ( 1969:292) litote> is a form of the 
argument of direction, because the readers are led in a certain direction only to be 
tugged away in an opposite direction owing to the negation. 
According to J.N. Vorster ( 1991: 157), the correct understanding of litotes 
presupposes a shared attitude towards a value system and the competency to 
recognize the ironical and appreciate the emphatic. 
According to Leech (1983:147) litotes, in terms of a conversational perspective. can 
be seen as a salutary tacti~ to reswrc credibility by using llcscriptio:1, whid1 "' 
obviously fall short of what could be truthfully asserted that thc.!y cannot be 
supposed as exaggerated. In other words i l can be u,ed as a means of restoring 
credibility. Leech (1983:148) also mentions .:nother aspect of litotes, n••mely that it 
can be used to minimize negative connotations because 'litotes 1s a way of 
underplaying aspects of meaning which are pragmatically llisfavorcd'. 
Both these uses of litotes are applicable to the speech act. First the author sc!s out 
to confirm the credibility of the word about the cross for the implied readers. In 
terms of their own calling God has shown that the worldly wisdom is foolishness anll 
God's foolishness is wiser than human wisdom and God's weakness is stronger than 
human strength, for when God called them few of them were wise or powerful or of 
high social standing. The author wants to stress that few of the rcallers .,,·ere of a 
high social status. ou noAAoi is a negation that is syntactically and semantically 
coupled with the adjectives. 
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Besides credibility litotes also serves to minimize negative connotations with regard 
to the power of the message that is preached. The social position of the readers was 
not strong but the litotes turns out to be significant not only for revealing the many 
who were without advantages when called, but also for showing that most hearers 
have left behind their earlier social position. Simultaneously the litotes devalues the 
element of shame because the reader's status is that of 'brothers who are called'. 
Verse 26 is thus a pragmatic argument in which an event is favourable or 
disfavourable appraised in terms of its consequences (Perelman 1982:82-83). In this 
case the so called foolishness of God (means) is positively evaluated in terms of the 
calling KAT]crtc; (end) of the implied readers. The foolishness of God is to their 
advantage for many of them were without advantages when called and have since 
relinquished their earlier social position. 
The author's use of litotes also contains an element of irony. According to Roy 
(1981:409-410) 'irony is a linguistic technique which can be used either as an 
individual strategy for immediate attention and control or as a strategy to build or 
display group solidarity'. Duke (1984:56) also points out that irony as an appeal has 
the following effect: 
Firstly it is gratifying in the sense that readers are delighted to discover that they 
have been trusted with the task of rising above a rejected surface of meaning in 
search for a better one (Duke 1984:56). 
Secondly it initiates a deeper insight into certain facts and truths. According to 
Duke (1984:57) there is a gentle beckoning and powerful persuasion in the indirect 
whispering way of irony because 'it is in irony's silence that the power resides. 
Precisely in presenting a literal meaning to its readers, irony activates their minds to 
an intensively active state a··"' engages them in an open search for solid ground that 
will make them grateful wh<... h:·y find it'. 
Thirdly it is '.:ighly effective when readers get the intended meaning and to some 
extent agree with it. According to Duke (1984:59) irony will only have a limited 
effect when its message is in stark contradiction to the experience of the reader's. 
However, if the irony is 'purposeful, it will achieve more success than any literal 
statement '(Duke 1984:59). 
Fourthly irony achieves a sense of community amongst the readers. According to 
Duke ( 1984:60) they feel that they are insiders in a situation where only imic.kr' 
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have the knowledge to discover the actual truths and implications of the text. 
The strategy of the author through both the use of in group identity markers and 
irony is to build group solidarity. In claiming common ground and through the use 
of irony the intended perlocution is to seek adherence to the comprehensive 
principle of verse 25. 
V. 27-28 form a parallel construction and are connected to one another by Kat. The 
conjunctive aAAa links them to the previous verse to form a dyadic: contrastive 
relation. The re-occurrence of the terms ao~oi, ouva-roi and EVYEVElc; in these 
verses affirms the fundamental truth that what seems to be the foolishness of God is 
wiser than human wisdom, just as God's weakness is stronger than human strength. 
Not only through the calling of the readers, hut also in the way God has chosen is 
the truth proved that what seems to be the foolishness of God is wiser than human 
wisdom. The speech act is therefore an assertive constative. 
V. 27-22> represents a pragmatic argument in the sense that Christ as the power and 
wisdom of God is favourably appraised in terms of its consequence. The 'means' 
(Christ as the power and wisdom of God and its preaching) is very positively rated in 
terms of the end, namely the calling of the readers. The calling of the readers 
reflects God's choice - He chose the foolish things of the world to shame the wise 
and the weak things to shame the strong and the low and contemptible things of the 
world that are nothing to bring to nothing things that are something. Note the use 
of the neuter adjectives in order to generalize and to soften the face threatening 
effect on the readers reflecting an off record strategy. The obvious violation of the 
manner maxim by the author invites conversational implicatures on the part of the 
readers. What is implicit and implicated in the way God chose is the complete 
reorientation of the reader's lifestyle and value system. The intended perlocu ti on is 
to confirm God's reversing patterns of preference and precedence. The readers are 
still being made uneasy by the constant reversal of values. 
V. 29 is connected syntactically to what precedes it by the conjunction onwc; to 
complete a logical relation: v. 29 is the purpose for which verses 27-28 serve as a 
means. Once again a pragmatic argument is used in which the 'means', namely 
God's reversing patterns of preference and precedence, serves the end, namely the 
recognition that no one can boast in God's pre.;ence. Note the use of the words 
nfiaa a<'xp~ which indicates what force the presuppositions of the audience have on 
the argument. In using this phrase the author both includes and excludes. I le 
excludes any boasting on the part of the readers but abo includes himself from 
boasting. 
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In other words, it is an all inclusive argument that saves face. The issue is sensitive 
because the author is consciously trying to soften the face threatening act. The 
sensitivity of the issue is further illustrated by the use of dissociation. I have 
indicated that v. 29 is syntactically related to what precedes it and is therefore an 
explanatory expansion that functions to generalise the preceding statement. In this 
way the author redefines justification. According to Wendland Lili' is a negauve 
expression of what justification positively states. This implies that dissociation is at 
work here. 
According lo Perelman & Olbrcchls-Tyleca (1969:411-450) dissociation musl he 
distinguished from incompatibility because it is not aimr.;d al severing connecting link~ 
between concepts. Dissociation consents tu the unity of clements v.1hich serve!-. a~ 
basis for argumentation, but it nevertheless aims at a profound changc and 
modification of the reality structure. In other \vords where separation signal:-. 
incompatibility, dissociation signals modificalion. Because dissociation concerns lhc 
structuring of realities, it has important sociological dimensions - it could even he 
considered a modification within a value system. Perelman & Olbrechts-Tytcca 
(1969:415) for example refer lo the quarrels and solutions or the early church which 
often necessitated adjustments in value systems. Nonetheless it must be kept in mind 
that dissociation occurs in conjunction with incompatibilities because dissociation can 
only take shape after an incompatibility has been exposed. 
Let us for a while transgress on the incompatibilities in v. 26·28. The readers were 
called although few of them were wise and powerful or of high social standing. In 
other words, there is a basic incompatibility between the calling of the readers and 
their status. But then the incompatibility extends lo God's way or choosing (v. 27-28). 
This opens the way for the modification of justification which is typical of dissociation. 
In its new modified sense justification means that no one can boast in Ciod's presence. 
As in the case of Christ, who appeared weak and foolish to the world, so in regard lo 
the non·clitc at Corinth God reverses the expected reality based on honour. This 
incompatibility between the cxpcctc,d reality and God's reversal opens the W<1y for LhL· 
author to modify the value system \vhich results in a new \\.·ay, of lnoking at 
justification. 
The speech act !~·. therefore a confirn1ativc constativi.: that tcstifii.:s tu thc 
incompatibility between the reality and God's reversal and which opens the way for 
the author lo modify the value systcn1 of his readers. The intended pcrlo<..'ution i~ to 
seek the adherence of the readers lll the value thiil no one c~in IH1;1:-,t in (iuJ':-, 
presence. 
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V. 30-31 constitute the logic<.11 implication of the content of vcrst:s 26-2lJ. \Vh<H w;.1s 
said implicitly is no\v i.:xplicil. What \Vas a negative t:Xpn:ssion of "'hat justifkatiun 
positivi.:ly mi.:ans is now stated in a positive form. At first textual distance bt:IWct:n 1hc 
author and readers is created trough the use of the pronoun \Vhich is cn1phatic. 
The use of textual distance is part of the author's persuasive strategy. The second 
person pronoun can either be grouped with the author's opponents or with the 
author's own group. In this case it is a reference to the opponents because the 
author through the diminishing of textual distance and positive politeness includes 
him herself with the ftµi:v. The final stage of inclusion, which expresses solidarity 
and reinforces the argument, is reached when the second person pronoun is 
subsumed under the first and any textual distance between the author and his\her 
followers is eliminated: God has made Christ to be our wisdom - by him we are 
justified, we became God's holy people and are set free. 
All in all it is a another pragmatic argument where the 'means' (you are related to 
God) is very positively rated in terms of the end (righteousness, holy, free). This is 
due to the fact that God has made Christ to be our wisdom. That is the 
fundamental issue to which justification and boasting is related. Christ the power 
and wisdom of God includes justification and excludes boasting. The implication 
being that what seems to be God's foolishness is wiser than human wisdom. 
The Ka9cix; points deictically to what is written in the shared world of implied author 
and readers. The author clearly assumes that the readers know what is referred to 
and that they and he share the same attitude towards what is written, since no 
further qualification is given. Neither the specific location of the quotation nor the 
agent of the passive is given. The implication is that the information is not as 
important as the fact of what has been written. 
The presupposition is that the readers know and share adherence to what is written 
and what is writ •:o. t is nvt questioned or doubted. According to Plett ( 1986:304) this 
is an authoritative .:iuotation, because its claim to authority is accepted. Little doubt 
is left to the reader as to the position which the author expects him to assume. 
2:1 As was stated earlier this verse introduces a shift in the theme from the 
experience of the readers to the behaviour of the author. The behaviour of the 
author follow the principles and facts iaid down in the previous section. 
The author, through the use of positive p0liteness, claims common ground between 
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himself and the readers. Note the use of the in group identity marker aoE:A.¢m to 
diminish textual distance which indicates a preferred position culminating in 
solidarity or identification with his own position. 
At this stage a digression is needed in order to focus on the role of the author as 
person. Although more persons than Paul were involved in the writing of the letter 
(see I Cor. 16:21), only Paul was mentioned. In other words the maxim of quantity 
is exploited, with the implication that Paul as encoded author is in the focus and that 
this letter is of specific concern for the relationship between Paul and the 
Corinthians. According to Perelman ( 1982:94) and Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca 
(1969:293-300) the topos of constructing a person is associated with co-existential 
argumentation. This is argumentation in which two phenomena on unequal levels 
are associated namely the person Paul and his actions. The notion of person is 
related to stability and this stability is created by means of acts past and present. 
These actions on the other hand construct a certain image of a person and this 
image influences the interpretation of further actions performed by the specific 
person. 
According to Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca (1969:306-307), the argument of 
authority as well as the phenomenon of prestige is related to this topos. 
Let us for a moment focus the attention on the role of the person Paul. J.N. Vorster 
(1991:95) refers to a strange paradox in the presentation of his position. 
Despite the fact that he remains the focal point, a higher authority appears behind 
Paul. He was called by the will of God (1:1), he is an apostle of Christ Jesus (I:!). 
Paul assumes the readers know that an apostle is called and appointed by God. By 
the authority of the Jesus he appeals to his readers (1:10). The content of his 
preaching is God's truth (2:1). While his authority is emphasised-even as their 
fatl:-:r - the focus is simultaneously moved away from Paul to either God or Christ. 
Placing himself on the receiving end and putting himself under an obligation mean 
that the responsibility has been shifted from Paul to God. This shift 1n 
responsibilities has important consequences for the actions of the apostle Paul. 
Actions create a certain image of a person and this image influences 1he 
interpretation of further actions. Paul's actions throughout the letter is in 
accordance with the role that is constructed of him as a person. His actions 
illustrate the truth that he is on the receiving end and that God or Christ is the sole 
inspiration and agenda of his actions. In other words. his actions are modelled on 
the actions of God and Christ. 
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To sum up: This verse is an excellent example of co-existential argumentation in 
which the phenomena of the person Paul and his actions are associated. With 
regard to his person - he preached God's truth shifting the authority from himself to 
God. With regard to his actions - he did not use preeminent eloquence or wisdom. 
The speech act is an assertive constative which affirms the principle of l :31. What 
the author intends to affirm is his own credibility in terms of adhering to the same 
principle of 1:31 and thereby indicating his own stahility. The :rnthor's own life and 
actions become a paradigm of boasting in the Lord. 
2.2 expands the topos of constructing Paul. This verse is syntactically connec!t!d to 
the previous verse by means of the yap in order to form a logical semantic relation. 
The argument from authc,rity and the phenomenon of prestige are used in 
constructing the image of the author. According to Perelman ( 1969:305) the 
prestige argument appears in its most characteristic form in the argument from 
authority. It uses the acts or opinions of a person as a means of proof in support of 
a thesis. The thesis could be stated as follows: My proclamation among you was not 
characterized by eloquence or human power, that your faith might not be in human 
wisdom but in divine power in order to enable you to boast of what the Lord has 
done. The author supports this thesis hy means of his acts - while I was with you I 
made up my mind to forget everything except Jesus Christ and his death on the 
cross. The whole significance of the argument is based on honour. A man's word of 
honour, given by him as the sole proof of an assertion, will depend on the opinion 
held of that man as a man of honour. The respect inspired by the author forms the 
chief basis of his argumentation. 
2:3-4 are connected to the preceding verses by Kai to form additive different 
(parallel) relations. The author's proclamation was not characterized by aO<j>la but 
was accompanied by aa0€VEta, <j>Oj)o<;;, and 1:p6µoc;;. Both ideas are restated in verse 
4 - the second in terms of its opposite, divine power TtvE"uµmrn;; l<a\ OUVCxµEwc;. 
Whereas the previous argument focused on the argument from authority and the 
phenomenon of prestige and the acts of the author, we must now consider the 
interaction of act and person. 
According to Pcrclnlan '"~ ()lbn.:chls-TytccJ. {I 9h'):29~1J th1.: cfft.:t:l of I hl· arl on d1L· 
agent is that lhc concept of l"c person, is con:-c.l<tnlly nHH..lificcJ, r1.:g;irdlc:-.~ ul ''"hL·th1.-·r 
one is dealing with new acts or l>ltl acts to \vhich reference is nladt:. In uur u:-.ual 
perception, an act is not so much an indicator as an clcrncnl \vhich 1n<1kt.:~ it pu:-.:-.iblt.: 
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lo construct and reconstruct our image of the person and to classify hin1 or her in 
certain categories. 
On the other hand, it is also true that an act prompts us to attribute a certain valui: Lo 
the person. This is not a random assignment of value. If an act hrings about a 
transfer of value, this transfer according to Perelman,~ Olbrcchts·Tytcca (1969:297), 
is correlative to a modification of our perception of the person, to whom one shall 
explicitly or implicitly attribute certain new tendencies, aptitudes, instincts or feelings. 
What is an act? According to Pcrchnan & ()lbrcchts-Tytc1.:a {1969:290) an act is 
everything that can be considered an emanation of the person, be ii an action, a mode 
of expression, an cmotionai reaction, an involuntary 1witch or a judgcn1cnt. ()f 
particular importance arc past acts, because the author in 2:3 refers to the past. Past 
acts can assume a kind of consistency. They can cithe:- be extremely harmful 
liabilities or highly useful credits. Being careful of one's good reputation in the past is 
a guarantee that one will do nothing that might cause one to lose it. ""Former acts, 
and the 3ood reputation resulting from them, become a sort of capital incorporated in 
the person, an asset which one can rightfully invoke in one's defense" (Perelman & 
Olbrechts-Tyteca 1%9:299). 
Applied to the speech act of 2:3-4, it is indeed an argument in which there is 
interaction between act and person. The au th or as person was weak and trembled 
with fear when he came to them (v. 3). Coupled with this are his actions, namely 
that his teaching and message were not delivered with skillful words of human 
wisdom but in the power of God's spirit. The image that flows from this interaction 
between act and person and which influences the interpretation of further actions is 
one of a foolish wise man. 
The author deliberately in his person and through his actions pictures himself as the 
'worse' man. He boasts of all the wrong things. This must, however, be seen against 
the backdrop of the relation between self-praise, rhetoric and autobiography. When 
an individual writes autobiographically the topics be\she covers include such as (a) 
the privileges that were his by birth; (b) choices revealing his character; ( c) actions 
illustrating his ethos and life's purpose and ( d) an appeal to imitate his virtues. 
Paul is very sensitive to the potential offensiveness of autobiographical remarks. I-le 
excludes every human self-claim before God as improper and inadmissible. His 
actions and person illustrate his ethos and life's purpose - to forget everything except 
Jesus Christ and his death on the cross. Lyons (1985:226-277) therefore concludes 
that Paul highlights his autobiography in the interest of the gospel and his readers. 
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He is concerned that by imitating him, they should incarnate the gospel. Paul 
presents Jesus Christ as the paradigm of the foolish wise man which he supports by 
means of a blood and flesh illustration. 
It is difficult, however, not to recognize that a sociological interpretation is also 
needed, for Paul in this passage employs terminology which traditionally belongs to 
rhetoric. In due course we will turn to this interpretation in order to enhance our 
understanding of this speech act. 
2:5 is a confirmative constative which concludes the author's thought. The 
conclusion once again underlines that the reader's faith is the net result of the 
power of God. The contrast is again between the power of God and human wisdom. 
The author and readers share a common commitment to Christ and faith and it is to 
this commitment that he refers. 
The perlocutionary effect of all these utterances is to get the readers to adhere to 
God's foolishness because in the end the net result of their faith proves that God's 
power is stronger than human strength. It also serves to establish Paul's position in 
the eyes of the readers. According to the reader's perceptions and self esteem his 
message and conduct (weak with fear and not with skillful words of human wisdom) 
symbolize the futility of existence and the temporary success of the flatterer and 
trickster. The result of their faith, however, indicates the exact opposite. Their faith 
is proof of God's power and in itself it reflects the dictum that whoever wants to 
boast must boast of what the Lord has done. The intended perlocution of all this is 
that the reader recognises the true identity of Paul - not a flatterer or trickster but 
someone whose very existence is a blood and flesh example of the foolish wise man 
JESUS CHRIST CRUCIFIED. 
3.2 Discourse Strategies 
Discourse strategies involve at least the following principles: 
1. "Both the references and information needed in the interpretation of a 
sentence may be found in the representation of one or more of the 
previous sentences. 
2. Part of the information for the interpretation muse be sought for or 
inferred from general world knowledge" 
(Yan Dijk and Kintsch 1983:78· 79). 
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In other words, the reader or hearer of a discourse is not merely an observer of the 
social and cultural contexts but also a direct participant in the communicative 
relationship. 
The communicative process is a form of social interaction and at :he same time a 
coherent part of larger interaction sequences. That is, discourse as an act is meant 
to affect further verbal or nonverbal actions such as beliefs, knowledge, motivations 
and opinions. 
Discourse strategies acknowledge the fact that language users always manipulate 
surface structure, word, phrase and clause meanings, as well as other in:eractional, 
social and cultural data. 
It also accepts that argumentation is to a large extent the selection, arrangement 
and representation of social values in various hierarchical structures and hence that 
knowledge concerning the structuring of the value system has become nece~-'.;ary. In 
the case of 1 Cor. 1:18-2:5, the text is produced and used within the larger social 
context of the first century. Therefore we need to look at the social strategy 
underpinning Paul's thought. 
3 .2.1 Social strategies 
Let me once again reiierate that social strategies in this analysis does aot refer to a 
mere accumulation of data that are relevant in order to contribute tr1 the historical 
understanding of the background of our text. Instead, the aim of the strategies 
employed is to abstract data in the sense of uuearthing, making expli.:it what is 
buried and implicit in the discourse. 
Our text is first and foremost an ancient letter. 
According to Stowers ( 1988:78) two handbooks on letter writing survived from 
antiquity namely Typoi Epistofikoi which discusses twenty one types of Jette rs and 
Epistolimainoi Characteres which discusses forty one types. 
These handbooks do not specify formal rhetorical-literary features or stylistic trait> 
but picture a typical social interaction that could be transacted through kttersI<>. 
The ancient letter was a genre that strongly typified the interaction between 
persons, precisely because it fi.:tionalized personal presence. 
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Writing does differ from speech in at least two ways. Firstly, it tl'lds to eliminate 
guarantees to privacy. It becomes permanent and public in a way Lh:ot speech 
usually docs not. Secondly, there arc aspects such as inflection, tone, gesn11,· and 
overt emotional behaviour that are not part of writing. The letter has IHJ ~uaran:ec 
of privacy or secrecy, and does not have the advantage of personal presence to Ldp 
determine the meaning. And yet, unlike most literature, it is written in the ''" 111 of a 
direct address. Ancient theorists of lellcr writing denied that the letter was a type of 
literaturt: allll a"erled that ii was instead a sub>.tilllte for personal presence \cf 
Malherbe 1988: 15). 
The handbooks follow this notion of personal presence in their specification of 
letter types. They describe each type of letter by sketching a social situation with its 
characteristic action and sociai relationships. 
Letters thus have a strong interest in depicting social situations. What is the social 
situation depicted by this letter of Paul's to the Corinthians? 
3.2.1.1 Paul's role as apostle 
The social situation is partly revealed by means of the role played by Pau 1. 11~ 
presents :iimself to his audience as an apostle of Jesus Christ through the will pf 
God. His recipients are addressed as the church of God which is in Corinth, 10 all 
who are called to be God's holy people, who belong to him in union with Christ 
Jesus, together with all people everywhere who worship Jesus Christ as Lord (I :2). 
This formal role which he as well as the recipients play reflects and determine,; their 
social status and positions in the discourse. 
Paul figures as the superior person with the highest status and power since he has 
direct access to the revelations of the Holy Spirit (I Cor. 2: 10-l<i ). He ha' 
legitimate powtr (Rebel 1986:98). Coupled with that is the fact that he is a 
mediator of God's secret truth (2:1) and that he acts in complete obedience to 
God's commands (4: 1-5). He therefore expects complete and total <Jbcdience to his 
commands (7:8, 1:10). The social situation reflects a Cci"tain type of role 
rebtionship, involving praise and blame. The writer in a letter of prai"~ or blame i' 
a benefactor who expects honour from the recipient in turn IDr hendacti<J11'. In I 
Cor. honour is due to Paul because of his social rnle as apmtle. In ""cncc i1 i, a 
relationship of superordinate (writer) to subordinate (recipient). 
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Several specific social roles would fit this type of relationship. for example patron-
client, friendshijJ, parent - child. In our letter the social roles exhibit the parent. -
child relationship. Paul presents himself as the father figure and his intended 
readers as his children (4:4-15). This father\child image is applied metaphorically 
to the relationship between him and his audience. 
This image and relationship between a father and child imply certain role 
expectations and modc,s of conduct on behalf of the readers and the author. As 
father Paul expects a certain code of behaviour from his children. They mu>t not 
cause him any grief (2 Cor. 2:1), they must trust him (2 Cor. 12:11) and ab(Jve all 
they must obey him (2 Cor. 2:9) As father he is also a servant of his children and 
therefore they must realise that as . '1ildren they are nc>t in a position to judge his 
actions (1 Cor. 4:1-5). 
They should also imitate him as an example (I Cor. 4:h and 11: l ). 
Paul as father is entitled to admonish them (2 Cor. 2:8), to instruct them (I Cor. 
4:17 ), to appeal to them (1 Cor. 1:10) and to regulate their general conduct (2 Cor. 
13:11). As spiritual father he is also in the position to be proud of them ( 1 Cor. i:4, 
2 Cor. 2:9), to love them (1 Cor. 16:24) and to scold and blame them (1 Cor. 3:1, 1 
Cor. 4:21) and to even curse them ( 1 Cor. 16:22). The letter is clearly epid~ictic in 
the sense that the following elements can be <raced: blaming (memprikos), 
commending (~ystatikos), ironic (eironikos), censorious (epitimetikos), admonishing 
(nouthetetikos), thanking (eucharistikos), invective (psektikos), friendly (philikos), 
praying (euktikos), threatening (apeiletikos), reproaching (oneidisrikos), insulting 
(hubristikos), praising (epainetikos), diplomatic (presbeutikos). 
In this type of letter the writer is a benefactor who expects honour from his 
recipients. By adopting the role of father figure, Paul does, however, break through 
the very strict hierarchical relationship between benefactor ..1nd recipient. The 
presst•re is much more implicit on the reader~ to conform with their father's" ;,!J'"· 
According to Holmberg (Joubert 1992: 103) the notion of the father image i' milder 
and both more demanding and caring as a list of righb and obligation>. It 'ignifies 
an affection.it\! relation, but it is also demanding in the sense that you are nc' er 
really free from the obitgation of respecting and obeying your fatr.er. 
3.2.1.2 Paul as window unto the social world of the first century 
It was Krister Stendahl ( 1976:83) who cautioned that modern reader' namin,· Paul 
as though he belonged to our modern culture. We frequcntlv run the r i,k of hcin~ 
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ethnocentric readers who cast Paul in terms of our culture, rather than in terms of a 
totally different cultural world. We speak of Paul in terms of our words. not the 
o~',er words of another cultural world (cf Neyrey 1990: 13 ). 
i'aJI ii .. ~d in the first century in a group centered society which for most of u' is 
Litf:cell to understand. It is therefore necessary to examine how he and others 
vis, ... ed their world and the predon1inant values of their time bC:'2i.iu~e Lhis \viii 
enhance our understanding of the argumentative force of this letter. 
>.'1 l.2a Symbolic Universe 
A symbolic universe is a broad concept 17 that can be specified by examining six 
specific areas in a given culture, namely purity, rites, body, sin, cosmology ar,d evil 
and misfortune (Neyrey 1990: I'i). 
Let us start by examining the area of order and purity. Purity according to this 
model refe1s to an impulse to perceive order in the world and to find a place for 
everything. Purity is the term used to describe the patterns of order and the system 
of labelling and classification. In most of the instances an action or object is 
labelled pure or holy when it conforms with the cultural norms that arc part of a 
specific cultural group . 
Paul was socialized to perceive the world as a Jew (Gal. I: 14, Phil.3:6). The Jewish 
God is a holy God who created a world. According to Neyrey ( 1990:26) the holy 
God expressed holiness by creating a holy and orderly world. The creation story is 
therefore an excellent example of how the world is ordered by the mapping of 
places, persons, times and roles. God separated d:.iy and night, He created different 
classes of animals, He created place for each and every creature whether dry or wet, 
He assigned a proper diet for every creature as well as a proper role or status to 
everyone. The heavens rule over the night and the sun rules over the day. Among 
the creatures of the dry land He gave Adam the dominion and He himself reigned 
over Adam. The temple reflects this orderly creation anti its maps of things, persons 
and places became the concrete structural expression of the core value of God's 
holiness. 
Paul grew up in a highly structured world that had a place for evervthing and 
everything had its place. Yet the picture has to be expanded, because 
... (!)in general observant Jews in the time of Paul typical!! \alued a 
highly ordered world, a cosmos. (2) But th<: ex;.ict shape of that 
16.J 
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system was a matter of ongoing debate and reform. Many reformers, 
Jesus and Paul for example, challenged certain maps v.nd values on 
which maps were drawn. 
(Neyrey 1990:30) 
1 Corinthians does indeed provide us with a rich illustration of Paul\ pen:eption of 
order. Especially in his consideration of people or as Neyrey would call it "map, of 
peuµk'', there is a definite structured relationship, ho th in heaven and earth. Y ct as 
Neyrey (1990:33) points, out Paul's interest in them is not an abstract passion for 
neatness but functions in regard to the pervasive and ever present conflicts in the 
Pauline churches over authority and rank and status. 
Let us for a moment examine some of these maps of order. 
3.2.l.2b Maps of Order 
The first map of order is the cosmic hierarchy that is mentioned in 1 Cor. 11:3. The 
function of this map is to assert that Christ stands in a hierarchical relationship to 
God who is his head. The application of this map with regard to the situation 
among the members of the community is obvious. In heaven even Christ, despite 
having maximum freedom remains in a structured relationship with God. 
Even i11 heaven there exists authority and there is a differentiation of role and 
status. This map is followed by the map of an extended heavenly hierarchy in I Cor. 
15:27-28. Once again the application is clear. We already know :hat certain 
members claimed to share in the power of Jesus' resurrection and by implication 
they were no longer subject to the ordinary laws and structures of this earthly reality. 
Paul nips this so-called realized eschatology in the bud when he maps out a scenario 
which precludes the social disorder that would follow if group members thought of 
themselves as independent of group norms because of their ptesent sharing in 
Christ's resurrection. Th~ principle is once again the same: persons and even 
heavenly figures are ordered and structured (cf Neyrey 1990:34 ). 
Another structured map of order concerns the people within the church and 
especially those (1 Cor. 15:5-41) to whom Jesus has appeared. 
Cephas is listed first, for obvious reasons, hut Paul stands last because he i' the k:t>t 
of the apostles that persecuted the church. The strategy behind it i' that Paul j, at 
leas I listed and as such he is to receive kgitirnate authori11 In a ,ituati<>ll "here Ii.-
authority was constantly challenged and he seemed unwi,c. not ~1m1ucn1. n<>t -irn11~. 
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not pneumatic, Paul describes himself as gifted by God and as such he has authority. 
The same principle applies to I Cor. 12:28-30 This list occurs in the midst uf a 
discussion of persons and their gifts. At first glance an order of time seems to he 
indicated 'first, second, third'. In a world where the dominant temporal pattern was 
"earlier is better and later is weaker" (Neyrey 1990:.19) the claim t,i he first in time 
implies a claim to higher role and status. At the beginning are the most importai1l 
persons and their gifts (apostles, prophet, teacher) and at the end arc the gifts that 
seem to be causing the most divisions. The gifts are also not equal because there 
are higher gifts to which the members should aspire. The same principle is at work, 
namely that in an orderly cosmos there is a clear and structured h;crarchy of roles 
and status 
It seems that when Paul faces rivalry and schisms he carefully artirnlates these maps 
as a way and means to diffuse the problems. These niaps and structures of order 
serve to support the weak and to correct the elite. 
Interestingly enough Paul also provides a map of the church and of members and 
non-members. The members are either saints (I Cor. 6: I ) and the non-members 
non saints, or the members are saints and the non members the world (I Cor. I :20-
28). Along the same line we find dualistic expressions to distinguish members of the 
church in terms of status and power. The members are mapped out as strong vs. 
weak, as wise vs. foolish, as superior vs. inferior, as adults vs. babes. Once again 
this map forms part of Paul's social order and strategy in as much as they make clear 
that the Christians have a unique identity and status. To conclude: all these map~: of 
order are part of Paul's social strategy in the sense that they serve a specific 
rhetorical function. 
3.2. l.2c Maps of Disorder 
Gerd Theissen (1978:14) pointed out that f'aul was also a refurrner of the system 
into which he was socialized. Despite the traditional portrait of God as the creative 
orderer of the universe, Paul likewise perceives God as actinr in ways that upset 
traditional patterns of order. Instead of just being socialized by sacred scripture 
(e.g. Genesis) and by religious practice (e.g. the temple), Paul was socialized as a 
follower of Jesus and therefore c<ime to see God acting in different ways. Paul 
provides us in the words of Neyrey ( 1990:59) not with new maps but "it h a rnap ol 
seemingly disorder. 
An example of such a map of di.;order is the way in which Paul rcdclinc' ( iml·, 
inclusivity. In Galatians 3:6-12 he argue' that God Jocs not b.L\e t\• '' princ·1p!c' ol 
1 t1(1 
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justification, one for the Jews and another one for the Gentiles. God acts only on 
the principle of faith. Paul therefore asks whether God is only the God of the Jews 
or whether he is also the God of the Gentiles. According to tradiiion•ll theology and 
the map of order God is one and this confession is used to distinguish Jew from 
Gentile. Paul cites this map to argue the exact opposite, namely that God does not 
distinguish between Jew and Gentile. 
We call this an example of divine disorder for as Paul undersiands 
«nd uses this theological confession, God is not preierring one people 
over another but showing impartiality to all. This, however, clearly 
contradkts the old map of persons fundamental w Jewish self 
understanding. Order in the cosmos meant that Israel 'llone was 
chosen. Accordint:, to his new axiom, Paul reforms that traditional 
map of persons, which exalted the chosen people and excluded all 
others. 
(Neyrey 1990:59-60) 
Of particular importance for this study is another map of disorder. namely God's 
reversals. The greatest example of this reversal is found in 1 Cor. l :23. According 
to the map of honourable persons shared by both Jew and Greek, Christ has no 
place there; he is a stumbling block to Jews and nonsense to the Greeks. However, 
according to God's new map of persons he is the power and wisdom of God. In 
citing Isaiah 29:14 Paul appeals to God's word as the source of divine reversals: 'I 
will destroy the wisdom of the wise and cleverness of the clever I will thwart'( 1:19 \. 
Once again a pattern is turned around. God has other ideas of wisdom and honour. 
This map of disorder is immediately applied to the social relations in Corinth in l 
Cor. 1:18-25. In a world where status is based on honour Paul describes God's IKW 
map of persons in which status is reversed. God chooses what is foolish and low ( l 
Cor. 1:27-28). 
As in the case of Christ, who appeared weak and foolish to the w;irld, 
so in regard to the non-elite at Corinth God reverses the expecteu 
map of persons based on honor. One might apply the same principle 
in regard to Paul himself in 2: l-16 where his honor and status are 
challenged. 
(Neyrey 1991i:112) 
These assertions of reversals are not without rhetorical and polemical function in 
the argumentation of 1 Corinthians, hut that is a matter to which I will attend in due 
I h 7 
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course. The issue which interests us here is: What is the implication of the;e maps 
of order and disorder for the social strategy? When and in what circumstances doe' 
Paul argue for order and system and in what circuinstances does he favour reversals 
and disorder? 
At this stage it is still impossible to answd these questions. What we know for 
certain is that Paul viewed the world as a highly organized cosmos, where every 
person, thing, space and time has its proper place. Yet he is also a reformer. 
Although his instincts to classify all persons and things remain, as a disciple of Jesus 
he develops new systems of classifications. Throughout his attention is focused on 
the boundaries of the social group called the Corinthians. This group of people or 
social body is of paramount importance in determining the use or non use of the 
different maps of order and disorder. Let us therefore turn to Paul"s vie\\ of the 
body in a quest to determine the use of different maps. 
3.2. l.2d Paul's view on the body 
Paul views the physical body in the same way he views the social body t8. It is an 
orderly organism that is subject to the same discipline and control that governs the 
social body. Paul's reference to the body is therefore a window on his cultural view 
of the way Christian groups should be structured. 
According to Neyrey (1986:132) there are two groups - a strong group and a weak 
group. A strong group is indicative of a high degree of pressure to conform to group 
norms as well as a pressure for order and control. Order and discipline are valued 
and group values are predominate. The weak group, on the other hand, reflect; a 
low degree of pressure for control and order. Norms and discipline arc not valued 
and personality is perceived in a very individualistic way. 
The world view, o~. symbolic universe of these two groups could be summarized as 
follows (Isenberg & Owen 1977:7-8 and Malina l 978: 102-103): 
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STRONG GROUP. 
PURITY - Strong concern for 
purity; purity rules define 
and maintain social order. 
PERSONAL IDENTITY - A matter of 
internalizing clearly articu-
lated social roles. The 
individual is servient to 
society. 
RITUAL - A society of fixed 
rituals expressing the internal 
system of classification in the 
group. 
BODY - Tightly controlled: a 
spiritual. 
SIN - A pollution which invades 
the body and pollutes the 
insides of the body. Moral 
norms are well defined. 
and 1s learned from the group and 
is socio-centric. 
WEAK GROUP 
Ar:ti-purity posture. 
Nn antagonism het;vccn 
society and the self but the 
old society is seen as 
oppressive. 
Self control 1s low. Highly 
individualistic. 
Anti-ritual and spontaneous. 
Irrelevant - life is symbol of life. 
The concern for purity is absent and 
the body may be freely used or rejected 
It is a matter of personal 
ethical decision. 
In relation to the social structure of Corinth which is reflected in the use of the body 
metaphor, I believe that Paul moves toward a strong group\high grid classification , 
while the majority of his opponent's function in the weak group\low grid position. 
This position of both Paul and his opponents is confirmed by Neyrey (I 990: I ~8). 
It thus seems as if PaL!, in view of the social situation and in the light of his 
opponents predominant wc1rld view, affirms (! aditional orderly maps of persons. 
places and things. Yet he also reverses those maps under certain cir•'Urnstance>. 
I o'I 
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He is consistent in his tendency to perceive and impose order on the world. but 
inconsistent in the specific maps he puts forth. His inconsistency is not the mark of 
a fickle person or a religious fake. His inconsistency is related to the specific 
historical and sociological nature of the group or body to which he is writing. 
Viewed against the dominant world view of his opponents and the hi,tt1ri.:al 
situation of the community, Paul settles for a pattern of order. I k expre"es his 
sense of order in the customary terminology of purity or pollution. S<><:ial purity as 
Neyrey (1986:163) argues comprises a unity and cohesion with clear roles and status 
and classification. 
Physical holiness comprises a wholeness and bodily integrity. Social poilution came 
to the fore in factions and divisions, confused roles and weakened authority, whilst 
physical pollution consisted in weak bodily discipline. 
In conclusion: 
3.2.1.3 
... he is best identified as a type of reformer, for he maintains his 
loyalty to the essentials of Jewish faith: the belief in the one true God 
and acceptance of God's sacred writings. Yet he is no longer Paul the 
Pharisee; nor does he worship any more in synagogue or temple. 
Hence his instincts to classify all persons and things remain, as a 
follower of Jesus he develops new systems of classification, different 
boundary lines and structures to express the order of the cosmos - in 
Christ. 
(Neyrey i990:219-22U) 
The social context of Paul and his readers 
If Paul's social strategy is to be understood we need more information about social 
structure in the first century. For instance: kinship patterns that made up •he basic 
social institution of the family, the economics of kinship groups. their form of 
reciprocity, and their patron-client relations (Elliot 1987, Malin.t 1988). In the 
scope of this study these matters cannot be discussed in great detail. 
What is important, however, is the way in which Paul perceived hi> fellow first 
century citizens. Wuellner ( 1973:666) pointed out that no other verse in the entire 
New Testament was more influential in shaping popular opinion thaI rite earl'er 
christians were of low proletarian origin than I Cor. I :2ti. 
I 'I I 
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Recent re ·earci1 ;.:. m;.~ver, char•: ... crizcd by a reaction against this opinion. In 
various ar• ic!e, ' ' ' r: A Judge (I 960:4- I 5 ), (I 984:3-24) ha> dn doped a 
picture ll ~'"":-.. ,.,, 0 'c'c .• ;:cn in the COn(CXI OJ client >yStClllS and VO(lllllar} 
assor: tj, n'.~ d1.! ,,. ,. -·~:. :) -uil .· ·1ions of the literare Ron1an 1.:a~t. I>ecau!-1~ Paul's 
asso1~iar,~_, ~iJ•_)\V 
insc:- :1ti(HI: IP.I;:. 
fan1die5 1 ~- h.···. '..:r 
·rc•.11..:ncy Do Lalin names ten times higher 1han in public 
.:ggeste•l that many came from freedmen's and veterans' 
"avin5 the rank of Roman citizenship did not give them the 
stat»·.,.,:,.,•':· c»' .ilished local families, and thi> may be what they were seeking 
when ih:y _· .• :-,,~d die house churches in Corinth (1983: 17). When Paul deliberately 
nbando,ie._! his social status for tentmaking and a harsl1 itinerant life style his 
:1ssociates did not follow suit. 
Also of importance is Judge's provocative statement in his study on 'Th.: LHly 
Christians as a Scholastic Community' ( 196 I: 125) in which he suggests that the issue 
between Paul and his rivals involved academic belief rather than religious practice. 
According to Judge Paul could not have been trained in rhetoric. To the conlrary, 
Paul was a reluctant and unwelcome competitor in the field of sophistry ( 1983: I I). 
This has certain sociological implications because rhetoric was learned only at a 
tertiary stage of education and it formed a p~:uliar social dividing line between the 
those who belonged to the leisured circles for whom such education was possibk 
and those who could only afford the common literacy necessary to earning one·, 
living (Judge 1968:44). Thus Paul could not speak and he had to work. 
I do not entirely agree with Judge. In Forbe's study ( 1986:23) the exact opposite 
view is argued. /,ccording to Forbes Paul's rhetoric suggests a mastery and 
assurance unlikely to have been gained without long practice and Jong study. 
Malherbe \1977:56) also responded with some reservations to Judge's proposais1'1. 
What then of 1 Cor. I :26 and the statement that 'few of you were wise or powerful 
or of high social standing'? Wuellner ( J973:61J8) argues in favour of interpreting the 
on clause interrogatively, 'Are not many wise ... ? Wucllner"s use of this gramrn<~tical 
form of question is, however, less common in Paul and does not make good sense of 
the phrase "according to the flesh", nor does it fit in with the r"st uf the paragraph. 
Another proposal of Wuellner (I 970:2'10-20 I) is that the triad wi,c-powcrful-nobk 
forms part of a haggadic homily of which the central theme is divine and ""·erei.~11 
judgment over all wisdom. However, in his 1982 s1udy Wuellner ( IC182:~l>2i 'tal•:> 
that such a set formula for divine judgment am! favour cannot be confirmed !or this 
period. Wue!lner's conclusion ( 1973:67~) however. remain' th:it tiler•· i' !H> 
evidence tha: the Corinthians belonged to proletarian -:ircks. 
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Gerd Theissen ( 1982:57) is satisfied that the Corinthian parties were members of 
the upper classes20, His study of those in the community who are named as le Jders, 
homeowners, providers of hospitality, or travelers confirms that 
... of the seventeen persons listed nine belong to the upper classe" 
... The result is clear. The great majority of the Corinthians known to 
us by name probably enjoyed high social status. 
(Theissen 1982:95) 
This view is shared by scholars such as Malherbe (1977:76)21 and Meeks 
(1982:270)22. Malherbe's study of the social level of Paul's churches emphasizes the 
apostle's writing style as a key indication of his considerable culture and that of his 
intended audience. Accepting this new consensus and the corresponding fact that I 
Car 1:26 does indeed indicate that some members were wise, noble and poweri\il, 
one must proceed with caution. In the words of Meeks (1982:26) we should not too 
quickly assign the Christians to some general middle class. It could be very 
misleading because it assumes that there was something in the ancient Greek city 
corresponding with the middle class in modern industrial society. 
To conclude: The considerations discussed above gave rise to the view that the 
divisions amongst the Corinthians were amongst other reasons caused by internal 
~ocial stratification which is why Paul argues the way he does in 1: 18-2:5. This 
hypmhesis will be tested against the backdrop of the social structure of Corinth ~ind 
the social status of both the women prophets and the men in Corinth. 
3.2. l.3a The social structure of Corinth 
It is a well known fact that in the year 146 B.C. the city of Corinth suffered disaster. 
By way of reprisal for the leading part it had played in the revolt of the Achaian 
League against the authority of Rome, a Roman army led by Lucius Mummius 
razed the city to the ground, sold its population into slaverv and confiscated its 
territory to the Romar. state (Breytenbach 1987:48). 
The prime economic position of Corinth led to its refounding by Julius ( acsar in 4.J 
B.C. Corinth quickly reclaimed much of its Greek identity, becoming once rntw:, as 
Favorinus put it "thoroughly Hellenized". Yet the Roman influence in Corinth 
remained important, shaping everything from the layout of the city to the ci,·il and 
legal systems. According to Theisscn (1982:99) the dominance of Roman infit!ence 
is reflected in the eight .surviving nan1e~ of the C'orinthian ('hri-"tian:--. ·;·he J1.:\\ _.., 
coo~tituted a third group of people alongside the Roman> and Greeb. 
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According to Murphy O'Connor ( 1991 :5) the ethos of Corinth is best illustrated by 
the proverb 'Not for everyone is the voyage to Corinth'. It meant that only the 
strong and the ruthless could survive the intense competitiveness of a wide open 
boom town. Corinth had no hereditary patrician class to give it a stately standing 
such as Athens. Its prominent citizens were all 11011veaux riches. What was 
important in this modern type of industrial city was commercial success. It was 
everyone for himself and the weak went to the wall. 
An even more important statement by Theissen ( 1982:99-100) claims that this cit~ 
had no continuity in its tradition. The dominant mythical figure in Corinth was not 
Aphrodite but Sisyphus, one of the craftiest according tu Homer (Iliad Io: IS4 ). The 
story of his futile rock rolling in Hades formed the hackgrouml to the Corinthian's 
existence and together with their lack of tradition symbolized the fu1.ility of 
existence. The most that could be hoped for was the temporar; success of the 
trickster. The future in any case was uncertain. It ma!,:es it all t.he more easy to 
comprehend a statement from the rhetor Alciphron iL the 2 B.C. when he wrote 
OUKE'tl ELaJ1/.8ov ELc;; i:11v Koptv8ov Eyvwv ycr.p EV j3pcr.)(€l i:11v 
/3oEA.upLcr.v i:wv EKElaE nA.ouaLWv Km i:11v TIEC(lTll:WV cr.8A.1cri:11i:cr.. 
I did not go further into Corinth having learned in short order the 
sordidness of the rich and the misery of the poor. 
(Theissen 1982: 102) 
I have already mentioned the efforts that were made by various scholars to 
determine the status of the individuals in orde; to get some idea of the social 
stratification of the Corinthian church. 
Many factors contribute to the determining of status. People of the first century 
were not highly individualistic Westerners. According to Malina (1989a:6) the first 
century person "would perceive himself as a distinctive whole set in relation to 01her 
such wholes and set within a given social and natural background, every individual is 
perceived as embedded in some other". 
The religious structure of first century Corinth was constituted by a) tl1e structure"' 
the group, b) !.he prevailing social system and c) the way val11t~s and norrm are 
controlled (Malina 1986:97). The group structure was dependent on other kinds ul 
social relations. Adherence to the religious group was based on politics and power 
or ieadership. Thus the people of Corinth became Christians for rca'"'ns other Lhan 
and\or along with religious ones, for example to sh;ir.: ir1 f)OWer. to ha\e a prope~ 
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funeral and even to partake of weekly meals and even to share in power. 
Many factors playeJ a role in determining status for example racial origins, legal 
status, personal status, occupation, religion, sex, wealth, etc. Some indicators carry 
more weigh: ' .an others, depending on the social context, and in addition are 
conditioned hy the attitude of the person judging. Many members of the Corinthian 
community .-.. Ile high on one or more scales but low on others. Aquila, for example, 
rates high !n terms of wealth and gender, because he was a Jew wh'> worked with his 
hands and was only a resident alien at Corinth. Phoebe was patronec:s of the churc!i 
at Cenchreae, which would give her a rank equal to Gauis who hosted the whole 
church. But he was a man and she a woman, and that made a significant difference 
as I will prove in due course. 
Unlike our world ancient Mediterranean culture was strongly structured around the 
pivotal values of honour and shame. Honour according to Pitt-Rivers ( 1968:503-
504) 
.. .is a sentiment, a manifestation of this sentiment in conduct, and the 
evaluation of this conduct by others, that is to say, reputation. It 
stands as a mediator between indh·idual aspiration and the judgment 
of society. It can, therefore be seen to reflect the values of a group 
with which a person identifies himself. But honour as a fact, rather 
than a sentiment, refers not merely to the judgment of others but to 
their behaviour. 
The facets of honour may be viewed as related in the following way: 
honour felt becomes honour claimed, and honour claimed becomes 
honour paid. The same principles that govern the transactions of 
honour are present in those of dishonour though in reverse: the 
withdrawal of respect dishonours, since it implies a rejection of the 
claim to honour, and thus implies shame. To be put to shame is to be 
denied honour, and it follows that this can only be done to those who 
have some pretensions to it. Honour and dishonour, therefore 
provide the currency whereby their appraisal of themselves can be 
validated and integrated into the social system - or rejected, thus 
obliging them to revise it. 
That honour and shame play an important role in Corinthians is partly conveyed in 
the vocabulary with words such as "power" and "shame", "to pur to shame". 
"weakness'', "boast" and crKav5aAov. It is also not only a matter of individual words, 
but the general tenor of Paul's words and argument. It is not God's wisdom that is 
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the main theme in Corinthians hut rather the power of God which has been 
revealed as God's wisdom. 
Did Paul share the values of honour and shame that were at large in the Corinthian 
society? Two areas were of great importance in this regard: power structures and sex 
roles23. Let us start with the power structures. 
Many of the connotations of honour in the definition given by Pitt-Rivers are 
present in the text of Corinthians. First of all, honour is linked to power. The 
frequent use of the term power (1:18,24,28, 2:4-5) is significant. In itself the term 
already suggests something of an order and since the power is connected to two 
specific groups it also implies a conflict of interests. 
Paul presupposes a society with a given order, and he demands that the individual 
Christians recognize that order. The society he describes is stratified, and he is 
clearly addressing all the parties. They are subordinates and the relationship 
between them and the Lord is best understood in term of a patron - client 
relationship, that is, a relationship between unequals but with a common bond in 
the quest for honour (Eisenstadt and Roniger 1984:50-51). 
The presence of these different social classes within the church provides fertile soil 
for factions. Tensions between classes make conflict seem inevitable24. One can 
therefore agree with Theissen who believes that virtually all the problems can be 
attributed to this kind of conflict. On the basis of a pattern common in Greek cities 
of the period, it would appear that certain wealthy members of the community 
exploited the dependence of the poor believers to carve out for themselves power 
bases within the church. According to Welborn25 the divisions in Corinth and the 
term crxlcrµa and its associates make it clear that "it is neither a religious heresy nor 
a harmless clique that the author has in mind, but factions engaged in a struggle for 
power" (Welborn 1987:56). 
Although Paul's informants, Chloe's people (1:11) were probably slaves (Theissen 
1982:92-93), Paul cannot be said to take the side of those members of the 
community who come from the lower strata. Judge (1960:131), Theissen (1982:57) 
and Schussler Fiorenza (1987:393) amongst others all point to the fact that Paul's 
supporters were also people of wealth and status, namely Crispus, Gaius and 
Stephanas26. Evidently the leaders of the opposing factions were also men of 
substance, for the terms that Paul uses to characterize those who could examine his 
apostolic credentials in 1 Cor. 4:10 are mere euphemisms for the rich. In other 
words 
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... Paul appeals to those who, like himself, were of higher social and 
educational status. They should make the ecclesial decisions which 
are necessary in Corinth ... .If, as Hock and Blinker have argued, Paul 
himself was of relatively high social and educational status, then his 
experience of becoming a follower of Jesus Christ was quite different 
from that of the majority of the Corinthians. While for them their call 
meant freedom and new possibilities not open to them as poor and 
slave::,, for Paul and those of equal social status, their call 1mpl1ed 
relinquishment of authority and status, it entailed hardship, 
powerlessness and foolishness in the eyes of the world. 
(Fiorenza 1987:399-400) 
Let me summarize: Due to the fact that our social strategies has succeeded in 
making explicit what is buried and implicit in the discourse of this section we our 
now in a position to understand why Paul argued in the way he did. The social 
strategies has provided the necessary backdrop as to why Paul sees the calling of the 
Corinthians as God's way of contradicting the values of those who excel in what the 
world values. 
This reversal is limited to two phenomena. Firstly, a change of value• with the 
consequent loss of social standing among those like Paul who choose with God to 
take a loss (2:2). The second phenomenon is the embodiment of God's values in the 
Corinthians themselves (1:26). Since the social standing remains dominated by the 
worldly values of the wise and the strong, the social standing of those already foolish 
and weak does not change. 
The Corinthians on the other hand see themselves blessed and moving up on the 
ladder of social importance. They do not receive this wisdom and power as a 
confirmation that God has chosen foolishness but as the ultimate demonstration 
that all can receive the surpassing value of God's wisdom so long beyond reach but 
not fully attainable (Wire 1990:61). In other words what Paul sees as a reversal of 
values intended by God's choice of people who are not wise, powerful or honoured 
has been experienced by these Corinthians as a timely reversal of their fortunes and 
social situation. With regard to themselves, they have become wise, powerful and 
honoured. Paul therefore argues that they are subverting God's reversal of all 
values to their own advantage. 
The Corinthians, on the other hand, think that Paul is the culprit who is subverting 
God's reversal of the social values to legitimate his own losses and to keep th~ stall" 
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quo in check. Their calling in the eyes of Paul demonstrates God's exclusive right to 
glory and his exclusive power and on the otlier hand the subordination of the world's 
wise to the glory of God. The Corinthians see their calling as the demonstration of 
God's glory - not simply its preservation but its extension - through the radical 
changed reality of the once foolish of the world. 
Thanks to the social strategies we are now also in a position to explain Paul's use of 
honour and shame language. Paul uses shame language in combination with the 
honour language. Paul uses 5\Jvo:µu; exclusively for God - in other words honour is 
not a civic virtue but something that is reserved exclusively for God. Paul's 
perspective is that there is an order to be observed: it is the duty of humanity to 
recognize God, to render the honour due to God (1:18,26,31, 2:5). Humanity, 
however, refuses to grant God this honour. The Corinthians claimed wisdom; that is 
they boasted of a wisdom they did not possess (1:20). This was the ultimate sin: 
mere humans not only refused to give due honour to God but even claimed this 
honour for themselves. Such ul3pl<;; is not only typical of human beings vis-a-vis God 
but also characterizes them in their social life as the rest of the letter clearly 
indicates. 
God cannot not let this claim go unchallenged. Refusing to grant them this honour, 
God instead puts them to shame: 'God has shown that this world's wisdom is 
foolishness. For God in his wisdom has made it impossible for people to know him 
by means of their own wisdom .... For what seems to be God's foolishness is wiser 
than human wisdom, and what seems to be God's weakness is stronger than human 
strength' (1:20-25). This shame results in a break with the order of the world which 
becomes visible in the social life of the so called wise. 
In view of the fact that shame is "an experience-near concept" (Moxnes 1988:213) it 
is noteworthy that Paul takes his examples of shame from the private lives of the 
Corinthians in order to shame them. He starts off by referring to the divisions and 
different parties (1:10-17) and then moves on to their calling (1:26ff). In quick 
succession he then refers to examples of sexual immorality (5: I ff) and disputes 
before heathen judges (6:1ff) and even marriages (7: !ff). Paul uses a similar 
argument based on gender roles in I Cor. 11:2-16 where differences in hair styles27 
between men and woman are seen as integral to their given gender roles and a 
break with these roles incurs shame (11:4-5). Apparently it is within the area of 
lifestyle that Paul wants to establish the distinctive character of a specific cr·'··tian 
identity, and it is wi•hin these spheres, including the experience of wom~ 1d 
slaves, that he uses shame as an experience-near concept. 
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To conclude: In examining the power structures it becomes clear that unlike our 
world, the ancient Mediterranean world and in this case Corintfi, was strongly 
structured around the pivotal values of honour and shame. One can thus conclude 
that the social stratification amongst other factors gave rise to the conflict in Corinth 
and forms the backdrop for the argu 1entative force of Paul's writing. This will 
become even more evident when one ,;rnsiders the social sta!lls of women and men. 
3.2. l.3b Social status of Women and Women prophet~28 
Although women are often hidden within a generic address, as in Corinthians, only 
occasionally spoken and even less spoken to, their repeated appearance shows that 
they are not without a role. I believe that by determining the place these women 
have in the social context of Corinth and the status that is bestowed on them we 
might come even closer to understanding the social fabric behind the text\strategy 
of Paul. 
It is generally accepted that women prophets existed in the New Testament era 
(Acts 21:8-9, Rev. 2:18-29). Even lrenaeus in his 'Against Heresies' iii 11.925 admits 
that in "his Epistle to the Corinthians he (Paul) speaks expressly of the prophetical 
gifts and recognizes men and women prophesying in the church". Priscilla's teaching 
role, though attested several decades later than Paul's letters, is to my mind a 
significant parallel to Chloe's role of informant to Paul and Phoebe's role of deacon 
and defender of the church in Corinth. These are individual pictures of the variety 
of leadership roles carried out by believing women in and near Corinth. Schussler 
Fior~nza (1987:395) claims that if the delegation that was sent to Paul travelled 
under the name of a woman, (with reference to 'those of Chloe' in 1: 11 ), women 
must have had influence and leadership in the Corinthian church not only in 
worship meetings but also in everyday life and decision-making processes of the 
community. One cannot refute this assumption by arguing that Paul uses only 
'brothers' to address the members of the community, for androcentric language 
functioned in antiquity just as today. What was the position of the women? It is 
unlikely that the women prophets belong to the few who arrived with some power 
and status in Corinth's community. A society where women were not found in 
schools, courts or councils could not produce many learned or politically powerful 
women for religious recruitment. With regard to their family rank, it is to he noted 
that Paul's letters mention occasional women with homes large enough for church 
gatherings or with resources to help others (1 Car. 16:19, Romans 16:2,5). Most of 
the data, however, suggests that they are more likely artisans or traders than people 
from prominent families. 
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On the positive side these women could have had a positive social status in the sense 
that they were free. Although we have no statistics on the number of free people, 
the general determination of a mixed community is approximately half slave and 
half free. 
But women have another major disadvantage - their gender is by definition female. 
According to Wire (1991:64) literary sources show that girls married at the age of 
twelve to fourteen and men not before they were twenty. Burial suggests the life 
expectancy of females were roughly seven years shorter than that of males. Coupled 
with that, one must bear in mind that the exposure of infants was the primary 
method of birth control. As Wire (1991:64) points out, the decision of the father 
usually was to expose girls because of the dowry system and the economic advantage 
of sons. Some of these girls were found and raised as slaves. Many others died, 
contributing to the severe depopulation problem in Greece during this period. 
In conclusion: the social status of the women prophets at the time of their calling 
seems to be very low. They were not wise, without power, rank and status. One can 
assume with Wire (1991:64) that most of them were married, bearing children 
regularly and keeping the hearth either for their husbands or their masters' 
households. 
However, their position at the time Paul is writing has changed dramatically. In 
terms of 1 Cor. 4: 10 they are strong, and honoured and full of insight. What brought 
about these changes? Apart from the acclaimed wisdom (1:5-7, 13-18), their 
prophesy and tongues would also give them significant power in a community where 
prophecy seems to have shaped future goals. Paul ranks prophets second only to 
apostles (12:28). 
Added to this the women prophets and women sociolized and identified with other 
believers, demonstrated by their eating and drinking together. It could well be that 
the prophets or women were still slaves, but the status of those slaves would differ 
considerably in a community where slaves and free persons were baptized in one 
spirit into one body and where Paul can argue for stablt: slave\free roles only by 
conceding that an opportunity to gain one's freedom must not be wasted (7:22). 
Although they would remain women, the boundaries were getting very vague, since 
it is also evident that women were choosing to refrain from sexual relations. This 
rise in status also lies at the core of 1 Cor. 11 :2-16 and in particular the word exousia 
which has traditionally been translated as a covering, but in its ordinary sense in 
Greek means power or authority. Interpret in such a way a woman's exousia 
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involves her ability to choose between alternatives. 
Thus 
... the woman prophet has experienced a surge of status in wisdom, 
power and honour and has reshaped her ethnic identity, caste and 
gender in ways that give her more scope ... 
The dominant event is the great change upward in the social status of 
all women prophets. especially as it effects relations to others whose 
status has been constant or declining. 
(Wire 1990(a):65-66) 
3.2. l.3c The social status of men and of Paul in Corinth 
It is noteworthy that no men are amongst those Paul is trying to persuade to limit 
their use of authority or to respect their co-workers. According to the evidence they 
are reliable sources (1:11), his converts (1:14-16), hir helpers (16:17-18) and co-
workers (3:5-6, 16:3-5). But according to Wire ( 1991 :66) their status has decreased. 
These men are associated with Gentiles and women and slaves which is a definite 
shame. Crispus forfeits a position as head of a synagogue and Timothy is without 
the respect he should have received. 
The best possible example of status loss is Paul himself. According to Judge 
(1960:56) and Wire (1991:66) Paul came from the upper strata. He too was an 
artisan who travelled extensively and he was a Roman citizen, a fact that conferred 
on him some privileges and dignity. 
Cloth workers such as Paul did not enjoy privileges, but Paul's family achieved the 
right to full citizenship in the city. This placed Paul on the same footing as those 
who enjoyed privileged status in Corinth. 
Paul could be considered as a wise man. His wisdom is attributed by Luke to his 
teacher Gamaliel. Paul himself complied with the traditions of the fathers with a 
zeal beyond all peers (Acts 22:3, Gal. 1:14). With regard to his rank - he was a 
Hebrew of Hebrews and according to the law a Pharisee (Acts 16:37-38, 22:25-29, 2 
Car. 11:22). All this evidence illustrates Paul's power in the sense that he came 
from a Jewish family with the wealth to foster a son's education and with political 
influence used in Rome's favour to win citizenship. In another sense it 
demonstrates his power because he is given the authority to persecute the church 
(Acts 8:1-3, 9:1-2). In the words of Wire (1991:67) "in wisdom, power. rank, ethnic, 
caste and sex, Saul - to use Luke's name for him at th: 0 stage - has status". 
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His calling, however, changes this dramatically. In ending his career as Pharisee he 
is left without a power base in the Greek speaking world. He also sacrifices his 
wisdom and even concedes to the Corinthians that he has not spoken with wisdom, 
arguing that God prefers the foolishness of the cross and that the Corinthians are 
too immature to he addressed with wisdom. But Paul also knows that this kind of 
argument does not cancel out their judgment of him by normal standards. He, 
however, uses that in order to gain their sympathy: "We are fools on Christ's account 
hut you have im;ight in Christ, we arc weak hut you are strong, you honoured hut we 
shamed" (4: 10). 
To conclude: 
... Paul remains in a society at large a Jew, free and a male. There is 
no way that this status can fell even to equal the level to which the 
Gentile slave woman's status has risen in the Corinthian church. Yet 
the privileges of his Jewish status have been severely compromised, 
his rights as a free person have been limited by the Christian slave's 
freedom in Christ, and his position as a male is now being lived out in 
the same world with the Corinthian women prophets. Paul 
unquestionably sees himself having lost status. 
(Wire 1990(a):67) 
3.2.1.3d The social location of the Corinthian parties29 
The identity of the different parties is a matter that has been debated for many 
centuries. 
A summary of the different hypotheses will suffice: It started with the well known 
claim of Ferdinand Christian Bauer in 1831 that Paul in Corinth found himself 
opposed by the Judaizing party headed by Cephas. Bauer and his followers soon 
reduced the four parties to which Paul refers to two: the Pauline party and the 
Petrine party (cf the subtitle of Bauer's work "der Gegensatz der petrinischen und 
paulinischen Christenthums in der altesten Kirche"). 
Liitgert on the other hand argues that Paul's opponents are enthusiasts who have 
distorted Paul's doctrine of freedom. Although they are closely related to the Christ 
party and embrace sexual license and inflate the value of visions and revelations 
they should be distinguished from the Judaizers or Petrine party as well as the 
wisdom loving group from Apollos. They are gnostics that are opposed to the law as 
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well as "libertinische Pneumatikor" (Li.itgert 1908:46). 
In more recent times30 Schmithals has presented Uitgert's idea in a different form. 
He (1971:286-287) defines the opponents as Jewish gnostics. Within the Corimhian 
church Paul therefore faces only one front of opposition namely, the Christ party -
that is the gnostics. Schmithals provides a sweeping solution to the problems, 
comparable to that of F.C. Baur. The only difference between them is that 
Schmithals replaces the Judaizers with gnostics, a variant that Lutgert in any case 
proposed half a century ago. 
Not everyon,. is convinced. Some scholars such as McL Wilson ( 1973:68) speaks of 
a German plot. Francis Watson ( 1986:81) has concluded from a sociological 
approach that the problems Paul has to deal with at Corinth are unrelated to his 
controversy with Judaism and Jewish Christianity. 
More significant is the development of a homogeneous front of opposition against 
Paul in Corinth. In essence Schmithals argues that the time is too short for more 
than one heresy to have arisen and secondly the Corinthian correspondence affords 
no evidence that Paul's polemic is directed against more than one front (Schmithals 
1971:113-114). 
The latter point is supported by Fee3t ( 1987: 14) who notes that the letter is 
addressed to the whole church and that the style throughout is combative. The 
conclusion is that "l Corinthians was addressed by Paul to a single, more or less 
unified, opposing point of view" (Hurd 1965:96). 
Beyond this view there lurks the well-known dialectical interpretation of history of 
which F.C. Baur was a forerunner32. According to this view history progresses 
through a series of conflicts. This view is at core of the thinking of Hurd ( 1965:35) 
who pays no or little attention to the religious backgrounds or sociological 
stratification of the community, but reconstructs the parties and situation in Corimh 
in terms of confrontational exchanges between Paul and the church. When Paul 
first came to town he was, according to Hurd, an ardent liberal who claimed all 
things are lawful (6:12; 10:23). After he had received a copy of the apostolic decree 
(Acts 15:23-29) he reversed his preaching and thoughts and became a conservative. 
When the Corinthians heard of this sudden transformation they wrote to Paul (7: 1) 
in disbelief, hurling his own slogans back to his face. Paul then in response wrote I 
Corinthians getting at his opponents who were the whole church of Corinth. 
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This kind of dialectical thinking has given rise to the hypothesis that Paul is only 
facing one front of opposition. However, it has brought us no closer to solving the 
problem. In view of the variety of social and religious backgrounds of the 
Corinthians, this kind of attempt to pour all the problems into one mold seems tluly 
irresponsible. Even Schmithals has difficulty fitting everything into his pattern 
(Schmithals 1971 :222,287). 
Another methodological problem that needs our attention is the procedure usetl for 
identifying the opponents. Schmithals (1971:179) identifies literary and stylistic 
features that betray Paul's concern with the opponents, such as the use of Kaye.Ii 
(7:40) and the non Pauline terms such as yvwau; ( 1971: 146 ). 
Hurd (1965;120-21) on the other hand demarcates two criteria in the light of which 
the slogans of the opponents can be traced, namely grammatical or stylistic 
indications such as the repetition of the "we" in 8: 1, and forms of argumentation 
such as the qualification of statement in 8:1 and 8:6. Ludemann (1983:108) again 
believes that the statements and utterances of the opponents can best be identified 
if it is assumed that Paul directly quotes their statements and indicates that they are 
directed against him. To this critcrium, somewhat as an afterthought, he adds that 
those passages where Paul employs a polemic style in answer to an attack can also 
be used with caution. These can be placed into three categories: a) statements of a 
negative nature and intention, b) statements that appear to counter doctrines that 
are attacked in other texts and c) statements whereby the opponents' thunder is 
stolen. 
To conclude: Even these criteria suggest that the methods used in identifying the 
opponents are less than satisfactory. The principle of mirror reading frequently 
intrudes and the grammatical and stylistic indications are more often than not 
convincing. In trying to identify the opponents, more attention needs to be given to 
the religious and social background of the converts. 
What is necessary at this point is to get greater clarity on the issue of whether the 
parties arose out of theological disputes33 or whether they arose out of the social 
stratification34 present in Corinth or a combination of factors35. The latter, 
indicating that theological as well as social matters influenced the forming of the 
parties seems the best possible assumption. 
In this section I will, however, turn the rest of my attention to the social matters that 
could contribute to the formation of the different parties. The 1heologic:al matlers 
will receive attention in due course. 
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Let us start with the comments of Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyceta ( 1969:323) that 
the formation of groups is closely tied to situations of argumentation because "it is 
the needs of argument which explain the tendency to form into a group and so band 
together all those who are seen !o share the same attitudes, the supporters and 
opponents of a certain viewpoint, a certain person, or a certain way of acting". 
Viewed against the wealth cf information on the social stratification of Corinth it is 
normal that there were numerous dissensions and arguments about the social status 
of individuals. Several of the conflicts that occurred in the Pauline communities 
have economic and social dimensions, related to differences in social levels. But not 
only was there a mixture of social levels, but in each individual and party there is 
evidence of divergent rankings in the different status - dimensions. We find wealthy 
artisans and traders, high in income, low in occupational prestige. We find wealthy, 
independent women. We find wealthy Jews. If one is able to generalize, then it 
could be stated that the most prominent members of Paul's circle are people of high 
status. In other words they are upwardly mobile: their achieved status is higher than 
their attributed status. 
The conclusion is that the traditional antithesis of honour and shame that is present 
in the whole 1 Cor. 1:10-4:21 also refers to social status, and indicates amongst other 
things the attitudes of certain upper class Christians toward Paul and thrise 
Corinthians of low status. 
Attention is therefore needed for the notion of lzybris and the way it functions as a 
script or frame that refers to social status. It is in this regard that the study of 
Marshall and Mitchell is of great importance. According to Marshall ( 1987: 182) 
lzybris is a complex notion which denotes a wide range of "activities. the state of 
mind of the agent, and the effects of shame on the victim and his feeling of outrage". 
The effect of lzybris upon the victim is to cause him dishonour and shame. The idea 
of superiority or over-confidence is associated with the hybristic behaviour of the 
wealthy36 and the powerful (Marshall 1987: 185 ). Hybris also manifests itself in the 
form of excessive sexual activity which is a fitting response to the situation in 
Corinth (5:1-13). With this kind of conduct and attitude it is, easy to see why the 
most common characteristics of lzybris are described in terms such as discord. 
divisions and disorder37. 
To conclude: lzybris is never essentially a religious term, it occurs in moral and social 
contexts and is regarded as hehaviour which oversteps the hounds or limit> anli 1s 
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therefore frequently opposed to words such as soundness of mind (MacDoweli 
1976:22-23 ). 
Mitchell (1991:81) in her study has made a survey of the political terminology and 
topoi that is related to factionalism. The potent term i:'pt0E:<; (!: 11) is a reference to 
political or domestic discord. In the argument of 3:1-4 the terms i:'pt<; and ~fjA.oc;, 
according to Mitchell (1991:81) amount to walking in a human way, i.e. subscribing 
to earthly and secular values of political glory and strength. Mitchell's (1991:86) 
interpretation of the party slogans in 1: 12 as a rhetorical figure of impersonation is 
indicative, not of political sophistication, but of childishness amongst the 
Corinthians. 
In view of the fact that the whole 1 Car 1-4 is a letter of admonition38 it is notable in 
how many ways Paul admonishes his readers to refrain from being hybrists (1:10, 
1:29, 1:31, 3:1-4, 3:21, 4:6-7). 
Of particular importance is the passage in 4:6. In order to place the passage in the 
context of 1 Car. 1-4 as a whole, one should of course, remember that Paul's 
discussion begins and ends with a reference to his founding of the church at Corinth, 
a fact that he understands as "fathering". The issue of fathering is again discussed in 
3:1-4, but here he shifts to maternal imagery, affirming that he fed them with milk 
and not with solid food, because they were babies. Thus the repetition of the 
slogans "I follow Paul and I follow Apollos" in 1: 12 and 3:4 is deliberative, for it 
provides a link between the image of the admonishing parent, and the issue raised at 
the beginning of the chapter. 
In 4:6 Paul once again confirms the Corinthian lack of self knowledge and implies 
that they are hybrists. Without going into the rhetorical use of the term 
µE:'tcxcrxnµcx'ti~E:tv in 4:6 it should be noted that "Ps-Demetrius observes that this 
device is an effective way in which to chide a king or any overbearing person for his 
haughty pride (Eloc 289 in Fitzgerald 1988:120)". This is exactly what Paul does. In 
addressing the powerful kings ( 4:8-10) and those who display the typical royal vice 
of arrogant pride (4;6, 18-19; 5:2) he uses the typical components of covert speeches. 
These are exemplification ( €v i]µ'lv µa9T]'tE:) and admonition in regard to haughty 
pride (µii ~ucrtoucr9E:) in 4:6. The 'tcxU'tCX in 4:6 is therefore retrospective to 3:5-4:5. 
That Paul has 3:5-4:5 in mind seems clear not only from the covert allusion which he 
uses but also from the way in which he commences to treat himself and Apollos by 
name in 3:5. 
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1 Cor. 1:18-3:4 lays the foundation for "these things" to which Paul refers in 3:5-4:5. 
1 Cor 1: 18-31 deals with the initial phase of missionary activity, where the topics of 
the kerygma ( 1 :21,23) and L.tll ( 1 :26) ar" addressed. 2:6-16 takes up the second 
phase, or the post conversion period of teaching and its concern for maturation and 
maturity (2:13; 2:6). The repetition of the slogans of 1:12 at 3:4 signals the way in 
which Paul will begin to rehearse the subject matter of 1 :12-3:3 with particular 
reference to himself and Apollos. 
In which way does 4:6 support the theory that social factors contributed to the 
forming of the Corinthian parties? For many years ha gegraptai has been seen as 
some proverb dealing with moderation39. There is, of course, an even more 
compelling alternative in which the background of the proverb is found in the 
instructions given to young children on how to write. 
According to Fitzgerald (1988:124) 
... ProtaGoras in Plato Prt 326d, notes that writing masters first draw 
letters in faint outline with the pen for their less advanced pupils, and 
then give them the copy - book and make them write according to the 
guidance of their lines .... Seneca (Ep. 94.51) for example notes "Boys 
study according to direction. Their fingers are held and guided by 
other so that they may follow the outlines of the letters; next they are 
ordered to imitate a copy and base theirs on a style of penmanship". 
The point of having a model is naturally that one should follow it, 
making the letters 11either too small nor toe large, so that one neither 
falls short of the model nor exceeds it. 
The appropri:iteness of the proverb is even more clearly seen when the contexts of 
the passages in Plato and Seneca are examined as Fitzgerald (1988:125) has done. 
According to Fitzgerald (1988:125) Protagoras argues that children are taught by the 
nurse, the pedagogue and the father. However, when they are under the supervision 
of a teacher, the children read and memorize works that will provide them with 
many admonitions and examples which can serve as models for them. The purpose 
is that the children may imitate them and yearn to become like them. Protagoras 
then proceeds to the copying of their ABC's: 
And when they are released from their schooling the city next compels 
them to learn the laws and to live according to them as after a pattern, 
that their conduct may not be swayed by their own light fancies, but 
just as writing masters first draw letters in faint outline with the pen 
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for their less advanced pupils, and then give them the copy book and 
make them write according to the guidance of their lines, so the city 
sketches out for them the laws devised by good lawgivers of yore, and 
constrains them to govern and be governed according to these (326d). 
(Fitzgerald 1988: 125) 
Surely it is no coincidence that Paul admonishes hi> readers as mothe1-nurse (3: 1-2) 
as father (4:14-15) and as pedagogue (4:15). Here too, the oblique reference to 
children learning to draw their letters (4:6) occurs in conjunction with the depiction 
of a moral model. 
Also keep in mind that Paul is modelling his life on the foolish wise man while the 
Corinthians on the other hand think they are wise and perfect and have already 
attained the goal of their journey. Just as Seneca argues that the mind, like the 
boys, learn by prescription, so Paul alludes to this schoolboy practice precisely 
before he begins to prescribe certain kinds of proper behaviour. As boys are to 
imitate the written model, so are the Corinthians to imitate the model provided by 
Paul and Apollos. 
Within such a context the proverb of 4:6 takes on a vital and quite 
clear meaning. "By our example in attitude and action Apollos and I 
provide you with a model for your imitation. Copy us, learn how to 
write 'not over the lines'. By so doing you will cease being puffed up, 
either attributing to us an importance in excess of what is proper nor 
denying us our due as faithful servants and stewards of God". 
(Fitzgerald 1988:127) 
This, according to my mind, is a more adequate explanation of the proverb in 4:6 
and it indicates that social factors contributed to the forming of the parties. 
3.2.1.3e 1 Cor. 1:5 - A part of the social reality? 
It was Hans-Dieter Betz (1986:24 n48) who heavily cr;ticized the sociological 
approach of Meeks for his lack of realizing that the cultural and intellectual 
aspirations of the Corinthians which came to the fore in the formula in I :5 were part 
of their social reality. According to Betz ( 1986:25) the Corinthians in addition to 
their wealth were also proud of their spiritual wealth which manifested ir. their 
religious experiences. 
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I have previously indicated that the Corinthians' self esteem was related to the 
Stoic-Cynic ideal of the wise man. This is the source of many of the problems within 
the Corinthian community. Even this claim to eloquence and knowledge must be 
understood in this light. Almmt every virtue was ascribed to the wise man. He was 
not deceived; he did all things well; he was happy. rich, handsome. free, the only 
true king. Certain Corinthians believed they belonged to this group of wise men, 
and since they were wise they were rich (4:9); they were wise and perfect (2:6); 
powerful (1:26): well-born (1:26) and had an abundance of eloquence and 
knowledge (I :5). 
Commentators quickly turn to 1 Cor 8 and I Cor 12:8 for parallel references to the 
gnosis in 1:5 and then debate whether or not to assume a gnostic [x1ckgrouod for the 
Co:'inthians. For Paul the main problem with gnosis is the straightforward claim to 
po,;sess it and then only its content, although the two are, of course, related. The 
problem with the many studies done on gnosticism in Corinth is that the possible 
connections of the Corinthian gnostics with Greek philosophy are ignored as if a 
clear distinction between gnosis and philosophy was ever made in antiquity40. The 
formula in 1:5 can best be understood along the lines of Hellenistic philosophy. 
According to Betz (1986:28) the formula in 1:5 corresponds with the philosophical 
program of the great Athenian teacher of rhetoric lsocrates. Convinced of the 
inadequacy of sophistic rhetoric Isocrates proposes as a remedy the study of 
philosophy with the intention of bringing into harmony eloquence, knowledge and 
deeds. Only then can rhetoric be persuasive. By the study of both rhetoric and 
philosophy the good orator, according to Isocrates, is able to speak well and think 
well. As a result the rhetor possesses virtue and favour with the audience, instead of 
the suspicion of greed with which the sophist must contend. 
There can be no doubt that the influences of Isocrates extended to well beyond his 
students and that even Cicero the great Roman orator implemented his thoughts 
and ideas (cf Betz 1986:30). Even Hellenistic Judaism, if we keep in mind Hengel's 
conclusion in his study on "Judaism and Hellenism" that a rigid distinction between 
Palestinian and Hellenistic Judaism cannot be maintained, was to some extent 
familiar with the discussions about rhetoric. Although the formula logos kai gnosis 
does not occur in the LXX, the section on wisdom in Sirach has close parallels. 
Sirach 39. 1-11 is a key text in terms of the role and work of the sage4 1. Even Philo 
of Alexandria pursued the harmony between eloquence, mind and deed (Betz 
1986:32 n 87). 
To summarize: When Paul used the formula of :>..6yoc; Kat yvwcnc; in 1:5 he must 
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have known its nature and origin. The wisdom or rather false wisdom is that which 
is characterized by and through the wise man. Both Paul and certain traditions in 
Greek philosophy42 addresses these vices of conceit, arrogance and contentiousness 
which were part of the perfect orator and wise man\sage. It was Plutarch, a;nongst 
others in Greek philosophy, who warned against these typical problems that 
obstructed the way to true wisdom: 
Most of all must we consider whether the spirit of contention and 
quarreling over dehatable questions has been put down, and whether 
we have ceased to equip ourselws with arguments as boxing gloves or 
brass knuckles, with which to contend against C>ne another, and to take 
more delight in scoring a hit or a knockout than in learning and 
imparting something. For reasonableness and mildness in such 
matters, and the ability to join in discussions without wrangling, and to 
close them without anger, and to avoid a sort of arrogance over 
success in argument and exasperation over defeat, are the marks of a 
man who is making adequate progress. 
(Plutarch in Stowers 1990:260) 
Not only do Paul and Plutarch share a similar association of conceit, false wisdom 
and contentiousness, but they also associate these with a lack of progress. The 
Corinthians are babies who have to be fed with milk in stead of solid food (3:2) and 
their lack of progress is manifested in jealousy and strife. For this very reason Paul 
(2:14-3:3) can only give them basic instruction and nothing more. 
Even 1 Cor 2: 1-5 has hitherto been mostly interpreted either as Paul's refusal to 
engage in some form of charismatic utterance of the gnostic mystery religions or as a 
personal manifestation of his 'theology of the Cross'. But a sociological approach is 
called for in which due recognition is given to rhetoric. 
Paul, as we have seen, employs terminology which traditionally belongs to rhetoric 
and seems to distinguish himself from those persuasive speech as was practiced by 
orators and rhetoricians of the Greco-Roman world. Lim (1987:146) in using a 
sociological approach has succeeded in proving that 1 Car. 2:4, in particular is tull of 
references to rhetoric. For instance nE:t9w in 2:4 is a term, according to Lim 
(1937:146), which occurs frequently in 'Philostratus' Lives to describe the powers of 
the rhetoricians and sophists. For example, the Siren speaks of Isocrates' persuasive 
charm (net9w), and Dio of Prusa is described as a man whose persuasive power was 
such that he could captivate men who were not versed in Greek letters (nn9w)". 
1 aken together as a phrase OUK EV TIE:t9oi<;; crO<j>iac; A.6yotc;; (2:4) explicitly means the 
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setting aside of the art of persuasive speech which was one of the characteristics of 
the sage. Paul on the other hand models his life on the script of the foolish wise 
man. Is Paul therefore opposing all knowledge and eloquence and rhetoric?43 ls the 
social strategy one of shaming the conventions of rhetoric? Is the observation of 
Betz (1986:21) true that Paul seems to be bothered by rhetoric, as if it or rather 
certain kinds of rhetoric pose a fundamental threat to his proclamation? 
I believe so - let me explain. According to Pattc (1983:340) I Cor. 1:5 is part of 
Paul's ambivalent attitude towards values. The opposite seems to be the case - Paul 
refers to a concrete value in 1:5 as a means to stabilize an abstract value. According 
to Perelman (1982:27-28) one must distinguish in any kind of argumentation 
between abstract and concrete values. Concrete values 
... belong to a specific being, object, group or institution, in its 
uniqueness. To emphasize the uniqueness of a being is to emphasize 
its value: everything that is interchangeable is devalued. ...Abstract or 
universal values are instruments of persuasion. . .. they are valid for 
everyone and for all occasions such as justice, truthfulness, love of 
humanity. ...Reasoning that is based on concrete values seems 
characteristic of conservative societies. Abstract values, in contrast, 
serve more easily as a basis for critique of society and can be tied to a 
justification for change, to a revolutionary spirit. 
(Perelman 1982:27-28) 
My supposition is confirmed by looking at 1 Cor. 11 :22: "Haven't you got your own 
homes in which to eat and drink? Or would you rather despise the church of God 
and put to shame the people who are in need? What do you expect me to say to you 
about this? Shall I praise you? Of course, I don't!". In this verse Paul is in the first 
instance referring to a remarkably concrete value namely the ownership of private 
homes. Of course ownership of private homes gave rise to certain expectations and 
is indeed a concrete value which opens a window onto the social world of the 
Mediterranean society. But one must remember that the "rhetorical critic is not 
interested in social description as an end in itself, valuable as such effort is; instead 
he is interested in how, and to what ends, such norms as a social code gets used in 
social interaction" (Wul'!llner 1986:65). 
How does Paul use this reference to the concrete value of ownership of private 
homes? He uses it to admonish the community of believers in order to move them 
to an abstract or universal value. Through a series of questions Paul wants to force 
his readers to accept certain unacceptable inferences from their own behaviour. 
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The response in 11:22a serves as a basis for three rhetorical questions, all evoking 
negative shaming effects (Wuellner 1986:65). 
In much the same manner Paul affirms a concrete value in 1:5 in order to stabilize a 
universal value. If the concrete value stresses :.\6yoc; Kai. yv@ai.c;, then surely the 
Corinthians have a right to be proud of themselves. But it was already pointed out 
that Paul is affirming this concrete value in order to stabilize a universal value. 
If it is true that universal values can be used to effect change one must surely see 
Paul moving in that direction. That is exactly the case in 1 Cor. 15:58 when he 
summons his readers to stand firm and steady in the work of the Lord since nothing 
is ever useless. What the Corinthians lack is not eloquence and knowledge but 
maturity in their practical conduct of their faith. One should also keep in mind that 
the Corinthians had debates and discussions as to how their new self-understanding 
should be realized. In moving from a concrete value (:.\6yoc; Kal yv@a1c;) to an 
abstract value, Paul argues that their new self-understanding should be visible in 
their practice and daily conduct. Betz's (1986:33) comment, that Paul's Jetter and 
his advice on the practical matters in the church are designed to bring the 
Corinthian praxis up to the same standards as their eloquence and knowledge, 
serves to illustrate the point. 
To my mind this proves the hypothesis that Paul does (not only) move from the 
concrete value of speech and eloquence to the abstract value of appropriate conduct 
and practice. On the same level he moves from speech and eloquence as concrete 
values to the kerygma as abstract value. Once again it must be kept in mind that 
"abstract values are instruments of persuasion" (Perelman 1982:27-28), and isn't that 
the main task of Paul's strategy? 
To conclude: 1:5 confirms that certain Corinthians believed that they belonged to 
the select group of wise men full of :.\6yoc; Kal yv@au;;. It also confirms the diverse 
stratification of the community, because these wise men did not only regard 
themselves as proficient in rhetoric. Added to that is the fact that wise men live in 
accordan•:e with nature and stress the irrelevance of license. The exhortations of 
the body of the letter (chapters 5-15) are intended to facilitate a growing abundance 
in what Paul calls €pyov. In the area of practice and deeds the Corinthians have 
great deficiencies to make up. The claim to :.\6yoc; Kal yv@a1c; is aiso at stake. If 
this claim is not an empty promise and if they did really receive an abundance of 
eloquence and knowledge the challenge is to achieve an equilibrium between this 
on the one side and practice on the other side. Paul therefore does not attempt tu 
talk the Corinthians out of eloquence and knowledge. His goal is to enable the 
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readers to prove that claim by the practical life of the church and thereby following 
the script of the foolish wise man. 
Paul employs human eloquence and rhetoric as concrete values, as long as they 
remain subservient44 to the abstract value, namely the Kingdom of God, which is 
not manifested in words but in the power of God. 
3.2.2 Rhetorical strategies 
The second type of discourse strategy are rhetorical strategies. Already in the third 
century Methodius45, Bishop of Olympus hinted at the art of communication as 
interaction when he referred to Paul's harmonious pattern and style. In his 
dissertation46 on 'Der Stil der Paulinischen Predigt und die kynisch-stoische 
Diatribe' (1910) Bultmann also made an important contribution in this regard. 
Unfortunately rhetoric has not received the attention it deserves. Sadly some 
modern exegetes47 still follow this pattern and have by and large ignored or thought 
to have refuted the idea that Paul's letters reflect any degree of rhetorical skill. For 
many scholars rhetoric is a mere form of ornamentation. As Perelman (1971:507) 
points out: 
the quest for a single, objective, natural method is almost always 
found to go hand in hand with a conception that regards rhetoric as a 
mere technique of ornamentation. For the natural method leaves the 
form of the discourse undecided; all the variable elements, that is, all 
those elements not imposed by the natural order, appear as external; 
in this area no attempt is made to justify the form by the substance. 
Having already established that Paul was familiar with the basic tactics of 
persuasion as was widely practiced in his day, the next logical step will be to explore 
the way in which the rhetorical principles function in Paul's rhetorical strategy. 
3.2.2.1 The functiou of the rhetorical principles in 1 Cor. 
In chapter two we have seen that rhetorical criticism focuses on the persuasive 
power of a text and its literary strategies which have a communicative function in a 
concrete historical situation. Rhetorical discourse is therefore generated by a 
specific condition or situation inviting a response. Rhetoric seeks to instigate a 
change of motivations, it strives to persuade, to teach and to engage the 
hearer\reader by eliciting reactions, emotions, convictions and 1Jentifications. The 
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aim of rhetoric are not, as has been so frequently pointed out, aesthetics but praxis. 
According to Fiorenza (1987:388) the rhetorical act seeks to convey an image of the 
speakers\ writer as well as to define the rhetorical problem and situation in such a 
way that both fit each other so that the audience\reader will be moved to their 
standpoint by participating in their construction of the world. 
In order to perform this function rhetorical critical analysis has to move through 
four stages: 
It begins by identifying the rhetorical interests and models of 
contemporary interpretation; then moves to delineate the rhetorical 
arrangement, interests and modifications introduced by the author in 
order to elucidate and establish in a third step the rhetorical situation 
of the letter. Finally, it seeks to reconstruct the common historical 
situation and symbolic universe of the writer\speaker and the 
recipients\audience. 
(Fiorenza 1987:388) 
I will, in turn, discuss these stages. 
3.2.2. la Contemporary interpretations 
In rhetoric a distinction is usually made between the actual reader\author and the 
implied reader\author. The actual reader is involved in apprehending and building 
up the picture of the implied author and implied reader. The implied author is not 
the real author, but the image which the reader will eventually construct of the 
author in the process of reading. 
This notion corresponds with the concept of the audience as Perelman constructed 
it. According to him (1969:19) the audience is the ensemble of those whom the 
speaker wishes to influence by his argumentation. The audience is therefore of 
crucial importance because the essential consideration for the speaker who has set 
himself the task of persuading individuals is that his construction of the audience 
should be adequate to the occasion. As Perelman (1969:20) points out: "in real 
argumentation, care must be taken to form a concept of the anticipated audience as 
close as possible to reality". Accordingly one could say that knowledge of those one 
wishes to persuade is a preliminary condition to all effectual argumentation48. 
Who are the audience in the case of Paul? To my mind we are dealing with the 
following readers: 
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The universal audience49 
This type of reader is envisioned by Paul whenever he ad-Jresses explicitly or 
implicitly all believers, or the church at large or when he implies or openly appeals 
to the conventional consensus omnium. This type uf reader is also addressed in texts 
with third person singular or plural referents and frequently also i11 texts with "we" 
referents. 
This reference to the universal audience transcends the confines of a specific 
historical setting and assumes a certain timeless quality. This is evident from I Cor. 
1:2 where Paul is greeting the christians in Corinth together with the those holy 
people everywhere. Even 1 Cor. 1 :18-2:5 could surface as a reference to the 
universal audience, but as I will indicate not only the universal audience. Through 
the clever use of rhetorical devices he is also addressing the Corinthian audience 
and - by accident or design - also the contemporary readers of the letter. 
n The particular audience 
This audience is composed of those people whom the speaker addresses directly on 
an experimental appeal basis. This audience has a value system which is strongly 
influenced by their experience and group affiliation. 
The switch to the individual reader occurs when a single "you" is addressed in 
dialogue form. Such a change of addressee from plural to singular is occasionally 
noted as the rhetorical figure of apostrophe. According to Kennedy (1984:42) it was 
a regular feature of public address. Once an audience heard it - as was the case of 
the letter to the Corinthians - they recognized those changes in addressee, and they 
would have felt them as part of the internal dynamics of Paul's argumentation. 
But who is this individual reader? Scholars have wnstructed a number of 
frameworks in an attempt to explain the source and nature of these individual 
readers and their opposition to Paul. We already know that social factors 
contributed to their existence. We know that they consisted of Jews and Greeks, 
men and women of different status and gender. We also know that they consisted of 
two definite groups, namely a strong group and a weak group which perceived their 
symbolic universe in totally different ways, which of course gave rise to different 
factions. We also know that they were socially very mobile. We also know that they 
belonged to a society which were perceived in terms of the nlues of honour and 
shame. We also know that some of them were wise and powerful and of high social 
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standing and were educated in the conventions of self praise and rhetoric and 
philosophy and that they were rich in speech and knowledge. Their self-
understanding was profoundly influenced by the script ot the sage or wise man. 
But as I have indicated earlier, theological matters also played a part in determining 
the audience. The issue is, however, not whether the conflict is caused by 
theological or social factors. I agree with Wire (1990: 189) that the faith of the 
individual reader and Paul's put each other through the social change that leads to 
conflict between them. In other words the theological factor that contributed the 
most in determining the audience was faith. This will become even more clearer 
when we perceive the rhetorical arrangement of 1 Cor. as well as the rhetorical 
situation. 
3.2.2.lb The rhetorical arrangement of 1 Corinthians 
On the surface the rhetorical strategies and situation of 1 Car. seem to be clear. 
The Corinthians had written to Paul about certain issues and 1 Cor. represents a 
response to their inquiries. However, the specific situation and the life 
circumstances of the audience do to a large extent determine the kind of rhetorical 
genre the author would choose. Classical rhetoric therefore distinguished between 
three genres of oratory: judicial, deliberative and epideictic. 
Excursus: The rhetorical genre of 1 Cor. 
The rhetorical genre of 1 Cor. is a matter of great controversy. This ongoing debate received new 
impetus with the publication of Mitchell (1991) on "Paul and the Rhetoric of Reconciliation'. 
According to Mitchell (1991:33) the rhetorical genre of 1 Cor. is deliberative. She is, of course, in good 
company. Of those who have previously identified 1 Cor. as deliberative rhetoric none has provided 
such a comprehensive proof as Mitchell. Kennedy (1984:87) merely remarked in passing that 1 Cor. is 
largely deliberative. Fiorenza (1987:390-93) adds to her case by dismantling the arguments of Wuellner 
and Bilnker for epideictic and forensic genres, but devotes less than one page to her constructive for 1 
Cor. as deliberative. 
Mitchell (1991:20-46) demonstrates that this genre did exist and had certain definable characteristics 
(lex operis) and that according to her the text in question shares them.1 In other words Mitchell's 
designation of the rhetorical genre is demonstrated and supported before she starts with a 
compositional analysis. 
On the basis of her resources Mitchell (1991:23) demonstrates that deliberative argumentation \Vas 
characterized by four things: 
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1) a focus on future times as the subject of deliberation; 
2) employment of a determined set of appeals or ends; 
3) proof by example; 
4) appropriate subjects for deliberation, of which factionalism and concord arc especially con1n1on. 
Mitchell (1991:24) proceeds to prove that I Cor. is deliberative by claiming amongst others that '"if we 
look at the beginning and end of the letter body in 1 Corinthians we sec clearly future directed 
statements" and "the overwhelming future emphasis in the letter, because it is, appropriately, a lcncr 
which gives advice about behavioral changes in community life, indicates that of the three rhetorical 
species, only the deliberative fits 1 Corinthians'" (1991:25). 
I am afraid that this hypothesis is not true. Deliberative argumentation might be characterized by a 
focus on future times, but this is not true of 1 Car. - especially not with regard to its beginning. In the 
whole of 1 Cor. 1:1-2:5 the future tense is used three times, the perfect tense eight times, the present 
tense four times and the aorist tense twenty two times. I am afraid I have not been able to trace the 
overwhelming future emphasis. 
I am also afraid that another one of Mitchell's (1991:41-2) criteria for deliberative argumcnlation. 
namely the use of examples, is also applicable to other forms of argumentation as she herself remarks 
"the use of examples per se does not prove that 1 Corinthians is deliberative, since examples arc used 
throughout a wide variety of literary genres'". 
I believe that 1 Car. represents epideictic discourse. Keep in mind that epideictic is the most difficult 
to define of the three universal species of rhetoric. Aristctle in his Rhetoric (1.3.1358a) sought to make 
a basic distinction between situations in which the audience arc judges and those in which they arc only 
spectators or observers. In a sense, epideictic is thus everything that does not fall clearly into the 
category of judicial or deliberative. According to sources, these epideictic speeches \Vere a ccntral 
attraction at festivals and their most visible result was to shed luster on their authors. In other words, 
they were regarded in the same light as a dramatic spectacle or an athletic contest, the purpose of 
which seemed lo be displaying the performers. It resulted in the Roman rhetoricians abandoning its 
study to the grammarian!>, while they trained their pupils in the two other kinds of oratory which were 
deemed relevant to practical eloquence. According to Perelman (1969:49-50) the epideictic genre thus 
seemed to have more of a connection with literature than with argumentation - the net result being that 
the judicial and the deliberative rhetoric were appropriated by philosophy and dialectics vthilc 1 he 
epideictic was included in literary prose. 
I believe that Mitchell's (1991:213) lack of coming to terms with thc cpidcictic natun.: of rhcluric (~he 
only admits to some epidcitic elements in the deliberative genre of 1 Cur.) goes hand in hand \\oith her 
critical assessment of the "New Rhetoric". According to Mitchell, (1991:7) the "New Rhc!oric" is a 
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synchronic investigation of human communicai.ion and argumentation. In itself the "New Rhetoric" 
according to Mitchell (1991:7) is an important philosophical work that aims at a revision of the 
epistemological nature of rhetoric and \Vhosc intention "is expanding the realm of argumentation rather 
than classifying particular texts according to genre or arrangement". The basic supposition of Mitchell 
(1991:7) lurks behind her statement that "appeals to modern philosophical examinations of the 
rhetorical force of all texts should not be put at the service of historical arguments". It would seem that 
Mitchell follows in the tradition of the Kantian opposition of faith and reason and as a result thereof 
prefers to operate within the historical critical paradigm (sec 1991:6 n17). 
1 believe that 1 Cor. 1-4 is a classic example of epideictic rhetoric because it strengthens the disposition 
toward action by increasing adherence to certain values. The epideictic speech, therefore, has an 
important part to play, for without such common values, upon what foundation could deliberative and 
legal speeches rest? Whereas these two kinds of speeches make use of dispositions already prcst:nt in 
the audience, and values are for them means that make it possible to induce action, in epideictic 
speech, on the other hand, the sharing of values is an end pursued independently of the precise 
circumstances in which this communion will be put to the test. In other words, epideictic discourse is 
less directed toward changing beliefs than to strengthening the adherence to what is already accepted. 
It is therefore not strange that any society or community which prizes its own values will at any cost 
promote opportunities for epideictic speeches because the more the leaders of the group seek to 
increase their hold over its members' thought, the more numerous will be the opportunities for 
epideictic speeches. In this sense most modern preaching is epideictic, for it usually aims to strengthen 
Christian belief and induce a congregation to lead the Christian life. Only when some very definite 
action is required does the sermon become deliberative. 
In this regard one could indeed, in conjunction ,•:ith Mitchell (1991:185) argue that 1 Cor. 5:1 - 15:57 is 
part of a delibcrafuc aigumcnl that consists of three proofs. The first proof (5:1-11:1) for the seeking 
and maintaining of concord in the church will be the integrity of the community against outside 
defilement. The second proof (11:2-14:40) is the manifestation of factionalism when coming together 
and the third (15:1-57) the Resurrection and final goal, namely unity in the 11opa000€1c;. 
The foundation for this deliberative argument, however, is found in the epideictic speeches of 1 Cor. 
1:10 - 4:2L It consists of two arguments: 
1. The can to unity (1:10-2:5). 
Introduction: 1:10. 
Narration: 1:11-17. 
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Achicvcn1cnts: 
Conclusion: 
Introducing the example of Christ the P()\Ver and Wisdom of {iod. 
a) Deeds - \Visdon1 is po\\'erful. It destroyed the wisdorn of the \Vise and sci 
a~ide the understanding of the scholars and :;avcd others. 
b) Virtues - The pov1er and wisdom of (~od were offensive to the; Jc;ws and 
nonsense to the (irccks. It is foolish - yet it saves. It is wiser lh;~n hum::tn 
wisdom and its \veakncss is stronger than human strength. 
c) Blessings - Thanks to the \Vi~dorn and po\\.·er of Clod you arc called -
considc;r your calling! You arc brought into union \\'ith (jod. You arc 
righteous, God's holy people who arc free. 
Contributing shame - whoever wants tu boast must boast in the Lord and His 
power and wisdom. 
Contributing honour - faith is not the result of human words or skillful words 
of hun1an wisdom but of (Jod's power and wisdom. 
2. The call to unity - aa:cpting Paul as scrv-.int of God (2:6 - 4: 21 ). 
Introduction: 2:6-7. 
Narration: 2:8-15. 
Achieve1ncnts: Introducing the example and status of the servants of God (3: 1-23). 
a) Pursuits - I could nv. talk to you as spiritual people. You arr.: acting as 
worldiy people - your quarrels and jealously and factions illustrate your non 
acceptance of God's wisdom and God's servant. 
b) Virtues - Paul and Apollos arc simply God's servants, by whom you wcrr.: 
led to believe. 
c) Deeds - Paul sowed the seeds, Apollos watered and (jod gave gruv•th. 
The implication being - servants arc; partners. Paul laid !he foundation .::ind 
another is building upon it. 
<l) Blessings - Nu one should then boast because Paul, Apollos and Pcl!.:r 
belong to God. 
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Conclusion: Contributing honour - Paul is ('hrist\ =-c:rvant and as such hL· is L1i1hful to hi.-. 
n1a:-.tcr. 
Contrihuting sha.nc - C>hscrvc the proper ruk·~. 
Irony - you arc rich hut the servants arc foob. 
Even amidst ten thousand guardians Paul i!'i fathc:r of lhL· congregation. 
Given the fact that the community in Corinth, as par: of the Greco - Roman culture, 
was oriented to honour and shame. one would expect that the author will choose the 
epideictic genre. Is this indeed the appropriate genre for Paul's rhetorical 
arrangement in 1 Cor? 
Yes. I have already indicated that the interpretation of 1 Cor. 1-4 as apology cannot 
he sustained (see footnote 38). 1 Cor. 1:10 and 4:16 forms an inc/11sio which makes 
the entire section one of parakalo. Paul addresses this issue so early became he 
wants to settle his relationship with the Corinthians before he turns t(, particular 
issues. He does this by trying to create a sense of communion around the value of 
honour and shame. He therefore introduces Christ as the power and wisdom o!· 
God. Note the link between napaKcxAW, adherence to certain values and Christ as 
the power of God. According to Schutz ( 1979:21) power is the source of authority, 
and authority is a version of power as it interprets power and makes it accessible. In 
Schiitz's view (1979:18) power is a source prior to and creative of social 
relationships. Holmberg (1978:8) adds to this that "power is an actor's ability to 
induce or influence another actor to carry out his directives or any other norms he 
supports". Both these scholars emphasize that authority to promote r:hange or 
influence the actions of people, as epideictic rhetoric aims to do, is not a free 
standing act. Authority presupposes power and authority is a conseyuence of and 
expression of power. It is therefore no coincidence that Paul as part of his epideictic 
discourse introduces Christ as the power and wisdom of God. It is this power tr.at 
gave Paul the authority - "By the authority of the Lord Jesus Christ. ... I appeal to 
you to agree in what you say, so that there will he no divisions among you. Be 
completely united with only one thought and purpose" ( 1:10). It is this power that 
will account for changes in the so.:ial system of the Corinthian community. 
According to Arendt (1958:200) "power is actualized only where word and deed 
have not parted company, where words are not empty and deeds not brutal, where 
words are not used to veil intentions hut to disclose realities, and deeds are not used 
to violate and destroy but to establish relations and create new realities". In ;; 
telling example of this power in operation and the effectivcneS> of epideictic 
rhetoric Paul introduces Christ as the power and wisdom of God. The third step in 
our analysis of the rhetorical arrangement is to show that the delineation ,,f I Cor. 
1:18-2:5 as epideictic rhetoric is a fitting response to the rhetorical situation. 
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3.2.2. lc The rhetorical situation 
The rhetorical situation differs from both the historical situation of a given author 
and reader and from the generic situation or conventions of the Sitz im Leben. The 
rhetorical situation, according to Kennedy (1983:38) is that situation which invites 
utterance. In the rhetorical situation the critic looks foremost for the premises of a 
text as appeal or argument. Having already established the rhetorical genre of 1 
Car. 1:18-2:5 we will define the rhetorical situation by determining the text q;n1s 
and the underlying topoi. 
The status of the rhetorical situation is of :real importance. The question of the 
status belongs to the intellectio phase of the rhetorical process which functions as the 
presuppositional phase of the inventio. Both Wuellner ( 1986:60) and Kennedy 
(1984:18-19) argues that in this section of 1 Cor. we have the status qua/itatis 
because the "mandate facing all believers, leaders and led alike is to adhere and to 
increase adherence to what is already accepted" (Wuellner 1986:60). In other words 
the need exists to indicate that it will be correct to follow a certain line of action 
which blends in perfectly well with the parakalo of the whole 1 Cor. 1-4. 
The rhetorical situation and the status of rhetorical situation is determined hy the 
conduct and function of the Corinthian men and women as well a~ their and Paul's 
social status and theological claims. 
To start with the latter: It must be clear that there is a close parallel between Paul's 
view of status loss and his view of what God has done in Christ. God, according to 
Paul, did not become known through wisdom, but through the foolish message of 
Christ crucified (1:20). In other words he relates in terms of wisdom, what he said 
in Phil. 2:5-11 in terms of honour. For Paul these two statements on the original 
wisdom on the one hand, and on the pre-existence of Christ on the other hand. 
provide the framework for tl:i, voluntary loss of status on God's part and on his pan. 
That is, the content of Paul's message causes Paul's loss of status and Paul's loss of 
status makes him interpret Christ in this way. To Paul the core of his preaching and 
gospel as well as his own status is bound to the concrete event of the word of the 
cross. This speech act of announcing the gospel contains simultaneously the rnre 
reality of the insane weakness of the cross in the proclaimer's life and God's wisdom 
and power for all who believe. Three times in 1 Car. 1-4 Paul distinguishes God's 
power and wisdom from the way other Christians are teaching Christ. 
First, he insists that it is Christ who sent him to tell the good new> wi1hou1 the 
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wisdom of words (1:17). Then he claims that he decided to know nothing in Corinth 
except Christ crucified, rather than to undo God's mystery with an overflow of 
wisdom (2:1-2). Thirdly, their fighting and divisions force him to inflict a loss on 
them by confronting them with the basics of the cross ( 1 :26: 3: 1-3). For Paul, history 
is concentrated in this one saving event and his own loss of status is a visible 
example of God's wit, God's way, God's wisdom, God's foolishness and ultimately 
God's power. 
On the other hand it is also true that the status gain of the women in particular 
seems to mirror their view of God's wisdom. The statements in 1 :5 and 4:6-8 show 
that there is no need to convince the Corinthians to understand Christ as the reason 
for their rise in status. In Christ they have found a new identity, not of shame hut of 
self expression and honour. Paul even describes the women as "consecrated in body 
and spirit" (7:34 ). The fact that they have authority over their own heads as well as 
the prophecy and prayer without head coverings (11:13-16), int'.icates that their 
position is no longer determined by shame through sexual subordination. To the 
contrary, they are now defined in terms of honour through the Spirit as persons who 
have put on Christ and God's image, and who are no longer determined by sexual 
roles and the status of being male or female. 
The theological basis for this change in status is clear. Trough the resurrection of 
Christ, God has recreated humanity so that those who put on God's image are no 
longer male or female, free or slave, Jew or Greek. In a sense the whole of 1 Cor. is 
a struggle on the part of the readers to come to grips with their new self 
understanding. The tension between Paul and the Corinthians could therefore also 
be explained in wr~1s of different interpretations of this basic theological premise. 
This seems to have its origins in a difference between Paul and the Corinthians with 
regard to the resurrection. They both share the view that God has ' ·i the 
crucified Christ from de<::' (15:12-19) and that it was an act of violence by ti" orld 
leaders who did not know God's intention (2:8). But Paul refuses to accept that 
believers have passed from death to life. In a world were ine apostle suffers losses 
and his work threatens to be in vair (15:2, 10, 14, 17, 30-31) he cannot believe that 
death has been overcome. Christ is well and truly the first fruit of the resurrection 
but this resurrection is restricted to the dead - to those who have fallen asleep 
(15:18, 20). A partial exception is made with regard to the believers who will 
survive until the future time when Christ will appear and triumph over the power' of 
which the last is the death. 
On the other side are certain Corinthians which, as a direct result of a rise in stall1', 
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claim direct access to the resurrected life in Christ through God's Spirit. They are 
rich and have everything they need, they partake in Christ's joyful meal and God's 
word goes forth from them to each other (14:36). 
There also appears to be a difference with regard to the new humanity God created. 
According to the baptismal formula in Galatians 3:28 people in Christ no longi;,r 
knew each other in terms of the old social order of Jews and Greeks or free and 
slave ur for that matter men or women. In Corinth the understanding of the quality 
tradition was highly problematic. In the midst of the passage on sex and marriage 
Paul enunciates on three occasions the rule "Let each remain the same as he was 
when he was called" (7: 17, 20, 24 ). What is rather conspicuous in this explicit 
repetition of the rule is that Paul draws on two of the three pairs to which Galatians 
3:28 refers. In 1 Cor. 7:18-20 he refers to the Jew\Greek distinction as 
peritetemenos\akrobystia. In 1 Cor. 7:21-23 he refers to the slave\free distinction 
dou/os \ e/eutheros. 
The Corinthians on the other hand stress that an erstwhile privilege of male over 
against female is supplanted by a single identity in Christ. No one has dominance 
over another. The positions of shame and domination based on old roles are gone 
and a new reality has dawned in Christ. 
The third bone of contention is God's spirit of wisdom and power being poured out 
on the foolish. Paul is so offended by the Corinthian's so-called wisdom that he 
introduces internal checks and injunctions to self discipline. Sacrificed food may be 
eaten, but only when taking into consideration the brother that may be offended 
(8:9-13). They may partake of the passover but whoever does not "recognize the 
meaning of the Lord's body when he eats the bread and drinks from the cup, he 
brings judgment on himself as he eats and drinks" ( 11 :29). Christ is the power and 
wisdom of God, but only as the crucified and not the resurrected one (cf Wire 
1990:186). This is illustrated in the sending of the trembling apostle and the calling 
the powerless and the foolish (1:26 -2:6). This stands in stark contrast with the 
Corinthians who were once ignorant and weak and foolish and who have now 
become wise and strong. Once dependent on the powerful antl comrolletl hy fear. 
they are now nourished continually with spiritual food and drink and have become 
filled, rich and ruling (1:26, 4: IO, 10:.l, 4:8). God's own spirit has been given to them 
so that they are able to understand God as from within, to discern Gou\ gifts and to 
exercise them in a fitting way (2:6-16). They have become mediators to others "f 
what God gives in ways of healing antl helping, believing and teaching or t11 
speaking in tongues (12:8-11, 28-30). 
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To summarize: In view of the preceding evidence, it can be concluded that the status 
of the rhetorical situation is that of qualitatis. The rhetorical situation is also 
determined by the underlying topoi. When a speaker wants to establish certain 
values (which is the case with epideictic rhetoric) he may according to Perelman 
(1969:83) "resort to premises of a very general nature which we shall term loci". 
These are topoi which function as general categories during the creation of 
arguments. With them arguments are formulated in terms of various topoi. 
According to Vorster ( 1990: 124) ropoi have three fu11ctiu11» First they function in 
order to create arguments. Secondly they have a selective function because they 
specify which premises can be used with particular reference to the rhetorical 
situation. Lastly they have a guarantee function in the sense that they guarantee the 
transition from the other premises to the conclusion. In terms of the three 
/oci\topoi which Perelman (1979:16) has identified, I believe that Paul uses the topoi 
of the preferable. These are propositions which serve the need to justify values and 
to evaluate complementary aspects of reality. One such topos is Christ as the power 
and wisdom of God, which could justify the value of being completely united with 
one thought and purpose and of true self knowledge and constraint. It is this ropoi 
which could in the end justify the value of one's calling and of one's righteousness 
and freedom and faith. Note for example the following issues and the way Paul 
responds to them: 
a) 1:18 - 2:5, 3:11 - 23 (Christ Crucified as God's wisdom and power over 
against the strife and boasting and internal divisions and so called 
wisdom of the Corinthians). 
b) 5:7 (Christ our passover has been sacrificed over against the community's 
complacent attitude towards incest). 
c) 6:11 (Such were some of you: but you were washed, sanctified, justified 
through Christ over against the church's failure to arbitrate between two 
brothers). 
d) 6:20 (You were brought at a price over against some men going to 
prostitutes). 
e) 11:23 - 25, 26 (The bread and wine proclaiming Cbrist"s death trntil He 
comes over against the schisms between rich .:~d pear). 
What strategy of argumentation could best achieve the goal of epideictic rhetoric" 
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3.2.1. ld Rhetorical strategy and characteristics 
According to Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca's four types of arguments can be 
distinguished. Examples of all four these types can be found in 1 Cor. I: 18-2:5. 
Quasi-Logical Arguments: 
1 Cor. 1: 18: 'For the message about Christ's death on the cross is nonsense to those 
who are being lost; but for us who are being saved it is God's power'. 
This argument used by Paul's opponents, is an argument from definition which 
according to Wire (1990:23) depends less on correspondence with the empirical 
reality than on its own claim of being something logical or of an universal nature. In 
other words it has a logic of common sense. 
Indeed, as Hengel (1986:111) points out "the enemies of Christianity always referred 
to the disgracefulness of the death of Jesus with great emphasis and malicious 
pleasure. A god or son of god dying on the cross! That was enough to put paid to 
the new religion''. Indeed the folly and madness of the crucifixion can be illustrated 
from the earliest pagan judgments on Christians50. Definition is a powerful 
rhetorical tool because it gives universal warrant to affirmative claims such HS this 
one in 1:18. 
Arguments Based on the Structure of Reality: 
1:30-31: 'But God has brought you into union with Christ Jesus, and God has made 
you Christ to be our wisdom. By him we are put right with God; we become God's 
holy people and are set free. So then, as the scripture says, "Whoever wants to boast 
must boast of what the Lord has done'. 
This is an argument from what is written, with a quotation forming part of the 
argument. 
In 1:19: 'the scripture says: I will destroy the wisdom of the wise and set aside the 
understanding of the scholars, we also encounter an argument from what is written, 
but here the quotation is used to confirm an argument already stated. Quotations 
are less frequent in 1 Cor. than in other letters, but Paul nonetheless appeals to 
them as written authority. He is, of course, referring to the Jewish law and writings 
which he then quotes on matteis concerning the moral, financial and worship 
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practices of the community. Paul uses these quotations to warn and educate his 
readers on relevant matters. Although the focus is on warning, the goal is to 
educate. 
In 1:22-24, 26-27, 29 we have another argument based on the structure of reality, but 
this time it is an argument from God's calling. In his salutation and opening prayer 
Paul establishes the rhetorical situation in terms of God's call as he has done on so 
many occasions, but then immediately goes on to stress the general or communal 
nature of this call. This serves as a reminder to the readers of the broad base of his 
authority and prepares the stage for his admonitions. He then proceeds to illustrate 
that God's call reverses all peoples' desires and values but not their concrete social 
status. The Jews and the Greeks both found when they were called that the 
crucified Christ is God's power and wisdom. Not many of them were wise, powerful 
or privileged, but God chose the foolish to shame the wise and silence their boasting 
before God. He does not say that the foolish do this by becoming wiser. Rather, 
they shame the wise by sharing in God's own foolishness which is wiser than human 
wisdom. 
This argument implies two fundamental aspects of the Corinthian's social status. 
They were largely uneducated and without honour when called, but they did not stay 
in this state. They have experienced a rise in status ever since their calling. In other 
words they are called out of lowness and not into it. 
Arguments Establishing the Structure of Reality: 
These are arguments where one moves from the particular to the general. 
Examples and illustrations seek to prove a rule. 
2:2-4: 'For while I was with you, 1 made up my mind to forget everything except 
Jesus Christ and his death on the cross. So when I came to you, I was weak and 
trembled all over with fear, and my message were not delivered with skillful words 
of human wisdom, but with the convincing proof of the power of God's Spirit'. 
In various ways Paul appeals to the structure of reality in order to establish himself 
as an example for the Corinthians - he is their father in Christ. As father Paul 
expects a specific code of behaviour from his children. They must obey him, and 
trust in him (2 Cor. 12:11, 2 Cor. 2:9) and not cause him any grief (2 Cor. 2:i). 
Furthermore they must realise that they are not in a position to judge his actions (I 
Cor. 4:5) and, in view of their ignorance with regards to the correct Christian 
conduct (1Cor.3:1-2), should imitate him as the ideal example in this regard (1 Cor. 
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11:1). In other words Paul establishes himself as a new structure of reality from 
which generalizations can be drawn. Tlie rule that Paul establishes in I Cur. 2:2-4 is 
one of enhancing and following through example, based on the dictum that Christ is 
the power and wisdom of God. Power is actualized where word and deed have not 
parted and where words are not empty and deeds a ·e nr .t used to violate and destroy 
but to establish relations and create new realities. 
There are numero1-s other instances in the letter lo the Corinthians where Paul 
presents himself as a model. In some instances he requires his readers to give up 
the conduct in question, but in most instances, as in I Cor. 2:2-4, he draws them in 
that direction by presenting himself as a model. He personifies hardship, 
foolishness, shame, celibacy, not eating meat, not using apostolic rights and 
freedom, nor persuading people through skillful words and human wisdom. His 
arguments suggest that those whom he addresses are wise, confident and of different 
status. 
Arguments by Dissociation of Concepts: 
1:27-29: 'God purposefully chose what the world consider nonsense in order to 
shame the wise, and he chose what the world consider weak in order to shame the 
powerful. He chose what the world looks down on and despises, and thinks is 
nothing, in order to destroy what the world thinks is important'. In this argument 
Paul is dissociating shame from honour. 
In 1:25 we have an argument dissociating thought from reality. Those who think 
they are wise are challenged to become fools. It is repeated in 3: 18: 'If any among 
you in this age think they are wise, let them become fools that they may become 
wise'. The parallel between 1:25 and 3:18 according to Lampe ( 1990: 125) 
demonstrates "that the theology of the Corinthians, being so enthusiastic and so 
proud of possessing wisdom about God, stands on the same level as the wisdom of 
the rest of the world". In this dissociation of thought from reality both Fitzgerald 
(1988:119), Lampe (1990:128) and Fiore (1985:94-95) indicate that Paul was using a 
covert allusion or schema. 
Let us first consider this rhetorical device and its use and then its application. 
According to Fitzgerald (1988:120) the Hellenistic rhetoricians used schema in 
particular if a speech was made before a king. In such a situation it was impolite 
and even dangerous to rebuke the king openly, so that the safest and most 
appropriate form in which to offer counsel was that of a covert allusion. It is 
therefore not strange that Ps-Demetrius observed that this is a device to chide a 
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king or any overbearing person for his haughty pride (Fitzgerald ! 988: 120). 
According to Fitzgerald schema is a figure whereby we excite some suspicion to 
indicate that our meaning is other than our words seem to imply; but our meaning is 
not in this case contrary to that which we express, as in the case of irony, but rather 
a hidden meaning which is left to the hearer to discover. The advantage of this 
schema is that 
... the hearer ;1ccept what they think they have fuun<l out for 
themselves, whereas they might not accept it as true if it were told 
them directly. It is helpful indeed, for the speaker's purpose that the 
readers take pleasure in detecting the concealed meaning, applauding 
their own cleverness, and regarding the speaker's eloquence as a 
compliment for themselves. 
(Fitzgeral<l 1988: 120) 
Why and when is this rhetorical device used? According to Fiore ( 1985:92) 
Quintilian recommends its use in instances and situations where the speaker is 
hampered by the existence of influential persons whose feelings he\she does not 
want to hurt by a message that is directly conveyed. With personae pote/llas in the 
way, the speaker is confronted with a silentii necessitas. In other words this 
rhetorical device corresponds with my earlier statements regarding the politeness 
principle. Schema corresponds rather well with the third super strategy, namely off-
record. According to Goody (1978:210) this is an act done in such a way that it is 
not possible to attribute only one clear intention to the act. Surely this information 
must be relevant with regard to 1 Corinthians 1: 18-2:5. The social stratification 
within the Corinthian community suggests two definite groups and a lot of social 
volatility. Judge's description of the early Christians as a scholastic community also 
suggests the interest of at least the Christian patrons to resemble those of other 
groups around sophists and profe~oional rhetoricians. 1 Car. 1:18-2:5 represems a 
fortunate rhetorical choice on the part of Paul, because in the background <lisguised 
by the schema, Paul argues against the Corinthian parties and those who were guilty 
of lionizing one teacher over another ( 1: 10, 3:4 ), of vaunting their own knowledge, 
of making distinctions in the community rooted in pride. Paul would have to 
proceed with caution, both for the good of the church and for the improvement of 
those at fault. For is it not precisely hi~hly placed persons like these that Ps.-
Demetrius and Quintilian are concerned to avoid offending? 
It is therefore not strange to find the rhetorical device of logos eschem11tisme11u.1 in 
Cor. 4:6. What is strange is the fact that Paul's proce<lure is not entirely covert. In 
revealing this <levice Paul contra<licts Quintilian ( 9-2-69) who thought that if a iigure 
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is perfectly obvious it ceases to be a figure. The fact tbat it is used in a letter is also 
unusual according tu Malherbe ( 1988:40). 
On the other hand it is ironical, because he is so highly critical of rhetorical devices 
and the influence of philosophy ( 1: 17-2:5). That is part of the schema because Paul, 
in addition, has used several rhetorical devices such as anthropomorphism (3:6-7), 
methaphor and allegory (3:6-17), contrast (3: 14-15), hyperbole (3:22) ;ind simile 
(4:1). Paul thus has been debunking rhetorical eloquence with the devices of that 
eloquence itself! If anything Paul, is exciting some suspicion to indicate that his 
meaning is other than his words would seem to imply. He debunks these devices not 
because he is incapabl<. of using them, but because it leads to faith in men rather 
than in the power of God (2:5). In applying the schema to himself and Apollos, Paul 
provides the Corinthians with a model of imitation of how not to write over the lines 
and by so doing cease to be puffed up against ea·..:h other. The schema is thus a way 
of dissociating thought from reality. Through its use Paul is once again confronting 
the faulty pretensions to wisdom in the community. Real divine power has nothing 
to do with human wisdom, but undergirds preaching and living through self-
effacement, the word of the cross ( 1: 18), and that of Christ crucified (I :23-24; 2:2-5). 
This contrast between human and divine wisdom strikes at the heart of the 
community's problem. Paul offers his own example, not as a threat, but as help for 
them to see things for what they are and not take them as they seem to the world. 
To summarize: through the clever use of the schema Paul is dissociating the 
Corinthians thought from reality. They think of themselves as wise and powerful, 
but in reality their strife and factionalism is a rroof of the exact opposite5I. 
Those who think that they are wise are challenged to become fools, and those who 
are strong and powerful are challenged to become weak. The basic argument 
remains the same each time it is used and it indicates not separate and unrelated 
problems, but one problem: a wisdom and freedom that threatens God's power and 
Paul's gospel. 
3.2.1.le Rhetorical Features 
Taking Paul's disavowal of rhetoric in I Cor. 2: 1-5 at face value, one should expect 
to find no evidence of it being used in his letters. The exact opposite is to be found. 
There are a number of rhetorical features which he used and that form part of his 
rhetorical strategy. 
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Non-naming 
Peter Marshall ( 1987:342) has alerted us to thi> striking feature. Although Paul 
mentions a few friends and close associates, he refrains from naming an enemy. 
According to Marshall ( i 981 :344) non-naming or periphrasis exhibits several 
characteristics: 
a) It takes the place of a name of a person who is well known to the 
readers; 
b) 
c) 
d) 
It makes the person available for caricature; 
It is an exercise in comparison. usually according to the conventions of 
praise and blame; 
it is always used pei0ratively; 
e) The intention is to shame the enemy. 
One should bear in mind that in the Mediterranean culture honour and shame were 
fundamental values. It was the aspiration of a person of rank and honour that his 
name, words and deeds should live on after him. In this sense non naming has the 
exact opposite effect. This rhetorical feature condemns a person to anonymity and 
allows for the disparagement of his accomplishments. 
However, at the same time the denigrator enhances his own reputation and ho11our. 
Paul enhances his own honour by proclaiming to be the champion of unity in 1: 10-
13. 
First ht refers to the people of Chloe. We learn that this women takes a lead in 
spreading what might be called an alarmist view of the divisions in Corinth. It is 
significar.: lii<>t Paul, against his usual practice (5:1, 11:18, 15:12,35) cites his source, 
because it might <idd to his own honour. This woman must add is some way to the 
credibility of his description and to the credibility of his attitude. According to Wire 
(1990:42) "her name says that someone of significance shares his response to their 
divisions. She may model the kind of alarm about divisions in Corinth that Paul 
thinks could prepare others - perhaps the women - to seek a solution from him". 
Secondly Paul refrains from naming the leaders but simply quotes their leaders in 
assertive first person claims. In other words. the enemies are simply hidden behind 
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the names of Paul, Apollos and Peter. Added to this Paul quotes h;s group fir't and 
immediately berates them. Like the mother who breaks up a children\ fight by 
admonishing her own child, Paul adds credibility to his own cause. In the end Paul'~ 
position is clear and his honour 1.; intact, because against all the partisanship he 
~1a:ms ownership for Christ <tlune. 
Thirdly, the same kind of thought underlies 1:20. Paul refrains from naming the 
wise, the skillful debaters and scholars. Instead of naming them and engaging in 
judicial or foren,;ic discourse, Paul sticks to nn-naming which suits th~ nature of his 
epiJeictic rhetoric. 
To conclude: Paul's positi'<e strategy in using non-naming is to present himself a:; 
the champion of unity. He not only refrains from naming his opponcnls, but 4u<Hcs 
the '1ame of Chloe and ridicules the claim to be Paul's <•r Apollos':; by making the 
single stat~:'le;:; that they all belong to Christ who belongs to God. In this w:•.y he 
lifts his m•.•n rep:•tation and honour, because he associates himself with those like 
Chloe, who is cu.: 0 erned about the strife, and with the higher authority of c:iri't and 
God and finally clail11l, •heir obedience as their father in Christ. 
Comparison 
Comparison is used by Paul c11. 1:,i,·s to praise themselves as ideal products of 
education and beauty and to portra:· ~';wl as socially and intellectually u11acceptable. 
Comparison 
... is an exercise in amplification and depreciatio'l; b) it uses the 
traditional topics comprising the virt~1es, physical qualities and social 
excellence and their contraries; c) it compares persons or things which 
are similar on a one to one basis; d) it att<:mpts to demonstrate 
equality, superiority or inferiority by i) praising both, thus showing 
that they are equal in all respects ii) praising bot!1 but placing one 
ahead, or praising the inferior so tbat the superior will sceff, to be 
even greater; iii) praising one am! utterly bl;1ming the other; c) in 
general, selection is from the finest deeds whid1 were done freely and 
without coercion and are unique and dif~icult; f) the intention is t11 
praise and iiiame to persuade the hearers to favour .inc and to 
dis;!pprove of the other. 
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indications that Paul embarks on this route is more than evident in I Corinthians. 
In 1 Cur. 1:26, 29, 31 Paul reiterates his claim that whoever wants to boast must 
boast in the Lord and his power and wisdom. The hoaster is regarded as a fool, but 
he is nevertheless not to be confused with the truly ignorant person who i> 
uneducated. The boaster is a person who has lost the awarene" t1f his""''' 
limitations and indulgr-; in self praise and excessive forms of behaviour. In 
comparison Paul deliberately pictures himself as a fool. He boasts of all the w•ong 
things, a pattern that frequently reoccurs in 2 Corinthians 11 and 12. 
Closely associated with comparison is self-praise. Although it was alwa).' regarded 
as odious or offensive self-praise nevertheless existed. In a recent study of Lyons 
( 1985:59) new li;~ht was shed on the relation between self-praise, rhetoric and 
autobiography. According to him autohiography refers to a piece of literature 
whose explicit purpose is to narrate the author's past life. When an author writes 
autobiographically the topics include the privileges that were his by birth, the choice 
revealing his character and his actions which illustrate his ethos and life's purpose as 
well as an appeal to imitate his virtues (Lyons 1985:60). 
Despite the fact that autobiography is not so much used to add to the hearers' 
information as to improvt their moral behaviour (Lyons 1985:27-28), Paul is very 
sensitive to the potential offemiveness of autobiographical remarks. He appears to 
reject the use of autobiographical comparison as a technique of self praise. I le 
excludes every human self - claim before God as improper and inadmissible ( 1:29) 
and in the process aligns himself with the foolishness of God, thereby reflect in)! his 
character and illustrating his ethos and life's purpose ('I made up my mind to forget 
everything except Jesus Christ and especially his death on the cross'). His apparent 
self-praise and autobiographical remarks are always inoffensive. Rather than 
praising his own wisdom he praises the power of the gospel and his apostolic work 
and ministry (1:31, 2:3, 9:16-18). He also refers to his suffering, humiliations, fears. 
failures rather than to his personal strength and successes. Lyons (1985:226-227) is 
correct in concluding that Paul "highlights his autobiography in the interests of !he 
gospel and his readers. He is concer.1ed that, by imitating him, they should 
incarnate the gospel. ... Paul does not present himself as a paradigm of virtue in 
general. ... he presents himself in such a way as to assign credit to God and/or 
Christ". Ultimately his self comparison is to the figure o!° the foolish wise man. lh 
doing this he establishes and confirms his epideictic rhetorical strategy: 'Let him 
whu bottsts, boast of the Lord'. It is the application of this rule. which lfrtz 
(1978:379) correctly assumes as the basis for all Pauline theology, C\cn if it be 11;, 
rhetorical principles or techniques. 
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Metaphors 
There are a number of figures which are ass(11·i_,-,:d with the rhetorical feature 
called logos eschematismetos or covert allusion_ r,,. ·1hundance of metaphors, 
similes (the crucified Christ as iolly, power anc '' ;,;lhJ111 1 :24: the members arc 
absurd, weak, low born, despis·~d. rn;;'iing 1:26-:2<i: Christ is our wisdom, justice, 
sanctification, redemption 1:30) t•rP. pan:cularly impntant in the whok of 1 Cor. 1-
4, where Paul is intent on awakeni~2 "' .,,. '·· -"-e·, :1ttention to the fact that things 
are not what they seem to be. 
I in particular want to turn the attention to the use of the therapeuti<: mctaplwr 111 
astheneia. Again, a context for understanding the "weak" can be found in the 
Hellenistic philosophies53. The word astheneia not only means weak but it al><> 
signifies sickness, disease, or otha forms of physical weakness. It and its nuun f111111 
are the most common New Testament words for illness. For the Stuics one of the 
most important characteristics of weak or sick people is their inability to make 
consistent judgments. 
Precisely as in a diseased body, suffering from a flux, the flux inclines 
now in this direction and nuw in that. Such is also the sick mind: it is 
uncertain which way it is inclined, but when vehemence also is added 
to this inclination and drift, then the evil gets past help and past cure 
(Epictetus Diss 12.15.20). 
The inability to make consistent judgments resembles the Corinthian community. 
Even the way in which the Stoics discuss the different degrees of illness and disease 
have a remarkable resemblance to the situation Paul encounters in Corinth. 
According to the Stoics one first developed a predisposition to illness_ Some people 
are prone to anger and others to fear and lust. Then follows the illness. The third 
stage is disease. Here the false beliefs establish themselves in the soul as habits. 
The fourth stage is sickness, defined as disease and accompanied by weakness. As a 
matter of fact weakness occurs as the distinguishing mark of sickness {Stowers 
1990:279-280). 
This theory of sickness coincides well with 1'<.:ul's description of the weak. It i, a 
disease :)f impulse carried to excess. This condition occurs when peupk ';due 
something as highly desirable when it should not be so valued. Tht: Stoic example, 
of such diseases are love of woman. wine. mouey, and gluttony. In Paul's case in I 
Cor. 1: 18-31 it is wisdom. The Stoics arid Paui agree tllat the problem of weakne" 
results from false beliefs and inadetp1ate kno•vledge. Paul has to remind the w·ise 
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that they are sick, that they lack knowledge, that they are weak and therdorc subject 
to damaging conflicts and aversions. How fitting this metaphor of 11s1he11ei11 really is 
in depicting the wise Corinthians is evident in a handbook 'On Frank Criticism' by 
Philodemus of Gadara. According to Stowers ( 1990:282) he describes the weak as 
people who are unable to be healed by constructive criticism of their false he lids 
and bad habits. 
To conclude: The weak and weakness were wt>ll knnwn conc<'pt' in the 
Mediterranean society. The weak were people inrnnsistent antl insecure in 11·hat 
they confessed. F.-0111 the perspective of the therapeutic metaphor. they were 
people who brought very deep entrenched false beliefs and emotions and were in 
danger of succumbing to these diseases. Some of the Corinthians believed that they 
could, like the Stoic and Epicurean sage become wise through their right reas<ming 
and rise above human weakness. To complete this argument, Paul develops the 
metaphor of weakness as part of his rhetorical strategy. God chose the weak to 
shame the wise and strong (1:27). 
Rhetorical Questions 
That questions could play a remarkable role within Paul's rhetorical strategy, " 
pointed out by Wuellner ( 1986:60). According to him Paul uses rhetorical questions 
for evoking assent to certain codes. It is through the use of rhetorical questions that 
Paul highlights the two 'Leitaffekte' which La us berg ( 1973: 131) considers to be part 
of the epideictic rhetoric, namely praise and shame. 
According to Goody (I 978:39) questions are speech acts which places two people in 
direct interaction. Questions carry messages concerning relations about relative 
status and challenges to status. In 1:20 the status of the wise and the scholars is 
challenged. Note Paul's strategy - in 1:19 he makes use of a scripture citation to 
simplify the statement that the message about Christ's death on the cross is 
nonsense to those who are lost, but for those who are saved, it is the power of God. 
He then follows this simplification by anticipating a question on behalf of his 
readers - but in effect this question challrnges the status of the so calletl wise. B) 
means of the questions and subsequent challenge of their status Paul amplific' 1hc· 
conventional value of wisdom and eloquence through the use of an abstract value 
namely the kerygma. The same happens in '.:2b - the status of the reader' is 
challenged and their values are amplified, because Goe chwises what the world 
considers weak and foolish. Both these questions in 1:20 and 1:26 also serve the 
purpose of shaming which is an integral part of Paul's t~pideictic rhetoric. T" 
conclude: Paul makes effective use of rhetorical questions as powerful tool:, 11ith 
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which to choose the battleground, to identify the issues and to frame them in such a 
way that only one response is possible. 
Irony 
Irony is the use of words or phrases to mean the opposite of what they normally 
mean. According to Roy (1981:409-410) irony is a linguistic technique which can be 
used either as an individual strategy for immediate attention and control or as a 
strategy to build or display group solidarity. 
I have argued that the rhetorical situation reflects different systems of values 
through which Paul and the Corinthians perceive their worlds and which reflect 
their fundamental convictions. Paul participates in this interchange through the 
careful use of irony. While irony hits out at specific objects, it can never do "' 
simply, for its character is to communicate in any given instance something of the 
nature of reality. According to Booth ( 1974: 138-139) the ironist does not simplv say 
something about his subject, he says something about himself and the world. 
Irony occurs through an indirect use of language in which a covert meaning is 
expressed (see covert allusion). Such use of language is not straightforward nor is 
its meaning self-evident as I have indicated with regard to the covert allusion in 4:6. 
Secondly, the indirect use of language reflects a contrast between appearance and 
reality. In the ironic text or situation things are not as simple as they appear tu be. 
Third, irony works through the mechanism of the second perspective from which the 
obvious meaning of the text can be reinterpreted. According to Plank ( 1983: 139J 
this second perspective functions as an experience of alternation54 in which one's 
world-view and sense of social reality are revealed in their artificial character. thus 
becoming subject to criticism and change. 
How does one detect the irony? There are numerous clues to this kind of second 
perspective. Paul's style reveals a number of these literary and rhetorical devices. 
The use of non-naming, covert allusion, antithesis, parallelism, metaphor, litotes. 
and repetition all indicate that Paul is using a style in which the reader llli1'l be 
cautious, if not expect irony. Even the great number of ambiguities. if not conflich 
in I Cor. l-4 indicdtes that irony is used. Already in 1 :7 Paul nutcs th~•t the 
Corinthians do not lack any spiritual gift, and that they arc rich in <.'\CC\ wa\ (I :'i ). 
At the same time they are not ready to partake of solid food (4:7). They arc wise, 
where he is a fool, they arc strong, where he is weak, and where his rq1utatio11 '' 
tarnished (atimoi) they are held in honour (emlo.wi). 
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Two kinds of irony in particular can be detected in 1 Cor. 1: 18-2:5, namely irony of 
dissimulation and irony of paradox. Irony of dissimulation reflects a technique by 
which something appears to he other than it really is, a type of conceal111ent "r 
disguise (cf Plank 1983: 141 ). 
Two prominent features of this •ype of irony is exaggeration, ovcrstate111e111 and 
understatement. A certain feature or person or situation is blown out of proportion. 
The classic example is Socrates the true philosopher being portrayed as lacking 
knowledge. The second feature of dissi111ulative irony is the frequent use of 
pretense. According to Plank ( 1983: 143) "the eiron 's lack of discernment or 
capability is a disguise, a feigned posture of ignorance designed to disarm the 
boastful a/azon"! It is, however, important to note that the ironic effect on the 
reader is not deception but a perception of what is the reality, of what is <ictually the 
true state of affairs. In this way dissimulation is a lie. but with irony, a lie that 
enables a reality to be seen. This is, of course, a well known feature of I Cor. I: 18-
2:5. For instance, that which is great, namely wisdom, power and Christ Crucifiec.l 1s 
understated to the point of weakness and foolishness. On the other hand, that which 
is small is overstated to the point of greatness. 
Paul utilizes dissimulative irony in 2:1-4 and in 1:26. In 2:1-4 we encounter a text 
which supports the picture of Paul's weakness and the Corinthians' strength. The 
exaggeration appears to be a simple overstatement, highlighting the contrast 
between the apostle and the Corinthians. Dissimulative irony, call, into question 
the literal dimensions of a text (Plank 1983:170). In 1:26 dissimulativc irony is 
enhanced by means of litotes. According to Perelman and Olhrechts-Tyteca 
(1969:292) litotes is a form of the argument of direction, because tile readers arc lee.I 
in one direction only to be tugged away in an opposite direction to percei,·c the 
reality as it is. Through the use of litotes in 1:26 Paul first sets out to confirm the 
credibility of the word about the cross for the implied readers. In terms of their own 
calling God has shown that the world's wisdom is fcmlishness and God's foolishness 
is wiser than human wisdom and God's weakness is stronger th<in human strength 
for when God calls them, few of them are wise or powerful or of high social 
standing. 
Besides credibility, litotes also functions to minimize negative connotations with 
regard to the power of the message that is preached. The social position of the 
readers is likely to be unstable hut the litotes turns out to be significant not only for 
revealing the many who are without advantages when called. but also for showing 
that most hearers have left behint.l their earlier so· ial station su that the author is 
stirred up to evoke their cailing. Sin1ultanl;!ou~ly the litotc~ Jc ... ~due" th<...· :.:lc111cnt (): 
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shame because the readers' status is that of 'brothers' of 'being called'. 
In 1Cor.1:18-31 Paul utilizes tile irony of paradox. 
Paradoxical irony, through its seeming confusion, generates in the rcadi:r a deep 
suspicion of the literal, the apparent, and occasions the reconsideration of the text's 
portrayal of reality. Detecting paradox in a given feature of the text, the reader is 
invited to seek its presence elsewhere in the text, suspicious that such irony is not 
simply descriptive of one peculiar instance, hut is embedded in the way things really 
are. To this extent the reader effect of the irony of paradox resembles that of 
dissimulative irony: both promote a suspicion of the literai and lead the reader to 
reinterpretation. 
The effect of the irony of paradox on the readers differs sharp!) from that of 
dissimulative irony. According to Plank ( 1983: 151) the latter alerts the reader to t:;e 
implications of opposites and suggests that reality can be discerned through the 
augmentation of things small and the diminution of things great. Irony of the 
paradox, however, emphasizes the coexistence of contraries anu prompts the 
perception of reality in the actual identification of opposites . 
.. .it threatens with instability any attempt of the reader tu build a 
world of meaning from the text. Here reality itself feels the blows of 
irony. No matter how the readers construe the meaning of "great" (for 
instance) it will be perpetually reformulated by its necessary co-
existence with the corresponding "small". At a deep level of the text, 
the very categories thruugh which the reader would reconstruct the 
textual world of meaning have become unstable, providing no firm 
foundat'1n for the ad of interpretation .... This does not mean that 
the paradoxical text has no world of meaning, is unreadahle, or 
disintegrates into absurdity. On the contrary, like any other text, the 
paradoxical text projects a world of meaning but only constructs it in 
quicksand. 
(Plank 1983:152) 
In other words the irony of paradox brings together the ex;Jression of one meaning 
with the communication of its opposite. It suggests that the expressed 111eaning i., 
what it appears to be, but what appears to be is not all that it is. 
In the section of 1 Cor. l:Hk~l we cn.:ounter the irony of paradox. hir !'au! the 
cross is a pervasive paradox that reverses not only the destinv Df human', hut 
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transvalues the very categories by which the reader perceives and understamts that 
destiny. 
At the very outset Paul identifies the word of the cross in paradoxical terms or 
contraries: it is the foolishness and power of God (I: 18). The word of the cross is 
seen as foolishness from the perspective and vantage point of the perishing, while it 
is the divine power from the perspective of those who are saved. Despite that a 
coincidence occurs which makes of the word of the Cross something other thur. a 
word that is simply heard with opposite meaning in different circumstances. In 1 :21 
the coincidence of foolishness and salvation comes to the fore. The salvation of the 
faithful does not occur apart from the foolishness of the kerygma. In other words 
what separates the perishing from the saved is not that these groups confront 
different realities. What separat~s them is that in confronting the same re:·!ity of 
the cross, the perishing find only foolishness, whereas those being saved perceive the 
paradox that this same foolishness is the power of God. Thus for Paul to proclaim 
that the folly of the cross manifests God's power to save ( 1: 18) refracts the 
definition of 'folly' not to signify the absence of power, hut to include within it" 
hounds the presence of power. The paradox then being that 'folly' expresses in its 
powerlessness the value of power. In 1 :26-28 the categories of 'wisdom', 'power' and 
'high social standing' do not cease to be categories of power, but precisely the power 
which they signify expresses the value of powerlessness. In other words foolislrness, 
weakness and low status retain their integrity as categories of powerlessness, hut the 
paradox lies in the fact that in their powerlessness they express power! 
In this way Paul's discourse calls into question the manner of perceiving reality. 
Thus the reader's most hasi<.: expectations of power, strength and wisdom arc 
challenged. Strength is not strength, but weakness; weakness is not weakness but 
strength; wisdom is not wi:;e but foolish and foolish is not foolish but wise. In other 
words what was perceived as mutually exclusive is now intricately bound to each 
other. Strength and weakness cannot longer be separated, because strength is 
always qualified by a certain weakness. Wisdom and foolishness cannot be 
separated, because wisdom is always qualified by a certain foolishness. 
'fc summarize: Paradoxical irnny promotes .i new way of perceiving realit1 .. In 
doing so it also challenges cl!rrent systems of values. The description of !';nil's own 
weakness and strength loses its sense of contradi.::tion and undcr;!<>C' a 
reinterpretation which ~nhances the value of strength and weakness hcy<>11d the 
scope of what the reader normally wou!d expect from these <:ategories. Th" ''"'1c 
holds true for the terms foolisbness\w1sdom\power. Puul's weakness (2:3) and l;iek 
of wisdom (2:4) insofar as it manifests the powerlessness which God c;scs to shame 
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the world, is at once the strength which issues from God's saving activity. The 
foolishness of the message about the cross is actually pure wisdom and the wisdom 
of the world is nothing else than folly. The same reversal of values is found in the 
calling of the Corinthians. in 1 :26 their powerlessness manifests the power of God 
to save in and through their h•iman condition of weakness and low status. In the 
end as Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca have argued, the changes which a speaker or 
writer effect on the audience at any given moment of the discourse become p:irt of 
the rhetorical situation. 
In this way the discourse of 1: 18-2:5 promotes a change in Paul\ readers. calling 
into question their system of values. 
Textual space and Pronomina 
Already Dionysoc; Thrax according to Lategan ( 1987:51) distinguished between 
three forms of personal pronouns. The first is the one from whom the word comes, 
the second the one to whom the word is directed and the third person is the one 
about whom the utterance is made. It is logical that in terms of textual space the 
first and second persons are closer than the second and third persons. Furthermore 
preference is usually expressed in terms of proximity. The moment the distance 
between author and reader increases the relationship is much more formal and in a 
sense negative, while a decrease in distan('e between author and reader indi.::ates a 
certain amount of identification and solidarity. 
In 1 Cor. 1:18-2:5 Paul uses textual distance and proximity as part of his persuasivt 
strategy. He uses the second person pronoun 'you' to increase textual distance 
(1:13, 1:26, 2:1-4). On the other hand Paul also uses the inrlusive 'we' and 'us' to 
diminish textual distance. In combining the personal pronoun with the possessive, 
the force of the own group is increased as in 1:26 'remember what you were. my 
brothers, when God called you'. At the 3ame time the kinship connection (my 
brothers) and the explicit expression of solidarity reinforces the argument. 
The final step in the diminishing of the textual distance is reached when the second 
person pronoun is subsumed under the first as in I :30 'But God has hrought you in 10 
union with Christ Jesus, and God has made Christ to be our wisdom. By Hirn"" are 
put right with God; we become God's holy people'. 
Antithesis 
Already Weiss and Bultmann identified the use of antithesis as a prorni11L"11l 
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rhetorical feature of Paul's letters. However, they focuse I primarily on the 
historical background and neglected the rhetorical function an.' effect c ·•Tei' liy 
Paul's antitheses. According to Tannehill ( 1975:54) in antithesis 
... the prevailing perspective is allowed expression so , ·• 
challenged, and the new perspective appears over agai11,1 it 
hearer is prevented from subsuming the new persp<" live ""' ·, t•1' 
old. It is this clash of rersp"ctives that is revelatory. 
Thus, che antithetical form of 1:18-2:5 brings into oppositiO' ,· .;. ..... : .. :.i'ures. Paul 
paints the portraits of apostolic life and of the Corinthian se ... : 1.;il' · .1 part through 
the clustered associations of parallel terms (foolishness, w~. ~ness, dishonour). 
However, he also creates these pm traits through the opposit.'on of terms which 
allows the reader to envisage what something is in relid to wh;i.t it is not. 
•The wisdom of God is not foolishness - rather it is the power of God. 
• The weakness of God is not weak but it is stronger than human 
strength. 
• God chose what the world considers nonsense in order to shame the 
wise. 
• God chose what the world despises in order to destroy what the world 
thinks is important. 
Where drawn sharply, the mutually interpretive relation can take the form of mutual 
exclusion (cf Plank 1983:253). To interpret God's weakness antithetically in relation 
to what it is not is to exclude from its domain the antithetical complement, namely 
the Corinthians' strength. The same can be said with regard to God's foolishness 
which excludes the Corinthians' wisdom. 
In addition the antithesis of the Connthians' calli;ig ( 1:26) leads the readers to 
affirm the distance between their apparent self perception and the portrayed re'11it.v 
of their own calling. 
To conclude: The use of antithesis has several reader effects. It brings the rnntra't 
between Paul, his message and the Corinthians· into the textual foreground and 
provides it with increased emphasis. It also places God's weakness and foolishness 
and the Corinthians wisdom and their strength in a mutually imerpretive pattern 
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that prevents the reader's from subordinating the former to the controlling 
perspective of the latter. In other words, this pattern of antithesis pn:vents the 
readers from receiving the text passively or with neutrality, but it engages them. At 
the point where the readers would retreat from the text to construe it as mere 
information, tbe antithesis in actual sense forces them to engage with the text. 
Precisely because of its antithesis the text will not allow the reader the possibility of 
reading without expectation or involvement. Due to the pattern of antithesis which 
is so prominent the readers cannot ignore the passage nor can they read it without 
also giving assent to its completion. 
Repetition 
Repetition has the potential to either increase the forcefulness of a text or lo 
diminish whatever force it may otherwise have expressed. 
If combined with sensitivity and playfulness repetition can allow a text to become 
more engaging and to increase its effectiveness. For instance, when used in poetic 
texts repetition can be a means to achieve emphasis. On the other hand, when 
repetition is carried to great length and expressed without variety, it becomes 
monotonous and in actual fact dulls the sensitivity of the reader. 
Paul does not engage in this monotonous repetition. The repetition in 1: 18-2:5 is 
rather poetic55. According to Bailey (1974:294) the repetitions are construed by 
means of correspondences or parallelism and exhibit the following poetic structure: 
a The wisdom of the world-the power of God and the cross. 
b The power of God -the wisdom of the world. 
c The wisdom of the world. 
d The wisdom of God - the wisdom of the world. 
e The wisdom of God. 
f The power of the world (signs) and the wisdom of the world (wisdom). 
g The cross. 
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r (The power of) the cross - a stumbling block. (The wisdom of) the 
cross· folly. 
e' The power of God - the wisdom of God. 
d' The wisdom of God - the power of God. 
c' The wisdom of the world - the power of the world 
b' The wisdom of God. 
a' The wisdom of the world - the cross. 
The impact of Paul's proclamation of Christ as the power and wisdom of God are 
made much more powerful by the use of repetition fostering a sense of persuasive 
expectation in the reader. 
In 1:18-2:5 Paul amplifies the meaning wisdom through the interplay of the various 
instances of its manifestation in accord with foolishness, worldliness, power and 
weakness. The dispersion of the term wisdom through various repetitions not only 
engages the readers but also qualifies wisdom. Without ever saying so, Paul makes 
clear that wisdom permeates God's activity and his own apostolic existence, 
recurring in various, but different ways. 
One cannot escape the conclusion that Paul does not dash off quick letters to meet 
sudden emergencies in the church. He is a skilled pastor, educator and rhctor. 
To conclude: An interactional model designed for the analysis of argumentation 
must take cognizance of the processes involved in the inventio phase of the 
rhetorical process. This entails a look at the argumentative situation, the rhetorical 
situation, the corresponding status, the role of persons within the rhetorical situation 
as well as the social context of the readers. This is no easy process - it more than 
resembles the frustration of trying to solve the Rubie cube. Yet I have tried w solve 
the puzzle of 1 Cor. 1:18-2:5 by movi..g the diffrrent blocks (in this study -
strategies) in a specific order illustrating the multidimensional nature of the bibli<:al 
text. The challenge was not to overexpose one dimension at the expense of another. 
I 
! 
i 
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NOTES: 
I) Sec 1n this regard the article by Robert M. Fowler ( 1989:3·28). Fowler refrain:-. from ;1 <lclinitc 
cxplicatioP · r ~he tcrrn 'po!-.lmu<lcrn', but he nevertheless refers (I'J81J:3 n2) to lhah H.as~an who 
contra.,Ls in LWO parallel columns the 1n0Jcrn v.·irh the pos1.n1odcrn. A fcw of the conlra~tE> need to be 
mcntioni::!· 
MODERNISM 
Form 
Purpose 
Arl\Objecl\Finished Wor~ 
Distance 
Genre\Boundary 
Semantics 
PO~I MODERNISM 
Anti form 
Play 
Proccss\Pcrft1rmancc \ 
P<.irticipation 
Tcxt\Intcrtl·xt 
Rhetoric 
In this regard one could say that the intcractional model indicates that New Tes!amcnt science 
is on its way to post modernism. 
This would, of course, mean that I have shifted the focus of my historical inquiries dramatically 
- rather than continuing lo seek out what one might call the history lying behind the biblical text, I am 
more concerned to examine which lies in front of the text. Edgar McKnight (1985:xviii) also states this 
goal when he says "our goal is no longer a meaning behind the text which creates distance but rathc a 
meaning in front of the text which demands involvement". This has, of course, a n1ajor influence on 
meaning. 
Post modernism and the interactional model indicate a shift from meaning in a content to 
meaning as event or interaction. According lo Fowler (1989:13) this shift can be explained by the fact 
that "most modern biblical criticism, has been chiefly concerned with the referential axis of language. 
Post modern literary criticism ... swings the focus over to the rhetorical acts". This, I believe, confirms 
yet again the necessity C)f the interaclional model. 
2) The interactional model J propose enables us to analyze both the communicative as \veil as 
argumentative situation of a letter. In this respect the model of Webb (1986:37) could serve us well. 
:~D 
c 
------~H 
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The different symbols reprcsl'.nl the following components of comn1unk·;.1tion: 
A The physical situation or context and the subject of the discourse. ·rht.: physii:al !-iilualion 
refers to the where:, \vhcn an<l what. 
B l'hc intention of the speaker, that is, the psychological context. 
C The participants in the process, that is, the social context. 
D The behavioural code uppropriate to the context, that is, rulc5 or norms which ;.trc to be 
followed in a specific context. 
E The linguistic code chosen in which to transmit the message. 
F The rhetorical code, that is, rhetorical techniques which could enhance the impact of the 
message. 
G The genre chosen in which to present the message. 
H The text \sermon 
This model must be viewed against the background of Lalegan's model (1988:76) of 
interaction between the world of the author and the world of the reader. By focusing on the author and 
the reader's v.•orld I am reminded of the drawing made famous by Wittgenstein. 
Whereas I once saw the rabbit as I read 1 Cor., I now see the duck. It's still the same letter to 
the Corinthians, but one's perspective has changed radically. According to Lategan (1988:72) "the 
interaction of these two worlds is the challenge of the fusion of horizons as envisaged by Gadamer". 
That is exactly the purpose of the. interactional model - a fusion of horizons. The way in which this 
takes place is outlined by Webb's model which implies that me-aning is constituted hy various 
components and which further enables us to analyze both the communicative and argumentative 
aspects of the text. 
There arc of course many other models which arc commendable. To mention <i few, 
Hernadi's model (1976:383) and the model of Rousseau (1988:410) which can be called the umbrdl• 
approach in communication science, in waich communication is said to occur whenever ,...-c crcalc 
meaning from our interaction with the world. 
Although Rousseau's model opens up new possibilities lo explore, the relation.ship hclwt.:cn 
static and dynamic clements needs to be clarified more carefully. It is furthermore not so dov.'n lo 
earth and accessible to the student and the man on the street. 
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3) The interpretation of I Cor. IM4 as an apolOf,')' cannot he sustained. The 1nain prohlen1 Paul is 
addressing is intraMcommunal strife and not tension between himself and the ton1munity. E\cn Dahl 
( 1977:61 n.50) c!lly admits to apologetic clements. Again the procedure and tcrn1innlogy fllund in t:arly 
ilpologctic letters (Cialatians and 2 Lor. 10-13) arc quite different fro1n I ('or. 1-·t 
4) All the speculation on whether Paul was in a controversy \Vith the Cinostics has been dealt with 
quite adequately in the publications of Hengel and more recently Von Lips and Sto\vers. Hengel 
(1977:110) in explaining how the cross of Jesus \Vas not a didactic, symbolic or speculative elcn1cnt, hut 
instcaci a very specific and highly offensive matter which imposed a burden on the earliest t:hristian 
missionary preaching made the follcl\Ving comment: "It is time to stop talking about gnosticism in 
Corinth. \\'hat happened in the community docs not necd to be explained in tcrrns of utterly 
misleading presuppositions of a competing gnostic mission. This ncvcr existed expect in the n1ind of 
some interpreters. What happened in Corinth can easily be explained in terms of Lhc 1-lellcnislic (and 
Jewish) milieu of this Greek port and metropolis". 
Von Lips (1990:319) is also critical of the results from the history of religions approach: "Hane 
dan die religionsgcschichtlictc Schulc in 2, 6ff gnostische Terminologie fcstgestcllt, so sieht Wilckcns 
(in seiner Dissertation) darin Aufnahme von Terminologie der gnostischen Gegncr des Pis in Korinlh. 
Nacdem Wilkens sclbst in zv.ischcn davon abgcriicht ist (abcr nicht Sch1nitals u.a) zcigt die ncucrc 
Auslegung wiederum einc ziemliche cindcutigc Tcndcnz: Paulus sctzt sich mit Vcrtrctcn jiidisch· 
hellcnistichcr Wcisheitsspekulation auseinandcr, wobei der Name Apollos noch eincn pcrsi\nlichc 
Beleg dafilr bieten kann. Doch cs fragl sich: Isl damit wirklich das Wesentliche gckliirt'?" 
According to Von Lips 'analysis of the text in 1 Cor. 1-2 there is no trace of a wisdom 
christology. The term 'wisdom of God' "betonl mehr die Wirkmiichtigheit des Handclns Gones... Fiir 
den Text 1 Kor. 1M2 insgcsaml ist bemerkenswcrt die Vielfalt von Motivcn der Weishcitstradition, die 
Paulus hier aufgrcift, die nur teilweisc genuin sind, tcilwcise aber apokalyptisch, oder hcllt:nistisch 
transformiert" {1990:355). 
Stowers' (1990:258) reaction to the endless speculation on Gnostit influence, Jewish \visdon1 
teachings and sophistic rhetoric is that it is extremely difficult to detect a criticism of a particular kind 
of wisdom. "In fact, Paul seems to have no concern about the content of any particular teaching. 
Rather, his focus is entirely on wrong attitudes and behaviour in relation to the pursuit of wisdom. 
This is perhaps why he uses such a vague and general term as wisdom". Sec also ch. Watson's 
(1986:83) sociological approach in which he proved that I Cor. 1:18-2:5 is not directed against Judaizcrs 
but against the claim (possibly from Apollos) that the gospel is compatible with the wisdom of the 
world. Betz (1986:27 n. 56) also claims that all attempts to a solution of the gnostic problem failed 
mainly because most studie' ignored the possible connection~ of the Corinthian gnuslics with (Jrt:t:k 
philosophy, as if a clear distinction between gnosis and philosophy \11as ever made in anti4uity. Thu~ 
the entire phenomenon of gnosticism should be discussed not only apart from c;rcco - Ro1nan 
philosophy but also as a part of it. 
When done in St;ch a way as Pearson (1983:75-77) it once again becomes clear th.it the kind of 
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gnosis which pervades biblical and post-biblical Jewish thought has nothing lo do with Gnosticism. 
What Pearson traces is a Christianized Hellenistic Jewish wisdom, which is of course thi: conclusion 
lhal Von Lips came to. According to Pearson (1983:77) "a highly devclored wisdom speculation in 
Corinth can be attributed to the teaching of Apollos. If we 1 ccall that Apollos was an Alexandrian Jc\\' 
and a learned and eloquent teacher of scripture (Acts 18:24-26) \Ve have a very plausible link bct\Vccn 
the religiosity of the Corinthians and that of Alexandrian Judaism as rcpresen1cd t>y Philo". Sec alsc, 
L:h. Good (1987:57-60) and Sellin (1982:69-96) that no C:inostic texts reflect the Corinthian religious 
perspectives. 
5) Scholars have constructed a number of frameworks in an attempt to explain the source and 
nature of these individual readers and their opposition to Paul. Baur thought they were c1nissarics 
from Jerusalem. Schmitals identified them as Gnostics. Barrett (1971:108-109) and Conzclmann 
(1975:87-88) portrayed them as religious enthusiasts and proponents of a realized eschatology. They 
were later followed by Wilckens (1959:11), Shires (1966;53-54) and Thiselton (1978:514-515). Wucllner 
(1970:203) and Davis (1982:67) saw in the opponents evidence of a Torah · centric wisdom. 
I believe that social and theological factors contributed to the opposing parties in Corinth - a 
claim that will be substantiated in due course. 
6) Keep in mind that Barclay (1987:79-84) has also warned about the dangerous pitfalls of mirror 
reading. According to Barclay an appropriate form of mirror reading must keep the following criteria 
in mind: 1. each type of statement (assertion, denial, demand etc.) is lo be open lo a range of 
interpretations. 2. a statement with emphasis and urgency may indicate a real bone of contention. 3. 
Repetition may suggest an important issue. 4. An ambiguous word or phrase is a shaky foundation on 
which to build. 5. An unfamiliar motive may reflect a particular feature in the situation responded to. 
6. Consistency is to be maintained in drawing a picture of the opponents. 7. The results arc to be 
historically plausible. 
7) See in this regard Plato, Republic, book v (Allen 1966:184-188) where philosophy and the 
philosopher are defined. According to Plato the genuine philosopher is "those whose passion it is to 
see the truth" (1966:185), and "to know the truth about reality" (1966;187). In conclusion Plato adds: 
"The name of philosopher, then, wilJ be reserved for those whose affections are set, in every case, on 
the reality" (1966:190). 
8) Schank and Kass (1988:191) have pointed out that scripts are useful for language generation 
since they provide structure to a series of events. For example when paraphrasing <i story about a 
restaurant it would be necessary to indicate that the diner was seated if one assumes that the reader of 
the paraphrase will have a restaurant script and will therefore assume as much. 
9) Pseudo-Demetrius wrote in his 'Epistolary Types' Introduction no. 5.5-8 thal there an.: !wt.:nty -
one letter styles - one of which is the admonishing type. According to him admonition i~ tht.: instilling 
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or sense in the person who is being admonished and teaching him what should not be done. Sec also 
Malherbe (1986:80-81). 
10) Sec in this regard Origin 'Contr<.1 Cclsum' 6.34 ho\v (\:lsus con1bincs in a t.:onlcrnptullU!-1 \v:.1y 
the nailing of Jesus to the cross v.·ith his lowly trade as carpcnlcr and mocks christian talk of thr..: "trr..:c of 
life "and the ~resurrection of the llesh through the \Vood of the cross" in the fullo\i.'ing manner: \Vhat 
drunken old woman telling stories to lull a small child lo sleep would nut be ashamed of mullcring such 
preposterous things? Sec Hengel (1977:100). 
11) Sec in this regard Kirk and Raven (1981:204-205) for Heraclitus's claim that 'God wi1h his 
synoptic view, is thus the only thing that is completely wise' and also his further claim thal 'the \'>iscst of 
human beings, held against the deity will appear like a monkey in \Visdom, in bcttuty and in everything 
else'. 
12) The flallerer is the figure which is an epitome of the futility of existence. The character who 
corresponds with the flatterer or trickster is the parasite, who as the analogy suggests, dra\vs nutriment 
from others and engage in all kinds of futile things to hang on lo his source of life. 
The fiallecer is strongly and vehemently censured and always with an array of denigrating 
terms. Sweetness leads to flattery which is anathema lo the Cynic ideal of the wisc man who d.tims to 
speak the truth in all circumstances. 
In contrast to the harm caused by the flattery, lhe \vise man seeks to teach and educate. Sec 
the study by Marshall (1987:70-78) on the ligurc and character of the flatterer. 
Part of the problem Paul encountered in Corinth was that his opponents, \vho labelled 
themselves as wise men, made numerous and serious charges against him. Their accusations appear tu 
take two forms: a) of inconsistency in his conduct and relations and b) of unfavourable comparisons 
according to accepted social and cultural values. These charges as Marshall (1987:28) has proved arc 
drawn from the familiar character of the flallerer. Not only is his message foolish - cxpressi"g the 
futility of existence, but also his own conduct. In l Cor. 9:9·23 the diversity of his bahaviuur is 
underlined by the four distinct categories of people whom he accommodates. They represent a vast 
range of social and religious customs. he became a Jew to the Jews, as if under the law to those who 
arc under the law, as if outside the law to those who were outside the la\V, and weak to the weak. 
Clearly adding insult to injury and proving the foolishness of existence from which the Corinthians 
wanted dearly to escape. 
13) gcgraptai functions deictically, pointing to what is written in the shart:d world of i.:ncodcd 
author and implied readers. The implied readers clearly know what is wrillen and they and the implied 
author share the same attitude to\vards '-"'hat is written since no further qua!ificalion is given. As .... uch 
the maxim of manner is exploited, the in1plication being that it is not as important as the fuel of what 
has been written. Furthermore this kin<l of quotation can be Citllcd authoritativi.: be1:ausc il.'l dai1n to 
authority is not doubted but accepted. Sec JJ .. Vorster (1991:161) and Pleil ( 1986:304 ). 
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14) What has now become clear is that the parcllcl discussion in Romans 1: 18-25 intcrprcts this 
passage to some extent. The knowledge about God inherent in people (Rom. 1:19-2la) is distorted by 
them when they do not gratefully praise the living God (1:21 ;23) but rather worship images of people 
or animals. They confuse the creature with the Creator considering themselves "v.1isc "but in (jod's 
eyes becoming fools ( 1:22). 
According to J.N. Vorster (1991:134-135) Romans 1:18-:Z.5 is therefore also an argument of 
incompatibility bt:twccn knowing (jod and resisting God. Romans 1:18-32 also reflects that the reality 
has been traded for an apparent reality by the autoi. Vorster (1991:135) notes the difference between 
the reality and apparent reality as follows: 
Apparently real 
know God 
God 
Creator 
worship 
wisdom 
The real 
resistance to truth 
adhere to lies 
idols 
creature 
idolatry 
foolish 
That we are on the right track with this borrowing from Romans is demonstrated in I Cor. 
1:21 and the phrase OUK <yvw 6 K6oµou which docs not aim at knowledge alone but at obedient 
acknowledgement of God as Lord. Clearer still is 1 Cor. 1:22 and 1:18 which denounce a sinful 
illusionary way of speaking about God that degrades the Creator to a manageable creature. 
15) See W.S. Vorster's dissertation (1979:219-225) where a whole discussion is devoted to litotes in 
the Corpus Paulinium. 
According to him this verse definitely belongs to the group of litotes in the Corpus Paulinium. 
16) I agree with Stowers (1988:78) that these socially oriented perspective of the handbooks under 
discussion can provide a healthy corrective lo the narrowly form-critical approach to letters that has 
been so dominant in New Testament studies. Social structure and the recurrent patterns of interaction 
established by means of them are essential elements of the reality of everyday and as such they arc 
reflected in letters. 
17) Neyrey in explaining this concept of a symbolic universe rely on the macro intra cultural model 
of the British anthropologist Mary Douglas. Her two books on 'Purity and Danger' (1966) and 
'Natural Symbols' (1982) have introduced us to new and crucial ways of analyzing cultures ancient and 
contemporary. 
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18) See in this regard the work of Neyrey (1986:128-170) in which he uses Douglas's ideas on 
bodily control to develop a cross-cultural model for appreciating Paul's strong sense of custom, 
structure and order. According to Douglas (1%6:115) the body is a microcosm of the social body, a 
symbol of society in the sense that the ordering and structuring of the physical body is an exact replica 
of the social structure and the control of the physical body is an expression of social control. 
19) Note the v.·ay in •Nhich Malhcrbc (1977:5fi) respond' u:ith reservation on the prupos~I~; of 
Judge. According to Malhcrbc "it is not certain that rhetoric was learnt only in the third cduciltional 
stage ... Furthermore if Paul could havt.: acquired the art without having been formally schooled in it, as 
Judge argues, then perhaps rhetorical facility did not form a conspicuous social dividing line ... We 
should also be careful not to prcsnmc, on the basis of Paul's rhetoric, the level of rhe1orical 
sophistication of the churches to which he wrote. We should at least consider the possibility that Paul's 
rhetorical or literary ability distinguished him from most of his converts. At most rhetorical ability or 
interest in the practice may be taken as part of the cumulative evidence shc)\ving lhat the Pauline 
churches included some educated people". 
20) Theissen (1982:55) gave five reasons for this conclusion of his. In short he based his findings 
on I) the fact that those people who were baptized by Paul were not poor people e.g. Crispus 2) Gaius 
was a home owner and his home could host the entire congregation 3) if the conflict among followers 
is a struggle for position within the congregation, carried on by those of high social standing the train 
and thought from 1:10-17 and 1:18 ff become comprehensible. 
21) See in this regard Malherbe's (1982:76) comment about the social structure in Corinth, namely 
that "the Roman element was strong in this Greek city, and it is interesting 10 know that of the 
seventeen names of christians eight arc Latin names. Other cults besides the Jews were established 
there, the best known being that of Isis, which illustrates that the Corinthians were open to new 
religious traditions. The social mobility of the Corinthian society further contributed to the 
heterogeneous charactC'r of the city. In addition, Corinth waF a centre of commerce, industry and 
banking: the location of the Isthmian games; and the capitol of the province Achaia. The social 
stratification of the city is known to be pronounced with sharp contrasts between rich and poor". 
22) According to Meeks (1982:270) the social structure of Corinth is one in which people of 
several social levels arc brought together, although the apex and the very bottom of the (Jrcco-Roman 
social pyramid is missing. According to Meeks "the congregation sccn1s to reflect a pretty fair cross-
section of urban society of its time. The persons prominent cnc•1gh in the miss.ion or in the local 
groups for their names to be mentioned or for them to be identifiable in some other way usu<illy 
exhibits signs of high rank .... We may venture the generalization that the mos! active and promincnt 
members of Paul's circle arc people of high status inconsistency. ·rhcy <trC upwardly mobile; tht:ir 
achieved status is higher than their attributed status". 
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23) Malina (1981b:26-27) points out how honour in the fi"t century world was localed at the 
intersection of power, sex roles and religion. 
24) With his customary insight Aristotle points out that "party strife is always due to inequality" 
(Politics, 5.1.6). Even Xenophon who recorded the civil strife in Corinth in the fourth century made it 
clear that enmity between rich and poor was the root of strife. According to him a massacre occurred 
in 393 when a group of men whom Xcncphon tendcnliously calls oi plc:.istoi ka1 beltistoi sought an 
alliance with Sparta (Hell. 4-4-1-5). Even Thucydides, in renecting upon lhc civil s1rife to which 
Corcyrion fell prey in 427 concluded that "the cause of all these evils was the desire lo rule which greed 
and ambition inspire, and springing from them, that party spirit which belongs to men once they have 
become involved in factious rivalry" (Welborn 1987:95). 
25) Wclborn's article (1987:85-111) is rather suggestive and innucntial. In analyzing the lerms 
schismata (1:10), cridcs (1:11) and mcmcrislai (1:13) he comes to the conclusion thal scholars of the 
New Testament fail to recognize "how much Paul's advice in I Cor. 1-4 has in common with the 
speeches on concord by the ancient politicians and rhetoricians, such as Dia Chryssotom and Aclius 
Aristides. It is our contention that Paul's goal in I Cor. 1-4 is not refutation of heresy but what 
Plutarch describes as the object of the arts of politics - the prevention of discord" (Welborn 1987:89-
90). 
Welborn even reflects on the well known Corinthian parties and according to him the principle 
at work in the creation of ancient political parties is personal adherence. On the other hand personal 
enmity is the social reality behind the opposing faction. According to him archaeological findings 
support that one spoke 'of the faction of Marius' and the 'party of Pompey'. As a matter of fact "a 
declaration of allegiance to a party so personal in organization could take no form other than that 
which is given in 1 Cor. 1:12 - I am of Paul, I am of Apollos" (Welborn 1987:90-91). 
Although I fully agree with Welborn and Theissen one should refrain from thinking that Paul 
is fighting on one front. 
The conflict arises out of a variety of situations. Social stratification and power struggles 
certainly contribute, but there are, as Malherbe indicates, (1977:84) also theological issues a1 stake. 
26) One must remember that the household of Stephanas and that of Crispus no doubt included 
slaves and freemen. All the evidence suggests that their power was based on material wealth and the 
dependence it induced. Welborn (1987:100) is therefore quite right in slating "slaves, freemen, hired 
labourers, business associates - the whole clientele . furnished not only an army of political supporters 
for the wealthy christian who sought to exert control over the new movement but also, more 
importantly, the experience of social distance by virtue of which he felt himself to he a person of higher 
rank, worthy of ruling the community". 
27) See in this regard the two excellent articles by O'Conncr on ·sex and Logic in I Cor. 11:2-lo' 
(1980:482-500) and Thompson's 'Hairstyles, Head-coverings and St. Paul' (1988:99-115). 
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28) In the rollowing section I make use of the excellent work of Fiorenza on 'Rhetorical Situation 
and 11istorical Reconstruction in 1 Corinthians' ( 1987:386-403) as well as 'Women in the Pre Pauline 
and Pauline Churches' (197X:I53-16h). More recently another study on the ('orinthian \\·on1cn 
emerged namely th~tl of Win: on 'The <..:orinthi.:tn \VonH:n Prophcrs'( 1990). I .:un ;tl.o.,o indch1cJ lo her 
ror excellent and probing work. 
29) In scrutinizing the social location of lhc (.'orinthian parties I a1n in no \\'<IY !-.Uggesting thal the 
conflict could only be attributed to by the social stratilication. I a1n only suggesting that it is one of the 
factors that could have contributed to the internal divisions. 
30) Since LUtgcrt, some cxcgetes have considered the problc111 in a more tradition:?! fashion. 
Lictzmann (1969:6-9) and Wendland (1954:6-26) identify four parties. Sellin (19X2:60-96), however, 
concentrates on the rollowcrs of Apollos and he is followed by Dahl ( lCJh7:313-335), Merklein ( 1991 :J.2-
151). The Cephas party is emphasized by T.W. Manson '11%2:190-209), Barrett (1982:28-39), 
Vielhauer (1975:341-352) and lately by Goulder (19'11:516-534). 
Goulder's view needs to be discussed. His view is a continuation of lhc TUbingen \iC\V of 1 
Cor, made famous by F.C. Baur, and originally stancd according lo Goulder (1991:516) by J.E.C. 
Schmidt in 1797. Schmidt suggested that the converts of Paul and Apollos were effectively one group, 
and that the second group, which had Peter as leader expressed their ultimate allegiance as that of 
Christ. Of course Baur developed this hypothesis further but it was exposed by Liitgert in 1908 on the 
grounds of the apparent absence of Judaizcrs and the law in 1 Corinthians. 
Goulder in attempting to answer Liltgcrt made some fundamental errors: 1) he explaint"d 
sophia as a way of life in accordance with the torah. According to him (1991:522) in Antioch, Asia 
Minor and Rome the torah was thought of as law, whereas in European cities like Corinth, where there 
were fewer Jews, the law was presented as sophia; 2) He explained scisma as a result of the struggle 
between Paul and Peter which also occurs in Gal. 2 and 3) he explained the key verse of 4:6 and in 
particular the phrase gegraptai as a referral to the law and scripture. 
Sadly Goulder made no u~e of the social sciences or even of attempting to understand the 
social world in which Paul lived. An excellent example is his explanation of 4:6 (metaschematizein) in 
which no mention is made of the use of a rhetorical device. In short Goulder's art iclc is a sad 
reflection of scholars who simply ignore the change in paradigms. 
31) Fee (1987:169-70) argues that although Paul is describing a conflict amongst the Corinthians', 
he is in actual fact referring to the Corinthians' arrogance which pits Paul against Apollos. tli~ 
conclusion (1987:6) is that the historical situation in Corinth was one of 'onflict bcrwccn the church 
and its founder. In any case, according to Fee, the majority of the church boasts of a special spirituality 
related to an over realized eschatology. Once again no mention is made of possible social factors that 
could enhance the conflict. 
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32) Although it is usually accepted Baur developed his dialectical approach to Christian beginnings 
under the sway of Hegalian philosophy, Peter Hodgson (1968:23-24) has shown that Baur had in foci 
not red Hegel before 1833 which \Vas \Veil artcr the time he wrote his now famous t.:ssay on the partic!-1 
in Corinth. According to Colin Brown ( 1985: 19-83) Baur had been influenced by the dialectical 
understanding of Fichte. 
33) For a considerable number of years numerous articles have given ~launch support to the 
hypothesis that the parties arose out of theological considerations. The father of this hcing F.C. Baur. 
He was followed by a host of scholars including Dahl 1967:313-335), who claimed that Apollos's 
enthusiasm gave rise lo the parties. Sec in this regard the following exponents of this view: Sellin 
(1982:69-96), Merklein (1991:142-151). 
34) Exponents of these views are amongst others Marshall (1987:264) who said that the parties 
"indicate primarily ,1 social rather than a theological bond" and Theisscn (1982:121-140). 
35) A combination of factors influencing the forming of the parties is of late!y propagated in an 
excellent article by William Beard (1991:116-136). See also in this regard Malhcrbe on 'The Social 
Aspects of Early Christianity' (1983:84) in which he explicitly claims that social as well as theological 
matters were involved in the grouping of the parties. 
36) Wealthy people, according to Aristotle (in Marshall 1987: 185), are especially susceptible to 
hybris. Unlike the great souled man who can act with restraint, the vain man cannot control his good 
fortune or position of superiority and becomes hybristes. Within a situation O( ··ociaJ mobility this kind 
of behaviour would occur naturally in Corinth. 
37) In the Greek-English lexicon of Louw and Nida which is based on semantic domains hybris is 
treated as part of domain 88 that deals with moral and ethical qualities and related behaviour. It is part 
of the sub domain 'treat badly' (1988:756). 
38) The indication that this is a letter of admonition occurs in 4:14 where Paul purposely says that 
his intention is that of admonition. The tauta is therefore retrospective, and although it refer~ 
specifically to 4:6-13 it also points beyond the section to the previous admonitions already found in 
1:10. It should further also be noted that the two instances of parakalo (1:10; 4:16) serve as a frame for 
the whole discussion in chapters 1-4. See in this regard Fitzgerald (1988:117). 
39) Various scholars have adopted this view in the past. Sec in this regard Robertson & Plummer 
(1914:81). The notion of excess suggested by theuni:p of the quotation, ar.J the language "f ;ati<"ty in 
4:8 may of course lend support to this suggestion. In recent years two scholars have made a 
contribution to this hypothesis namely Marshall (1987:197-202) and H.D. Betz (1970:465·484). 
According to Marshall (1987:198) gegraplai denotes a scripture quotation through which Paul is simply 
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telling the Corinthians th<it they should learn not to be unscriplural. I-low is one unscriplural'! In 1he 
light of two passages in 2 Cor. 10: 12-13 and Rom. 12:3 Marshall (1987:2lKJ) suggests that unscriplural is 
the exact opposite of moderation (mctron). Betz in his article opens a \Vindow on self knov.•lcdgc v.·i1h 
the aid of twc, proverbs "Nothing ovcrmurh", "Know yourself'' v.·hich were inscribed on the \Valls of the 
temple of Apollos at Delphi. Betz explains the different \\'ays in which scholars thought about self 
knowledge. Epictetus, according lo Betz (1970:476) thought that you should first learn who you arc 
and then in the light of that knowledge adorn yourself· cspe('ially your reason. Philu uu llic other 
hand, couples self knowledge for insr.ancc with Jacob's flight to Laban in Haran. The Lord's <.idvice lo 
him (Jacob) "to make your home with him for a few <lays "is nothing other than what the Delphic 
maxim demands: 'Learn well the country of the senses; knuv• thyself and the parts uf which thou dost 
consist, what each is, and for what it was made, and ho\V it is meant lo \Vork'" (Betz 1970:478). 
This coming Io self knowledge, according lo Philo, proceeds in Ihrce steps: 1) turn away from 
astrology, 2) examination of the body, including perception and speech, 3) consideration of the nuus in 
man (Betz 1970:479). Another great example which illustrates the fruit of self knowledge is Abraham. 
40) An exellent example is the study of Good (1986:57) where Sophia is treated without any 
significance or even reference to philosophy. Even Birger Pearson (1983:73-89) sadly admits that 
although there is no full blown gnosticism in Corinth (1983:74) "virtually everything in 1 Car. can be 
explained on the basis of Hellenistic Jewish speculative wisdom such as that encountered in Philo 
(1983:77). Even Robert Grant in his article on 'Early Christians and Gnostics in Graeco-Roman 
Society' (1983:194-218) sadly docs nol relate gnosis lo the philosophy in the Greco - Roman society. 
41) In Sirach 39.1-11 the relationship belwecn wisdom and knowledge is touched upon: "1) He 
who seeks out wisdom will be concerned wilh prophecies; 2) he will preserve the discourse of notable 
men and penetrate the subtleties of parables; 3) he will seek out the hidden meanings of proverbs and 
be al home with the obscurities of parables; 4) he will serve among great men and appear before rulers, 
he will travel through the lands of foreign nations, for he tests the good and evil among men ... 8) he will 
reveal instruction in his teaching, and will glory in the la\v of the Lord's covenant; 9) many will praise 
his understanding and it will never be blotted out, his memory will not disappear, and his name \vill live 
through all generations; 10) ~ations will declare his wisdom, and the congregation will proclaim his 
praise; 11) if he lives long, he will leave a name greater than a thousand. and if he goes to rest, it is 
enough for him" (Davies 1982:11). 
42) Keep in mind that the Stoics found reason as a fortress lo be an apt metaphor in lhr.;ir 
descriptions of the wise man who had logos kai gnosis. According to Seneca "the wise nHtn full uf 
virtues human and divine, can lose nothing. His goods arc girt about by strong and insurmountable 
defenses. Not Babylon's walls, which an Alexander entered, arc to be compared with these, not the 
ramparts of Carthago or Numantia, both captured by one man's hand, not the capitol or citadl!I of 
Rome - upon them the enemy has lcfl his marks. 
The walls which guard the wise man arc safe from both flame and assault, they provide no 
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means of entranco - are lofty, impregnable, god-like" (Stowers 1990:268). 
Even for Marcus Aurelius the mind "is a very citadel fur a rnan has no fortress more 
impregnable wherein to find refuge and be untnkcn forever" (Stowers 1990:269). 
43) This is a question that was and is still debated. On the one hand there arc those who agree 
that Paul is opposed to rhetoric and eloquence and that he himself did not rcoeive any formal schooling 
in the art of rhetoric. There are numerous examples of scholars that \\'·ould ascribe to this. Ki.immcl 
(1975:199) and Conzelmann (1969:19) helicvcd that Poul used rhetoric ilS mere ornamentation. 
Kennedy (1980:131) believes that Paul in I Cor. 2:6-31 rejected the whole of classical philosophy and 
rhetoric. Marshall (1987:400) while raving about the commendable rhetorical qualities of Paul's also 
believe that he "deliberately abandoned rhetoric in his preaching". 
On the olher hand there arc also a number of scholars who believe the exact opposite. 
Wilckcns (1975:522), Liftin (1983:346), Norden (1909;493), Betz (1986:22-23) believe that Paul's 
rhetoric is that of the true friend, while Malherbe (1990:203-217) believes his rhetoric is empowered by 
the Holy Spirit. Scroggs (1976:273) Church (1978:21) Wuellner (1986:77) and Fiorcn?.1 (1987:386-
403)all believe Paul to be a rhetorician. See in this regard the study of Liftin (1983:279-353). His 
emphasis is son1ewhat strong and unbalanced when he remarks "Paul conceives of these two persuasive 
dynamics - that of the rhetor and that of the Cross - as mutually exclusive. To utilize the one was to 
abandon the other" (1983:280). The study of Lim (1987:148) is more balanced in remarking "that this 
does not me.an that devices and strategies of rhetoric are not to be used in preaching, but that they 
should be confined to their proper limits". 
All in all one must note that the discussion about Paul's relationship to rhetoric is experiencing 
a boom. One could indeed say that this very important issue has gone the full circle. At the turn of the 
century the rhetoric of Paul was appreciated by scholars of the likes of Johannes Weiss, Friederich 
Blass and the young Rudolf Bultmann. This appreciation made way for suspicion and the idea of Paul 
as the careful pastor who is highly critical of speech and eloquence and rhetoric were the order of the 
day. Recently scholars working within the SBL such as Malherbe, Betz and Judge completed the circle. 
In the words of one of these scholars who assisted in turning the tide: "Paul the pastor is Paul the 
educator, is Paul the rhetorician" (Wuellner 1979:177). 
44) See in this regard the study of Liftin (1983:279-353). His emphasis is somewhat strong and 
unbalanced because he is of the opinion that Paul conceives the two dynamics (that of rhetor and that 
of the Cross) as mutually exclusive (1983:280). The study of Lim (1987:148) is much more balanced. 
According to Lim Paul does use devices and strategics of rhetoric but they arc confined to their proper 
limits. 
45) Methodius had the following to say with regard to Paul's style: "the sudden shifts in Paul's 
discussions which give one the impressions that he is confusing the issue or bringing in irrelevant 
material or wandering from the point al issue are part of Paul's most varied style. Yet in all these 
transitions he never introduces anything that \vould be irrelevant to his doctrine, but gathering up his 
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idt.:as into a wonderfully harmonious pattern he makes tham all tell on the single poinl at issue \vhich 
he has proposed" (Wuellner 1979:177). 
46) Bultmann in his dissertation examined the diatribe as a style of moral exhortation. The 
ancients only very rarely used the word lo describe exhortation, but \Vhcn they did, they hetd in 1nind the 
educational activity of !cacher and sludcnl, no! a literary genre. Sec Malherbe ( 1986: 129). 
The diatribe as Bultmann discovered was esscnlially a popuiar philosophical trcatn1cnl uf an 
crhi1.:al topic and had the practical ain1 of moving people to action rather than reflection. 'fhe earlier 
di •tribes seem to have been lively, even cntcrtai1 1ng with a pronounced use of a dialogue with a ficli\'c 
opponent lending spice to the whole. The later diatribes were calmer in tone, more didactic and n1orc 
systematically arranged. They were used in different situations of communicalion - for cxan1plc in 
lcners (Seneca and Paul) as well as in discourse lo the public (Plutarch, Dio Chrysostom) and in 
instruction in schools (Epictetus). Th~ diatribe is peppered with rhetorical questions, frequently used 
for emphasis or to point to common assumption. Among the literal and rhetorical conventions, lists of 
vices and virtues and hardships were especially popular. 
47) To prove the point I would like to refer to four, otherwise useful commentaries on 
Corinthians. Groshcide (1953:16) only mentions !ha! 1 Cor. seems 10 discuss a series of poinls \vilhoul 
any coherence. No mention is made of rhetoric. Bi.irrclt (1971:13) refers to the work of Weis~ and 
even urges one to read it in its entirety, but his own work lacks the insight gained from rhetorics. The 
same can be said of Pop's commentary as well as that of Conzclmann. Conzclmann's argumentation 
(1969:19-22) for the unity of 1 Car. rests solely on theological considerations. ilv :"ucther considering 
the form and substance of Paul's argumentation separately he restricts rhetoric lO the level of 
ornamentation. 
This misrepresentation of rhetoric may be due to the lingering effects of a Ramist \"iCY.' of 
rhetoric in Western thought. See in this regard the work of Russel on 'Criticism in Antiquity' 
(1981:119) in which he stales that rhetoric was always a rigorous discipline, which encouraged hard 
thinking, verbal and logical ingenuity and shrewd psychological observation. 
See in this regard also the article by Culpepper (1989:87-!02) in which he makes ii clear that a 
commentary responds to and reflects the commentator's understanding of the nature of the text (or 
medium) being interpreted. It folluws rhat the commentator's understanding of the nature of the text 
determines his or her concept of what a commentary must do to make the meaning of 1;1e text explicit. 
Sadly, the above mentioned commentaries still function within a very inadequate view or para<lign1 of 
"·hat a text is. 
48) That most contemporary scholars did not follov.· the directives of the audience to undcrstand 
the Coriathian christians becomes obvious when one reads through the different articles and books un 
the opponents of Paul. His opponents arc explained either with reference to the syn1bolic univt.:r!'ic of 
contemporary Judaism, a pagan religion, especially the my5tcry cuh5 and of co~r.sc Jc\clupcd 
gn~sticism. In this regard the article by Barclay (1987:74) on the pitfalls of mirror rcaJing i!'i 
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imperative. Sec also Betz (1979:56 n.115) as well as Lyons (1985:%) on mirror reading. 
49) The universal audience is of paramount importance beca•tsc it provides a norm for objective 
argumentation, since the other party to a dialogue and the person deliberating with himself can never 
amount to more than floating incarnations of this universal audience. Sec Perelman (1969:31-32). 
Also remember that this is the audience of the philosopher, because it has a value system based on 
rational thinking. According to Perelman (1967:110) appeals to the universal audience will be 
philosophical in nature and rise above the persuasive appeals of the particular audience. 
50) Hengel (1986:94-102) states several instances in which reference is made lo the folly of the 
Cross. Pliny for example said 'I discovered nothing but a perverse and extravagant superstition'. 
Tacitus saw the cross as a 'pernicious superstition'. Augustine preserved an oracle of Apollo which 
speaks of a 'god who died in delusions, who was condemned by judges whose verdict was just, and 
executed in the prime of life'. According to Celsus the Cross can be compared to a drunken old 
woman, telli11g stories to Juli a small child to sleep. 
51) According to Lampe (190:124) the justification for applying the text of 1:18-25 to the 
Corinthian party strife and as part of the rhetorical schema is found in 1 Cor. 3 where the parties are 
openly targeted - "in 1:18-25 and 3:18-19 Paul uses the same terminology, which shows how much 1:18-
25 in fact, may be read with the Corinthians and their parties in mind. 3:18-19 makes the general 
theological reflections of 1:18-2:16 clear in regard to the party situation . 
In other words and this is the finesse, the Corinthians at first, can accept the fundamental 
theological text of 1:18-2:5 as agreeable and even enjoyable, for the text in its foreground docs not 
criticize them but the world. They can enjoy the "we" who arc being saved (1:18), at least initially, until 
suddenly, from 3:1 on, the implications are shockingly turned against themselves. Jn the words of 
Lampe - "1:18-2:5 is a 'Trojan horse' with which Paul thrusts himself into the middle of the Corinchian 
party situation". 
52) In 4:8-10 Paul again refers to and compares himself to the foxawi, the least important, the 
most insignificant of all. The word indicates the lowness of the apostle's worldly rank and status, in 
contrast to the exalted spiritual status of the Corinthians as affluent kings. Although first in the church 
(12:28) God reveals them to the world as last. The last are typically those who arc wronged, insullcd, 
suffer drunken abuse, have their property confiscated, and in short are treated as fools (Dio Chrys. Or. 
38.36-37). See also Fitzgerald (1988:136). 
53) In both the study of Black (1984:15-17) and Stahlin (1979:490-493) no mention is made of the 
use of this term within the Greco-Roman philosophy. 
54) Plank (1983:139) fmds a parallel to this second perspective as an experience of alternation in 
the work of the sociologist Peter Berger. According to Berger "as chiidrcn we used to be given a 
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curious kind of puzzle to play with . .Jt was paper with a tangle of very thin blue and red lines. If you 
just looked at it you couldn't make out anything. But if you covered it with a piece of transparent red 
tissue paper, the red lines of the drawing disappeared and the blue lines formed a picture - it was a 
clown in a circus holding a hoop and a little dog jumping through it. And if you covered the same 
drawing with a blue tissue paper, a roaring lion appeared chasing the clown across the ring. You can 
do the same thing with every mortal, living or dead. You can look at him through Sonia's tissue paper 
and write a biography of Napoleon in terms of his pituitary gland as ha• been done: The fact that he 
incidentally conquered Europe will appear as a mere symptom of the activities of those two tiny lobes 
the size of a pea. You can explain the message of the Prophets as epilcptical foam and the Sistine 
Madonna as the projection of an incestuous dream. The method is correct and the picture in itself 
complete. But beware of t:.e arrogant error of believing that it is the only one. The picture you get 
through the blue tissue paper will be no less true and complete. The clown and the lion arc both there, 
interwoven in the same pattern" (Berger in Plank 1983:139). 
Obviously irony functions in much the same way as tissue paper. When placed over the text, 
the picture is altered so that the hidden features come into play. 
55) See in this regard the study of Bailey (1975:265-296). According to him (1975:266) the key to 
biblical poetry is parallelism. These parallelisms can best be understood as correspondences and fall 
into three categories, namely standard parallelism (aa, bb, cc), step parallelism abc, abc) and inverted 
parallelism (abc, cba). 
If the reader of the New Testament judges the letters by modern poetic standards, or by 
OT.Psalms, he\she might gain the impression of a very poor poetry, characterized by irregular metre, 
rather weak use of parallelism and a frequent and monotonous repetitions of words and the absence of 
any firm principle of construction. The study of Bailey corrects such impressions and underlines the 
fact that even New Testament letters are written according to strong principles of form, and are in fact 
more formally constructed than most of OT. poetry. 
At the second conference of Rhetoric and Religion held at the University of South Africa 
Pieter Botha in a illuminating paper on the 'Magical power of words' shed some light on how this type 
of rythm and repetition enhances the power of words and ultimate the power of speech which is of 
course the aim of rhetoric. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
4.1 General Remarks 
CONCLUSION 
Texts are the human way to reduce the 
world to a manageable format, open to :.n 
intersubjective interpretive discourse. 
Which means that, when symbols are 
insened into a text, there is, perhaps, no 
way to decide which interpretation is the 
"good" one, but it is still possible to 
decide, on tlie basis of the context, which 
one is due, not to an effort of 
understanding "that" text, but rather to a 
hallucinatory response on the pan of the 
addressee (Eco 1990:21). 
In the postmodern era, I daresay we shall 
see much less in the way of exegesis, and 
much more in the way of poetics, rhetoric, 
politics and ethics. 
(Fowler 1989:27 n 39). 
The single most pressing challenge of this study has been to find ways of 
understanding and studying human communication as a highly complex interactional 
process. 
What this study in a theoretical sense does confirm, in the first place, is that writing 
and reading are activities full of risk. Insomuch as the meaning of a text evolves 
from the interaction between author, text and reader, neither the creator nor the 
recipient of that text has the capacity to control its interpretation. Secondly, and 
related to the first, this study confirms the profound truth regarding communication 
and knowledge that flows from Einstein's theory of relativityl, namely "that reality is 
always encased in a communicative matrix" (P. Botha 1993:40). The implication of 
confirming this truth is not without consequences - it implies that the focus of the 
text is no longer on the text itself, but rather on the communicative event of which 
the text is part. In other words, the focus is on the subject in, around, behind and 
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created by the text. Thirdly, this study also confirms that an adequate theory of 
communication has to be pragmatic2 and functional. The interactional model 
utilizes the concept of interaction: human behaviour is a continual interaction of 
activities; it involves divisions of labour and functions within a vast complex. 
It is in and through communication that human societies are created and 
maintained. In other words, "communication and the processing of information are 
not merely aspects of human societies; rather, societies would be totally impossible 
without communication in one form or another" (P. Botha 1993:41). 
The interactional model also confirms that outside a communicative event a text is a 
mere artifact. Any adequate text theory must, therefore, consider a text as a 
communicative interaction between its producers and its consumers within relevant 
social and institutional contexts. 
Finally the interactional model provides an appropriate tool for the construction of 
a context. One cannot oppose text to context, or reduce text to a mere function of 
context. The application of this model has made it clear that the relationship 
between text and context is one of equivalence (P. Botha 1993:45) because it is their 
interrelatedness which unites them and which constitutes both text and context. 
On a more practical level we have seen that if wisdom and foolishness in Paul's 
letter to the Corinthians are our concern, their contexts have to be constructed. We 
have also seen that the contexts which were created by different New Testament 
scholars for the interpretation of wisdom and foolishness in 1 Cor. 1: 18-2:5, are 
based on a problematic approach to language. The interactional model, on the 
other hand, alerts one to the collective or holistic dimensions of language by virtue 
of its concern both for the kinds of effects which discourse produces and for how 
discourse produces those effects. One of the greatest assets of the interactional 
model according to my reasoning is that it transcends the dichotomy between a 
diachronic reading and a synchronic reading and makes a more holistic approach 
possible, in which the pragmatic effect of the text is taken fully into account. In 
doing so the practical, the powerful and political aspects of the text are taken 
seriously. In the words of Lentricchia (1983:147) "to write is to know is to 
dominate". 
I also believe that the interactional model is able to accommodate and implement 
Fiorenza's plea (1988:17) for a new paradigm which situates "biblical scholarship in 
such a way that its public character and political responsibility become an integral 
part of our literary readings and historical reconstructions of the biblical world". 
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This model prohibits one from a radical detachment, emotional, intellectual and 
political that leads one to non-involvement and presupposition - free exegesis. 
Rather, it increases an awareness of the determinate role of the society in the 
interpretive task and of the social dimension of literature. 
In conclusion: The interactional model is able to deal with the quest for double 
ethics (Fiorenza 1988:14), namely that of an ethics of historical reading which deals 
with the question of what kind of reading can do justice to the text in its historical 
context, and an ethics of accountability which takes responsibility not only for the 
choice of an interpretive model, but for the ethical consequences of the biblical text 
and its meaning. 
Finally, in arguing for an interactional model, a way has been opened out of the 
powerless pre-occupation with the aesthetic traits of biblical language and style, 
which has rendered our discipline functionless, contextless and irrelevant to the 
burning issues of our society. 
4.2 Ethics of Historical Reading 
The various strategies which could contribute to a historical reading of the text (cf 
Fiorenza 1988:14) can be summarized as follows: 
4.2.1 Sentence strategies 
The two most important sentence strategies are firstly the way, in which the 
characters of the discourse are constructed and, secondly the identification with the 
implied readers. 
Paul's person is constructed by means of various strategies. The picture that 
gradually develops of Paul is one in which: 
* 
• 
• 
Paul is father of the community and has the right to admonition. His person is 
thus constructed by means of paternal and maternal imagery. 
By adopting the role of father figure Paul breaks through the very strict 
hierarchical relationship that should have existed between him as apostle and 
the congregation. Paul masks his own authority. 
Paul identifies with the readers by demarcating textual space. He tries ro 
establish trust, attention, sympathy and goodwill in his attempt to persuade. 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Paul obeys the rules of a normal speech situation and the readers can 
therefore expect the cooperation principle to be observed. 
Paul considers himself a champion of unity . 
Paul identifies his preaching and work with the example of Jesus Christ. 
Paul is also a witness to God's gifts and the readers' speech, and knowledge . 
Paul's person is created by means of co-existential argumentation in which the 
person of Paul and his actions are interrelated. With regard to his person - he 
preaches God's secret truth shifting the authority from himself to God. With 
regard to his actions - he does not use preeminent eloquence or wisdom. In 
other words Paul's own life becomes a paradigm of boasting in the Lord ( 1 :31, 
2:3-4). 
The implied readers are constructed by means of in group identity markers, creating 
textual distance, claiming common ground and dissociation in conjunction with 
incompatibilities (1:26-28). As we have seen in the exegetical excursus on pericope 
one, one should throughout the above mentioned section (18-25) pay close attention 
to the explanatory conjunctions: yap (18,19,21), E:nE1ofi (22), ckt (25) because the 
connection of the successive clauses may be fairly plain by following it in the order 
of thought. The yap, frn and E:nE1ofi, going from effect to cause, present the 
sequence in reverse order as follows: What seems to be God's foolishness and 
weakness are in fact wisdom and power (v. 25); for this reason (v. 22-24) the 
message of the crucified man - a foolish thing in the eyes of Jews and Greeks - is to 
those who know it the power and wisdom of God. This exemplifies (v. 21) the truth 
underlying the history of the world, that man's wisdom is convicted of failure by the 
simplicity of the truth as declared by God. For this reason God has destroyed in a 
generic way the wisdom of the world (v. 20) and turned to folly the wisdom of the 
wise (v. 19), a principle which explains the opposite look which the word of the 
Cross has to the oomoUuµEVOl and the crcii~6µEVOL That is why Paul's mission is to 
preach ouK E:v crO<j>U;x ')..6you (v. 17). 
Dissociation is of particular importance in this regard, especially concerning the 
incompatibilities. The readers were called although few of them are wise and 
powerful or of high social standing, causing a basic incompatibility between the 
calling of the readers and their status. This incompatibility extends to God's way of 
choosing. As in the case of Christ who appeared weak and foolish to the world, so 
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in regard to the non-elite at Corinth, God reverses the expected reality based on 
honour. 
This prominent incompatibility between the expected reality (wisdom, strength and 
honour) and God's reversal (foolishness, weakness, shame) opens the way for Paul 
to modify the value system of his readers. 
A further technique to identify with the implied readers is to distance them from 
another group. The other group is vilified in order to strengthen inner group ties. 
An excellent example is found in 1:22. In referring to the Jews and Greeks alike 
Paul does two things. He creates textual distance by means of the very formal 
distinction and in so doing he distances himself from the pews and the Greeks. He 
follows that up with non naming, keeping the attention of his readers, because they 
are not implicated. He then immediately follows that with a personal pronoun 
fiµetc;, diminishing textual space and suggesting empathy and solidarity and 
interaction with the readers. Over against the 'us' and inclusive 'we' stand the Jews 
and Gentiles. Other strategies, such as politeness, hedging indirectness and litotes 
all contribute towards retaining the power of the implied readers. 
4.2.2 Discourse Strategies 
A historical reading that would do justice to 1 Cor. 1: 18-2:5 should in the first 
instance survey the social situation depicted by this letter by Paul. 
4.2.2.1 Social strategies 
Part of Paul's social strategy is revealed in the role he assigns to himself. He is 
apostle, that of the superior person with the highest status and power since he has 
direct access to the revelations of the Holy Spirit. Since he has legitimate power he 
not only acts in obedience to God's demands, but he also demands obedience to his 
commands (1:10). 
As we have already seen he fulfills the role of father - a strategy that enables him to 
break through the very strict hierarchical relationship that should have existed 
between him and the readers. It is a strategy which is more demanding in the sense 
that you are never really free from the obligation of respecting and obeying your 
father. Being a father, Paul is also able to educate. He therefore is able to blame, 
commenC:, censure, admonish, thank, pray, threaten, reproach, insult, praise as well 
as to be ironic and friendly. 
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By means of the text of 1 Corinthians, Paul also functions as, a window unto the 
social world of his readers. Paul, as well as his readers, shares the view that there is 
a definite order in the world. This order can be perceived in the cosmic hierarchy 
(11:3, 15:27-28), in the way the church is structured in terms of members and 
nonmembers (6:1, 1:20-28). Some are strong and others weak, some are wise. 
others foolish, some superior, others inferior, some are adults and others are babes. 
There is also a definite order among the people in the church (15:5-41, 12:28-30), 
some are first, others like Paul is last. To be first in time implies a higher role and 
status. 
Yet there is also disorder, and Paul uses this strategy to upset the traditional 
patterns of order. Of particular importance is the way in which God's reversals 
function as a strategy of disorder. According to the map of honourable persons 
shared by both Greek and Jew in 1:23, Christ has no place there; he is a stumbling 
block to Jews and nonsense to Greeks. However, according to God's reversal he is 
the power and wisdom of God. With the aid of this strategy a pattern of social value 
is turned around. God views wisdom and honour differently. 
This strategy is also applied to the social relations in Corinth. In a world where 
status is based on honour, God chooses what is foolish and low (1:26-28). 
Paul himself became the victim of God's reversals. Paul was by normal standards a 
wise man. Not only was he a student of Gamaliel, but he also complied with the 
traditions of the fathers with zeal. The authority given him to persecute the church, 
as well as his wisdom, power, rank, ethnic, caste and sex, reflects a high degree of 
status. His calling, however, changed this dramatically. In ending his career as 
Pharisee he is left without a power base. His privileges and status have been 
severely compromised, his rights as a free person is now limited to 'being in Christ' 
and his position as a male is now being lived out in the same world with the 
Corinthian women and slaves. On the other hand, women and slaves experienced a 
rise in status. In a society where women are not found to be religious or politically 
powerful, Paul mentions women with homes large enough for church gatherings. 
Chloe plays an important role and the way in which Paul respects her views 
concerning the divisions in Corinth indicates that women had influence and 
exercised leadership in the church. This rise in status is also evident from the fact 
that women are choosing to refrain from sexual relations as well as the fact that they 
have exousia power to choose between alternatives (11:2-16). In this sense 1:26 
could indeed reflect the status of the women at the time of their calling. They were 
not wise or powerful nor of high social standing. This choice signifies that God took 
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a loss, not the Corinthians. Paul sees their calling as God's way of contradicting and 
reversing the values of those who excel in what the world values. The calling of the 
Corinthians in the eyes of God demonstrates not only God's reversals but his 
exclusive right to glory and power. The Corinthians, and in particu Jar the women 
and slaves, see their calling as the demonstration of God's glory - not simply its 
preservation but its extension through the radically changed reality of the once 
foolishness of the world. 
4.2.2.2 Rhetorical strategies 
By integrating the results of the different rhetorical strategies we are now in a 
position to answer several questions that could contribute to a historical reading of 1 
Cor. 1:18-2:5 and in particular the terms wisdom and foolishness. 
Our study has confirmed that 1 Cor. 1-4 consists of two epideictic arguments. 1 Cor. 
1:18-2:5 forms part of the first argument and especially that part of the encomium 
which focussed on achievements and which made use of examples as primary form 
of rhetorical proof. 
First of all, Paul's use of wisdom and foolishness creates an ironic !;}'Stem of values 
that serves his apologetic intention. Paul's use of paradoxical irony brings about a 
reinterpretation not only of the cross but also of Paul's authority. Paul's 
reinterpretation of the cross by means of wisdom and foolishness refracts the 
definition of folly not to signify the absence of power. The paradox then being that 
foolishness expresses in its powerlessness the value of power and God's wisdom. In 
other words the paradox between the categories wisdom and foolishness signifies 
God's power. What was perceived as mutually exclusive is now firmly bound 
together. Wisdom and foolishness cannot be separated, because wisdom is always 
qualified by a certain foolishness. The same holds true for weakness and strength. 
Paul's paradoxical irony also brings about a reinterpretation of his own authority. 
His weakness no longer signifies an unqualified powerlessness, but becomes a 
powerful category in that it is a sign of God's own approval. Paul's forceful 
concession of his weakness at the same time exposes his source of power. His lack 
of wisdom and eloquence, therefore, not only exposes his foolishness but his source 
of power. As a result, the one who takes seriously this concession must also be 
prepared to accept Paul's authority, recognizing God's power in the apostle's 
foolishness and weakness. 
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Wisdom and foolishness are two strategic values through which, the Cross is 
depicted in a paradoxical way. It also enhances Paul's own authority and plays an 
important role in constructing his person, which in the end contributes towards the 
establishment of an ethos (in this case unity), prompting further interaction from the 
readers. 
Secondly the transformation of value serves to fulfill Paul's epideictic goal. Paul's 
reinterpretation of wisdom and foolishness plays an important role in persuading 
the readers to perceive reality in a new way. This reinterpretation enlarges the 
value of strength and weakness beyond the scope of what the reader normally would 
expect from these categories. 
The same holds true for the terms foolishness and wisdom. Paul's weakness (2:3) 
and lack of wisdom and eloquence (2:4) insomuch as they manifest the 
powerlessness which God uses to shame the world, are at once the strength and 
wisdom which stem from God's saving activity. The foolishness of the message 
about the cross is actually pure wisdom and the wisdom of the world is nothing else 
than foolishness. 
The same reversal of values is found in the calling of the Corinthians. In 1 :26 their 
powerlessness manifests the power of God to save in and through their human 
condition of weakness and low status. God's wisdom, foolishness and power 
therefore promotes a change in Paul's readers, calling into question their system of 
values. For Paul the cross event furnishes the essential paradigm of God's 
paradoxical acts. Moreover, it provides the basic pattern according which Paul 
interprets life, notably his own existence and the calling of the Corinthians. 
Thirdly one can now conclude that 1:18-2:5 is not an example of impaired speech on 
Paul's behalf, neither is it a digression. It is not strange that Paul allots just a few 
verses to party strife. Party strife as such presupposes a number of things, inter alia 
that Paul's authority is under fire. It also indicates that there is a difference of 
opinion amongst his readers as to how they should interpret their calling and its 
consequences. In a community centered around the pivotal values of honour and 
shame Paul then uses the terms wisdom and foolishness, weakness and power as a 
means to: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
illustrate the paradoxical and ironic value of the cross . 
illustrate Christ crucified in similar terms as the foolish wise man . 
illustrate that God's foolishness is wisdom . 
illustrate with regard to his own behaviour, that his weakness and lack of 
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wisdom and eloquence add to his status as being a follower and apostle of Jesus 
Christ. His own behaviour becomes a flesh and blood example of the 
paradoxical value of the gospel. 
To conclude: In a historical reading of 1 Cor. 1:18-2:5 wisdom and foolishness bring 
to the surface Paul's ironic system of values and reveals the veins of his subsequent 
argumentation. He highlights weakness and folly, wisdom and strength and 
commandeers them for his own use by infusing them with paradoxical value. Paul 
cannot begin to discuss the issue of his weakness and lack of eloquence prior to 
establishing its paradoxical dimensions, for to do so would lead to misunderstanding. 
Before constructing his image as apostle he must first bring into play the cruciform 
world of meaning in which foolishness and weakness express positive value and 
status (1:26). 
That foolishness and weakness do indeed express positive values is further 
illustrated in 2:1-5 by means of the concrete, example of Paul's own apostolic 
existence. Had Paul conceded this prior to 1:18-31 the effect would have been only 
to confirm his audience's judgment that his apostleship lacked power and that it was 
inadequate. However, when this statement follows on 1:18-31 Paul's weakness and 
folly attest to the power and wisdom of God. The juxtaposition and para!lel 
terminology of 1: 18-2:5 make it impossible for Paul's readers to dismiss him as a 
trickster or fickle person. His readers have to consider it in relation to Paul's 
unsettling system of values and thus on his terms. Whether or not they accept his 
irony, they cannot dismiss its force which calls into question their own system of 
values. 
In the final analysis, this study and its proposed model of intetpretation has resulted 
in an interpretation of 1 Cor. 1 (and in particular through the te1ms of wisdom and 
foolishness) which has highlighted the extent to which Paul combats Corinthian 
factionalism. Seen in this way new light is shed on certain terms, while new 
directions are opened up for the exegesis of specific problematic sections. 
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NOTES: 
I) Einstein's lhcory of relativity has demonstrated the inlc!'activc effects between the observer 
and the obscrv•.=<l making fin<!! n1casurcn11.:nts problematic. In this \Vay Einstein opcncd the \vay to a 
theory of intcrsubjcctivc constilution of ti:nc con.c;.clousncss. Sec the article by P. Botha ( 1993:40}. 
2) Sec in this 1cgar<l thc remark l'y van Dijk (1977:167) "that by speaking we DO •umdhing, 1ha1 
is, something n1orc than merely speaking, is a simple but in1portant insight from the philosophy of 
language. It should be added that the use of language is not one specific act, but an integral part of 
social INTERACTION. Language systems arc CONVENTIONAL systems. Not only do they 
regulate, but their categories and rules have developed under the influence of the structure of 
interaction in society. This functional view of language, both a.s a system an<l as a historical product, in 
which the predominant SOCIAL role of language in interaction is stressed, is a ncccs~ary corrcctive to 
a psychological view of language and language use, where our competence in speaking is essentially an 
object for the philosophy of mind." Also keep in mind that Wittgenstein, Austin and Searle all argue for 
an approach which views the theory of meaning and the whole of language as a sub-part of a theory of 
action. 
3) Sec in this regard Han1crton - Kelly (1985:65-81) who utilizes the hermeneutics of Rene 
Girard in an attempt to prove that by respecting the cross, the Corinthians had no mcans of 
transforming community str!fc and violence. It is rather noteworthy that Paul on numerous occasions 
reinstated the cross and its ironic value systcnt as a means to end violence and misconduct. 
Note, for example. the following issues and the way Paul r~spondcd to them: 
a) 1:18 • 4:21: Christ crucified as God's wisdom :md :iowcr lo strife both internal and over against Paul, 
tarried out in the name of v.. isdonl. 
!'.>) 5:7: Christ our passover has beer. -;acrificc<l - to the con1n1unity's complacent attitude to\vards incest. 
c) 6:11: Through Christ you were washed, sanctified, justified to the church's failure to arbitrate 
between two brothers. 
d) 6:20: You were brought at a price - to some men going to prostitutes. 
c) 11:23-26: The proclaiming uf c:hrist's death through hrca<l and \Vine lo the schi:-.n1 hcl\\"Ct:n rich i.lnJ 
poor. 
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